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ABSTRACT
This study addresses the eonseeutive mode of interpreting. With a novel three-way 
approach to assessing coherence, it investigates whether different ways of delivering the 
target text -  short and long consecutive interpreting -  contribute to or impede 
coherence.
Cohesion, paralinguistic features and background knowledge are investigated as 
possible contributing factors to coherence. Accordingly, the study consists of three 
parts. The first part involves an analysis of cohesive ties in Turkish and English 
speeches, and in short and long eonseeutive interpretations of the English speeches into 
Turkish. The original English and Turkish speeches are used as a benchmark for 
comparison between non-interpreted and interpreted speech. Part two of the study 
involves the textual analysis of paralinguistic features in the short and long eonseeutive 
interpretations. Part three is a reception study which assesses the participants’ 
perception of coherence in the short and long renditions. The participants of the 
reception study form two different groups: participants who had specialised background 
knowledge of the topics discussed in the texts and those who had not.
The cohesion analysis shows that long consecutive interpretations are more cohesive 
when compared with short eonseeutive interpretations. The analysis o f paralinguistic 
features reveals that hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, slips of the tongue, self­
repairs, drawn out syllables and word repetitions are more frequent in short eonseeutive 
interpretations. The reception study shows that the longer renditions are perceived as 
being more coherent than the shorter renditions, and this perception is higher for 
participants with relevant background knowledge. The results of the study thus suggest 
that specialised background knowledge and cohesion contribute to coherence creation 
whilst the frequent use of paralinguistic features impedes coherence.
This study contributes to filling the knowledge gaps in relation to coherence in 
consecutive interpreting and Turkish interpretations of English spoken texts. In 
particular, it contributes to our understanding of the difference between short and long 
eonseeutive interpretations with respect to coherence.
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
For human beings, language is the primary means of communication and successful 
communication depends on both the speaker’s and hearer’s ability and willingness to 
make sense of a stretch of language. A discourse is meaningful only if it coheres for the 
parties involved in eommunieation. Hence, establishing coherence is crucial for 
successful communication.
While this is the ease, the profession of interpreting is practised in order to break the 
language barriers between the speakers of different languages. In other words, it is one 
of the ways to facilitate communication in this situation. The different modes of 
delivery (consecutive and simultaneous) should be taken into consideration when 
defining interpreting. When the source message is in the form of verbal language, the 
oral interpretation is performed either consecutively or simultaneously. The eonseeutive 
mode of interpreting (Cl) involves rendering the source message after the speaker 
pauses to allow the interpreter to eommunieate the message in the target language 
whereas the simultaneous mode (SI) requires the interpreter to render the source 
message while the speaker speaks without interruption.
While eonseeutive interpreting (Cl) and simultaneous interpreting (SI) are categorised 
as the different working modes of spoken language interpretation, sight translation -  
which involves the spoken rendering/relaying of written texts -  appears as a hybrid 
form. Sight translation was originally characterized as a type of SI (Jean Herbert 1952) 
and has often been treated as such ever since and “ in the last twenty-five years research 
into signed language interpreting has burgeoned as a sub-discipline of translation and 
interpreting studies”  (Napier 2010: 64). Agrifoglio’s (2004) comparative study of sight 
translation, SI and Cl suggests that although the end product of SI, Cl and ST is the 
same (an oral interpretation of the source message), an oral interpretation from an oral 
versus written message differs with regard to information reception, processing, and 
production. In addition, the term signed-language interpreting is used to refer to 
‘interpreting for the deaf and allows for “ the significant distinction between 
interpreting from or into sign language proper that is a signed language which serves as 
the native language for the d ea f’ (Poehhaeker 2004:18). Sight translation and signed
language interpreting will not, however, be referred to in this dissertation as they are 
beyond the seope of the study.
Consecutive interpreting is one of the working modes of spoken language interpretation 
and requires listening to the message delivered by the speaker and rendering/relaying 
the source language segments into the target language after the speaker pauses to allow 
the interpreter to deliver the target message. The target language version may be 
produced after listening to the entire source message or segments of approximately 3 to 
12 minutes in length (Kohn and Kalina 1996: 118). The short and long eonseeutive 
interpretations in particular are not well defined in the literature and there is no clear cut 
between short and long eonseeutive interpretations with reference to the lengths of the 
renditions. Hence, there is a need for defining the different types of eonseeutive 
interpreting as they have achieved a lot of relevance by now in for example business 
and community interpreting.
In this study, short eonseeutive interpreting refers to interpretations of very short 
segments (for example, one sentence as in sentenee-by-sentenee interpretations) 
whereas long eonseeutive interpretations are referred to interpretations of approximately 
2 to 3 minutes of speech at a time. Short eonseeutive interpretations are associated with 
both one-way and two-way situations. In contrast, long eonseeutive interpretations 
requires note-taking and is usually referred to as ‘classic consecutive’. Classic 
eonseeutive normally occurs in the form of one-way eonseeutive which requires 
interpreting in a single direction.
It is important to note that the necessary segmentation which is imposed on interpreters 
makes the achievement of coherence particularly challenging. The very chunked 
presentation of the source text (e.g. in sentenee-by-sentenee interpretations) have a 
potential to disturb the natural flow of the text, making it more difficult for the 
interpreter to make sense of the source text. It is believed that this may in turn be 
reflected in the target text delivered by the interpreter, negatively effecting the audience 
perception of coherence. In principle, this is the ease for all modes of interpreting but it 
is particularly important in eonseeutive interpreting. According to Hatim and Mason, 
(2002: 262) in addition to the structure of rendition, coherence is very important in 
consecutive interpreting in particular. They explain that “ effective Cl output shows a
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clear outline of the way a text is structured” (2002: 262). Referring to eonseeutive 
interpreting in particular, Orlando identifies that “ the importance of coherence as a 
pedagogical objective has been underlined by many (Gile 1983, Gonzalez et al. 1991, 
Bastin 2003) on the grounds that a good interpreter is expected to give a convincing 
statement” (Orlando 2010: 75). Among others, referring to Cl, Peng also states that 
significance of coherence should not be overlooked by trainees (Peng 2006). For an 
interpretation to achieve its aim, the target segments delivered by the interpreter must 
‘make sense’ to the target text audience and hence, delivering a target text that ‘coheres’ 
for the parties involved is essential. After all. As Peng states, ‘making sense’ is one of 
the most firequently proposed attributes to be considered when evaluating the quality of 
interpretations, both eonseeutive and simultaneous, in professional settings (Peng 2009: 
217). ^
Peng’s view is, of course, formed by the insight that coherence is a fundamental concept 
to be taken into account in the discussion of textuality and texture, that is the study of 
what constitutes a text, and in the discussion of discourse, for example the use of a text 
to create meaning. However, while this insight is well established today (e.g. through 
the work by Beaugrande & Dressier 1981, Bublitz et al. 1999, Gemsbacher & Givon 
1995, Widdoson 2007 and others), early authors focused on the concept of cohesion, 
and coherence as a concept did not receive the attention it was subsequently found to 
deserve. While the notion of cohesion introduced in Halliday and Hassan’s Cohesion in 
English (1976) was widely accepted as a useful category for text analysis, coherence 
was “ regarded or even dismissed as a vague, fiizzy and rather mystical notion with little 
practical value for the analyst”  (Bublitz 1999: 1). With changing views in the 
understanding of coherence, cohesion has come to be seen more as a contributing factor 
instead of the ‘primary’ or ‘the only’ factor to be considered in the way texts form a 
unified whole, and the advances in linguistic research have suggested that cohesion 
alone does not guarantee coherence.
Some see coherence as the result of the interaction between texts and text users while 
others regard coherence as an internal mental phenomenon in both text 
production and comprehension (Peng 2009: 34). Beaugrande and Dressier are among 
those who see coherence as a result of the interaction between text and text users. They 
explain that coherence “ concerns the ways in which the components of the textual
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world, that is the configuration of concepts and relations which underlie the surface text, 
are mutually accessible and relevant” (de Beaugrande & Dressier 1981: 3). On the 
other hand, Gemsbacher and Givon are among those who regard coherence as an 
internal mental phenomenon in both text production and comprehension. They define 
coherence as “ a property of what emerges during speech production and 
comprehension - the mentally represented text, and in particular the mental processes 
that partake in constmeting that mental representation” (1995: vii).
In this study, coherence is treated as a hearer/reader-oriented, cooperative achievement 
instead of a text inherent property. It is believed that in attempting to constmct 
coherence, the readers’ and hearers’ expectations, background knowledge, and 
experience of the world are the predominant factors (Charolles 1983; van de Velde 
1985; Enkvist 1986; Lanquist 1989; Baker 1992; Shiro 1994; Bublitz and Lenk 1999; 
Edmondson 1999; Ostman 1999; Sanders and Spooren 1999; Tanskanen 2006). On the 
other hand, cohesion is seen as a linguistic resource that has a potential to contribute to 
coherence creation by helping receivers make referential connections between different 
parts of the text, providing clues for evaluating what follows and enabling them to 
associate earlier statements with subsequent ones.
There have been many attempts to determine what constitutes a coherent text as 
opposed to a sequence of sentences that are considered a non-text. The changing view 
of coherence has highlighted the link between coherence, text comprehension and 
background knowledge (Baker 1992; Bublitz and Lenk 1999; Charolles 1983; 
Edmondson 1999; Enkvist 1986; Lanquist 1989; Ostman 1999; Sanders and Spooren 
1999; Shiro 1994; Tanskanen 2006; van de Velde 1985).
Coherence research has also paid some attention to spoken discourse, although to a 
much lesser extent. This research makes it clear that spoken discourse follows its own 
patterns, for example, in terms of cohesion. Spoken discourse is also influenced by 
specific features arising from the way it is produced and delivered, leading to specific 
paralinguistie features such as hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self-correction, 
drawn out syllables and word repetition. It can be assumed tliat in spoken discourse, it is 
not only the use of cohesion, but also the way spoken discourse is delivered that 
contributes to or impedes coherence.
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Despite advances in coherence research in text linguistics and discourse analysis over 
the past decades, Ahn (2005) and later Peng (2009), note that coherence has not been 
much researched in relation to translation and interpreting. As Peng (2009: 39) states, 
there is a lack of substantial research on coherence (and cohesion). Apart from a small 
number of studies investigating whether form-based or meaning-based interpretations 
are more common and comparing eonseeutive interpretations by professionals and 
trainees (Dam 1998/2002; Dogan 2003; Peng (2009), coherence has not been much 
researched in relation to eonseeutive interpreting. More importantly, no scholarly work 
to date has investigated what constitutes coherence in short vs. long eonseeutive 
interpretations. Accordingly, differences between short and long eonseeutive 
interpretations in terms of coherence are still untested. While eonseeutive interpreting 
remains generally under-researched, classic eonseeutive has been on the decline (after 
the advert of simultaneous interpreting), but short and long consecutive interpreting is 
widely practised worldwide today. However, how long the segment chunks should be in 
these settings is an open question; investigating whether the different ways of delivering 
the target text (short vs. long eonseeutive) contribute to or impede coherence would 
provide an empirical basis. Apart from this, there are not many published resources that 
Turkish interpreters, trainees or researchers can make use of. Speeifieally, the concepts 
of coherence and cohesion have not been adequately dealt with in relation to Turkish 
interpretations.
This study investigates coherence in relation to long and short eonseeutive interpreting. 
It has been motivated by, and emerged from, a number of factors, including:
(i) a long-standing interest in research in consecutive interpreting and textuahty,
(ii) the absence of a study investigating how the different modes of consecutive 
interpreting contribute to or impede coherence for the target text audience,
(iii) the absence of a detailed study on the coherence of Turkish interpretations of 
English spoken texts and cohesion in Turkish eonseeutive interpretations of English 
spoken texts.
The objective of this study is twofold. Firstly, the study seeks to find out what actually 
constitutes coherence in spoken discourse. Secondly, the study investigates to what 
extent different ways of delivering the target text in eonseeutive interpreting, that is a 
delivery in longer and shorter chunks, contribute to or impede coherence.
To achieve the objectives, three factors that research has shown to have an impact on 
the creation of coherence in spoken discourse were considered in the development of an 
appropriate theoretical framework. These factors are, as outlined above, cohesion, 
paralinguistic features and background knowledge on the part of the audience. Then, an 
empirical study was designed with the aim of obtaining comparable sets of short and 
long eonseeutive interpretations from English into Turkish. This empirical study 
allowed analysing the two sets with regard to (a) the patterns of cohesion they exhibit, 
(b) the use of paralinguistie features in these renditions and (c) how audiences with 
different levels of background knowledge perceive the different renditions.
Four sets of four English source texts were obtained and analysed in this way. The 
cohesion analysis involved a detailed comparison of the short and long eonseeutive 
interpretations from English into Turkish with comparable Turkish and English original 
texts in order to find out to what extent the long and short interpretations follow source 
language or target language patterns of cohesion respectively. This study is based on a 
situation o f ‘workplace interpreting’. In some contexts such as police and court, it may 
be necessary for the interpreter to ‘imitate’ the hesitations in the TT as hesitation 
markers may be an important indicator of someone being nervous. However, in 
‘workplace interpreting’ situations, this is not necessary. As police and court 
interpreting is not within the seope of this study, the paralinguistie features in the 
original spoken texts were not analysed. In addition, in a workplace interpreting context, 
an interpreter’s hesitation in the TT can be taken as a sign of interpreting problems. 
Investigating these problems with regard to coherence well may highlight interesting 
results is worth researching. Accordingly, the textual analysis of paralinguistie features 
involves the TTs only.
Accordingly, the paralinguistie features in the original spoken texts were not analysed 
and the analysis of paralinguistic features was conducted using the target texts only. The 
analysis of the impact of background knowledge on the perception of coherence took
the form of a reception study involving participants with different levels of background 
knowledge in relation to the topics of the chosen texts.
With this novel three-way approach to assessing coherence in short and long 
consecutive interpretations, this study will make a significant contribution to 
understanding potential differences between different ways of delivering eonseeutive 
interpretations. Moreover, it will fill in prevailing knowledge gaps relating to coherence 
in consecutive interpreting and to Turkish interpretations of English spoken texts.
Upon completion of this introduction chapter, chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to a review 
of the relevant literature, with the aim of deriving an appropriate theoretical framework 
for the analysis of coherence in eonseeutive interpreting. Chapter 2 will first review the 
different approaches to the eonseeutive mode of interpreting and highlight the 
achievements in interpreting research to date. Chapter 2 will also point out to the gaps 
in the literature.
Chapter 3 will initially present the early discussions which suggest ‘cohesion’ as a key 
concept in coherence creation and then outline the current debates. Particular features of 
coherence in spoken discourse will also be presented in this chapter. Chapter 3 will then 
propose a framework to suggest what constitutes coherence in spoken discourse in 
particular.
Chapter 4 is devoted to describing the methodology used for the completion of the 
empirical study. It begins by explaining the objectives and research questions in detail 
and then provides a detailed explanation and justification of the three-way approach to 
the analysis that was adopted in this study.
Chapters 5 to 7 report the findings of the study. Firstly, chapter 5 presents the findings 
of the cohesion analysis including the comparison between the short and long 
interpretations and comparable Turkish and English source texts. This is followed by 
chapter 6 where the findings of the paralinguistie features analysis are introduced, 
whilst chapter 7 presents the findings of the reception study.
Chapter 8 presents the discussions and answers the research questions. Chapter 9 is the 
conclusion chapter and it presents the outcomes and the limitations of the study and also 
provides suggestions for future work.
Chapter 2 
Interpreting as a Process of Mediation
The main aim of this chapter is to situate consecutive interpreting in the landscape of 
interpreting which is changing, but there is nevertheless a need for systematising the 
different modes and types of interpreting. The second aim of this chapter is to lead 
towards the role of coherence in modelling eonseeutive interpreting. The development 
of models of consecutive interpreting is closely linked to the development of key 
concepts in text linguistics (and discourse analysis), including especially the notions of 
cohesion and coherence. The relevant models of Cl are reviewed in chapter 2. Without a 
clear concept of coherence, the modelling of Cl has remained restricted. Chapter 2 will 
prepare the ground for a detailed discussion of the notion of coherence, as this will be 
the focus of chapter 3, but it is at times necessary to refer to ‘coherence’ in the pre- 
theoretieal sense of ‘the hanging together of ideas’ or of ‘unity of meaning’ in a text. A 
discussion of different views on how exactly coherence comes about, will be the subject 
of chapter 3. At the end of chapter 3, there will be a discussion of how the 
development/evolution of the term coherence benefits the discussion of models of CL
This chapter clarifies the concepts of translation and interpreting (2.1) and the different 
working modes of interpreting process (2.2). Then the different approaches to the 
eonseeutive mode of interpreting are reviewed in particular, which is the main focus of 
this study. The approaches discussed are namely the early approaches (2.3), a cognitive 
approach (2.4), a text linguistic approach (2.5) and a discourse-based approach (2.6). 
This chapter also highlights the achievements in interpreting research to date and points 
out to the gaps in the literature.
2.1 Translation and Interpreting
A large number of definitions have been suggested for ‘translation’, as shown, for 
example in Pym 2010. In very general terms, translation can be defined as an activity by 
which the meaning (sense) of a text (spoken or written) in one language is transferred 
into another language, aiming to eommunieate the same message in the form of an 
equivalent text. The term ‘translation’ normally refers to the translation of written texts 
and is sometimes used as a cover term whereas the term 'interpreting’ is generally used 
to refer to a spoken and signed transfer. Providing an acceptable definition of each
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process is possible by looking more closely into the different processes involved in 
translation and interpreting. There are also many hybrid forms today such as sight 
translation.
There are distinguishing factors between translation and interpreting. The different 
processes involved, different settings, various demands that are placed on translators 
and interpreters, and the different ways in which the message is presented in the source 
and target language can be viewed as some of the distinguishing factors between 
translation and interpreting. It is generally agreed that distinct sets of skills are required 
for the completion of these tasks. In the ease of (written) translation, writing, editing, as 
well as analytical skills are important as the target version of the original text is 
normally expected to act as a native-like equivalent. In the ease of interpreting, 
reviewing is not possible due to the one-off presentation of the source text (ST), and the 
target text (TT) is to be presented immediately. Hence, unlike (written) translation 
where there is a chance for revision and correction, (spoken-language) interpreting 
requires the linguistic knowledge of interpreter’s working languages to be highly 
‘available’ (Gile 1998: 44). Consequently, ‘immediacy’ can be considered as a key 
word in our quest for providing an acceptable definition of interpreting. With reference 
to Kade (1968), Poehhaeker states:
Within the conceptual structure of translation, interpreting can be distinguished 
from other types of translation activity most succinctly by its immediacy: in 
principle, interpreting is performed ‘here and now’ for the benefit of people who 
want to engage in communication across barriers of language and culture.
(Poehhaeker 2004:10)
Section 2.1 has provided an overview of the definition of interpreting and translation. 
Section 2.2 explores the working modes of interpreting in more detail.
2.2 Working Modes of Interpreting
With the transmission equipment that was developed in the 1920s (Poehhaeker 2004: 
18), interpreters worked for the first time from a sound-proof booth and rendered the 
messages while the speaker was speaking. Since then, it has become meaningful to 
distinguish between eonseeutive interpreting -  which was the standard for all kinds of
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international meetings prior to the introduction of the transmission equipment -  and 
simultaneous interpreting, which is now widely used as the main form of conference 
interpretation. On the other hand, liaison interpreting appears as a hybrid form.
Simultaneous interpreting appeared for the first time on a large scale after World War II 
at the Nuremburg Trials and was provided in four languages; English, French, German 
and Russian (Siegfried 2007: 9). By the 1970s, simultaneous interpreting had overtaken 
eonseeutive as the main form of conference interpretation (Gillies 2005: 3). In SI, the 
TT is delivered to the target audience while the speaker is producing the source 
message. This mode normally requires the use of audio transmission equipment and 
sound-proof booths, as noted above. The interpreter speaks into a microphone and the 
target language listeners are able to hear the rendered interpretation through infrared 
receivers and earphones. In the ease o f ‘whispering’ (‘ehuehotage’, in French), which is 
a specific form of simultaneous interpreting used when only one or few people need this 
interpretation, the interpreter delivers the TT by speaking in a low voice either with or 
without mobile SI equipment, depending on the number of recipients.
On the other hand, eonseeutive interpreting requires listening to the message delivered 
by the speaker and rendering/relaying the source language segments into the target 
language after the speaker pauses to allow the interpreter to deliver the target message. 
The target language version may be produced after listening to the entire source 
message or segments of approximately 3 to 12 minutes in length (Kohn and Kalina 
1996: 118). During the delivery of the source message, the speaker is the only person 
producing a message, and when the speaker pauses to allow the interpreter to 
eommunieate the message in the target language, the interpreter is the only person 
eommunieating a message.
Interpretations can be rendered through short and long consecutive interpreting. 
Technology for SI is widely available today. Hence, conference interpreting is normally 
done using the simultaneous mode of interpreting. Besides, SI is necessary in 
multilingual settings as it allows the proceedings to be carried out without interruptions 
and having to wait for the interpretations of different languages to be rendered. On the 
other hand, because of a growing need of business and community interpreting, there is 
a demand for short eonseeutive interpreting. Business interpreting in this paper is used
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in its broad sense. Interpreting has diversified a lot and there are many different fields 
where even the terms are not clarified. For instance, business interpreting is not well 
defined in the literature. As explained in the Institute of Translation and Interpreting 
(ITI) brochure, business interpreting requires many different modes of interpreting 
ranging from consecutive (liaison) interpretmg, simultaneous (whispering/chuehotage), 
simultaneous with equipment, and phone interpreting. This study focuses on business 
interpreting in a one-way situation and as it is done in some areas of business 
interpreting. ‘Interpreting in the workplace’ can well be used as a cover term for 
business interpreting for clarification. Public service interpreting (PSI) on the other 
hand, is used in public services where an interpretation service is required by a service 
user who does not speak the local majority language and community interpreting is 
defined as ‘interpreting in the community’ (Poehhaeker 2004: 15).
As explained in Chapter 1, short and long consecutive interpretating in particular are not 
well defined in the literature and there is no clear cut between short and long 
eonseeutive interpretations regarding how long the renditions should be. Therefore, 
these terms need to be defined. Because of the historical development, people 
traditionally refer to consecutive implicitly meaning long classic eonseeutive but this 
also needs to be defined more clearly as there are different ways of delivering the target 
segments in Cl; shorter and longer. In the case of short consecutive, the message 
segments are kept brief. Accordingly, the interpreter mostly relies on his/her memory 
and renders a few sentences at a time without taking notes. This mode is associated with 
both one-way and two-way situations. Short eonseeutive interpreting is commonly used 
in business meetings, tours, short visits, court witness testimonies, recorded statements, 
hospitals, job interviews etc. In contrast, when longer speeches are to be interpreted 
consecutively, this requires note-taking and is usually referred to as ‘classic 
consecutive’. Classic consecutive normally occurs in the form of one-way eonseeutive 
which requires interpreting in a single direction. Long consecutive interpreting is 
commonly used in technical meetings, fields trips, depositions etc. This type of 
interpreting is referred to as ‘long eonseeutive interpreting’ throughout this thesis.
On the other hand, liaison interpreting is defined as ‘a form of oral interpreting in which 
two speakers who do not know each other’s language eommunieate through an 
interpreter, in spontaneous conversational settings’ (Hatim and Mason 1997: 36). This
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type of interpreting is also known as two-way interpreting. Although it is debatable, 
some see liaison interpreting as a separate mode. As liaison interpreting is not within the 
scope of this study, it is not dealt with in any more detail.
There is also a hybrid form of simultaneous-consecutive that is currently being 
explored. Hamidi & Pochhacker (2007) conducted a small-scale experimental study 
which was carried out to test the validity of technology-assisted consecutive interpreting 
as a new working method for conference interpreters. In this new method, the original 
speech is recorded with a digital voice recorder and played back into the earphones of 
the interpreter and the interpretation is rendered in the simultaneous mode, on the basis 
of transcript analysis, self-assessment and audience response, the three experienced 
interpreters’ performances in the conventional consecutive and the ‘simultaneous 
consecutive’ mode were assessed. The findings suggest that the hybrid form of 
simultaneous-consecutive ‘permits enhanced interpreting’ (Hamidi & Pochacker 2007).
This study focuses on consecutive interpreting, and in particular, short and long 
consecutive interpreting. Models that describe the process of consecutive interpretation 
are presented in the next section. The development of models of Cl is closely linked to 
the development of key concepts in text linguistics (and discourse analysis), including 
especially the notion of coherence. The relevant models of Cl will be reviewed in the 
next section (2.3). The aim of this review is: (i) to highlight the necessity of the notion 
of coherence in interpreting studies and (ii) to show that the process involved in 
different deliveries of consecutive interpreting (short and long consecutive) is still 
untested.
2.3 Approaches to Consecutive Interpreting
This section outlines the scholarly work on the approaches to consecutive interpreting 
which has contributed to the limited literature on this particular mode of interpreting. In 
particular, the early approaches, a cognitive approach, a text-linguistic approach, a 
discourse-based mental modelling approach and empirical approaches to consecutive 
interpreting are discussed.
Many scholars (e.g. Pochhacker 1995, Gile 1998, Angelelli 2000, Bidoli 2002) have 
stated that the Hterature on Interpreting Studies has been dominated by the simultaneous
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mode over the consecutive mode. Pochhacker (1995: 17-31) carried out a bibliographic 
analysis of studies on interpreting which covered writings between the years 1952 and 
1994. His analysis revealed that “ three times as many works focus on the simultaneous 
rather than the consecutive mode of interpreting, and conference interpreting is by far 
the most frequent of all various types of interpreting distinguished by the 
institutional/situational setting” (1995: 29). Similarly, Angelelli also claims that 
emphasis has been given to SI and that the majority of studies reflect psycho linguistic 
and neurolinguistic approaches to interpretation while interpretation as a social act was 
not dealt with adequately. Angelelli also believes that “ discussion has been frequently 
limited to the question of linguistic codes and language or information processing” 
(2000: 581). However, this has changed to some extent since 2000.
Prior to the developments in consecutive interpreting research, simultaneous 
interpreting had already received significant attention. The simultaneous mode of 
interpreting has been the centre of attention since its introduction, but little has been 
said with regard to the processing of consecutive interpreting and the majority of the 
processing models have been designed for SI. Pochhacker (2004: 96), referring to this 
gap in the literature, rightly states that “ whether addressing the issue of multiple task 
performance in general or the specific processing stages and mental structures involved, 
reference is made mainly to the process of simultaneous interpreting” .
Section 2.3.1 discusses the early approaches put forward by Herbert (1952) and 
Seleskovitch (1965). Section 2.3.2 is devoted to a cognitive approach to consecutive 
interpreting put forward by Gile (1985). This is followed by section 2.3.3 in which the 
text linguistic approach of Hatim and Mason (2002) is presented, and the discourse- 
based mental modelling proposed by Kohn and Kalina (1996) is presented in section 
2.3.4. Finally, section 2.4 highlights the achievements to date, unfolds the questions 
arising and suggests some next steps in consecutive interpreting research.
2.3.1 Early Approaches
Early authors (e.g. Herbert 1952, Seleskovitch 1962) who had begun to conduct 
interpreting research prior to the dominance of the simultaneous mode, attempted to 
provide a coherent description of how the consecutive mode of interpreting works. They 
all agreed that listening and speaking should be regarded as two distinct stages of
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interpreters’ performance. Herbert (1952), for example, modelled the interpreting 
process in three stages: (i) understanding, (ii) conversion and (iii) delivery. This early 
approach offers practical advice to student interpreters on aspects such as note-taking 
and the reformulation of speech from notes. Although Herbert was successftil in 
drawing conference interpreters’ attention towards to the important role of 
understanding the source message and the crucial role of prior knowledge, his model 
was criticized for placing little emphasis on the underlying mental processes involved 
(Pochacker 2004: 97). In addition, Herbert’s ‘handbook’ appears to be a collection of 
predictions and techniques he gathered working as a consecutive interpreter himself, 
and it lacks theoretical backup.
Danica Seleskovitch touched upon the fundamental concept o f ‘sense’ and formulated 
the interpretative theory of translation (théorie du sens; Seleskovitch 1965), making a 
seminal contribution to the field. The concept of deverbalization, which is the central 
concept introduced by Seleskovitch, entailed a sharp distinction between translation and 
interpreting in particular. Translation was seen by Seleskovitch as ‘decoding’ whereas 
interpreting was defined as conveying sense. In other words, unlike translators, 
interpreters reduce words to nonverbal sense rather than performing a linguistic 
conversion. Seleskovitch emphasized “ interpretation is not a direct conversion of the 
linguistic meaning of the source language to the target language, but a conversion from 
source language to sense”  (Seleskovitch 1977). According to her model, the 
interpreter’s task is characterized as identifying the intended meaning (sense) and 
reformulating the ideas grasped in the target language, making sure that they ‘make 
sense’ to the target audience. Seleskovitch’s main argument is that the interpreter must, 
first of all, understand the incoming message. Seleskovitch’s theory asserts the 
legitimacy of meaning-based (as opposed to word-based) interpreting and has been 
accepted and put into practice by a considerable number of interpreters and interpreter- 
trainers worldwide. As Pochhacker states, this apparent antagonism, expressed in 
phrases like ‘interpreting is not translating every word’, is still very much in evidence in 
the professional literature (Pochhacker 2004: 36). Although ground-breaking, 
Seleskovitch’s theory does not suggest a framework for how ‘sense’ is actually 
conveyed and how the receivers make sense of that message.
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2.3.2 A Cognitive Approach
Gile is among others who contributed to the limited literature on consecutive 
interpreting with a cognitive approach. Gile’s (1985, 1997, 2002, 2009) Effort Models 
drew scholars’ attention to the issue of processing capacity. Gile modelled SI as a 
process consisting of a listening and analysis effort (L), a production effort (P), a 
memory effort (M) and a coordination effort (C). In contrast. Cl is modelled as a two- 
phase process; a listening phase and a reformulation phase.
The listening phase refers to the time between the moment a segment is heard and the 
moment notes are taken or mentally processed to be sent on to long-term memory. Gile 
explains that the listening phase consists of a listening effort, a production effort 
(producing notes), and a short-term memory effort. In contrast, the reformulation phase 
consists of remembering, note-reading and production (Gile 2009:176). Gile explains in 
the reformulation phase “ the interpreter is free to perform the three efforts and allocate 
processing capacity to each at his/her own pace” and that this reduces the pressure on 
the coordination component (Gile 2009: 176). Unlike the case with comprehension 
phase or simultaneous interpreting, in the reformulation phase the interpreter does not 
have to share processing capacity between tasks under high cognitive load (Gile 
2009:176). According to Gile, only the listening phase seems to generate potential 
threats of saturation (Gile 2009: 176).
Gile also explains that for an interpretation to proceed smoothly: (i) the sum of the 
processing capacity used for individual efforts should not exceed the total amount of 
available capacity, and (ii) the capacity available for each Effort should cover the 
requirements associated with the task the effort is engaged in (Gile 1998:44). The 
‘Effort Model’ allowed Gile to explain well-known problem triggers in interpreting and 
his discussion of these difficulties can be considered as a good introductory guide for 
trainee interpreters, students and researchers.
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The major theoretical contributions of the Effort Models are their potential to: (i) 
highlight the various demands that each mode places on interpreters, (ii) shed light on 
the difficulties that are likely to occur in interpreting due to the cognitive tasks involved, 
and (iii) signal the need to study Cl and SI, as two distinct modes requiring distinct sets 
of skills. The ‘Effort Models’ have been elaborated and applied to various types of 
interpreting and processing constellations since their introduction (Pochhacker and 
Shlesinger 2002: 162) and this certainly tests their theoretical usefulness and 
contribution to the field. Although Gile highlighted the various demands that each mode 
places on interpreters and explained Cl as such in great detail, he did not distinguish 
between the cognitive tasks involved in short and long consecutive interpretations and 
nor the various problem triggers in short consecutive versus long consecutive 
interpretations.
In fact, short and long consecutive interpretations must be viewed as two different 
processes requiring different efforts. In short consecutive situations, the interpreter has 
access to only limited segments at a time while in long consecutive situations, a bigger 
picture is available for the interpreter because the source segments are received in larger 
chunks. Plus, the macro-structure is less readily available for the interpreter in short 
consecutive situations, and in long consecutive situations the interpreter needs to 
continuously read notes while producing speech. As for these reasons, it would be 
sensible to suggest that the two different modes would also place different demands on 
the interpreter. To my knowledge, no-one has suggested a framework representing the 
different processes involved in short vs. long consecutive interpreting and how this 
affects the audience understanding. However, the text linguistic approach to interpreting 
proposed by Hatim and Mason can provide a basis for such framework.
2.3.3 A Text Linguistic Approach
With a text-linguistic approach to interpreting, Hatim and Mason (1997) suggest a set of 
hypotheses based on the demands made on the interpreter by the situational constraints. 
This is based on an earlier work in text linguistics. Halliday and Hasan introduced the 
term ‘texture’ to refer to ‘the property of being a text’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 2) and 
in their text linguistic approach to interpreting, Hatim and Mason suggested ‘texture’, 
‘structure’ and ‘context’ as the three basic aspects of being a text. The various devices 
used in establishing continuity of sense and thus making a sequence of sentences
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operational (Le. both cohesive and coherent) are covered in the term ‘texture’.
‘Structure’ is another source from which texts derive their cohesion and acquire the 
necessary unity of meaning. Specific compositional plans are perceived with the 
assistance o f ‘structure’. Hatim and Mason state that structure and texture work 
together; structure provides the outline, and texture fleshes out the details. The way a 
text is developed is ultimately determined by ‘context’.
Hatim and Mason are among those who consider liaison interpreting as a separate mode 
(See 2.2). Emphasizing the nature of demands made on the interpreter by the situational 
constraints normally associated with each of the three basic modes (simultaneous, 
consecutive, liaison), they state that as the reception and production of the text take 
place at more or less the same time in simultaneous interpreting, the interpreter has to 
settle for a partial view of both context and text structure and has to rely more heavily 
on the emerging texture to make and maintain sense. In consecutive interpreting 
situations, output comes after the source text has been delivered and the consecutive 
interpreter tends to focus on information relevant to text structure. In liaison interpreting 
situations, only a partial view of texture and structure is available to the interpreter and 
hence, context would seem to be the main resource which the liaison interpreter draws 
on in the task of maintaining the continuity of exchange (Hatim and Mason 1997: 256- 
257).
Hatim and Mason’s work only distinguished between one-way consecutive and two- 
way consecutive interpreting (liaison). Similar to Gile’s Effort Models (1985), the text 
linguistic approach suggested by Hatim and Mason is not based on extensive research 
and does not suggest a framework for short vs. long consecutive interpreting. No 
scholarly work has focused on the various ways of delivering the target text in one-way 
consecutive. However, Hatim and Mason’s approach to simultaneous, consecutive and 
liaison interpreting provides a good basis for a framework to suggest how the different 
ways of delivering the target text might place different demands on the interpreters. 
Hatim and Mason explain that partial strands of textuality remain partly inaccessible, 
leaving the interpreter to make fuller use of those which are readily available: (a) in the 
case of simultaneous interpreting, context and structure can be accessed more 
effectively via texture, because they are revealed only piecemeal; (b) in the case of 
consecutive interpreting, texture and context can be stored more effectively via
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structure, because they are retained only in a most short-lived manner; and (c) in the 
case of liaison interpreting, texture and structure can be negotiated more effectively via 
context as they are manifested only partially (Hatim and Mason 1997: 257).
2.3.4 A Discourse-Based Mental Modelling
Kohn and Kalina (1996) analysed consecutive (and simultaneous) interpreting from a 
strategic point of view. They believe that “ understanding interpreting means first of all 
understanding the production and reception processes of monolingual communication” 
(Kohn and Kalina 1996: 126). Aiming to describe the cognitive linguistic processes and 
strategies underlying comprehension and production in interpreted bilingual 
communication, they use the concept of discourse-based mental modelling. They 
explain that:
The ability of human beings to perceive/experience the “real”  world and/or 
imagine a fictitious world is a complex cognitive affair involving an integrated set 
of interacting processes whose combined force is geared towards a cognitive 
modelling of the world. People are able to experience the world only insofar as 
they are able to actively and creatively model it on the basis of input data (‘bottom 
up’) and available world knowledge and beliefs (‘top down’); and the range and 
limitations o f this modelling process define the range and limitations of their world 
experience.
According to Kohn and Kalina, communication about the world presupposes mental 
modelling, and successful communication is achieved through the integration of world 
knowledge and linguistic knowledge allows language to be used successfully (Kohn and 
Kalina 1996: 120-121). Interpreters attempt to convert their knowledge into strategic 
action -including an ultimate emergency strategy of ‘requirement reduction’ - in order 
to cope with the manifold diffieulties inherent in interpreting. They believe that these 
difficulties and corresponding strategic processes can be identified with reference to the 
determining factors of interpreting. Target discourse production in Cl is one of these 
factors (1996: 126). Interpreters mainly listen to the source discourse during the 
reception phase, breaking it down into coherent chunks. In order to carry out the kind of 
mental modelling which will then be the basis for target discourse production.
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interpreters use their linguistic knowledge in interaction with their world and situation 
knowledge (1996: 128).
Kohn and Kalina believe that in the consecutive mode, interpreters can achieve a better 
basis for memorisation through macro-restructuring. They state that interpreters may 
have to deal with a clearly maero-structured discourse with strong cohesive ties and a 
clear linguistic representation, or with poor macro structure and weak cohesion (1996:
128). They also highlight that speakers may use repetition, multiple starts or 
redundancies which impede structure and cohesion. Kohn and Kalina state that finding a 
suitable linguistic representation for the target discourse is the major remaining task 
once interpreter builds up a mental model of the ST in the production phase. In relation 
to the production phase, Kohn and Kalina stress that the interpreter is often expected to 
produee a shorter version of the original diseourse and hence, he/she may either speak 
faster than the discourse producer or, by focusing on the most relevant points in the 
mental-model, condense the semantic content of the discourse (Kohn and Kalina 1996:
129).
Kohn and Kalina’s model takes its place as a good guide for trainee interpreters and 
interpreting studies students with its discussions regarding the challenges involved in 
the reception and production phases of CL The model emphasizes that a deep 
understanding of the source text is a prerequisite for building a coherent target text. The 
model’s pedagogical value also comes from its emphasis on indicating world 
knowledge and linguistic knowledge as neeessary for successful communication. 
Although Kohn and Kalina suggest ways to build ‘coherent’ interpretations, they do not 
provide a satisfying definition o f ‘coherence’.
2.3.5 Existing Empirical Studies of Cl
A review of the literature shows that when evaluating the quality of interpretations in 
professional settings, one of the most frequently proposed attributes to be considered is 
‘making sense’ or ‘sense consistency’ (Peng 2009: 217). In addition, many studies 
(Beaugrande & Dressier 1981; Scott & Souza 1990; Shlesinger 1995) suggest that one 
way to assess the quality of a text is to assess how easy it is for the readers/listeners to 
comprehend the intended message (Peng 2009: 218). Hence, ‘making sense’ is defined 
as the gold standard for interpreting (Peng 2006: 8). An interpreter is expected to
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understand the message produced by the speaker and to deliver the interpretation in 
such a way that it makes sense to the target audience. In the light of the above 
discussion, ‘making sense’ may be considered as one of the major criteria for assessing 
the quality of interpretations. As Peng observes, ‘ ‘making global sense has long been 
seen as one of the most important criteria forjudging the success of a given 
interpretation. Special emphasis is placed on the coherence and structure of the 
rendition for consecutive in particular” (Peng 2009: 216).
Pochhacker also emphasizes the importance of the notion of coherence in interpreting. 
Pochhacker defines the major steps of an interpreter’s task as making sense of what has 
been expressed in the source language and expressing the ideas grasped in the target 
language in such a way that they ‘make sense’ to the target audience (Pochhacker 2004: 
56). Similarly, Hatim and Mason emphasize that “ successful eonsecutive interpreting 
should show a clear outline of the way a text is structured” (Hatim and Mason 2002: 
262). What emerges from these contributions is a general perception that the end- 
product of an interpretation should be clearly structured at the micro level (with 
cohesive links) and macro-level so that the target audience can make sense of the 
interpretation with minimal struggle.
In contrast to these implicit acknowledgements of the importance of coherence, as Ahn 
observes, “ there has not been very much research on coherence related to interpreting 
and translation” (Ahn 2005: 699). Along the same lines, referring to this gap in the 
research, Peng (2009: 39) states that although the structure of discourse matters the 
most in consecutive interpreting, there is a lack of substantial research on coherence and 
cohesion. She observes that apart from studies investigating shifts of cohesive devices 
in translation by comparing ST and TT, a framework to represent textual coherence has 
not yet been proposed (Peng 2009: 39). Peng’s own study is one of the few that have 
addressed the issue of coherence in CL
Peng (2009) was interested in finding out how coherence is realised in interpretations by 
professionals and trainees and suggested Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) as a 
suitable framework. RST is a theory of text organization and is specifically designed to 
show how the different parts of a text relate to each other in terms of function, and how 
they contribute to the overall coherence of a text (Peng 2009: 221-2). Peng’s data
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consist of 66 consecutive interpretations by eight trainees and eight professional 
interpreters, of three Chinese and three English speeches. Each speech and interpreted 
diseourse was transcribed, segmented into functional units and mapped into a tree-like 
RST description for analysis. According to the results, professionals tend to emphasize 
the global structure of the discourse while novices tend to focus on local cohesion. 
Aymil Dogan (2003) looked at the neurolinguistic and psycho linguistic aspects of 
consecutive interpretmg and suggested a corresponding curriculum. Dogan emphasized 
the role that transferring ‘sense’ plays in the quality of consecutive interpretations and 
claimed that professional interpreters focus on ‘sense’ rather than the ‘linguistic form’ 
while student interpreters do the opposite. In other words, Dogan claimed that form- 
based interpretations are more dominant in students’ work while experienced 
interpreters aim at meaning-based interpretations. Her pedagogical advice includes 
training interpreting students to reformulate the ideas grasped without paying too much 
attention to words in isolation and transferring ‘sense’ rather than the ‘form’. However, 
she does not suggest a framework to represent ‘sense’ in consecutive interpreting.
Using a small-scale corpus of trainee interpreters’ consecutive interpretations, Helle 
Dam (1998/2002) investigated the degree of lexical similarity versus dissimilarity 
between source and target texts. Dam was interested in finding out how much influence 
the linguistic form of the source text exerts over the target text. According to Dam, one 
of the most fundamental and persistent claims regarding interpreting in general is that 
“ an interpreted text is produced mainly on the basis of an essentially non-verbal 
representation of the meaning of its source text and only exceptionally on the basis o f its 
linguistic form” (Dam 2002: 267). Dam’s study was motivated by the fact that, 
although widely accepted, this claim was “ largely undocumented” (Dam 2002: 267). 
What is interesting about the results of her work is that, contrary to the current 
assumption, evidence of form-based interpreting was more dominant than evidence of 
meaning-based interpreting.
At this point, it is possible to argue that -  if meaning-based interpreting is desired and 
interpreters are advised to focus on meaning and not on the linguistic form of the source 
text -  rather than investigating whether form-based or meaning-based interpretations are 
more common, an effective contribution might be studying the concept o f ‘meaning’ 
more closely and investigating what constitutes ‘unity o f meaning’ in conseeutive
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interpretations. In addition, based on the above mentioned studies, it can be concluded 
that the student behaviour differs from professional interpreters’ behaviour. While 
professional interpreters seem to develop the ability to focus on unity of meaning, 
student interpreters focus more on the linguistic form. Examining the concept of 
coherenee would be highly useful as it would allow trainee student interpreters to 
achieve global meaning faster. The next section summarizes the achievements in 
consecutive interpreting research and suggests the next steps forward.
2.4 Research in Consecutive Interpreting: Achievements and Questions Arising
Although limited, there have been attempts to study consecutive interpreting and some 
of these contributing approaches were evaluated in section 2.3. The purpose of this 
section is (1) to highlight the achievements in consecutive interpreting to date and (2) to 
point out the questions arising.
Early approaches which looked into the processes and requirements of translation and 
interpreting revealed the necessity to categorize translation and interpreting as two 
distinct activities requiring different sets of skills. Similarly, the different processes 
involved in simultaneous and consecutive interpreting revealed the need to study these 
two different modes of interpreting separately. Although a distinction has been made 
between translation and interpreting, and between simultaneous and consecutive 
interpreting in particular, no one has looked into the different processes involved in 
short versus long consecutive interpreting. As stated in section 2.2, because of a 
growing need of business and community interpreting, there is a demand for short 
consecutive interpreting. The increasing use of shorter consecutive raises new 
questions.
It is possible to argue that macro-structure is more readily available to the interpreter 
working with longer texts compared to short consecutive situations where the source 
text segments can be highly isolated, depending on the text. Interpreters delivering 
longer passages have the opportunity to work with the entire structure, instead of having 
to more heavily rely upon surface structure as in cases of sentence-by-sentence 
interpretations. The two different processes involved in short and long consecutive 
interpretations are likely to place different demands on the interpreter. These demands 
may have an impact on the suecess of a given interpretation and thereby on the
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perception and understanding of the target text audience. Comparative empirical 
research is needed to shed light on this untested difference between short and long 
consecutive modes of interpreting whieh are both increasingly practiced worldwide 
today (the increase is due to a raise in community or Public Service Interpreting in 
settings such as court, police and healthcare, which often require a mixture of longer 
and shorter consecutive).
As stated in seetion 2.3, the limited literature on consecutive interpreting led to the 
discussion of ‘meaning’ and this is ongoing. The discussions to date contributed to the 
field by highlighting the important role of understanding the source message. It follows 
that meaning-based interpretations are desired as opposed to word-based interpretations. 
The crucial role of prior knowledge as well as linguistic knowledge in conseeutive 
interpretations has also been discussed but remained limited to theories and assertions.
In addition, the crucial concept of ‘coherence’ has not been thoroughly dealt with in 
relation to consecutive interpretmg. This constitutes a major research gap. After all, the 
success of a given interpretation depends on the understanding of the target audience 
which, in turn, relies on a coherent target text. However, the majority of the studies on 
consecutive interpretations have focused on the interpreter’s performance and 
interpretations have not been assessed from the target text receiver’s point of view.
Another problem is that coherence in early text linguistics was seen as a text inherent 
coneept and hence, the assessment of coherence has been limited to textual analysis 
only. However, the concept o f ‘coherence’ is an interpretive notion and is not found in 
the text alone. There may be features inside the text which contribute to coherence 
creation; traditionally ‘cohesion’ has been described as the main contributor, but 
research in linguistics has shown that there are other contributing elements and that 
coherence is a much broader concept. An important prerequisite for further empirical 
research and allowing a comparison of different interpretations would be a thorough 
understanding of the concept of coherenee.
Given the many different uses of consecutive interpreting today (ranging from the 
declining use of one-way classic/long eonsecutive (Pochhacker 2004) to two-way short 
consecutive, also referred to as liaison interpreting), a highly influential contribution for 
interpreting studies would be to find out what the most appropriate way of delivering
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the target text rendition would be. One way of approaching this is to analyse different 
delivery methods in terms of Efforts, for example by investigating the part that factors 
such as memory and note-taking are likely to play in different delivery methods (short 
vs. long consecutive). This may then be related to different needs in terms o f how 
elaborate, precise and complete the rendition is required and expected to be (e.g. in 
business context vs. legal context). A complementary way of approaching this is to 
analyze how the different ways of delivering the target text (short vs. long consecutive) 
contribute to or impede coherence, which is the main aim of this study. It is in line with 
the perception of coherence as an important parameter in assessing the quality of 
consecutive interpretations as was done by Beaugrande and Dressier (1981), Scott and 
Souza (1990), Shlesinger (1995), Dogan (2003) and Peng (2009). However, as a 
prerequisite it will be necessary to engage in a critical discussion of the concept of 
coherence itself, which will be the focus of chapter 3.
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Chapter 3 
Coherence
The previous chapter has shown that there is a perception that ‘making sense’ is one of 
the key notions for Consecutive Interpreting but that the role of coherence in Cl has not 
been researehed much yet. Coherence has been researched in text linguistics and 
discourse analysis for decades. However, a review of the relevant literature reveals that 
coherence is a complex notion defined differently over time. Therefore, this notion itself 
requires thorough exploration before it can be applied to Cl research. Hence the main 
aim of this chapter is to provide a thorough explanation of coherence.
Section 3.1.1 presents the early discussions which suggest ‘cohesion’ as a key concept 
in coherenee creation. With the changing views in the understanding of coherence, 
cohesion was seen more as a contributing factor instead of a ‘primary’ and ‘the only’ 
factor to be considered in the way texts form a unified whole, and the advances in 
linguistic research suggested that cohesion alone does not guarantee coherence. The 
concept of coherence has been treated as an interpretive notion since then, and the 
current debates are presented in section 3.1.2. A review of the relevant literature reveals 
that coherence has been mainly researched in relation to written discourse. Section 3.2 
presents particular features of coherence in spoken discourse. As stated earlier, no 
scholarly work has produced a framework to suggest what actually constitutes 
coherence. Section 3.2 also introduces a proposed framework to suggest what 
constitutes coherence in spoken discourse in particular.
3.1 Changing views in the understanding of Coherence
The past several years have seen a growth in interest in text as a unit of language 
beyond the sentence level (Carrell 1982: 479) and there have been many attempts to 
determine what constitutes a coherent text as opposed to a sequence o f sentences that 
are considered a non-text.
The term text has been defined as a term used in linguistics to refer to any passage, 
spoken or written, of whatever length, that forms a unified whole (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 1). Following the initial observation that texts are bound together by more than 
grammar, scholars discussed what makes a text a text. As Halliday and Hasan observe, 
“ if a speaker of English hears or reads a passage of the language which is more than
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one sentence in length, he can normally decide without difficulty whether it forms a 
unified whole or is just a collection of unrelated sentences” (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 
1). Halliday and Hasan claim that there are objective factors involved in the process of 
distinguishing a text from a non-text. They have suggested the term texture as a concept 
to express the property of ‘being a text’. In Halliday and Hasan’s view, texture is what 
distinguishes a text from a non-text (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 2). While suggesting 
several features as characteristics of texts, the first concept to be considered was 
cohesion. Coherence was not discussed. The focus was on micro-linguistic features that 
contribute to cohesion.
3.1.1 Early Discussions: Cohesion as a Key Concept
The notion of cohesion -  introduced by Halliday and Hasan in Cohesion in English 
(1976) -  has been diseussed by many scholars and stimulated interest among text 
analysts.
Halliday and Hasan’s basic assumption was that words within a text are related with 
each other and form links between different parts of that text. They claim that this 
network, referred to as cohesion, allows texts to hang together (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 18). In Halliday and Hasan’s view, because the concept of cohesion refers to 
relations of meaning within a text, it is a semantic concept, and they explain that 
cohesion occurs where the interpretation of some element in the discourse is dependent 
on another (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 4). As cohesion is expressed partly through the 
grammar and partly through the vocabulary, it is described under two general headings 
-  grammatical cohesion and lexical cohesion. Devices such as reference, substitution, 
ellipsis and conjunction are introduced under grammatical cohesion while lexical 
cohesion is divided into reiteration and collocation (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 5).
Grammatical cohesion is the first major type of cohesion. In English, personal 
pronouns, demonstratives and comparatives have the property of reference; they are not 
interpreted semantically in their own right but for their interpretation, they make 
reference to something else. When the information is signalled for retrieval and form a 
cohesive tie within a text, this type of cohesion is referred to as reference and has been 
defined as a type of grammatical cohesion (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 13). Substitution, 
another type of grammatical cohesion, is the replacement of one item by another where
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ellipsis is the omission of an item (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 88). On the other hand, 
conjunction as a cohesive tie is defined as ‘an abstraet relation between one proposition 
and another’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 13). Conjunction is rather different in nature 
from reference, substitution and ellipsis in that it is a different type of semantic relation 
which is not a kind of search instruction, but a specification of the way in which what is 
to follow is systematically connected to what has gone before (Halliday and Hasan 
1976: 226-227).
The second major type of cohesion is lexical cohesion. Words may well be used to 
establish continuity within a text (Halliday 194: 310). By carefiilly choosing and 
inserting semantically or collocationally related lexical items across sentences, this 
continuousness can be created and the term lexical cohesion was introduced to refer to 
these kinds of cohesive ties within texts. In other words, it is the ‘cohesive effect 
achieved by the selection of vocabulary’ (Halliday and Hasan 1976: 274). As Ulrych 
states, this type of eohesion is an important feature of textuality (Ulrych 1992: 250) and 
according to Witte and Faigley, it is the predominant means of connecting sentences 
together (Witte and Faigley 1981: 193). Similarly, Hoey believes that lexical cohesion 
is the dominant mode of creating texture as it is the only type of cohesion which forms 
multiple relationships (Hoey 1991: 10). Owing to these multiple relationships, we speak 
of chains; lexical items co-referring to each other within a context and contributing to a 
text’s unity.
Among others (Halliday and Hasan 1976, Witte and Faigley 1981, Ulrych 1992), 
Markels (1981) also beheves that cohesion plays an important role in the way texts 
cohere. Markels recognize that cohesion is a relation which holds across sentence 
boundaries and is a text-bound notion which contributes to the way texts stand together. 
Markels claims that:
Cohesion elevates a random collection of sentences to the status of a text, and in 
the process imparts meaning, insight and purpose to those sentences. Without 
cohesion, the text can hardly be said to exist at all, for cohesion provides the 
textual means for initiating comprehension or sense (Markels 1981: 3).
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Following Halliday and Hasan’s seminal 1970s publication and ground-breaking work, 
the concept of cohesion was widely accepted whilst coherence was often regarded or 
even dismissed as a vague, fuzzy and rather mystical notion with little practical value 
for the analyst (Bublitz 1999: 1). Knoch (2007: 109) suggests that one reason for “vague 
descriptions of coherence might lie in the rather vague nature of coherence”. Among 
others, Thompson explains the important difference between cohesion and coherence.
He defines cohesion as “ the linguistic devices by which the speaker can signal the 
experimental and interpersonal coherence of the text and is thus a textual phenomenon” 
and coherence as “ a mental phenomenon which cannot be identified or qualified in the 
same way as cohesion” (Thompson 2013: 215).
There is an ongoing debate about the concept of cohesion and the role it plays in the 
way texts ‘cohere’. While Halliday and Hasan claim that an important contribution to 
coherence comes from cohesion, some believe that cohesion is only of secondary 
importance and for others, coherence can emerge without the presence of cohesive ties. 
A growing number of scholars are aware that the notion of coherence cannot be 
analysed in terms of micro-linguistics only, as the notion itself is a cognitive, social and 
psychological phenomenon. When taking into account these views, any attempts at 
analysing the underlying semantic aspects of a stretch of language with a micro- 
linguistic approach only and ignoring macro-linguistic issues should be considered 
inadequate.
As Bublitz points out “ the past two decades have seen a considerable shift in 
orientation and, in particular, a ftmdamental rethinking of the concept of coherence” 
(Bublitz 1999: 1). Developments in coherence research show that a growing number of 
scholars are aware of the importance of studying macro-linguistic issues and their 
theoretical and methodological assumptions (which are not limited to the micro- 
linguistic issues) are shedding some light on how spoken (and written) texts behave.
Enkvist (1978) and Widdowson (1978) believe that cohesion is not as important as 
coherence in creating unity in text. A considerable number of researchers agree that 
overt markers of cohesion alone are not enough to allow texts to form a unified whole 
(Beaugrande and Dressier 1992; Enkvist 1978; Heilman 1995; Lunquist 1985; Sanford 
and Moxey 1995). Among others, Sanders and Spooren also support the claim that
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coherence can emerge in the reader’s/hearer’s mind with or without the presence of 
cohesive ties. “ Even if explicit linguistic cues like anaphors and connectives are 
missing, language users still have no trouble in interpretmg a discourse as a coherent 
whole” (Sanders and Spooren 1999: 235). Similarly, according to Thompson, all 
language users predispose to construct coherence even from language with few 
recognizable cohesive signals providing that they have a reason to believe that it is 
intended to be coherent (Thompson 2013: 215). Thompson goes on to explain that states 
that:
Cohesion is a crucial linguistic resource in the expression of coherent meanings; 
and the analyst may gain equally important insights into how it works from cases 
where a lack of cohesive devices in a text does not lead to the interactants 
perceiving it as incoherent (Thompson 2013: 216).
In his descriptive article, which provides a general overview of ‘cohesion’ and 
‘coherence’, Tangkiengsirisin (2013) explains that a text can be cohesive but not 
coherent and vice versa; and it is also possible that a text is both cohesive and coherent. 
He gives three sentences to elaborate this claim;
(1) Have you met Virasuda Sribayak? She was here yesterday.
(2) Liverpool shot a goal. The whistle blew.
(3) My grandfather died. I shall see him tomorrow.
Tangkiengsirisin (2013: 4) explains that the two sentences in item (1) are related 
through the pronoun she and that there is also a semantic relation between them. He 
concludes that the sentences are both cohesive and coherent. He goes on to explain that 
in item (2), there are no cohesive elements but still the sentences are semantically 
coherent. He defines item (3) as cohesive but not coherent. He explains that although 
item (3) contains the cohesive element him, it is not pragmatically appropriate. 
Beaugrande and Dressier are among others who do not claim that cohesion is without 
any value, and they state that for a text to be defined as a communicative occurrence, it 
should meet seven standards of textuality, which include both cohesion and coherence. 
In their approach to text linguistics, Beaugrande and Dressier claim that “a text makes 
sense because there is a continuity of senses among the knowledge activated by the
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expressions of the text” and they define this continuity as “ the foundation of 
coherence, being the mutual access and relevance within a configuration of concepts 
and relations”  (Beaugrande and Dressier 1981: 84). Shlesinger also believes that 
cohesion can contribute to the way texts cohere. In her study of text surface coherence, 
Shlesinger claims that a text is held together by a network of relations which establish 
links between its various parts and that these links, or cohesive ties, enable the 
reader/hearer to process the text in a coherent way (Shlesinger 1995: 193).
The discussion in some of the literature (Beaugrande and Dressier 1981, Shlesinger 
1995) suggests that cohesion normally contributes to the way texts are understood as 
unified wholes and it plays a role, although possibly a minor role, in the way texts 
cohere for receivers. Being a text inherent property, cohesion has the potential to guide 
readers/hearers in understanding the way segments are bound together. It provides clues 
for discovering how previous segments are associated with subsequent ones and hence, 
contributes to the establishment of coherence. However, the textlinguistic approach has 
some shortcomings. As Brown & Yule (1983) pointed out, cohesion is not necessary for 
a text to make sense, and formal cohesive chains are no guarantee for creating 
coherence. The concept of making sense has evolved from the relatively narrow view -  
propagated in the Hallidayan SFL framework -  that coherence is mainly brought about 
by textual features such as cohesion. It is believed that cohesive ties can sometimes only 
be resolved if the receiver has some prior knowledge.
With the changing views in the understanding of coherence and the advances in 
linguistic research, cohesion was seen more as a contributing factor instead of a 
‘primary’ and ‘the only’ factor to be considered in the way texts form a unified whole. 
The concept of coherence has been treated as an interpretive notion since then and the 
review of the recent literature makes it clear that it is not actually the cohesive ties alone 
that provide the textual means for initiating comprehension or sense but that there are 
other concepts that need to be taken into consideration. The current debates about the 
concept of coherence are presented in section 3.1.2 below.
3.1.2 Coherence as an Interpretive Notion
Developments in coherence research have heightened the awareness of the need for 
treating coherence as a hearer/reader-oriented, cooperative achievement instead of a text
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inherent property. What became clear in the debate was that a text may be coherent and 
meaningful for a recipient but at the same time, for another receiver, the same stretch of 
language may not make sense at all because in attempting to construct coherence, the 
readers’ and hearers’ expectations, background knowledge, and experience of the world 
are the predominant factors (Charolles 1983; van de Velde 1985; Enkvist 1986;
Lanquist 1989; Baker 1992; Shiro 1994; Bublitz and Lenk 1999; Edmondson 1999; 
Ostman 1999; Sanders and Spooren 1999; Tanskanen 2006).
Successful communication depends on both the speaker/writer and the hearer/reader, 
their willingness to negotiate coherence and their expectations. Hence, coherence has to 
be considered as a hearer-oriented, comprehension-hased interpretive notion. As Blum- 
Kulka defines it, coherence is a covert potential meaning relationship among parts of 
texts which is, through the process of interpretation, made overt by the reader or listener 
(Blum-KuUca 2000: 299). Along the same lines. Baker defines coherence as the network 
of conceptual relations which underlie the surface of the text and adds that the 
coherence of a text is a result of interaction between knowledge presented in the text 
and the reader’s own knowledge and experience of the world (Baker 1992: 218). This 
view is also supported by Sanders and Spooren who suggest that “ coherence has to be 
defined in terms of the cognitive representation people have or make of a discourse, and 
not so much in terms of the explicit linguistic characteristics of the discourse itself” 
(Sanders and Spooren 1999: 235).
j
Bublitz and Lenk (1999) also believe that coherence is a cooperative achievement, 
depending on both the speaker’s and hearer’s willingness to negotiate coherence. They 
define coherence as an interpretive notion that is intrinsically indeterminate because it is 
relative to participants ascribing their understanding to what they hear. For them, 
coherence is not a text inherent and invariant property but instead, it ‘comes out’ of the 
text, is based on the text as well as heing based on additional information (Bublitz and 
Lenk 1999: 154). By subtly guiding the hearer to an understanding of coherence, which 
comes close to or matches her own, the speaker helps create coherence. On the other 
hand, the hearer assembles a view of coherence which he assumes to come closest to 
that of the speaker; to re-align his interpretation with what he takes to be the speaker’s 
intention, the hearer uses the speaker’s guiding signals as instructions (Bublitz and Lenk 
1999: 154).
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It follows that a receiver can make sense of a network of cohesive relations only if 
his/her background knowledge is sufficient for what is aimed to be communicated. 
Hence, as Tanskanen states, successful interpretation involves both the text itself and 
the knowledge the receiver brings into it (Tanskanen 2006: 20). According to 
Edmondson (1999), a discourse cannot be said to be coherent without the mediation of a 
human mind. A discourse, as Edmondson points out, is a social event and a social event 
only makes sense for members of the society in which it has a purpose. Highlighting 
that coherence is a matter of interpretability, Edmonson concludes: “ the coherence of 
an instance of language use is therefore a reflection of the coherence-making skills of 
the participants and/or the researcher”  (Edmonson 1999: 252). Ostman (1999) also 
makes a convincing point by explaining that “ textual and discoursal coherence has to 
be seen in terms of socio-cognitive understanding which holds texts and discourses 
together for the discourse producer(s) and the addressee and the audience -  i.e. for the 
members of a particular culture or community” (Ostman 1999: 81).
The review of the recent literature makes it clear that it is not actually the cohesive ties 
alone that provide the textual means for initiating comprehension or sense, but also the 
knowledge that the receiver brings into the text. Cohesive devices contribute by helping 
receivers make referential connections between different parts of the text, by giving 
them the clues for evaluating what follows and enabling them to associate earlier 
statements with subsequent ones. Knowledge, on the other hand, contributes by 
enabling receivers make sense of what is being said. Without the mediation of a human 
mind, it is not possible to perceive a text as a coherent whole. After all, coherence is a 
cognitive, interpretative aspect and it is not found in the text itself. A text may be 
coherent and meaningful for a recipient but at the same time the same stretch of 
language may not make sense at all for another recipient. Therefore, coherence must be 
considered as an interpretative notion.
3.2 Coherence in Spoken Discourse
Literature on coherence research has been dominated by the written mode and 
coherence in spoken discourse has not received the attention it deserves. This section 
attempts to shed light on how coherence is achieved in spoken discourse. Understanding 
coherence in written discourse aids the understanding coherence in spoken discourse. 
Accordingly, this section introduces the particular features of spoken discourse by
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comparing how coherence is achieved in spoken and written discourse. Spoken and 
written discourse differs in some ways owing to a number of factors such as the 
interpersonal involvement, degree of immediacy in delivery and perceiving and 
different methods of manner and production.
One of the most striking differences between written and spoken discourse arises from 
the immediacy of delivery and perception in spoken discourse. A writer normally has 
the opportunity to pause for thought and arrange ideas to be expressed whereas a 
speaker, within the time allowed for delivery, is subject to time pressure. Furthermore, a 
reader has the opportunity to go back to the previous segment of a written text when 
something is not clear and coherence is not established in the reader’s mind. The 
listener, on the other hand, has to rely on his/her memory while trying to follow what is 
being said and add on to the previously perceived information.
Yabuuchi (1998) believes that the most intrinsic difference between spoken and written 
language lies in the spontaneity of production, and that the most fundamental property 
of discourse lies in the cohesion and coherence of information across clauses and 
sentences. Yabuuchi claims that information is presented linearly in spontaneous speech 
whereas in a written text the information is organized in a more complex way.
While explaining factors that contribute to coherence, it has been stressed that world 
knowledge and subject-specific knowledge play an important role in the process of 
understanding discourse. In cases of lack of specialised knowledge, readers are able to 
use the time allowed to perceive the given message and search for definitions of 
unknown words or concepts in a written text. Listeners, on the other hand, do not have 
the time to search for any unknown words or concepts used by the speaker and therefore 
may have difficulties perceiving coherence if they lack subject specific knowledge. 
However, it should be noted that speakers and listeners -  at least in a dialogue situation 
-  have the possibility to negotiate meaning. When something is unclear for the listener 
due to lack of background knowledge, the speaker may provide the listener with 
relevant information to contribute to the listener’s perception of coherence.
A writer can take advantage of the time allowed to complete the text, and search for the 
best available vocabulary in his/her mental lexicon, taking into account the knowledge
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and expectations of the intended target readers. By comparison, within the time allowed, 
the speaker has to take into account the linguistic and non-linguistic knowledge of the 
listener who is required to integrate a variety of different types of linguistic and non- 
linguistic knowledge to be able to comprehend the spoken utterance (Wilson, Brown 
and Tyler 1988: 1-2). Hence, the speaker must in some way map the linguistic 
properties of the utterance -  its acoustic, phonetic, lexical, syntactic, and semantic 
properties -  onto a mental model while also taking into account the listener’s general 
non-linguistic knowledge of the world (Wilson, Brown and Tyler 1988: 1-2).
Another striking difference between spoken and written discourse arises from ‘ ‘the 
close connection between interpersonal involvement and speaking, on the one hand, and 
focus on information and writing, on the other” (Tannen 1985: 130). As has been made 
clear so far in this thesis, cohesion is a contributing factor to the way texts are perceived 
as coherent to the audience. Due to the strategy differences between spoken and written 
modes, lexical cohesive ties are less dominant in spoken discourse when compared with 
written texts (Chafe 1982; Cook-Gumpers & Gumpers 1981; Gumpers, Kaltman, & 
O’Connor 1984; Ochs 1979). This is due to the fact that networks of relations within a 
written text are lexicalized as the writer cannot make use of nonverbal and 
paralinguistic channels while a speaker can (Tannen 1985). Tannen observes that while 
cohesive ties in written texts tend to be lexicalized, cohesion is accomplished through 
paralinguistic and prosodic cues in spoken discourse (Tannen 1985: 131). Tannen 
explains that nonverbal and paralinguistic features reveal the speaker’s attitude toward 
the message and establish cohesion whereas in written language the nonverbal and 
paralinguistic channels are not available. Hence, in writing, the relationships between 
ideas, and the writer’s attitude toward them, must be lexicalised (Tannen 1985: 131).
Spoken and written discourse also differs in terms of lexical density and sentence 
structures. Halliday claims that “ spoken language is characterized by complex sentence 
structures with low lexical density; written language by simple sentence structures with 
high lexical density”  (Halliday 1979: 64). There is a common assumption that written 
language is more complex than spoken. Beaman is among those who demonstrated that 
this is not the case. In her study of coordination and subordination in spoken and written 
language accounts of a film, Beaman (1984) compared the subordinate clause structures 
in written and spoken language aiming to determine the syntactic complexity of both 
discourse types. She believed that ‘syntactic complexity in language is related to
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number, type, and depth of embedding in a text’ (1984: 45). According to Beaman, 
spoken and written discourse are equally complex. Her study showed that “ the basic 
assumption of many linguists in the past, i.e. that subordination implies complexity, is 
false. The evaluation of syntactic complexity is simply more complex than that." 
(1984:79,80). Similarly, Schleppegrell (1992:129) states that "Linguistic complexity, 
although used as an indicator of language skill or of higher levels of linguistic 
development, is a construct which is not yet well defined. Sentence-level indicators, 
such as the use of subordinate clauses, are not adequate as measures of linguistic 
complexity".
In a written text, the use of punctuation is a guiding cue for readers in their quest for 
comprehending the text in a coherent way as punctuation indicates the start and end of 
linguistically meaningfiil segments, and contributes to the way segments are bound 
together semantically. In spoken language, on the other hand, intonation and pauses are 
used to locate utterance boundaries. However, due to the difficulties that are likely to 
arise while delivering a message in the spoken mode, pauses and hesitations are 
common in deliveries and hence, not all pauses indicate the start and end of 
linguistically meaningful segments. Zechner also states that spoken language is 
generated as a sequence of streams of words where pauses are not always used to 
indicate sentence boundaries and adds that “ a speaker can pause in the middle of a 
sentence or even a phrase, or, on the other hand, might not pause at all after the end of a 
sentence or a clause” (Zechner 2002: 1). Similarly, Quirk (1985: 47) states that locating 
sentence boundaries in spoken language can be a challenge. This view is supported by 
Liuell (1988: 54) who recognizes the lack of clear-cut sentences in spoken language and 
adds that phrases and clauses are loosely related with each other in talks.
Paralinguistic features such as hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self-correction, 
drawn out syllables and word repetition are particular features of spoken discourse 
(Sundaram & Narayanan, 2003). These features are problematic in the way that they 
have a potential to tire the listeners and impede coherence. Research also shows that 
language comprehension can be affected by disfluencies (Arnold & Tanenhaus, 2011; 
Xu, 2010). Besides, studies of spoken corpora have shown that approximately 10% of 
spontaneous utterances contain disfluencies involving self-correction or repair 
(Nakatani & Hirschberg 1994: 1604). A spoken text with a great number of hesitation
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markers such as er, um, uh can be distracting and can negatively affect the perception of 
the audience. Pauses used as hesitation markers are different from pauses that are used 
to indicate sentence boundaries. These types of pauses are used when the speaker 
hesitates and needs extra time to formulate the messages before uttering them.
Similarly, drawn out syllables such as uuunite (instead of unite) also indicate that there 
is a hesitation, and are used to gain extra time to formulate the messages. Pauses and 
drawn-out syllables as such can impede coherence as they disturb the natural flow of the 
speech. Similarly, false starts, slips of the tongue and self corrections have the potential 
to negatively affect the perception of the audience. As the speaker utters a word, phrase 
or a segment of a sentence, the audience attempts to comprehend the intended message 
at the same time. When the speaker decides that the message uttered is incorrect and 
repairs the message, the audience has to reformulate the message perceived by doubling 
the effort and replacing the previously perceived message with the new one. 
Accordingly, false starts are also potential coherence damagers. Word repetitions such 
as /  have have have are different from repetitions that are used to unite segments of 
speech as in lexical cohesion. These repetitions also disturb the natural flow o f the 
speech and tire the listeners, impeding coherence. A high frequency of such 
paralinguistic features impedes the flow of messages and jeopardises listeners’ 
perception of coherence as a result (Peng 2006: 135).
This section has compared the characteristics of spoken and written discourse aiming to 
show that coherence is more difficult to achieve in the spoken mode of interaction. Key 
points that can be drawn from the discussions above are summarised as follows:
(f) Coherence in spoken text is shaped by linguistic and non-linguistic means of 
communication;
(ii) Locating sentence boundaries and linguistically meaningful segments is more 
difficult in spoken discourse and hence, creates challenges to the listeners in their quest 
for understanding what is being said;
(iii) In terms of understanding, the here-and-now situation of speaking presents a 
number of problems, but at the same time, allows access to non-verbal and 
paralinguistic clues, and allows negotiation;
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(iv) Lexicalised cohesive ties are less evident in spoken discourse when compared with 
written discourse.
(v) Spoken discourse involves complex structures, interjections and paralinguistic 
features such as hesitation markers, pauses, drawn out syllables, false starts, self­
correction, and word repetition which are problematic and have a potential to impede 
coherence.
With regard to cohesion, it is believed that, being a text inherent property, it normally 
contributes to the way texts are understood as unified wholes and it plays a role, 
although a minor role, in the way texts cohere for receivers. As stated in section 3.1, 
there have been changes in the understanding of coherence and these changing views 
suggest that cohesion alone does not guarantee coherence but instead, it contributes to 
coherence creation. Cohesion guides the hearers in understanding the way segments are 
bound together. It provides clues for discovering how the previous segments of the 
speech are associated with the subsequent segments and hence, contributes to the 
establishment of coherence. To put it differently, with the help of the cohesive links, the 
hearer can make referential connections between the different parts of the text and 
perceive the text as a set of sentences that are meaningfully bound together. What is 
important to note is that cohesion as a text inherent property does not create coherence 
on its own. It is the hearer’s mediation and perception of the cohesive ties that allows 
the spoken text to be understood as a unified, meaninghil whole. After all, as we have 
seen, coherence is an interpretive notion and is not found in the text alone.
Coherence is a cognitive, interpretative aspect; a receiver can only make sense of a 
network of cohesive relation only if his/her background knowledge is sufficient for 
what is aimed to be communicated. That is why a text may be coherent and meaningfiil 
for a recipient but at the same time the same stretch of language may not make sense at 
all for another recipient. Even if the spoken text appears as a perfectly unified whole 
with the necessary cohesive network of relations, the listener still needs background 
knowledge to perceive the speech as a coherent whole. Accordingly, knowledge 
contributes to coherence creation by enabling the receivers make sense of what is being 
said. Without the mediation of a human mind, it is not possible to perceive a text as a 
coherent whole.
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In the discussion of coherence in spoken language, cohesion may have less of a role to 
play in spoken discourse when compared with written discourse. The paralinguistic 
features appear to fill some of the gaps in spoken discourse. Due to the immediacy in 
delivery, unlike written discourse, spoken discourse involves paralinguistic features 
such as hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self-corrections, drawn out syllables and 
word repetition. These paralinguistic features are problematic in the way that they have 
a potential to tire the listener and impede coherence. For instance, if a listener brings 
necessary knowledge into the spoken text and can make referential connections between 
the different parts of the text with the help of the cohesive ties; this still does not mean 
that coherence will be established in the listener’s mind. If the text involves a great 
number of hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self-corrections, drawn out syllables 
or word repetition, this will tire the listener and negatively affect the perception of 
coherence. While assessing the listeners’ perception of coherence, paralinguistic 
features should also be taken into account. After all, they are particular features of 
spoken discourse and their presence cannot be ignored.
This review has shown that there are different views of how coherence emerges from a 
text recipient and that most coherence-related research to date has focused on written 
language. However, by bringing together different strands of research in this review it 
was possible to highlight some of the aspects that are likely to have an impact on the 
listener’s perception of coherence in spoken discourse, that is cohesion, background 
knowledge as well as some of the paralinguistic features of the oral delivery. Apart from 
being of relevance for research onto the creation of coherence in spoken discourse, the 
insights presented in this review are also of immediate relevance for interpreting 
studies.
In interpreting studies, the notion of coherence has received some attention in 
connection with research into consecutive interpreting. As shown in chapter 3, there is a 
growing body of research into consecutive interpreting that use coherence as an 
important parameter in assessing interpreting quality (Beaugrande & Dressier 1981; 
Scott and Souza 1990; Shlesinger 1995; Dogan 2003; Peng 2009). However, detailed 
empirical work focusing on exactly what shapes the target that recipients’ perception of 
coherence in consecutive interpreting and on the role that different ways of delivering 
the target text (i.e. short and long consecutive) play in this perception is still scarce.
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Giving the importance of different delivery methods of consecutive interpreting in 
different situations as shown in chapter 2, the overall aim of the present study is to 
investigate how (i) the target text recipients’ background knowledge, (ii) the use (or 
omission) of cohesive ties by the interpreter and (iii) the paralinguistic features of the 
interpreter’s delivery shape the target text recipients’ perception of coherence across 
different ways of delivering consecutive interpretation.
Chapter 4 will present the specific objectives and research questions, outline the 
research methods that have been used to achieve each of these objectives and answer 
each of these questions before the findings are presented in chapters 5 - 8 .
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CHAPTER 4 
Methodology
As was shown in chapter 3, the impact of different methods of delivering consecutive 
interpreting has not received much attention in Interpreting Studies. Whilst recent 
studies have highlighted the notion of coherence as a potentially important factor in 
achieving interpreting quality, the question of what contributes to or impedes the target 
text recipients’ perception of coherence has not yet received sufficient attention. 
Addressing one aspect of this question, the present study aims to find out how the 
perception of coherence differs between short and long consecutive renditions. The 
study draws on the parameters that have been identified in chapter 3 as playing a role in 
creating coherence, that is cohesion, background knowledge and paralinguistic features.
Accordingly, the study investigates the extent to which (i) the recipients’ background 
knowledge, (ii) the interpreters use or omission of cohesive ties and (iii) the 
paralinguistic features of the interpreter’s delivery all shape the perception of coherence, 
and whether or to what extent this differs between short and long consecutive 
interpreting. Sections 4.1 to 4.3 will outline how the empirical study has been designed 
in line with this aim. Section 4.1 will explain the objectives and research questions in 
detail. The study requires the combination of different methods, that is textual analysis 
of interpreted target texts in terms of their textual features (cohesion, paralinguistic 
features) as well as the analysis of target text recipients’ perception o f these target texts. 
Section 4.2 is devoted to the methods employed for the textual analysis, which is 
followed by section 4.3 where the reception study is presented.
4.1 Aims and Research Questions
The literature review presented in Chapter 2 shows that ‘making sense’ is one of the 
most frequently proposed attributes to be considered when evaluating the quality of 
interpretations, both consecutive and simultaneous, in professional settings (Peng 2009: 
217). The role of coherence in interpreting and in the reception of interpreted speech is 
a crucial area of study. Although coherence is a key concept in relation to the notion of 
‘making sense’, as Ahn (2005) states, it has not been much researched in relation to 
translation and interpreting.
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Although, as stated in Chapter 3, there have been many attempts to determine what 
constitutes a coherent text as opposed to a non-text. The role of coherence in 
interpreting and in the reception of interpreted speech is a crucial area of study. 
Although there is a small body of research into coherence in Cl (Beaugrande and 
Dressier (1981); Scott and Souza (1990); Shlesinger (1995); Dogan (2003); Peng 
(2009)), the question of how coherence is impeded in different ways of delivering Cl 
has not been addressed. This question is, however, now becoming more and more 
important due to the fact that consecutive interpreting is becoming more diversified, 
especially shorter consecutive as opposed to classic consecutive. As was pointed out in 
chapter 2, this is due to the fact that classic consecutive has been mostly replaced by 
simultaneous interpreting (Pochhacher: 2004). While this is the case, there is a 
noticeable demand for short consecutive in many fields of interpreting such as business 
and community interpreting. Accordingly, looking into short consecutive interpretations 
would be an influential contribution.
As noted in Chapter 1, another point that emerges from the review of literature is that 
there are not many published resources that Turkish interpreters, trainees or researchers 
can make use of. Furthermore, the concepts of coherence and cohesion have not been 
adequately dealt with in relation to Turkish interpretations. As stated earlier, the 
principal aim of this study is to find out whether different ways of delivering the target 
text in consecutive interpreting contribute to or impede coherence. As explained in 
chapter 3, there are many factors contributing to coherence in interpreting. This study 
focuses on cohesion, paralinguistic features and background knowledge as these factors 
have been identified these as being potentially the most relevant features for identifying 
differences between short and long consecutive interpreting, if there is such a 
difference. The key research questions are summarized below.
(i) How do short and long consecutive interpreting differ with regard to the use of 
lexical cohesion and the occurrence of paralinguistic features?
(ii) How does the presence/absence of lexical cohesion, paralinguistic features and 
specific background knowledge impact on the recipients’ perception of coherence in 
short and long consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts interpreted into 
Turkish?
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The wider aim of the study is to explore new ways of thinking about the notion of 
coherence in interpreting, and to enrich the limited literature on coherence in relation to 
consecutive interpreting and on Turkish interpretations of English spoken texts.
There is no one simple method of analysis that can be used to assess a phenomenon as 
complex as coherence. It is believed that there are various factors that contribute to 
coherence creation. Accordingly, a multi-method study (also referred to as mixed 
method study) was designed. Among others (Johnson 2007; Pochhacker 2011) Hale and 
Napier also encourage interpreting researchers to explore possibilities of using a mixed 
methods research design as it allows “ to draw on traditional research methodologies, 
but will also allow scope for innovation in research design” (Hale & Napier: 2011).
Aiming to answer the research questions stated above, cohesion, paralinguistic features 
and background knowledge have to be analysed and assessed. While cohesion and 
paralinguistic features are text inherent properties, background knowledge is not found 
in the text. Accordingly, two different methods have to be employed for the completion 
of this study.
The first type of analysis involves an analysis o f textual features (discussed in more 
detail in section 4.2). This type of analysis is used to assess cohesion and paralinguistic 
features in the spoken texts chosen for the study. Research question (i) require a textual 
analysis involving STs and different types of TTs (short and long consecutive 
interpretations). In the textual analysis of cohesion, Turkish and English original texts 
also need to be analysed for reason of comparison between the interpreted spoken texts 
and to investigate how the different forms of consecutive interpreting would differ from 
original Turkish texts in regard to cohesive ties. Accordingly, the textual analysis of 
cohesion does not only involve STs and different types of TTs, but also English and 
Turkish original spoken texts. In comparison, the textual analysis of paralinguistic 
features only involve the different types of TTs, as one of the aims of this study is to 
compare the paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations of the 
chosen texts. In comparison, the paralinguistic features in the chosen STs are not 
analysed. This study is based on a situation of ‘interpreting at the work place’. In some 
contexts such as police and court, hesitation markers may be an important indicator of 
someone being nervous and it may be necessary for the interpreter to ‘imitate’ the
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hesitations in the TT. However, in ‘interpreting at the work place’ situations as well as 
in other contexts, this is not necessary. Accordingly, the textual analysis of 
paralinguistic features involves the TTs only.
In comparison to cohesive ties and paralinguistic features, background knowledge 
requires a different method of analysis because it is an interpretive notion. Accordingly, 
the second type of analysis involves a reception study (discussed in more detail in 
section 4.3) and it is carried out to answer the research question (ii) stated above. The 
reception study is used to assess the listeners’ cognitive perception of coherence. The 
reception study allows the results of this study to be based on the participants’ 
perception instead of only being based on the analyst’s point of view.
Section 4.2 is devoted to the textual analysis. It describes the materials and participants 
used, and the data collection and data analysis procedures adopted for the completion of 
textual analysis. This is followed by section 4.3 which explains the materials and 
participants used, and the data collection and data analysis procedures adopted for the 
completion of the reception study.
4.2 Textual Analysis
In section 3.2 it became clear that in spoken language, cohesion and paralinguistic 
features can be seen as two main contributors to creating coherence. Accordingly, the 
first part of the empirical study focuses on analysing the distribution of cohesive ties 
and paralinguistic features in different types of consecutive interpretations. Section
4.2.1 introduces the materials used. This is followed by the participants involved in this 
part of the study (4.2.2), the data collection (4.2.3) and data analysis procedures (4.2.4). 
The textual analysis is carried out to answer the research question (i) stated above.
4.2.1 Materials
As stated earlier, a phenomenon as complex as coherence cannot be assessed with one 
single method of analysis. In the first part of the study, aiming to answer the research 
question (i), textual analysis has to be used because cohesion is a text inherent property 
and paralinguistic features can be seen as textual features in spoken language. This 
section introduces the materials used for the textual analysis of cohesion and 
paralinguistic features. The materials used for the analysis of cohesion involves the
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chosen English spoken texts (STs) and their short and long consecutive interpretations 
in Turkish (TTs). The materials used for the analysis of paralinguistic features involve 
the interpreted English spoken texts (TTs) only.
Three sets of spoken corpora make up the data for this study: a corpus of spoken 
English (see appendices I - IV), a corpus of spoken Turkish (see appendices V -  VIII) 
and a corpus of Turkish interpretations of English texts (see appendices IX - XXIV). 
These three sets were chosen to be able to analyse the distribution of cohesive ties and 
paralinguistic features in the original Turkish and English texts first and then to 
compare this with the distribution of cohesive ties and paralinguistic features in the 
interpretations.
The spoken texts are narrative interviews. The narrative interviews ‘envisage a setting 
that encourages and stimulates an interviewee to tell a story about some significant 
event in their life and social context’ (Bauer & Gaskell 2000: 59). The narrative 
interviews used in this study involve natural spoken language which are not scripted or 
planned. A corpus-based approach was used for the collection and analysis of the data. 
According to Laviosa, an essential step towards developing a coherent methodology in 
corpus-based translation studies is to establish a corpus typology (Laviosa 2002:38). 
Laviosa (2002: 34-38) introduced her corpus types designed for descriptive and applied 
corpus-based translation studies. In Laviosa’s terminology, this study consists of a 
sample corpus.
The spoken narrative interviews are approximately ten minutes long, and they have 
been selected according to the language used. The interviews represent every day, non­
specialised language which Laviosa refers to as a general corpus. In her corpus 
typologies, Laviosa also differentiates between a monolingual, bilingual and 
multilingual corpus. In this case a bilingual corpus is designed as it is made up of texts 
produced in two languages: English original interviews (ST) and the data specifically 
elicited for the conduct of the present study, their consecutive interpretations in Turkish 
(TT). English is the only source language used. Therefore, in Laviosa’s terminology, a 
mono-directional parallel corpus is compiled (Laviosa 2002: 38). In addition, the 
corpus used for the completion of this study is comparable as the two sets of spoken 
corpora, Turkish original and the Turkish interpretations are compared.
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The primary monolingual material that was used for this study is the series of corpora 
created in Backbone\ a European project funded by the Lifelong Learning Programme 
(2009-2010). The project was coordinated by the Chair of Applied English Linguistics 
at the University of Tübingen and involved 8 partners from 7 European countries: 
France, Germany, Ireland, Poland, Spain, Turkey and United Kingdom. The University 
of Surrey’s Centre for Translation Studies was the project partner from the United 
Kingdom. Backbone developed spoken language corpora for language teaching and 
interpreter training in 6 languages; English, French, German, Polish, Spanish and 
Turkish. The web-based pedagogic corpora consisted of video-recorded narrative 
interviews with native speakers of these languages as well as non-native speakers of 
English as a Lingua Franca. Interview topics ranged from places and regions to culture 
and business, education and environment.
For the purposes of the present study, two sup-corpora of the Turkish and English 
interviews were selected from the Backbone corpora. Of these, 4 Turkish and 4 English 
spoken interviews were selected. Interviews of roughly equal length (approximately 10 
minutes long) were chosen to avoid distortions. The aim here was to avoid disturbing 
the natural flow of the interviews. The selection of the interviews was based on criteria 
which relate to all research questions, with a view to part 1 and 2 of the empirical study 
(see also 4.3.1). As was made clear throughout the thesis, (in addition to paralinguistic 
features), cohesion and background knowledge were identified as potentially the most 
relevant features for identifying a difference between short and long consececutive 
interpretations.
The narrative interviews were chosen to allow analysing both features in short and long 
consecutive interpretations, respectively. The English and Turkish corpora consisted of 
20 interviews at the time of material selection. Each text available on the corpus was 
evaluated in terms of (i) frequency of lexical cohesive ties and (ii) background 
knowledge required to understand the text. Two Turkish and two English benchmark 
texts that revealed the highest number of cohesive ties, two Turkish and two English 
texts that revealed the least number of cohesive ties were chosen. Of these, two 
interviews that required background knowledge and two interviews that did not require
* Project number: 143502-2008-LLP-DE-KA2-KA2MP
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much background knowledge to be understood were also identified and chosen for the 
purpose of this study. The text selection process is explained further below.
As the study investigates the effects of prior knowledge, lexical cohesion and 
paralinguistic features on the way different types of consecutive interpretations cohere, 
four different sets of texts were chosen from Backbone corpora. Text set 1 consists of 
one Turkish and one English original interview that are rich in lexical cohesion and as a 
feature that was important for part 2 of this study, do not require specialized background 
knowledge. Text set 2 consists of one Turkish and one English original interview that 
require specialized background knowledge and are rich in lexical cohesion. Text set 3 
consists of interviews that are not lexically dense, but require specialized background 
knowledge. Text set 4 consists of interviews that are not rich in lexical cohesion and do 
not require background knowledge. Table 4.1 below provides a visual representation of 
the different text sets.
Table 4.1 Text Sets
Text Set# Lexical Cohesion Background Knowledge
Text Set 1 Rich Not required
Text Set 2 Rich Required
Text Set 3 Not rich Required
Text Set 4 Not rich Not required
In the first English original interview (Text Set 1, hence ENl), Steve introduces Cleeve, 
a small village in the West Country, and talks about the community life. He also talks 
about his job at a secondary school which has a specialist status for the arts, primarily 
music, dance and drama. In the second English original interview (Text set 2, hence 
EN2), Howard talks about manufacturing a unique design of amphibious vehicle in 
Plymouth, in the South West of England. In the third English original interview (Text 
set 3, hence EN3), Fiona, a poet and a lecturer in the former Department of English at 
the University of Surrey talks about her poetry and explains her interest in 
multimodality. In the fourth English original interview (Text set 4, hence EN4), Sharon,
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an Administrator working in the University of Limerick Language Centre, talks about 
her job.
In the first Turkish original interview (Text set 1, hence TUI), Esra, who is an advocate 
in the city of Kayseri in Turkey, talks about her job and occupational difficulties. In the 
second Turkish original interview (Text set 2, hence TU2), Erdogan, the director of 
national education talks about the education system in Turkey. In the third Turkish 
original interview (Text set 3, hence TU3), Halit, a dentist, talks about the educational 
background of the local community and expresses his opinions about the European 
Union. In the fourth Turkish original interview (Text set 4, hence TU4), Altan, an 
insurance expert, talks about his passion for music and gives some information about 
his music band.
The objective in part 1 of the study is to analyse the distribution of cohesion in the 
original texts and the different types of consecutive interpretations of English texts into 
Turkish as well as paralinguistic features of the interpretations.
4.2.2 Participants
As the first part of the study aims to find out how the different types of consecutive 
interpreting differ with respect to lexical cohesion and paralinguistic features, Turkish 
consecutive interpretations of English original texts had to be obtained. Accordingly, 
four interpreters were recruited to obtain the Turkish interpretations of the English 
original interviews.
A quality criterion was defined for choosing the interpreters to ensure quality 
interpretations. This required the interpreters to be certified^ and to have at least 10 
years of experience as English - Turkish interpreters. The participants are three female 
interpreters and one male interpreter between the ages 3 0 -3 5 . All four interpreters are 
native speakers of Turkish from the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. Their 
working languages are English and Turkish. Interpreters recruited for the completion of 
this study hold at least a Bachelors degree in interpreting. The interpreters have 
experience in delivering both short and long consecutive interpretations in professional
 ^Certified interpreter in Northern Cypus refers to interpreters that are registered by the public notary (also 
referred to as Sworn Interpreter in Turkey).
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settings. These interpreters are used for collecting data (interpretations) for the 
completion of this study. Interpreters were briefed about the subjects discussed in each 
interview, making sure that they are familiar with the terminology. It was also made 
clear to the interpreters that the target audience is colleagues and that the aim of the 
interpretations is for the source text speakers to introduce themselves to their 
colleagues. The data collection procedures are introduced in the next section.
4.2.3 Data Collection
After selecting the 2 sub-corpora (English original and Turkish original interviews), 4 
interpreters described in section 4.2.2 were recruited to interpret the selected English 
original interviews (ENl, EN2, EN3, EN4) consecutively in two different ways. As 
stated in 4.1, the first type of interpretation involves interpretations of single sentences 
(short consecutive). The second type of interpretation involves interpretations of 2-3 
minutes of speech at a time (long consecutive). The interpretations were carried out by 
interpreters introduced in section 4.2.2. Each of the four interpreters interpreted two 
texts short consecutively and two texts long consecutively, resulting in the matrix shorn 
in Table 4.2.
The procedures used were as follows. The English original interviews were read to the 
interpreters. The interviews had to be presented in two different ways, as explained 
earlier. The first version involves delivering one sentence at a time to allow the 
interpreter to deliver the target version short consecutively, and the second version 
involves delivering 2-3 minutes of speech at a time to allow the interpreter to deliver the 
target version long consecutively. The reason why interviews were not audio played but 
instead acted out to the interpreters is because the English original interviews were 
recorded in one go, and when they are paused for the purpose of short and long 
consecutive interpretation, the natural flow of the speech is disturbed. In a real life 
situation, the original speech in the source language is paused intentionally and the tone 
of the speaker indicates that the source segment delivery is finished, and the interpreter 
takes the turn to deliver the message in the target language. Aiming to create this 
authentic situation, the English original interviews were acted out by the conductor of 
this study, making sure that the pauses indicate segment boundaries for both short and 
long consecutive situations. This could have not been possible if the interviews were 
audio-played. It must also be noted that the source texts were left unchanged and the
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original interviews were listened to many times, so that they could be acted out in the 
best way possible.
Table 4.2 Target Text Data Collection Procedure
Text Set 1 Text Set 2 Text Set 3 Text Set 4
Interpreter 1 Short Consecutive Long Consecutive Short Consecutive Long Consecutive
Interpreter 2 Long Conseeutive Short Consecutive Long Consecutive Short Consecutive
Interpreter 3 Short Consecutive Long Consecutive Short Consecutive Long Consecutive
Interpreter 4 Long Consecutive Short Consecutive Long Consecutive Short Consecutive
The interpreters interpreted the English original interviews. As explained in section 
4.2.1, four different text types were used for the purpose of this study (see table 4.1). As 
can be observed from the matrix above, each interpreter attempted each text set only 
once. This was to prevent the interpreters from memorizing the source texts. Each 
interpreter delivered two short and two long consecutive interpretations, and the data 
consists of 16 interpretations in total (8 short and 8 long consecutive interpretations). 
This was assumed to be a sufficiently large data set for this project and its time frame. It 
was also an optimal data set from the point of view of minimizing variation by using a 
very small number of interpreters with very similar profiles.
A sound recorder was used to record the interpretations. To ensure that there would be 
no distractions and to avoid background noise for a quality recording, a quiet room was 
chosen as the location. The interviews were read and paused where necessary according 
to the type of the interpretation and the interpreter was allowed to deliver the target 
version for recording. Hence, for the interpreter to deliver the first type of interpretation 
(short consecutive), the source text speaker paused after each sentence. For the second 
type of interpretation, the speaker paused after every 2-3 minutes of speech (long 
consecutive) to allow the interpreter to deliver the target version.
4.2.4 Data Analysis
This section introduces the data analysis methods used for the textual analysis of 
cohesion in Turkish and English original texts as well as Turkish short and long
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consecutive interpretations of English original texts. This is followed by the 
methodology adopted for the textual analysis of paralinguistic features identified in 
short and long consecutive interpretations.
The view adopted for the purpose of this study is that the source texts delivered in short 
chunks are more likely to create challenges to the consecutive interpreter as the network 
of relations which hold a text together are not fiilly available (see Hatim and Mason in 
2.3.3). This is because, as we have seen, the ST segments are delivered in isolation and 
consequently it becomes more difficult to establish links between the segments and 
leading to challenges in processing the text in a coherent way. It is also believed that 
eohesion plays a role (although a minor role) in the way texts cohere for the receivers as 
it provides clues for discovering how previous segments are associated with subsequent 
ones. Languages differ in their ways of forming cohesive networks and it can be 
assumed that native speakers are familiar with certain patterns of cohesion.
As stated by Coçkun (2011: 898), there are very few studies of the use of cohesion 
devices in Turkish in the literature, and majority of studies to date focus on grammatical 
cohesion in Turkish texts and not on lexieal cohesion. Previous studies (Akçataç 2001; 
Altunkaya 1987; Gültekin 2000; îçsever 1995; Subaçi-Uzun 1995; Ülkü, 1984, 1992) on 
cohesion in Turkish texts investigated cohesive devices in Turkish EEL learners’ or 
Turkish language learners’ compositions. A previous corpus based study (Unal 2009) 
revealed the differenees between Turkish and English original scientifie texts with 
respect to the lexical cohesive patterns that they exhibit. According to the results of this 
study, the level of lexical repetition used in Turkish texts is higher than the lexical 
repetition used in English original texts while the level of synonymy used in English 
original texts is higher than the level of synonymy used in Turkish texts. It was also 
found out that the lexieal cohesive patterns in Turkish translated scientific texts are 
different to that of equivalent Turkish original scientifie texts (Unal 2009).
Consequently, it is believed that shifts are likely to occur in the consecutive 
interpretations and these shifts are believed to affeet the way target texts cohere for the 
audienee.
As a point of reference, the lexical cohesive links in the four English and Turkish 
original interviews were identified as a first step, aiming to find out how Turkish and
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English narrative interviews differ with respect to the patterns of lexical cohesion that 
they exhibit. A quantitative analysis was carried out to find out how the different types 
of consecutive interpretations behave with respeet to lexical cohesion. English and 
Turkish interviews were analysed to act as a benchmark for comparison between with 
the interpreted spoken texts and to investigate how the different forms of consecutive 
interpreting would differ from original Turkish texts with regard to cohesive ties.
It was hypothesised that lexical cohesive links in short conseeutive interpretations 
would reflect the lexical cohesive patterns of their English source texts, or that they 
would not exhibit much cohesion at all. In addition, it was assumed that long 
consecutive interpretations would reflect the lexical cohesive patterns identified in 
Turkish original interviews. As the ST segments are delivered in isolation in short 
consecutive situations, the eohesive patterns of the ST are more likely to be directly 
transferred into the TT. However, in long consecutive situations, as the segments are not 
delivered in such isolation, the lexical cohesive patterns of the target language are more 
likely to be transferred into the TT, leading to more ‘native-like’ interpretations.
As introdueed by Haliday and Hasan, the two types of lexical cohesion are reiteration 
and collocation. Reiteration occurs when words are repeated or semantically related 
items are used, forming a cohesive tie. These items can be synonyms, ‘ ‘words which 
share several essential components and thus can be used to substitute for one another in 
some contexts without any appreciable differenee of meaning” (Nida 1969: 73) such as 
‘buy’ and ‘purchase’, or hyponyms (super-ordinates as referred to in this study) which 
deal with inclusive relations (Saeed 2005: 68) such as ‘building’ and ‘house’. If two 
expressions forming a hyponymy relation are used synonymously inside the text, 
forming a cohesive tie, this was classified as equivalence. Although lexical relations as 
such indicate that a near-synonymous word is used to form links to other parts of the 
text, they still act as super-ordinates as they form a hyponymy relationship. Henee, as 
two distinct types of cohesive relationships are in question simultaneously, a separate 
category is needed. Equivalence relations were used to refer to words that form such 
relationships, they are super-ordinates but at the same time they are used synonymously 
inside the text (Unal 2009: 6). For example, if the word ‘ear’ and ‘vehicle’ is used 
synonymously inside the text, this was classified as an equivalence relation.
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The reeorded interpretations were transcribed and analysed manually. The types of 
cohesive links that have been analysed are as follows: (a) repetition, (b) synonymy, (e) 
super-ordinate, and (d) equivalenee. As one of the aims of this study is to find out how 
English and Turkish original as well as short and long conseeutive interpretations differ 
with respect to lexical cohesion, it is necessary to reflect on the frequencies of each type 
of lexical cohesion used in ehosen original interviews and short vs. long consecutive 
interpretations. Table 4.2.4 below provides an overview of the approaeh to the 
quantitative analysis. The table shows how lexieal cohesion was identified in the short 
and long consecutive interpretations of text set 1. The table represents the following 
data:
>  Tvpe of interpretation: Short / long consecutive interpretation
>  Interpreter #: Interpreter 1, Interpreter 2, Interpreter 3, Interpreter 4
>  Total number of words in TT : Target text word count
>  Number of items involved in cohesive tie: Reflects on the frequencies of each type 
of lexical cohesion identified in the spoken texts. The number of items involved in 
each tie is multiplied by the frequency of occurrence and calculations are obtained 
accordingly
>  Frequencv of cohesive tie: How many times the cohesive tie with the same number 
of items is repeated within the text
> Types of lexical cohesion: Repetition, Synonymy, Super-ordinate, Equivalence
Table 4.3 below is presented to illustrate the analysis proeedure with an example (the 
sole purpose of ineluding the table here is to show how it works. The actual findings 
that the table represents, will be discussed in chapter 5). As ean be observed from the 
table below, the short consecutive interpretation obtained by interpreter 1 consists of 
168 cohesive ties in total. Of these, 123 were classified as repetition, 6 as synonymy, 25 
as super-ordinate, and 14 as equivalenee. A cohesive tie with two lexical items (x2) 
occurred 37 times (frequeney of occurrence). For example, the word ‘elbette’ (English 
back translation: ‘of course’) and the word ‘kesinlikle’ (English baek translation: 
‘certainly’) formed a synonymy relation. Also, the word ‘sürelerde’ (English baek 
translation: ‘durations’) and ‘zamanlarda’ (English back translation: ‘times’) formed
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synonymy relations involving two lexical items. Of the cohesive ties involving two 
lexieal items, 22 are classified as repetition, 3 as synonymy, 7 as super-ordinate and 5 
are elassified as equivalenee. A cohesive tie with 3 lexical items (x3) occurred 13 times.
As an example, the words ‘uzmanlar’ (English back translation: ‘experts’), ‘tiyatro 
teknisyenleri’ (English back translation: ‘theatre teehnicians’) and ‘ses mühendisleri” 
(English back translation: ‘sound engineers’) form super-ordinate relations. Of the 
cohesive ties involving three lexical items, 11 are classified as repetition and 2 as super­
ordinate. A cohesive tie consisting of four lexical items (x4) occurred 4 times. For 
example, the word ‘ogrenciler’ (English back translation: ‘students’) was repeated four 
times, forming repetition relations. Of the eohesive ties involving four lexical items, 3 
are classified as repetition and 1 as equivalence. A eohesive tie with five lexical items 
(x5) occurred 3 times. Of these, 2 are classified as repetition and 1 as super-ordinate. As 
an example, the word ‘performans sanatlari’ (English back translation: ‘performing 
arts’), ‘tiyatro’ (English back translation: ‘theatre’), ‘drama’ (English back translation: 
‘drama’), ‘miizik’ (English back translation ‘music’) and ‘dans’ (English back 
translation: ‘dance’) formed super-ordinate relations involving five lexical items. A 
cohesive tie consisting of six lexical items (x6) occurred 4 times and all instances were 
classified as repetition. As an example, the word ‘Bristol’ was repeated six times, 
forming a repetition relation. When the number of items involved in a cohesive tie is 
multiplied by their frequency of occurrence, calculations are obtained for each type of 
lexical cohesion. Percentages of each type of lexieal cohesion used is then calculated 
and presented in the tables.
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Table 4.3 - Lexical eohesive patterns of short consecutive vs. long consecutive 
interpretations of Text Set 1
Type of
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total
Number of 
Words in 
TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Short x2 37 22 3 7 5
Consecutive x3 13 11 - 2 -
INT 1 1,259 x4 4 3 - - 1
x5 3 2 - 1 -
x6 4 4 - - -
168 123 6 25 14
73.2% 3.57% 74.0% 0.3%
x2 64 35 1 26 2
Short x3 26 21 - 5 -
Consecutive x4 3 1 - 2 -
INT 3 1,569 x5 3 2 - 1 -
x6 1 1 - - -
x7 1 1 - - -
x8 1 1 - - -
xlO 1 1 - - -
264 178 2 80 4
0.75% 3&3% 7.596
x2 67 49 1 12 5
Long x3 22 15 - 7 -
Consecutive x4 15 11 - 4 -
INT 2 1,102 x5 4 3 - 1 -
x6 2 2 - - -
x7 2 2 - - -
xl2 1 1 - - -
318 240
75.3%
2
0.6%
66
2&0%
10
3.7%
Long
Consecutive 
INT 4
775
x2
x3
x4
x5
x6
58
17
1
3
2
44
13
1
2
2
1 12
4
1
1
198 153
7%2%
2
7.07%
41
2&7%
2
7.07%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t 1: Interpreter 1, In t 2: Interpreter 2, In f 3: Interpreter 3, In t 4: Interpreter 4
Textual analysis was also carried out to identify the paralinguistie features in short and 
long consecutive interpretations because as was shown in section 3.2, in the discussion 
of coherence in spoken language, the presence of paralinguistic features should not be 
ignored. In addition to the cohesive networks within a text, paralinguistie features also 
affect the receivers’ perception of coherenee.
Aecording to the view adopted for the purpose of this study, paralinguistic features are 
problematic in the way that they have a potential to tire the listeners and impede 
eoherence. As the ST segments are delivered in isolation in short consecutive situations, 
it becomes more difficult to establish links between the segments. This leads to
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challenges in processing the text in a coherent way and this is believed to be reflected in 
the target text production of the interpreter. Accordingly, it is assumed that short 
consecutive interpretations are more likely to involve paralinguistic features when 
compared with long consecutive interpretations.
To recap, self repairs are used when the speaker makes a mistake and corrects 
her/himself right after uttering the incorrect word(s) or phrase(s). Word repetitions such 
as I  have have have are different from repetitions that are used to unite segments of 
speech as in lexical cohesion. Word repetitions as such indicate that there is a hesitation 
due to, for example, cognitive overload or uncertainty. False starts are paralinguistic 
features that are used when the speaker attempts to begin uttering a new segment of 
information and repairs after realising or deciding that the information was incorrect, 
unnecessary, etc. Slips of the tongue are also indications of hesitation and they can be 
disturbing. On the other hand, drawn out syllables such as uuuuunite (instead of unite) 
are used by the speaker to gain extra time to formulate the messages and they indicate 
that there is a hesitation. Pauses identified as paralinguistic features are different from 
pauses that are used to indicate sentence boundaries. These types of pauses are used 
when the speaker hesitates and needs extra time to formulate the messages before 
uttering them. In this study, pauses that are identified as hesitation markers are at least 5 
seconds long. Finally, disfluencies such as er, um, uh are categorised as hesitation 
markers and like all other paralinguistic features hsted here, hesitation markers as such 
also disturb the natural flow of the speech and tire the listeners, impeding coherence.
Aiming to find out how short and long consecutive interpretations differ with regard to 
the use of paralinguistic features, the paralinguistic features in the two short and two 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 1, text set 2, text set 3 and text set 4 were 
identified manually. Eight short and eight long consecutive interpretations and a total 
number of sixteen interpretations were analysed. The paralinguistic features identified 
are namely; (i) self-repair, (ii) word repetition, (iii) false start, (iv) slips of the tongue,
(v) drawn out syllables, (vi) pauses, (vii) hesitation markers. To recap, while the 
analysis of cohesive ties was carried out for the English original (STs) and Turkish 
original spoken texts as well as the Turkish interpretations of English source texts, the 
analysis of paralinguistic features was done for short and long consecutive 
interpretations only. In some contexts such as police and court, hesitation markers may
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be an important indicator of someone being nervous and it may be necessary for the 
interpreter to ‘imitate’ the hesitations in the TT. However, this study is based on a 
situation o f ‘workplace interpreting’ where this is not necessary. Accordingly, the 
paralinguistic features in the original spoken texts were not analysed.
Paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations were investigated 
aiming to find out the extent to which the paralinguistic features of the interpreter’s 
delivery shape the target text recipient’s perception of coherence. To illustrate with an 
example, table 6.1 below displays one example for each type of paralinguistic features 
identified in the short consecutive interpretation of text set 1 (see appendix IX for a 
transcription of the first short consecutive interpretation of text set 1 which is taken as a 
basis for the illustrations below). In this table, the type of paralinguistic features 
identified, the hesitation marker’s location on text (L: line numbers) and an in-context 
description is presented. English back translations of the paralinguistic features are also 
provided.
Table 4.4 Examples of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive 
interpretation of text set 1
Type of 
Interpretation 
/ Interpreter #
Paralinguistic
Features
Identified
Location Description Back Translation
Self Repair L05 Benim ismim Steve - 
Benim ismim Stephen
My name is Steve - My 
name is Stephen
Word
Repetition
L14 dogu -  dogu -  dogu 
Hindistanla
with east -  east -  east 
India
False Start L54 Bil -  bildigim kadariyla Know — as I  know
Short
Consecutive 
INT 1
Slips of the 
Tongue
L84 0 - 0  - toplumun 0 - 0 -  society’s
Drawn out 
Syllables
L79 Dedigimizzz we saaaià.
Pauses LlOl çeylere [...] 
eriçebilmelermin 
(pause duration: 6 
seconds)
reaching these [...] 
things
Hesitation
markers
L05 Tabi ki, elbette. Aamm 
merhaba
Of course, sure. Aamm 
hello
L: Line numbers
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As can be seen from the table above, in the short consecutive interpretation of text set 1, 
there is at least one example of word repetitions, false starts, slips of the tongue, drawn 
out syllables, pauses and hesitation markers. To explain how the table works, the 
interpreter used self repair to correct herself right after uttering the incorrect word Steve. 
On the other hand, the word east was repeated three times, falling into the category of 
word repetition. Word repetitions of this kind are different from repetitions that are used 
to unite segments of speech as in lexical cohesion (see section 4.2.4). The word 
repetition dogu -  dogu -  d o ^  (east -  east -  east) identified in this text indicate that 
there is a hesitation due to cognitive overload or uncertainty. False starts are 
paralinguistic features that are used when the speaker attempts to begin uttering a new 
segment of information. Here in this text, the interpreter attempted to begin a new 
segment of information with the words bildigim kadariyla (as I  know) but failed to do 
so and uttered the word bil (know) instead. Drawn out syllables were also identified in 
this text. Drawn-out syllables are generally used by the speaker to gain extra time to 
formulate the messages and they indicate that there is a hesitation. The word dedigimiz 
(said) was uttered as dedigimizzz (saaaid), and hence was categorized as a drawn out 
syllable. On the other hand, pauses identified as paralinguistic features in this study are 
different from pauses that are used to indicate sentence boundaries. These types of 
pauses are used when the speaker hesitates and needs extra time to formulate the 
messages before uttering them. The interpreter paused for more than five seconds 
between the words §eylere (reaching these) and eriçebilmelerinin {things), and this 
pause was surely not used to indicate a meaningful sentence boundary. Accordingly, it 
was categorized as a paralinguistic feature. Hesitation markers were also identified in 
this text. The hesitation marker Aaam identified in the interpreter’s delivery disturbed 
the natural flow of the speech, and hence was counted as a hesitation marker.
As has been made clear throughout this thesis, there is no one simple method of analysis 
that can be used to assess a phenomenon as complex as coherence. It is believed that 
there are various factors that contribute to coherence creation. According to the view 
adopted for the purpose of this study, cohesion, paralinguistic features and background 
knowledge are some of the factors that affect coherence creation in spoken discourse. 
Background knowledge is an interpretive notion and it needs to be analyzed with a 
reception study. The next section is devoted to the methodologies adopted for the 
completion of the reception study.
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4.3 Reception Study
A reception study was designed to find out how the presence/absence of lexical 
cohesion, paralinguistic features and specific background knowledge impact on the 
recipients’ perception of coherence in short and long consecutive interpretations of 
English spoken texts interpreted into Turkish.
Section 4.3.1 introduces the materials used and participants involved in the reception 
study. Section 4.3.2 outlines the data collection procedures and section 4.3.3 explains 
how the data was analysed.
4.3.1 Materials and Participants
The materials used for the completion of the reception study involve the eight short and 
eight long consecutive interpretations which were generated in part 1 of the study.
The objective here was to allow the results of this study to be based on the participants’ 
perception instead of only being based on the analyst’s point of view. Three female and 
three male participants served as listeners in the reception study, consisting of six native 
speakers of Turkish living in the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. The participants 
were between the ages of 25 and 40, and they were all university graduates. The 
participants involved in the reception study formed two different groups: high 
knowledge participants (Rl, R2, R3) and low knowledge participants (R4, R5, R6).
Accordingly, the participants were selected according to their knowledge of the relevant 
subjects. The high knowledge participants consisted of receivers who had prior 
knowledge of the subject discussed during the narrative interviews whereas the low 
knowledge participants consisted of receivers who hardly knew about the subjects 
discussed. Low knowledge participants were unable to answer any of the questions 
asked about the topics discussed in the interviews prior to the coherence test. Questions 
asked to the participants prior to the reception study are listed below.
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Text set 1
1- Where is Bristol?
2- What do you know about Mendip hills and River Severn?
3- What is Concorde?
4- How would you describe a typical West Country accent?
5- How would you describe A-levels?
Text set 2
1- What do you know about Plymouth?
2- Why is Plymouth historically very important?
3- What is an amphibious vehicle?
4- What do you know about the Morecambe Sands cockling disaster?
5- What is D-Day?
Text set 3
1- Could you describe ‘short fiction’?
2- What does ‘multimodal’ mean?
3- How would you define ‘visual-verbal intersection’?
4- What is a genre? Can you give examples?
5- What do you know about the poet Apollinaire?
Text set 4
1- Where is North Cork?
2- What are the duties of administrators at universities?
3- How would you define a language centre?
3- What are the responsibilities of language centers at universities?
To ensure distinctness between the two groups, high knowledge participants, who 
already had knowledge of the relevant subjects were given as much information as 
possible about the subjects of each interview prior to the coherence assessment test. To 
illustrate with an example, for text set 2 which requires background knowledge to be 
understood, high knowledge participants were given as much information as possible 
about Plymouth and its navy connections. Amphibious vehicle was described as a
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machiene which has its home in Plymouth. The vehicle was described as being both a 
boat and a road vehicle. Participants were also briefed about its use during world war II.
The aim of using high and low knowledge participants was to find out to what extend 
background knowledge contributes to coherence creation. It is believed that high 
knowledge participants would more easily make sense of the interpretations, whereas 
the low knowledge participants would find it more difficult to understand what is being 
said. Accordingly, the coherence ratings of high knowledge participants are expected to 
be higher compared to the ratings of low knowledge participants. However, due to the 
isolated segments in short consecutive situations, both high and low knowledge 
receivers are more likely to understand long consecutive interpretations more easily 
when compared to short consecutive interpretations. The reception study allows to 
assess the receivers’ perception of coherence and to assess the role of background 
knowledge in coherence creation.
4.3.2 Data Collection
As explained earlier in section 4.3.2, the four different text types were interpreted both 
short and long consecutively and each text type has two short and two long consecutive 
interpretations in total. To avoid memory effects, the interpretations were presented to 
the two experimental groups with the permutation shown in table 4.5.
Table 4.5 Order of Presentation of interpretations
Order of 
Presentation
Text Set # Type of 
Interpretation
Order of 
Presentation
Text Set# Type of 
Interpretation
#1 Text Set 1 Short Consec. #9 Text Set 1 Short Consec.
#2 Text Set 2 Long Consec. #10 Text Set 2 Long Consec.
#3 Text Set 3 Short Consec. #11 Text Set 3 Short Consec.
#4 Text Set 4 Long Consec. #12 Text Set 4 Long Consec.
#5 Text Set 1 Long Consec. #13 Text Set 1 Long Consec.
#6 Text Set 2 Short Consec. #14 Text Set 2 Short Consec.
#7 Text Set 3 Long Consec. #15 Text Set 3 Long Consec.
#8 Text Set 4 Short Consec. #16 Text Set 4 Short Consec.
Short Consec. : Short Consecutive, Long Consec. : Long Consecutive
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As can be observed from the table above, initially the short consecutive interpretation of 
Text Set 1 was introduced, and this was followed by the long consecutive interpretation 
of Text Set 2. Then the short consecutive interpretation of Text Set 3 was presented, and 
the long consecutive interpretation of Text Set 4 followed. The aim here was to avoid 
presenting two long and two short consecutive interpretations of the same text sets 
sequentially, as this would have provided a basis for the audience to perceive the text as 
more coherent after each time they hear the same text interpreted differently. In such a 
case, the first time the audience hears the interpretation, they could have rated the text 
as less coherent until they were presented the text successively for four times, when 
they would finally rate the interpretation as more coherent, regardless of the type of 
interpretation. It should also be noted that 2 minutes of break was given after every 
interpretation. This allowed each subject the time to rate each text. The intention of 
breaks was also to minimise the memory effects; interpretations lasts approximately 8 
minutes and when the break time is added, the next interpretation is heard after 10 
minutes. Hence, to illustrate with an example, the long consecutive interpretation of text 
set 1 was heard approximately 40 minutes after listening to the short consecutive 
interpretation of text set 2.
A quiet study room was used to avoid any distractions. Aiming to study audience 
response, both high knowledge and low knowledge participants were read the sixteen 
different interpretations and asked to rate their perception of coherence on a five-point 
scale. Numerical ratings were used (1-5), and participants were asked to circle a number 
depending on how coherent each type of interpretations sounded to them. Number 1 
was used for the least coherent and as the numbers increase, coherence would increase. 
Participants were asked to rate their perception of coherence depending on ‘how easy it 
is for them to understand, make sense of and follow what is being said in the spoken 
texts. The test was administrated by the conductor of this study together with an 
invigilator who was responsible for distributing and collecting the documents on which 
the participants would mark their rates for each interpretation. The invigilator was also 
responsible from ensuring a quite atmosphere.
It is the task of the next section to explain the data analysis procedures followed for the 
completion of the reception study.
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4.3.3 Data Analysis
As explained earlier in section 4.3.2, three high knowledge and three low knowledge 
participants were asked to rate their perception of coherence on a five-point scale. 
Numerical ratings were used (1-5), and participants were asked to circle a number 
depending on how coherent each type of interpretations sounded to them. The numerical 
ratings collected from the participants were analyzed manually for each interpretation. 
The coherence ratings of high knowledge and low knowledge participants, and their 
average ratings were calculated separately. The aim here was to study high knowledge 
and low knowledge participants as two different groups. This would allow the results to 
reflect on to what extent background knowledge provides a basis for initiating 
comprehension and creating meaning. Secondly, the coherence ratings of high 
knowledge and low knowledge participants were calculated for both short and long 
consecutive interpretations. This would allow the results to reflect on how the different 
ways of delivering the target text contribute to or impede coherence.
According to the view adopted for this study, knowledge contributes to the way texts 
cohere by enabling receivers make sense of what is being said. Consequently, it was 
hypothesised that: (i) ‘high-knowledge’ participants would perceive the target texts as 
more coherent whereas the Tow-knowledge’ group would perceive them as less 
coherent, (ii) both high and low knowledge participants would rate short consecutive 
interpretations as less coherent and long consecutive interpretations as more coherent, 
(iii) paralinguistic features such as self repairs, word repetitions, false starts, slips of the 
tongue, drawn out syllables, pauses and hesitation markers are believed to be more 
common in short consecutive interpretations.
This chapter has provided an overview of the methodologies used for completion of the 
textual analysis and the reception study. To recap, the aim of the cohesion analysis is to 
find out how short and long consecutive interpreting differ with regard to the use of 
lexical cohesion and the occurrence of paralinguistic features and, the aim of the 
reception study is to find out how the presence/absence of lexical cohesion, 
paralinguistic features and specific background knowledge impact on the recipients’ 
perception of coherence in short and long consecutive interpretations of English spoken 
texts interpreted into Turkish. It is the task of the next chapters to report on the findings 
of the textual analysis and the reception study.
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Chapter 5 
Findings of the Cohesion Analysis
Chapter 5 is devoted to the findings of the textual analysis. As stated in the 
methodology chapter, Turkish and English original spoken texts were analysed for 
reason of comparison between the original texts and between short and long consecutive 
interpretations. Section 5.1 discusses the lexical cohesive patterns that the chosen 
English original spoken texts exhibit. This is followed by section 5.2 where the lexical 
cohesion analyses of the selected Turkish original texts are presented. Section 5.3 
reports the lexical cohesive patterns that short and long consecutive interpretations of 
English original spoken texts exhibit. Section 5.4 compares the patterns of cohesive ties 
identified in English and Turkish originals as well as short and long consecutive 
interpretations of English spoken texts with a view to investigate how the short and long 
consecutive interpretations would differ from original Turkish texts regarding cohesive 
ties. Finally, section 5.5 provides a conclusion and evaluates the findings in relation to 
the distribution of cohesive ties in the text sets analysed.
To recap, four different sets of texts were chosen from the Backbone corpora (see 
section 4.2.1). Text set 1 consists of English (ENl) and Turkish (TUI) original 
interviews that are rich in lexical cohesion and as a feature that was important for part 2 
of this study, do not require specialized background knowledge. Text set 2 consists of 
English (EN2) and Turkish (TU2) original interviews that require specialized 
background knowledge and are rich in lexical cohesion. Text set 3 consists of English 
(EN3) and Turkish (TU3) interviews that are not lexically dense, but require specialized 
background knowledge. Finally, text set 4 consists of English (EN4) and Turkish (TU4) 
original interviews that are not rich in lexical cohesion and do not require specialized 
background knowledge. The objective in this part of the study is to analyze the 
distribution of cohesion in the original texts and the different types of consecutive 
interpretations of English texts into Turkish.
5.1 English Original Spoken Texts
Aiming to find out how English and Turkish original spoken texts differ with respect to 
the lexical cohesive patterns that they exhibit, Turkish and English original spoken texts
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were analyzed. This section discusses the lexical cohesive patterns that the chosen 
English original spoken texts (see appendices I - IV) exhibit.
As one of the aims of this study is to reflect on and compare how lexical cohesion 
contributes to the way English, Turkish and specific modes of consecutive 
interpretations cohere, it was deemed necessary to reflect on the frequencies of each 
type of lexical cohesion (see 4.2.4) used in chosen texts. The number of items involved 
in each link was multiplied by the frequency of cohesive ties (see section 4.2.4). English 
original spoken text 1 (ENl) is given as an example on tables 5.1a and 5.1b.
Table 5.1a below introduces repetitions identified in English original spoken text 1 
(ENl). In the first English original interview (Text Set 1, hence ENl), Steve introduces 
Cleeve and talks about his job at a secondary school which has a specialist status for the 
arts, primarily music, dance and drama (See appendices I). As can be observed in the 
table below, some lexical chains involve only two lexical items but there are also longer 
lexical chains. As stated in chapter 3, it is believed that cohesive chains provide clues 
for discovering how previous segments are associated with subsequent ones and hence, 
contributes to the establishment of coherence. Accordingly, counting each instance of 
lexical cohesion as ‘one cohesive lexical chain’ was considered as an inappropriate 
method, because the length of the cohesive chains shows to what extent the segments 
are bound together. Therefore, it was deemed necessary to take into account how many 
items were involved in the cohesive tie and how frequently they occurred in the text.
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As can be observed from the table above, a total number of twenty lexical chains 
involve two lexical items (shown as x2). On the other hand, a total number of nine 
lexical chains involve three lexical items (x3), five lexical chains in total involve four 
lexical items (x4), four lexical chains in total involve five lexical items (x5) and only 
one lexical chain involve a total number of six (x6) and seven (x7) lexical items. The 
word city occurs two times in ENl in lines 9 and 10 (See appendices I), forming a 
cohesive tie of repetition. In comparison, the lexical item Bristol occurs seven times (in 
lines 9, 13, 18, 19, 20, 24, 27) forming a rather long cohesive chain.
For reason of comparison, table 5.1b below introduces synonymy relations identified in 
English original spoken text 1 (ENl).
Table 5.1b Synonymy identified in E N l
Type of Link No. of items 
involved in 
cohesive tie
Lexical items and Locations
Synonymy x2 Of course (L05) -  indeed (L09) 
Mendip hills (LI 1) -  Mendips 
(L31)
Churchill (L60) -  area (L67)
As can be observed from the table above, the number of synonymy relations identified 
in the English original spoken text 1 (ENl) are considerably less than the repetition 
relations identified in this text (see table 5.1a). In addition, the lexical ties forming 
synonymy relations identified in ENl are relatively short, involving only two lexical 
items (x2) whereas cohesive ties forming repetition relations in this text involved up to 
7 (x7) lexical items. According to the table above, a total number of three lexical ties 
formed synonymy relations in ENl. To illustrate with an example, the lexical item o f  
course formed synonymy relations with the lexical item indeed.
For reason of comparison, table 5.1c below introduces super-ordinate relations 
identified in English original spoken text 1 (ENl).
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Table 5.1c Super-ordinate identified in ENl
Type of Link No. of items 
involved in 
cohesive tie
Lexical items and Locations
Super-ordinate x2 airbus (LI 5) -  aircraft (LI 6) 
ship (L20) -  iron-clad steamship 
(L21)
gorges (L33) -  Cheddar Gorge 
(L33)
young family (L48) -  young boys 
(L48)
compulsory education (L69) -  
education (L72)
A-levels (LI 12) -  academic 
qualifications (LI 12)
x3 technicians (L84) -  theatre 
technicians (L84) -  sound engineer 
(L84)
x4 school (L62) -  comprehensive school (L64) -  state school (L78) -  
community school (L86)
x5 performing arts (L82) -  theatre 
(L82) -  drama (L82) -  music (L82) 
-  dance (L83)
As can be observed from table 5.1c above, the number of super-ordinate relations 
identified in the English original spoken text 1 (ENl) are considerably less than the 
repetition relations (see table 5.1a) and considerably more than synonymy relations (see 
table 5.1a) identified in this text. Super-ordinate relations form both short (x2) and long 
(x5) lexical chains. A total number of six lexical chains involved only two lexical items 
(x2) while only one lexical chain involved three (x3), four (x4) and five (x5) lexical 
items. To illustrate with an example, the lexical item airbus formed super-ordinate 
relations with the lexical item aircraft, forming a short cohesive chain whereas the 
lexical item performing arts formed a rather long lexical cohesive chain with the lexical 
items theatre, drama, music and dance.
For reason of comparison, table 5. Id below introduces equivalence relations identified 
in English original spoken text 1 (ENl).
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Table 5.1d Equivalence relations identified in ENl
Type of 
Link
No. of items 
involved in 
cohesive tie
Lexical items and Locations
Equivalenve x2 region (L7) -  South-West of 
England (L5)
Bristol (LI3) -  city (LI6) 
West-Country accent (L40) -  
regional accent (L44)
x4 subjects (LI 11 )-  maths (LI07) -  
English (LI 07) -  sciences (LI08)
As can be observed from table 5. Id above, the number of equivalence relations 
identified in the English original spoken text 1 (ENl) are considerably less than the 
repetition (see table 5.1a) and super-ordinate relations (see table 5.1c) and considerably 
more than synonymy relations (see table 5.1a) identified in this text. The majority of the 
equivalence relations forming lexical cohesive ties involve only two lexical items (x2), 
creating short cohesive chains. The longest cohesive chain formed by equivalence 
relations involves four (x4) lexical items. To illustrate with an example, the lexical item 
region formed equivalence relations with South-West o f England whereas the lexical 
items subjects, maths, English and sciences formed a longer cohesive chain involving 
four lexical items (x4) in total.
The total number of words in each text, the number of items involved in each cohesive 
tie, the frequency of cohesive ties and the type of lexical cohesion identified in the 
chosen English interviews are summarized in tables 5.1e-h below. Each text will be 
discussed in turn.
Table 5. le below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in English original spoken 
text 1 (ENl). As a recap, ENl consists of an English original interview that is rich in 
lexical cohesion and as a feature that was important for part 2 of this study, does not 
require background knowledge.
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Table 5.1e Lexical cohesive patterns of ENl
Text Total No of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 32 20 3 6 3
x3 11 10 - 1 -
ENl 1,572 x4 7 5 - 1 1
x5 5 4 - 1 -
x6 1 1 - - -
x7 1 1 - - -
163 123
75
%
6
4%
24
75%
10
6%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
E N l: English Original Interview 1
As can be observed from the table above, the English original spoken text belonging to 
text set 1 (ENl) consists of 1,572 words of which 163 form lexical cohesive ties. The 
quantitative data reveals that the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in ENl is 
repetition. This type of cohesion makes up 75% of the total amount of lexical cohesion 
identified. There are a total number of 163 cohesive ties in this text and 32 involve two 
lexical items (x2) of which 20 form repetition relations. In addition, the longest lexical 
chains identified in this text involve 7 lexical items (x7) and only repetition relations 
form such a long lexical cohesive chain. Super-ordinate follows repetition with a 
percentage of 15, and it appears as the second most common type of lexical cohesion 
used in this text. Lexical cohesive ties forming super-ordinate relations in this text are 
rather short, when compared with repetition relations. The longest cohesive tie formed 
with a super-ordinate relation involved five lexical items. Equivalence appears at rank 3 
and it makes up 6% of the cohesive ties that contribute to the unity of ENl. Finally, 
synonymy is the least prominent type of lexical cohesion identified in this text, and it 
makes up 4% of the lexical cohesive ties identified in ENl. Only three instances of 
synonymy relations were identified in this text and only two lexical items were involved 
in these cohesive ties.
Table 5. I f  below presents the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the English original 
spoken text 2 (EN2). In the second English original interview (Text set 2, hence EN2), 
Howard talks about manufacturing a unique design of amphibious vehicle in Plymouth, 
in the South West of England (See appendices II). As a reminder, EN2 consists of an
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English original interview that requires specialized background knowledge and is rich in 
lexical cohesion.
Table 5.1f Lexical cohesive patterns of EN2
Text Total No of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 47 27 6 11 3
x3 12 8 - 4 -
EN2 1,396 x4 5 5 - - -
x6 1 1 - - -
x7 3 2 - 1 -
xl8 1 1 - - -
195 136
70
%
12
6%
41
27%
6
3%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
EN2: English Original Interview 2.
The lexical cohesion analysis of the second English original spoken text belonging to 
text set 2 reveals results which are very similar to those for ENl. As it can be observed 
from table 5.2b, the text consists of 1,396 words of which 195 form lexical cohesive 
relations. According to the quantitative data presented, repetition is the most prominent 
type of lexical cohesion used in EN2 and it makes up 70% of the total amount of 
cohesive ties identified. The longest cohesive chain involves 18 lexical items in total 
(xl8) and this is formed with repetition relations. Super-ordinate appears as the second 
most prominent type identified with a percentage of 21. The lexical cohesive chains 
formed with super-ordinate relations are shorter when compared with lexical cohesive 
chains form with repetition relations. The longest cohesive chain formed with super- 
ordinate relations involves 7 lexical items (x7). Unlike ENl, synonymy is the third most 
frequently used type of cohesion with a percentage of 6. Equivalence on the other hand, 
appears as the least prominent type of cohesion used and it makes up only 3% of the 
total amount of lexical cohesive ties identified. The longest cohesive chains formed with 
synonymy relations involve two lexical items (x2).
It must be noted that ENl and EN2 are both rich in lexical cohesion. ENl does not 
require specialized background knowledge while EN2 does. The results presented so far 
reveal that regardless of the requirement for background knowledge, in both texts, the
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most prominent type of lexical cohesion used is repetition, the second most prominent 
type of lexical cohesion used is super-ordinate. These results shed some light on how 
English original spoken texts behave with respect to lexical cohesion.
Table 5.1 g below presents the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the English original 
text 3. In the third English original interview (Text set 3, hence EN3), Fiona, a poet and 
a lecturer in the former Department of English at the University of Surrey talks about her 
poetry and explains her interest in multimodality (See appendices III). To recap, EN3 is 
not lexically dense, but requires specialized background knowledge.
Table 5.1g Lexical cohesive patterns of EN3
Text Total No of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 33 18 4 8 3
x3 6 4 - 1 1
EN3 1,649 x4 6 5 - 1 -
x5 1 1 - - -
x7 1 1 - - -
x9 1 1 - - -
xlO 2 2 - - -
149 109
73
%
8
5%
23
76%
9
6%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
EN3: English Original Interview 3.
The English original spoken text belonging to text set 3 consists of 1,649 words of 
which 149 form lexical cohesive relations, contributing to the unity of the text. Similar 
to ENl and EN2, repetition appears as the most frequently used type of lexical cohesion 
in EN3, forming the long cohesive chains. This type of lexical cohesion makes up 73% 
of the total amount of lexical cohesive ties identified. Super-ordinate appears as the 
second most prominent type of lexical cohesion used. This type makes up 16% of the 
lexical cohesive ties identified. Unlike EN2, equivalence is at rank 3 with a percentage 
of 6. Synonymy on the other hand, appears as the least prominent type of cohesion used 
and it makes up 5% of the total amount of lexical cohesive ties identified. Similar to 
ENl and EN2, the cohesive ties formed with synonymy relations are short, involving 
only two lexical items.
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Table 5. Hi below presents the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the English original 
text 4. In the fourth English original interview (Text set 4, hence EN4), Sharon, an 
Administrator working in the University of Limerick Language Centre, talks about her 
job (See appendices IV). As a reminder, EN4 is not lexically dense and do not require 
specialized background knowledge.
Table S.lh Lexical cohesive patterns of EN4
Text Total No of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 29 20 - 8 1
EN4 1,273 x3 7 5 1 1 -
x4 6 3 - 3 -
x6 1 1 - - -
109 73 3 31 2
67 3% 23% 2%
%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
EN4: English Original Interview 4.
The results of the textual analysis of EN4 reveal that 109 words out of 1,273 form 
lexical cohesive links. Of these, 67% are repetition. This makes repetition the most 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used in this text. In addition, the longest cohesive 
chain identified in EN4 consists of 6 lexical items (x6) and these lexical items form a 
repetition relation. Similar to ENl, EN2 and EN3, super-ordinate is the second most 
fi*equently used type of lexical cohesion in EN4. This type makes up 28% of the total 
amount of lexical cohesive ties identified. Synonymy follows super-ordinate relations 
with a percentage of 3, whereas equivalence appears as the least prominent type of 
lexical cohesion used in EN4. Equivalence makes up only 2% of the total amount of 
lexical cohesion used in EN4. Similar to the previous texts, equivalence and synonymy 
relations form short cohesive ties, involving a maximum of 3 lexical items.
The results of the cohesion analysis of English original spoken texts reveal that 
repetition and super-ordinate relations more dominantly contribute to the unity of 
English original spoken texts, regardless of the text profile. In contrast, the contribution 
of synonymy and equivalence relations are relatively minor in all text sets. These results 
suggest that text profiles do not substantially affect the lexical cohesive patterns of 
English original spoken texts. The differences in the cohesive patterns of different text 
profiles are rather minor.
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In order to provide a visual representation of the results revealed from the lexical 
cohesion analysis of English original texts, Figure 5.1 below shows aggregate figures 
for all texts.
Figure 5.1 Distribution of types of lexical cohesion identified in English Original Spoken 
Texts
Repetition Superordinate Synonymy Equivalence
The qualitative findings obtained from the cohesion analysis of English original spoken 
texts shed some light on the way English spoken texts behave with respect to lexical 
cohesion. When the quantitative findings revealed from the cohesion analysis o f English 
original spoken texts are put together, it can be observed that repetition is the most 
prominent type of lexical cohesion, and it makes up 72 percent of the cohesive ties 
identified in ENl, EN2, EN3 and EN4. Super-ordinate follows repetition with a 
percentage of 19 and appears as the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion 
identified in the chosen English original interviews. On the other hand, synonymy is the 
second least prominent type of cohesion and it makes up 5% of the total amount of 
cohesive ties identified in the spoken texts. The least prominent type of lexical cohesion 
is equivalence and it makes up 4% of the cohesive ties identified in ENl, EN2, EN3 and 
EN4.
It is the aim of the next section to report on the lexical cohesive ties identified in the 
Turkish original spoken texts.
5.2 Turkish Original Spoken Texts
As stated in the methodology chapter, Turkish and English original spoken texts are 
analysed for reason of comparison between short and long consecutive interpretations of 
English spoken texts. This section is devoted to the cohesion analysis of Turkish
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original spoken texts (see appendices V - VIII) as the benchmark for the analysis of 
different types of Turkish interpretations.
As for the English original spoken texts, four different sets of Turkish texts were chosen 
from the backbone corpora (see section 4.2.1). TUI represents the Turkish original 
spoken text that belongs to text set 1. TU2 represents the Turkish text that belongs to 
text set 2, and so on.
The lexical cohesive ties identified in the chosen Turkish interviews are summarized in 
table 5.2a-d below. Table 5.2 follow the same principles as table 5.1. Each text will be 
discussed in turn.
Table 5.2a below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in Turkish original spoken 
text 1 (TUI). In the first Turkish original interview, Esra, an advocate in the city of 
Kayseri in Turkey, talks about her job and occupational difficulties (See appendices V). 
As a recap, TUI is rich in lexical cohesion and as a feature that was important for part 2 
of this study, does not require background knowledge.
Table 5.2a Lexical cohesive patterns of TUI
Text Total Number of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Type of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 55 41 3 9 2
x3 18 17 - 1 -
TUI 1,426 x4 13 12 - - 1
x5 3 3 - - -
x6 1 1 - - -
x7 2 2 - - -
x l l 1 I - - -
262 227 6 21 8
37% 2% 3% 3%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
TUI: Turkish Original Interview I
As can be observed from the table above, the Turkish original spoken text belonging to 
text set 1 consists of 1,426 words of which 262 form lexical cohesive relations. 
Repetition appears as the most frequent type of lexical cohesion used in TUI as it 
makes up 87% of the cohesive ties identified. With this type of lexical cohesion, there is 
an instance of a long cohesive tie consisting of 11 lexical items. Superordinate appears
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as the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in TUI. This type makes up 
8% of the lexical cohesive ties identified in TUI. Unlike repetition, superordinate 
relations form short cohesive ties. A maximum of 3 lexical items are involved in the 
superordinate cohesive ties identified in TUI. Equivalence appears as one of the least 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used and it makes up 3% of the lexical cohesive ties 
identified in this text. Similar to superordinate cohesive ties, equivalence relations do 
not form long cohesive ties like repetition. The least prominent type of lexical cohesion 
used in TUI is synonymy. This type makes up only 2% of the cohesive ties identified. 
Synonymy relation forming a cohesive tie appears only three times in the text, involving 
as few as two lexical items in each instance.
Table 5.2b below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in Turkish original spoken 
text 2 (TU2). In the second Turkish original interview, Erdogan, the director of national 
education talks about the education system in Turkey (See appendices VI). As a 
reminder, TU2 is rich in lexical cohesion and requires background knowledge.
Table 5.2b Lexical cohesive patterns of TU2
Text Total Number of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Type of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 37 27 - 6 4
TU2 1,101 x3 8 6 - 2 -
x4 7 4 - 3 -
x5 3 3 - - -
x6 2 1 - 1 -
x8 1 1 - - -
x9 1 1 - - -
xlO 2 2 - - -
190 146 - 36 8
77% 0% 19% 4%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
TU2: Turkish Original Interview 2
A very similar scenario can be observed when the quantitative data obtained from TU2 
is analysed. The Turkish original spoken text belonging to text set 2 consists of 1,101 
words of which 190 form lexical cohesive relations. Similar to TUI, repetition appears 
as the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used as it makes up 77% of the cohesive 
ties identified. Again, this type of lexical cohesion forms long cohesive ties consisting
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of up to 10 lexical items, prominently contributing to the unity of the text. The second 
most frequent type of lexical cohesion identified in TU2 is superordinate and it makes 
up 19% of the cohesive ties identified. One of the least prominent types of lexical 
cohesion used in this text is equivalence, and this type makes up only 4% of the 
cohesive ties identified. In this text, no instances of synonymy relations were identified. 
In terms of lexical cohesive networks, TUI and TU2 are very similar. The only 
remarkable difference is that TUI reveals relatively more repetition relations. In 
addition, TUI reveals more synonymy relations and TU2 reveals more super-ordinate 
and equivalence relations. However, these differences are rather minor.
The results of the cohesion analysis so far reveal that there are differences as well as 
similarities between Turkish and English original spoken texts with regard to the 
cohesive patterns that they exhibit. When TUI and TU2 is compared with ENl and 
EN2, it can be observed that repetition is the most prominent type of lexical cohesion 
used, super-ordinate is the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion, equivalence 
is at rank 3 and synonymy is the least prominent type of lexical cohesion used in these 
texts. However, the results also reveal that repetition relations are more frequent in 
Turkish texts when compared with English texts. In addition, synonymy relations are 
more frequent in English original spoken texts when compared with Turkish texts. Also, 
equivalence relations in ENl and EN2 are more frequent when compared with to that of 
TUI and TU2.
Table 5.2c below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in Turkish original spoken 
text 3 (TU3). In the third Turkish original interview (Text set 3, hence TU3), Halit, a 
dentist, talks about the educational background of the local community and expresses his 
opinions about the European Union (See appendices VII). As a reminder, TU3 is not 
lexically dense, but requires specialized background knowledge.
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Table 5.2c Lexical cohesive patterns of TU3
Text Total Number of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Type of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
x2 68 44 2 16 6
TU3 1,131 x3 18 13 - 5 -
x4 8 4 - 4 -
x5 5 4 - . - 1
x6 1 - - 1 -
x24 1 1 - - -
277 187 4 69 17
6Z5% 7.5% 25% 6%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
TU3: Turkish Original Interview 3
The third Turkish original spoken text (TU3) consists of 1,131 words of which 277 form 
lexical cohesive relations. Similar to TUI and TU2, the most frequently used type of 
lexical cohesion used is repetition. This type makes up 67.5% of the total amount of 
cohesive ties identified. Repetition forms a vast amount of short as well as long 
cohesive ties involving up to 24 lexical items. Superordinate relations follow with a 
prominently higher rate compared to the superordinate relations identified in TUI and 
TU2. This type of lexical cohesion makes up 25% of the cohesive ties identified. 
Equivalence appears as one of the least prominent types of lexical cohesion used in 
TU3, making up 6% of the cohesive ties identified. Similar to TUI, synonymy appears 
as the least prominent type of lexical cohesion used in this text. This type makes up only 
1.5% of the cohesive ties identified in TU3.
The cohesion analysis of EN3 and TU3 reveal that repetition is the most prominent type 
of lexical cohesion used and super-ordinate is the second most prominent type of lexical 
cohesion used in both texts. In TU3, equivalence is at rank 3 and synonymy is the least 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used. However, synonymy relations identified in the 
English original text is prominently higher when compared with TU3. In addition, 
super-ordinate and equivalence relations appear to be more frequent in TU3 but the 
differences are rather minor. The results of the cohesion analysis so far reveal that, 
regardless of text profile, the English original spoken texts reveal more synonymy 
relations when compared with Turkish texts.
Table 5.2d below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in Turkish original spoken 
text 4 (TU4). In the fourth Turkish original interview (Text set 4, hence TU4), Altan, an
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insurance expert, talks about his passion for music and gives some information about his 
music band (See appendices VIII). As a reminder, TU4 is not lexically dense and do not 
require specialized background knowledge.
Table 5.2d Lexical cohesive patterns of TU4
Text Total Number of 
Words
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Type of Lexical Cohesion
x2 60 R SYN SO EQ
TU4 1,253 x3 11 43 1 16 -
x4 5 8 - 3 -
x6 1 4 - 1 -
1 - - -
179 132 2 45 0
74% 7% 25% 0%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
TU4: Turkish Original Interview 4
The data obtained from the analysis of the Turkish original spoken text 4 reveals similar 
results to TUI, TU2, TU3 and TU4. The text (TU4) consists of 1,253 words of which 
179 form lexical cohesive relations. With a prominently higher rate, repetition appears 
as the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used with a percentage of 74. 
Superordinate is the second most frequently used type of lexical cohesion identified in 
TU4, and it makes up 25% of the cohesive ties identified. What is slightly different with 
the findings of TU4 is that no instances of equivalence were identified. Albeit, similar 
to TUI, TU2 and TU3, synonymy appears as the least prominent type of lexical 
cohesion that has been identified as it makes up only 1% of the total amount of lexical 
cohesive ties in this text.
The lexical cohesion analysis of EN4 and TR4 are very similar. In both texts, repetition 
is the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used; super-ordinate is the second most 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used and synonymy is at rank 3. Equivalence is the 
least prominent type of lexical cohesion identified in EN4 whereas no equivalence 
relations were identified in TU4. The main difference is that repetition relations 
identified in the Turkish original text are relatively more frequent, and synonymy 
relations are relatively less frequent when compared with EN4.
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Figure 5.2a provides an overview of the distribution of types of lexical cohesion 
identified in the small corpus of Turkish original spoken texts.
Figure 5.2a Distribution of types of lexical cohesion identified in Turkish Original Spoken 
Texts
100%
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When the qualitative findings revealed fi*om the cohesion analysis of Turkish original 
spoken texts are aggregated, it can be observed that repetition is the most prominent 
type of lexical cohesion, regardless of the requirement for background knowledge. 
Repetition makes up 76.5 % of the cohesive ties identified in TUI, TU2, TU3 and TU4. 
Superordinate follows repetition with 19.25% and appears as the second most 
prominent type of lexical cohesion identified in the chosen Turkish interviews. 
Equivalence is the second least prominent type of cohesion and it makes up only 3,25% 
of the total amount of cohesive ties identified in the spoken texts. The least prominent 
type of lexical cohesion is synonymy and it only makes up 1% of the cohesive ties 
identified in TUI, TU2, TU3 and TU4.
5.3 Contrastive Analysis of English and Turkish Spoken Texts
The quantitative findings obtained from the cohesion analysis of Turkish original 
spoken texts shed some light on the way the selected Turkish spoken texts behave with 
respect to lexical cohesion. As stated in the methodology chapter, Turkish original 
spoken texts are analysed for reasons of comparison with English original spoken texts 
and as a benchmark (alongside the profile for the English original texts) for the analysis 
of short and long consecutive interpretations. The results of the cohesion analysis reveal 
that there are similarities as well as differences between the Turkish and English 
original spoken texts. Repetition is the most prominent type of lexical cohesion, super­
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ordinate is the second most prominent type, equivalence is at rank three and synonymy 
is the least prominent type of lexical cohesion used in the Turkish original interviews. 
The main difference identified when these findings are compared with the English 
original interviews is that synonymy is the second least prominent type of lexical 
cohesion used and equivalence is the least prominent type of lexical cohesion used. 
Figure 5.2b below provides a visual representation of the points discussed in this 
section.
Figure 5.2b Distribution o f types o f lexical cohesion in EN and TU texts
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To find out whether these main differences between the English original spoken texts 
(the source texts for the interpretation test in this study) and the Turkish texts have an 
impact on the different types of consecutive interpretations, the lexical cohesive ties 
identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations were analysed. The next 
section is devoted to the presentation of the findings from the cohesion analysis of 
Turkish consecutive interpretations.
5.3 Interpretations from English into Turkish
Having presented the results of the cohesion analyses identified in the English and 
Turkish original spoken texts, we now move on to report on the lexical cohesive 
patterns that short and long consecutive interpretations exhibit.
Aiming to find out how the different types of consecutive interpretations differ with 
respect to lexical cohesion, short and long consecutive interpretations of four English 
spoken texts were analyzed. As stated in the methodology chapter, the English original 
spoken texts were interpreted by four different interpreters (INTI, INT2, INT3, INT4), 
both short and long consecutively. Two short and two long consecutive interpretations 
of ENl, EN2, EN3 and EN4 were used as data for this study (see appendices IX-XXIV
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for the transcription of the Turkish interpretations of English source texts). Eight short 
and eight long, and a total number of 16 consecutive interpretations have been analyzed 
in total.
The type of interpretation (short vs. long consecutive interpreting), the interpreter 
number (INTI, INT2, INT3, INT4), the total number of words in each text, the number 
of items involved in each cohesive tie, their frequency of occurrence and the type of 
lexical cohesion identified (repetition, synonymy, superordinate, equivalence) in the 
short and long consecutive interpretations are presented in tables 5.3a and 5.3b below. 
The findings of the cohesion analysis are presented separately for each text profile for 
reason of comparison between the original spoken texts and the interpretations. Section
5.3.1 presents the lexical cohesive patterns of short and long consecutive interpretations 
of text set 1. Section 5.3.2 presents the lexical cohesive patterns of short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2 and so on for text set 3 (5.3.3) and text set 4 
(5.3.4).
5.4.1 Text set 1
This section is devoted to the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of ENl which is rich in lexical cohesion but do not require 
specialized background knowledge. To recap, the interpretations of text set 1 are based 
on a source text (ENl) in which Steve introduces Cleeve and talks about his job at a 
secondary school which has a specialist status for the arts, primarily music, dance and 
drama (See appendices I for a transcription of the source text). Tables 5.3a and 5.3b 
below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in the short and long consecutive 
interpretations respectively of text set 1. Tables presented in section 5.3 follow the same 
principles as tables 5.1 and 5.2. Each text will be discussed in turn.
Text set 1 was interpreted by interpreter 1 (ESTT 1) and interpreter 3 (INT 3) using short 
consecutive mode (see 4.2.3 for data collection procedure). The transcriptions of the 
short consecutive interpretations of text set 1 are presented in appendices IX - X.
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Table 5.3a Lexical cohesive patterns of short consecutive interpretations of Text Set 1
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST/TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency 
of Cohesive 
Tie
Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Short x2 37 22 3 7 5
Consecutive x3 13 11 - 2 -
INT 1 1,572/1,142 x4 4 3 - - 1
x5 3 2 - 1 -
x6 4 4 - - -
168 123 6 25 14
73.2% 3.57% 74.3% 3.3%
Short x2 64 35 1 26 2
Consecutive x3 26 21 - 5 -
INT 3 x4 3 1 - 2 -
1,572/1,452 x5 3 2 - 1 -
x6 1 1 - - -
x7 1 1 - - -
x8 1 1 - - -
xlO 1 1 - - -
264 178
6&4%
2
0.75%
80
3&3%
4
L5%
SUM 2,596 432 301
70%
8
2%
105
24%
18
4%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t 1: Interpreter I, In f 3: Interpreter 3
As can be observed from table 5.3a above, the most prominent type of lexical cohesion 
used in short consecutive interpretations of text set 1 is repetition. Repetition makes up 
70% of the total amount of lexical cohesive ties identified. Super-ordinate follows 
repetition with a percentage of 24 and it appears as the second most prominent type of 
lexical cohesion used. On the other hand, equivalence makes up only 4% of the 
cohesive ties identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1. Synonymy 
is the least prominent type of lexical cohesion used and it makes up 2% of the total 
amount of cohesive ties identified in this text.
When the two different short consecutive interpretations of ENl are compared, it can be 
observed that interpreter 1 (INTI) has directly transferred the cohesive ties of ENl into 
the interpretation. The frequencies of each type of cohesive ties in the short consecutive 
interpretation of ENl interpreted by INTI and its source text are almost identical. On 
the other hand, super-ordinate relations identified in the short consecutive interpretation 
of ENl interpreted by INT3 are slightly more frequent whereas repetition, synonymy 
and equivalence relations identified are slightly less frequent when compared with the
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short consecutive interpretation of ENl interpreted by INTI. Overall, the differences are 
rather minor.
For reason of comparison between the short consecutive interpretations. Table 5.3b 
below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in the long consecutive interpretations 
of text set 1. Long consecutive interpretations of text set 1 were obtained from 
interpreter 2 and interpreter 4. The transcriptions of the long consecutive interpretations 
of text set 1 are presented in appendices XI -  XII.
Table 5.3b Lexical cohesive patterns of long consecutive interpretations of Text Set 1
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST/TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency 
of Cohesive 
Tie
Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Long x2 67 49 1 12 5
Consecutive x3 22 15 - 7 -
INT 2 1,572/994 x4 15 11 - 4 -
x5 4 3 - 1 -
x6 2 2 - - -
x7 2 2 - - -
xl2 1 1 - - -
318 240 2 66 10
75.5% 0.6% 20.3% 3.7%
x2 58 44 1 12 1
Long x3 17 13 - 4 -
Consecutive 1,572/687 x4 1 1 - - -
INT 4 x5 3 2 - 1 -
x6 2 2 - - -
198 153
7%2%
2
7.07%
41
2&7%
2
7.07%
SUM 1,681 516 393
76%
4
7%
107
27%
12
2%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
, In t 2: Interpreter 2, In t 4: Interpreter 4
As can be observed from the table 5.3b above, the most prominent type of lexical 
cohesion used in long consecutive interpretations of text set 1 is repetition. This type 
makes up 76% of the total amount of cohesive ties identified. Super-ordinate follows 
repetition with 21%, and it is the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion used. 
Super-ordinate and synonymy appear as the least prominent types of lexical cohesion 
used in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 1. Super-ordinate makes up 2%
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of the total amount of lexical cohesion used, whereas synonymy makes up only 1% of 
the total amount of lexical cohesive ties identified in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1. When the two different long consecutive interpretations of 
ENl are compared, it can be observed that the frequencies of each type of cohesive tie 
are almost the same.
There are differences as well as similarities between the lexical cohesive patterns 
identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 1. Although 
repetition appears as the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in both short and 
long consecutive interpretations, this type of lexical cohesion appears to be slightly 
more frequent in long consecutive interpretations of text set 1. In addition, synonymy is 
more frequently used in short consecutive interpretations. The results presented so far 
reveal that short consecutive interpretations act more like the English original spoken 
texts (hence, source texts for interpretation tests in this study) with respect to the 
frequencies o f repetition and synonymy relations identified.
When the cohesive ties identified in the long consecutive interpretations of ENl are 
studied in more detail, it can be observed that long consecutive interpretations simply 
reveal more repetition when compared with their English source text and the short 
consecutive interpretations of ENl. For example, the word ‘koy’ (English back 
translation: ‘village’) was used five times in the long consecutive interpretation of text 
set 1 interpreted by Interpreter 2, forming a repetition relation (L07: koy -  L07: koy -  
L07: kôydür -  L08: kôydür -  L09: kôyün) (See appendices XI). However, in the 
English source text, the word ‘village’ was only used once and did not form any kind of 
lexical relation with another lexical item. In addition, the data analysis reveals that 
English original spoken texts and short consecutive interpretations simply reveal more 
synonymy relations when compared with the long consecutive interpretations of ENl. 
For instance, the lexical item ‘of course’ (L05) and ‘indeed’ (L09) formed synonymy 
relations in the ENl. The lexical items ‘elbette’ (L05) (English back translation: ‘of 
course’) and ‘tabii ki’ (L09) (English back translation: ‘indeed’) were directly reflected 
in the short consecutive interpretation of ENl, forming a synonymy relation (See 
appendices IX for the transcription of the target text). However, in the long consecutive 
interpretations of ENl, these lexical items were omitted.
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5.4.2 Text set 2
This section is devoted to the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of EN2 which is rich in lexical cohesion and requires 
specialized background knowledge. To recap, the interpretations of text set 2 are based 
on a source text (EN2) in which the interviewee talks about manufacturing a unique 
design of amphibious vehicle in Plymouth, in the South West of England (See 
appendices II for a transcription of the source text). Table 5.3 c below presents the 
lexical cohesive ties identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2. Text 
set 2 was interpreted using short consecutive interpretation. Interpreter 2 (INT 2) and 
interpreter 4 (INT 4) interpreted the English original spoken text 2. Table 5.3c below 
presents the qualitative data obtained from the analysis of text set 2. The transcriptions 
of the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2 are presented in appendices XIII -  
XIV.
Table 5.3c Lexical cohesive patterns of short consecutive interpretations of Text Set 2
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST/TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency 
of Cohesive 
Tie
Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Short x2 58 35 5 15 3
Consecutive x3 9 7 - 2 -
INT 2 x4 5 5 - - -
x5 2 2 - - -
x7 2 2 - - -
1,396/1,398 x9 1 1 - - -
xlO 2 1 - 1 -
xI6 1 1 - - -
xI7 1 1 - - -
249 187 10 50 6
75.7% 4.07% 20.03% 2.4%
R SYN SO EQ
Short x2 45 31 1 12 1
Consecutive x3 7 5 - 2 -
INT 4 x4 4 3 - 1 -
x5 2 1 - 1 -
1,396/1.100 x7 1 1 - - -
x8 1 - - 1 -
x9 1 1 - - -
x l l 2 2 - - -
xl3 1 1 - - -
196 145
73.97%
2
7.02%
47
23.97%
2
7.02%
SUM 2,498 445 332
74%
12
2%
97
22%
8
2%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t 2: Interpreter 2, In t 4: Interpreter 4
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A similar scenario can be observed when the quantitative data obtained from the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2 are analyzed. As can be seen from table 5.3 c 
above, the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2 is repetition. Repetition makes up 74% of the total amount 
of lexical cohesive ties identified. The data analysis reveals that super-ordinate is the 
second most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2. Synonymy and equivalence appear as the least prominent 
types of lexical cohesion used and they make up 2% of the total amount of lexical 
cohesive ties identified. When the two different short consecutive interpretations of 
EN2 are compared, it can be observed that the frequencies of each type of cohesive tie 
identified are almost the same. When the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2 
are compared with their source text (EN2), it can be observed that the cohesive patterns 
are very similar and that the differences are rather minor. For reason of comparison, the 
lexical cohesive patterns identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 
are discussed below.
Long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 were obtained from interpreter 1 (INT 1) 
and interpreter 3 (INT 3). Table 5.3.2b below presents the lexical cohesive patterns that 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 exhibits. The transcriptions of the long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2 are presented in appendices XV -  XVI.
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Table 5.3d Lexical cohesive patterns of long consecutive interpretations of Text Set 2
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST/TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency 
of Cohesive 
Tie
Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Long x2 38 29 - 9 -
Consecutive 1,396/800 x3 12 6 - 5 1
INT 1 x4 7 5 - 1 1
x5 1 1 - - -
x7 1 - - 1 -
xl3 13 1 - - -
165 114 0 44 7
0% 26.66% 4.24%
x2 62 41 1 17 3
Long x3 21 16 - 4 1
Consecutive 1,396/975 x4 8 6 - 2 -
INT 3 x5 3 - - 3 -
x6 3 2 - 1 -
x7 1 1 - - -
x8 1 1 - - -
xlO 1 1 - - -
277 191 2
0.72%
75
2%0%%
9
3.24%
SUM 1,775 442 305 2
0,5%
119
27%
16
3,5%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
Int 1: Interpreter 1, Int 3: Interpreter 3
Table 5.3 d above shows that, in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2, 
repetition is the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used and super-ordinate 
follows repetition with 27%, becoming the second most prominent type of lexical 
cohesion used. The analysis of the numerical data reveals that in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2, equivalence and synonymy are the least prominent types of 
lexical cohesion used. Equivalence makes up 3.5% of the total amount of lexical 
cohesion used whereas synonymy makes up only 0.5% of the types of lexical cohesion 
identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. The long consecutive 
interpretations of EN2 interpreted by INTI and INT3 reveal similar results and the 
frequencies of different types of lexical cohesion are almost identical.
A comparison of the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 reveals that 
repetition and synonymy relations identified in the short consecutive interpretations are 
more frequent to that of long consecutive interpretations. In addition, equivalence and
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super-ordinate relations identified in the long consecutive interpretations are more 
fi*equent to that of short consecutive interpretations.
When the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 are compared with their source 
texts (EN2), it can be observed that synonymy relations were mainly replaced with 
repetition relations. For example, in the English source text, the word ‘machine’ (L55) 
was used synonymously with the word ‘prototype’ (L60) (See appendices II), while in 
the long consecutive interpretations, the word ‘prototip’(L51) (English back translation: 
prototype) did not form any synonymy relations but was repeated, ‘prototip’ (L55), 
forming a repetition relation (See appendices XVI). However, in the short consecutive 
interpretation of EN2 interpreted by INT2, synonymy relations as such were transferred 
to the target text. For instance, the word ‘makinelerimiz’ (LI02) (Enghsh back 
translation: our machines) formed a synonymy relation with the word ‘prototip’ (L66) 
(English back translation: prototype) (See appendices XIII). The results reveal that short 
consecutive interpretations of EN2 are more similar to their source texts with regard to 
the cohesive patterns that they exhibit when compared with the long consecutive 
interpretations of EN2.
5.4.3 Text set 3
This section is devoted to the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of EN3. To recap, text set 3 is not rich in lexical cohesion 
but requires specialized background knowledge and the interpretations of text set 3 are 
based on a source text (EN3) in which the interviewee, Fiona, a poet and a lecturer in 
the former Department of English at the University of Surrey talks about her poetry and 
explains her interest in multimodality (See appendices III for a transcription of the 
source text). Table 5.3e below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3. The transcriptions of the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 3 are presented in appendices XVII -  XVIII.
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Table 5.3e Lexical cohesive patterns of short consecutive interpretations of Text Set 3
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
S T /T T
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Short x2 40 33 2 3 2
Consecutive 1,649/953 x3 12 10 - 2 -
INT 1 x4 8 6 - 2 -
x5 1 1 - - -
153 125 4 20 4
2.67% 73^%% 2.67%
x2 49 37 - 10 2
Short x3 3 2 - 1 -
Consecutive 1,649/1,085 x4 3 3 - - -
INT 3 x5 2 2 - -
x6 2 2 - - -
x7 1 1 - - -
148 121
37.75%
0
0%
23
75.54%
4
2.73%
SUM 2,038 301 246
32%
4
7.5%
43
74%
8
2.5%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t 1: Interpreter 1, In t 3: Interpreter 3
Cohesion analysis of short consecutive interpretations of text set 3 reveal similar results 
to that of text set 1. As presented in table 5.3e above, repetition is the most prominent 
type of lexical cohesion used in the short consecutive interpretations o f text set 3. 
Repetition makes up 82% of the total amount of lexical cohesion used. Super-ordinate 
appears as the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3. This type of lexical cohesion makes up 14% of 
the total amount of the cohesive ties identified. Similar to the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 and 2, equivalence and synonymy are the least prominent 
types of lexical cohesion identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 3. 
Equivalence makes up 2.5% of the total amount of cohesive ties identified whereas 
synonymy makes up 1.5% of the total amount of lexical cohesive ties identified in the 
short consecutive interpretations of text set 3.
When the two different short consecutive interpretations of EN3 are compared, it can be 
observed that the frequencies of each type of cohesive tie are almost the same. In 
addition, when the short consecutive interpretations of EN3 are compared with their
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source texts, it can be observed that the cohesive density and the frequencies of 
cohesive ties are very similar and that the differences are rather minor.
Long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 were obtained from interpreter 2 (INT 2) 
and interpreter 4 (INT 4). Table 5.3f below presents the lexical cohesive patterns that 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 exhibits. The transcriptions of the long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3 are presented in appendices XIX -  XX).
Table 5.3f Lexical cohesive patterns of long consecutive interpretations of Text Set 3
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST /T T
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Long x2 39 31 - 4 4
Consecutive 1,649/796 x3 16 13 - 2 1
INT 2 x4 8 7 - 1 -
x5 1 1 - - -
x7 2 2 - - -
x l6 1 1 - - -
x l9 1 1 - - -
212 183 0 18 11
36.32% 3% 3.4P% 5T3%
x2 45 38 - 7 -
Long x3 11 9 - 2 -
Conseeutive 1,649/621 x4 1 1 - - -
INT 4 x5 1 1 - - -
x6 1 1 - - -
x8 1 1 - - -
x9 2 2 - - -
x l l 1 1 - - -
175 155
33.57%
0
3%
20
77.42%
0
3%
SUM 1,417 387 338
37%
0
3%
38
73%
11
3%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t 2: Interpreter 2, In t 4: Interpreter 4
The numerical data presented in table 5.3f above reveals that repetition is the most 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used in the long consecutive interpretations of text 
set 3. This type of lexical cohesion makes up 87% of the total amount of lexical 
cohesion identified. Repetition is the most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in 
both short and long consecutive interpretations of all text profiles analyzed so far. 
Similar to the interpretations of ENl and EN2, super-ordinate appears as the second
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most prominent type of lexical cohesion used, and it makes up 10% of the total amount 
of lexical cohesion identified. Equivalence makes up only 3% of the total amount of 
lexical cohesion identified. In the long consecutive interpretations of text set 3, no 
instances of synonymy relations were identified.
When the cohesive patterns identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 
3 are compared with their source text (EN3), it can be observed that synonymy relations 
are mainly replaced with repetition relations. To illustrate this with an example, in the 
English original text, the word ‘important’ (L82) formed synonymy relation with the 
word ‘crucial’ (L87) (See appendices III). While this is the case, in the long consecutive 
interpretation of EN3 interpreted by INT2, the word ‘onemli’ (L49) (English back 
translation: ‘important’) did not form a synonymy relation with any other word but 
instead, was repeated as ‘onemli’ (L50), forming a repetition relation (See appendices 
XX). Similarly, in the long consecutive interpretation of EN3 interpreted by INT4 (See 
appendices XIX), the word ‘onemli’ (L64) formed a repetition relation with the word 
‘onemli’ (L66).
5.4.4 Text set 4
This section is devoted to the lexical cohesive patterns identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of EN4 which belongs to text set 4. As a reminder, text set 4 
is not rich in lexical cohesion and do not require background knowledge. The 
interpretations of text set 4 are based on a source text (EN4) in which the interviewee, 
Sharon, an Administrator working in the University of Limerick Language Centre, talks 
about her job (See appendices IV for a transcription of the source text). Table 5.3g 
below presents the lexical cohesive ties identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 4.
Short consecutive interpretations of text set 4 were interpreted by interpreter 2 (INT 2) 
and interpreter 4 (INT 4). Table 5.3g below presents the lexical cohesive patterns that 
short consecutive interpretations of text set 4 exhibits. The transcriptions of the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 4 are presented in appendices XXI -  XXII.
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Table 5.3g Lexical cohesive patterns of short consecutive interpretations of Text Set 4
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST / TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Short x2 36 28 - 8 -
Consecutive x3 11 8 - 3 -
INT 2 1,273 /1,053 x4 5 5 - - -
x5 2 2 - - -
x6 1 1 - - -
141 116 0 25 0
3226% 3% 77.73% 3%
x2 42 29 1 9 3
Short x3 11 9 - 2 -
Consecutive x4 3 1 - 2 -
INT 4 1,273/898 x5 3 3 - - -
x7 1 1 -
151 111
73.53%
2
232%
32
2279%
6
3.97%
SUM 1,951 292 227
73%
2
3.5%
57
79.5%
6
2%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t 2: Interpreter 2, In t 4: Interpreter 4
According to the data analysis presented above, repetition is the most prominent type of 
lexical cohesion used in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 4. This type 
makes up 78% of the total amount of lexical cohesion used. Super-ordinate follows 
repetition with a 19.5% and it appears as the second most prominent type of lexical 
cohesion used in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 4. As it can be 
observed from the table 5.3g above, equivalence makes up only 2% of the lexical 
cohesive ties identified whereas synonymy appears as the least prominent type of 
lexical cohesion used, and it makes up only 0.5% of the total amount of lexical cohesive 
ties identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 4. The rank order is the 
same throughout the short consecutive interpretations of ENl, EN2, EN 3 and EN4. 
When the short consecutive interpretations of 1NT2 and INT4 are compared for this text 
type, it can be observed that the differences are rather minor. While no instances of 
equivalence and synonymy relations were identified in the short consecutive 
interpretation interpreted by INT2, only one instance of equivalence and synonymy 
relations were identified in the short consecutive interpretation of text set 4, interpreted 
byINT4.
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Interpreter 1 (INT 1) and interpreter 3 (INT 3) interpreted the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 4. Table 5.3h below provides an overview of the lexical 
cohesive patterns that the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 exhibits. The 
transcriptions of the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 are presented in 
appendices XXIII - XXIV.
Table 5.3h Lexical cohesive patterns of long consecutive interpretations of Text Set 4
Type of 
Interpretation / 
Interpreter #
Total No of 
Words in 
ST/TT
No of Items 
Involved in 
Cohesive Tie
Frequency of 
Cohesive Tie Types of Lexical Cohesion
R SYN SO EQ
Long x2 36 24 - 10 2
Consecutive 1,273/667 x3 11 7 - 4 -
INT 1 x4 6 4 - 2 -
x5 1 1 - - -
x7 1 1 - - -
141 97 0 40 4
63.79% 3% 23J#% 2.33%
x2 46 27 - 17 2
Long x3 19 15 - 4 -
Consecutive x4 7 4 - 3 -
INT 3 1,273/849 x5 2 1 - 1 -
x6 1 1 - - -
x8 1 1 - - -
xl3 1 1 - - -
214 147
63.69%
0
3%
63
%29.43
4
236%
SUM 1,516 355 244
69%
0
3%
103
29%
8
2%
R: Repetition, SYN: Synonymy, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence 
In t I:  Interpreter 1, In t 3: Interpreter 3
As can be observed from table 5.3h above, similar to the short and long consecutive 
interpretations of ENl, EN2 and EN3, repetition is the most prominent type of lexical 
cohesion used in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4. This type of lexical 
cohesion makes up 69% of the total amount of lexical cohesion used. Super-ordinate is 
the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion used in this text and it makes up 
29% of the total amount of lexical cohesion identified. Equivalence appears as the least 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used and it makes up only 2% of the total amount of 
lexical cohesion used. Similar to the long consecutive interpretations of text set 3, no 
instances of synonymy were identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 
4. When the long consecutive interpretations of text set four interpreted by interpreter 1
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(INTI) and interpreter 3 (INT3) are compared, it can be observed that the frequencies of 
cohesive ties are almost identical. In addition, when the lexical cohesive ties identified 
in the long consecutive interpretations of EN4 are compared with their source texts, it 
can be observed that the cohesive patterns identified are very similar. However, the long 
consecutive interpretations reveal a higher number of cohesive ties when compared with 
their source texts and the short consecutive interpretations of EN4.
The next section aggregates the quantitative findings revealed from the cohesion 
analysis of long and short consecutive interpretations. The aim here is to find out how 
short and long consecutive interpreting differ with regard to the use of lexical cohesion.
5.5 Comparison of Cohesion Patterns
One of the main aims of this study is to find out how the different modes of consecutive 
interpreting differ with respect to lexical cohesion. This part of the study is designed to 
find out how the presence/absence of cohesion impact on the recipients’ perception of 
coherence in short and long consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts 
interpreted into Turkish. This section is devoted to the comparison of the findings on 
cohesive ties. The first part compares the cohesive patterns of short and long 
consecutive interpretations. This is followed by a comparative analysis of cohesive ties 
identified in the Turkish originals, the English source-text originals, and the Turkish 
interpretations of the English original texts.
Table 5.4a below provides the comparative findings of the lexical cohesive patterns 
identified in short and long consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts, 
aggregating the results for the four interpreters in each case and for all text sets.
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Table 5.4a Lexical cohesive patterns of short and long consecutive interpretations
Short Consecutive Long Consecutive
Repetition 76% 75.5%
Super-ordinate 20% 2L5%
Equivalence 2.5% 2.6%
Synonymy 1.5% 0.4%
R: Repetition, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: Equivalence, SYN: Synonymy
The comparative table above shows that the lexical cohesive patterns of short and long 
consecutive interpretations are not very different and the relative frequencies are 
similar. Repetition is the most prominent type of cohesion used in both short and long 
consecutive interpretations. This type of cohesion is only slightly (0.5%) more frequent 
in short consecutive interpretations. Super-ordinate is the second most prominent type 
of lexical cohesion identified in both short and long consecutive interpretations, and this 
type is slightly (1.5%) more frequent in long consecutive interpretations. Equivalence is 
at rank 3 in both short and long consecutive interpretations and the differences 
regarding the frequency of appearance are rather minor (0.1%). Synonymy is the least 
prominent type of lexical cohesion used in both short and long consecutive 
interpretations. The main difference is that the synonymy relations are slightly (1.1%) 
more frequent in the short consecutive interpretations.
As stated earlier in chapter 4, the lexical cohesive links in the four English and Turkish 
original interviews were identified aiming to find out how Turkish and English narrative 
interviews differ with respect to the patterns of lexical cohesion that they exhibit. 
English source texts and Turkish original interviews were analysed to act as a 
benchmark for the analysis of different types of interpretations.
Table 5.4b below reproduces the distribution of types of lexical cohesion in Turkish 
and English original interviews (see figures 5.2 and 5.3 above), alongside the frequency 
distributions identified in the Turkish interpretations of English original interviews.
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Table 5.4b Distribution of types of Lexical Cohesion in the Turkish Original, English 
Original and Turkish Interpretations of English Spoken texts
EN Short
Consecutive
Long
Consecutive
TU
R 72% 76% 75J% 76.5%
SO 19% 20% 21.5% 19.25%
EQ 4% 2.5% 2.6% 3.25%
SYN 5% 1.5% 0.4% 1%
R: Repetition, SO: Super-ordinate, EQ: equivalence, SYN: Synonymy 
EN: English Original Spoken Texts, TU: Turkish Original Spoken Texts
According to table 5.4b above, there are similarities as well as differences between the 
lexical cohesive patterns identified in the Turkish and English original spoken texts and 
the short and long consecutive interpretations. As the source text segments are delivered 
in isolation in short consecutive situations, it was hypothesized that short consecutive 
interpretations would reveal the lexical cohesive patterns of their source texts. However, 
the differences in general are rather minor. Repetition is the most prominent type of 
lexical cohesion identified in all texts, regardless of their provenance. Although the 
differences are minor, the fi*equency of repetitions identified in both long and short 
consecutive interpretations show more similarities with the Turkish original interviews, 
which served as a benchmark, than with the English original interviews which 
constituted the source texts. The rank order is the same throughout. Repetition is the 
most frequent type of lexical cohesion used, super-ordinate is the second most frequent 
type of lexical cohesion, equivalence is at rank three and synonymy is the least frequent 
type of lexical cohesion used in both English and Turkish original spoken texts as well 
as short and long consecutive interpretations of English source texts. Both short and 
long consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts are closer to the Turkish 
original spoken texts in reference to the lexical cohesive patterns that they exhibit.
In addition to the points mentioned above, the results of the cohesion analysis reveal 
that synonymy relations in the English original spoken texts are mainly replaced with 
repetition relations in the long consecutive interpretations while in most cases, these 
synonymy relations are preserved in the short consecutive interpretations. In other
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cases, synonymy relations are simply omitted in the long consecutive interpretations. 
The data analysis also shows that long consecutive interpretations reveal a higher 
number of cohesive ties when compared with short consecutive interpretations and the 
English source texts. Further interpretations of cohesive ties in relation to word number 
are presented in chapter 8.
It was hypothesized that lexical cohesive links in short consecutive interpretations 
would reflect the lexical cohesive patterns of their English source texts, or that they 
would not exhibit much cohesion at all. However, the results presented in this chapter 
reveal that the differences between the short and long consecutive interpretations of 
English source texts are rather minor. Accordingly the assumptions regarding the 
cohesive patterns were not confirmed. It must also be noted that there are no significant 
differences between the English and Turkish original spoken texts with regard to the 
lexical cohesive patterns that they exhibit.
5.6 Concluding Remarks
Chapter 5 was devoted to the findings of the textual analysis. The lexical cohesive 
patterns of the source English texts and Turkish original texts have been presented. This 
was followed by the lexical cohesive patterns that short and long consecutive 
interpretations of English original spoken texts exhibit. In addition, the patterns of 
cohesive ties identified in English and Turkish originals as well as short and long 
consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts were compared with a view to 
investigate how the short and long consecutive interpretations would differ from 
original Turkish texts with regard to cohesive ties. In relation to short consecutive 
interpretations -  where the interpreter interprets sentence-by-sentence -  the idea was to 
find out whether the cohesive links between the corresponding target text segments 
would reflect the cohesive links between the ST segments appropriately. Contrary to the 
assumptions, the differences between the short and long consecutive interpretations of 
English source texts are rather minor and both short and long consecutive 
interpretations of English spoken texts are closer to the Turkish original spoken texts 
regarding the lexical cohesive patterns that they exhibit.
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As stated in section 4.2, it is believed that paralinguistic features are problematic in the 
way that they have a potential to tire the listeners and impede coherence. In short 
consecutive situations, the ST sentence is delivered in isolation and consequently it 
becomes more difficult to establish links between the segments. This was argued to lead 
to challenges in processing the text in a coherent way and this is believed to be reflected 
in the target text production of the interpreter. It was assumed that short consecutive 
interpretations are more likely to involve paralinguistic features. Aiming to find out 
whether or to what extent the paralinguistic features of the interpreter’s delivery differ 
between short and long consecutive interpretations, paralinguistic features identified in 
the short and long consecutive interpretations were identified and analysed. Chapter 6 
reports on the findings of the paralinguistic features analysis.
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CHAPTER 6 
Findings of the Paralinguistic Features Analysis
As noted in chapter 3 (see sections 3.2 and 3.3), owing to the immediacy in delivery, 
unlike written discourse, spoken discourse involves paralinguistic features such as 
hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, slips of the tongue, self-repairs, drawn out 
syllables and word repetitions. According to the view adopted for the purpose of this 
study, these features are problematic in the way that they have a potential to tire the 
listeners and impede coherence.
As outlined in chapter 4, the main objective of the present study is to establish how 
target text recipients’ perception of coherence differs between short and long 
consecutive renditions. The study draws on the features that have been identified in 
chapter 3 as playing a role in creating coherence. Cohesion was assumed to be one of 
these parameters. However, the findings of the cohesion analysis (see chapter 5) reveal 
that the differences between short and long consecutive interpretations are rather minor. 
The next step was to investigate the second parameter that was identified as playing a 
role in creating coherence, that is paralinguistic features. Paralinguistic features in short 
and long consecutive interpretations were investigated aiming to find out the extent to 
which the paralinguistic features of the interpreter’s delivery shape the target text 
recipient’s perception of coherence.
This chapter is devoted to the textual analysis of paralinguistic features identified in the 
Turkish interpretations of English source texts (ENl, EN2, EN3 and EN4). To recap, 
ENl is rich in lexical cohesion and does not require background knowledge. EN2 is also 
rich in lexical cohesion but requires background knowledge. EN3 is not rich in lexical 
cohesion and requires background knowledge. EN4 is not rich in lexical cohesion and 
does not require background knowledge (see 4.2.1).
The outline of this chapter is as follows: initially, the paralinguistic features identified in 
the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 1 are presented (section 6.1). 
This is followed by the findings revealed from the paralinguistic features analysis of 
short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 (section 6.2) and so on for text 
set 3 (section 6.3) and text set 4 (section 6.4).
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6.1 Paralinguistic Features in the long and short consecutive interpretations of 
Text set 1
This section presents the paralinguistic features identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 1. To recap, text set 1 is rich in lexical cohesion 
and as a feature that was important for part 2 of this study, does not require specialized 
background knowledge. As a reminder, the interpretations of text set 1 are based on a 
source text (ENl) in which the interviewee, Steve, introduces Cleeve and talks about his 
job at a secondary school which has a specialist status for the arts, primarily music, 
dance and drama (See appendices I for a transcription of the source text). The short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 1 were analyzed and self repairs, word repetitions, 
false starts, slips of the tongue, drawn-out syllables, pauses and hesitation markers were 
identified. These are shown in tables 6.1a and 6.1b.
Table 6.1a below introduces the analysis of the paralinguistic features of the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 1. As explained in section 4.2.4, the text set 
number, the type of interpretation, interpreter number (Interpreter 1, Interpreter 2, 
Interpreter 3, Interpreter 4), the type of paralinguistic features (self-repair, word 
repetition, false start, slips of the tongue, drawn out syllables, pauses, hesitation 
markers), the number of instances identified and the rank order of the paralinguistic 
features are presented in this table. The bottom row introduces the total frequency of 
paralinguistic features identified. The transcriptions of the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 are presented in appendices IX - X.
Table 6.1a Paralinguistic Features in Short Consecutive Interpretations o f Text Set 1
TEXT SET 
1
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 1 
Interpreter 1
25 2 3 4 2 21 32 89
Rank Order 2 6 5 4 6 5 1
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 1 
Interpreter 3
10 2 2 1 1 31 83 130
Rank Order i 4 4 6 6 2 1
TOTAL 35 4 5 5 3 52 115 219
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As can be observed from Table 6.1a above, a total number of 219 hesitation markers 
were identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1, of which the most 
prominent type is hesitation markers. A total number of 115 hesitation markers were 
identified in the two versions of this text that were produced using short consecutive 
interpreting. Pauses are the second most prominent type of paralinguistic features 
identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1. 52 instances of pauses 
were identified in the two versions of this text that were produced using short 
consecutive interpreting. In addition, 35 instances of self repair were identified. False 
starts and slips of the tongue appear 5 times each whereas word repetition appears 4 
times in this text. Drawn-out syllables is the least frequent type of paralinguistic 
features identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1 as it appears only 
3 times. The rank order presented in the table above reveals that hesitation markers, 
pauses, word repetitions and self repairs are more frequent in the short consecutive 
interpretations of ENl.
Disfluencies categorised as hesitation markers are frequent in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 (see appendices X for the transcription of short consecutive 
interpretation of text set I). For example, hesitation markers such as ‘eee’ (L09), ‘eee’
(L ll), ‘eee’ (L14), ‘eee’ (LI6), ‘eee’ (LI6), ‘eee’ (LI6), ‘eee’ (L22), ‘eee’ (L23), ‘eee’
(L23), ‘eee’ (L24), ‘eee’ (L25), ‘eee’ (L25), ‘eee’ (L26), ‘eee’ (L26), ‘eee’ (L30), ‘eee’
(L33), ‘eee’ (L33), ‘eee’ (L33), ‘eeem’ (L35) etc. disturb the natural flow of the target
text and have a potential to impede coherence. Pauses also appear frequent in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 1. A total number of 52 pauses were identified in 
the source texts interpreted using short consecutive interpretation.
For reason of comparison with the short consecutive interpretation of this text, the 
paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 1 are 
presented in table 6.1b below. The transcriptions of the long consecutive interpretations 
of text set 1 are presented in appendices XI -  XII. Table 6.1b follows the same principle 
as Table 6.1a.
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Table 6.1b Paralinguistic Features in Long Consecutive Interpretations of Text Set 1
TEXT SET 
1
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 1 
Interpreter 2
8 1 3 0 0 2 11 25
Rank Order 2 5 3 - - 4 1
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 1 
Interpreter 4
1 1 2 0 0 7 13 24
Rank Order 4 4 3 - - 2 1
TOTAL 9 2 US, .y  I: 0 0 24 r v t 49
The data presented above reveals that in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 
1, a total number of 49 paralinguistic features were identified which is lower than the 
total number of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive interpretations 
of text set 1 (/=219). There are 24 instances of hesitation markers in the long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 1 and this type of paralinguistic features appears 
as the most frequent type identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 1. 
Self repair and pauses appear as the second most prominent types of paralinguistic 
features identified in this text (/=9). A total of 5 instances of false starts were identified 
in this text whereas word repetitions only appeared twice. No instances of slips of the 
tongue and drawn-out syllables were identified in the long consecutive interpretations of 
text set 1 while in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1, 5 instances of slips 
of the tongue and 3 instances of drawn-out syllables were identified.
As a summary of this section, figure 6.1 below provides a visual representation of the 
distribution of paralinguistic features identified in the short and long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1.
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Figure 6.1 Paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations of
Text Set 1
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The visual representation presented above shows that the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 reveal a higher number of paralinguistic features when 
compared with the number of paralinguistic features identified in the long conseeutive 
interpretations of text set 1. Namely, pauses, hesitation markers and self repairs are 
frequent in the short eonsecutive interpretations. Although hesitation markers are the 
most frequent type of paralinguistie features identified in the short and long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1, the frequency of this type of paralinguistic features is 45, 
while in the long consecutive interpretations, this rate is 24. In addition, pauses were 
identified as the second most frequent type of hesitation markers identified in the both 
short and long consecutive interpretations of ENl. However, total number pauses 
identified in the short consecutive interpretations are 52 whereas this number is as low 
as 9 in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 1.
As stated earlier, the paralinguistic features such as self repair, word repetition, false 
start, slips of the tongue, drawn out syllables pauses and hesitation markers are believed 
to be problematic as they have a potential to tire the listener and impede coherence. 
Evidence of all types of paralinguistie features is more frequent in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 when compared with the long consecutive interpretations of 
the same source text. Accordingly, it can be argued that it will be more difficult for the 
target text receivers to achieve coherence while listening to the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 when compared with the long consecutive interpretations.
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Further implications of these results are discussed in chapter 8, in connection with the 
findings of part 2 of this study (the coherence study with text recipients).
The next section presents the paralinguistic features identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2.
6.2 Paralinguistic Features in the long and short consecutive interpretations of 
Text set 2
This section is devoted to the presentation of paralinguistic features identified in the 
short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. A similar pattern emerges for 
text set 2, which includes a source text that is rich in lexical cohesion and requires 
specialized background knowledge. The paralinguistie features identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2 are presented in table 6.2a below (see 
appendices XIII and XIV for the transcriptions of short consecutive interpretations of 
text set 2). The tables presented in this section follow the same principle as the tables 
presented in section 6.1.
Table 6.2a Paralinguistic Features in Short Consecutive Interpretations of Text Set 2
TEXT SET 
2
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
f
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 2 
Interpreter 2
38 9 9 1 0 10 66 133
Rank Order 2 4 4 5 - 3 1
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 2 
Interpreter 4
15 1 1 0 4 36 69 126
Rank Order 5 5 5 - 4 2 1
TOTAL ■: 53 10 10 1 4 46 135 259
Table 6.2a above show that, a total number o f259 paralinguistic features were 
identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2. The most frequent type of 
paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2 is 
hesitation markers. A total number of 135 instances of hesitation markers were
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identified in this text. The seeond most fi-equent type of paralinguistic features is self 
repair. This type makes up 53 of the total amount of paralinguistie features identified in 
this text. In comparison, 46 instances of pauses were identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2 whereas word repetition and false starts appear 10 times. A 
total number of 4 drawn out syllables were identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2 and only one instance of slips of the tongue was identified in 
this text. Similar to the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1, hesitation 
markers, pauses and self repairs are the most frequently used paralinguistic features in 
the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2.
In the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2, similar to hesitation markers, self 
repairs are also frequent (see appendices XIII for the transcription of short consecutive 
interpretation of text set 2 interpreted by INT2). For instance, ‘açip’ (LI 8) (English 
baek translation: ‘by turning on’) was repaired and replaced with ‘açtiktan sonra’ (LI8) 
(English back translation: ‘after turning on’). Similarly, the lexical item ‘yapmiç’ 
(English back translation: ‘made’) was repaired and replaced with ‘vermiç’ (English 
back translation: ‘given’). There are cases where more than one self repair is used. For 
example, ‘NolfoUc kôyü içerisinde’ (L33) (English back translation: ‘inside the village’) 
was repaired and replaced with ‘kiyismda’ (L34) (English back translation: ‘at the 
shore’), and again the word ‘kiyismda’ was repaired and replaeed with ‘kôyünde’ (L34) 
(English back translation: ‘in the village’). A total number of 53 self repairs as such 
were identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2.
For reason of comparison. Table 6.2b below presents the numerieal data revealed from 
the analysis of paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive interpretations 
of text set 2. The transcriptions of the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 are 
presented in appendices XV -  XVI.
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Table 6.2b Paralinguistic Features in Long Consecutive Interpretations of Text Set 2
TEXT SET 
2
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 2 
Interpreter 1
8 0 1 0 1 7 16
Rank Order 2 - 4 - 4 3 1
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 2 
Interpreter 3
5 I 3 1 0 4 22 36
Rank Order 2 5 4 5 - 3 1
TOTAL 1 1 ; .J;,; 11 38 69
According to the data presented above, a total number of 69 paralinguistic features were 
identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. This number is lower 
compared to the number of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2 (^259). Hesitation markers appear as the most fi-equent type 
of paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. 
A total number of 38 instances of hesitation markers were identified in this text. 
However, this number is as much as 135 in the short consecutive interpretations of text 
set 2. Self repair is the second most prominent type of hesitation marker used and it 
makes up 13 out of 69 paralinguistic features identified. A total number of 11 pauses 
were identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. There are only 4 
instances of false starts in this text whereas word repetition, sHps of the tongue and 
drawn out syllables appear only onee in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 
2 .
The paralinguistic features analysis of text set 1 reveals similar results to that of text set 
2. Short consecutive interpretations reveal a considerably higher number of 
paralinguistie features when compared with long conseeutive interpretations. The 
results also show that in both short and long consecutive interpretations, the most 
fi-equently used paralinguistie features are namely hesitation markers, pauses and self 
repair. Figure 6.2 below provides an overview of the distribution of paralinguistic 
features identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2.
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Figure 6.2 Paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations of Text Set
2
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The visual representation of the distribution of paralinguistic features identified in the 
short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2 reveals that hesitation markers 
are the most frequent types of paralinguistic features identified in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2. Although this is the case, evidence of hesitation 
markers is considerably higher in the short consecutive interpretations (^135) when 
compared with the frequency of hesitation markers identified in the long consecutive 
interpretations (^38). Self-repair is the second most prominent type of paralinguistic 
features identified in both short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. 
However, the frequency of this type of paralinguistic features is considerably higher in 
the short consecutive interpretations (^53) when compared with the long consecutive 
interpretations (/=13).
The results presented so far reveal that the number of paralinguistic features identified 
in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1 and 2 are higher when compared to 
the number of paralinguistie features identified in the long consecutive interpretations of 
text set 1 and 2. In particular, hesitation markers are drastic in the short consecutive 
interpretations.
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According to the view adopted for the purpose of this study, paralinguistic features are 
problematic as they have a potential to tire the listener and impede coherence. 
Accordingly, it can be argued that it is more difficult for the target text receivers to 
achieve coherence while listening to the short consecutive interpretations of text set 2 
when compared with the long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. This prediction 
will be tested and reported on in chapter 8.
6.3 Paralinguistic Features in the long and short consecutive interpretations of 
Text set 3
A similar pattern emerges also for text set 3, which is based on a source text that is not 
rich in lexical cohesion and requires specialized background knowledge. The 
paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 3 are 
presented in table 6.3a below (see appendices XV and XVI for the transcriptions of 
short consecutive interpretations of text set 3).
Table 6.3a Paralinguistic Features in Short Consecutive Interpretations o f Text Set 3
TEXT SET 
3
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 3 
Interpreter 1
12 1 4 1 23 IS 32 91
Rank Order 4 6 5 6 2 3 1
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 3 
Interpreter 3
12 0 7 2 7 37 48 113
Rank Order 5 - 4 5 4 2 1
TOTAL 24 1 11 30 f: l5 5  : 80 204
The data presented in table 6.3a above reveals that in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 3, a total number o f204 paralinguistic features were 
identified. The most frequent type of paralinguistic features identified is hesitation 
markers. A total number of 80 instances of hesitation markers were identified in this 
text. Pauses appear as the second most frequent type of paralinguistic features identified 
(^55). Drawn-out syllables are at rank 3 in the short consecutive interpretations of text 
set 3 (^30). The results of the textual analysis show that a total number of 24 self
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repairs were identified in this text while false starts appear 11 times. Slips of the tongue 
appear as one of the least frequent types of paralinguistic features identified in this text. 
In total, 3 instances of slips of the tongue were identified. Finally, word repetition 
appears as the least frequent type of paralinguistic features identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3 as this type only appears once in the text.
In the short consecutive interpretations of text set 3, in addition to hesitation markers, 
drawn out syllables also appear frequently. For example, ‘yyaziyla’ (L34) (English back 
translation: ‘wwriting’), ‘wwyumu’ (L35) (English back translation: ‘haarmony’), 
‘wwodlari’ (L37) (English back translation ‘mmodes’), aaaçi (L39) (English back 
translation: ‘aaangle’) are some of the hesitation markers identified in the short 
consecutive interpretation of text set 3 interpreted by INT3 (see appendices XV for the 
transcription). As a reminder, a total number of 30 drawn out syllables were identified 
in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 3. A high frequency o f drawn out 
syllables has a potential to impede coherence as they disturb the natural flow of the 
target text.
Table 6.3b below presents the data revealed from the textual analysis of paralinguistic 
features identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 (see appendices 
XIX and XX for the transcriptions of long consecutive interpretations of text set 3).
Table 6.3b Paralinguistic Features in Long Consecutive Interpretations o f Text Set 3
TEXT SET 
3
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 3 
Interpreter 2
6 I I 1 0 3 5 17
Rank Order 1 4 4 4 - 3 2
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 3 
Interpreter 4
3 0 0 0 0 6 13 22
Rank Order 3 — - - - 2 1
TOTAL 9 1 1 1 0 9 18 39
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The data presented in table 6.3b above shows that in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 3, a total number of 39 instances of paralinguistie features 
were identified. This number is considerably lower compared to the total number of 
paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 3 
(^204). Similar to text set 1 and text set 2, the most frequent type of paralinguistic 
features identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 is hesitation 
markers. This type appears 18 times in the text. Pauses and self repair appear as the 
second most frequent type of paralinguistic features identified in this text (J=9). In this 
text, only one instance of word repetition, false start and slips of the tongue were 
identified. Moreover, no instances of drawn out syllables was identified in the long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3.
Figure 6.3 below provides a visual representation of the paralinguistie features 
identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 3. As can be 
observed, the findings are very similar to those revealed from the paralinguistic features 
analysis of text set 1 and text set 2.
Figure 6.3 Paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations o f Text Set 
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The visual representation of the distribution of paralinguistic features identified in the 
short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 reveals that the number of 
paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 3 is
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prominently higher when compared with the number of paralinguistic features identified 
in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 3. According to the results presented 
so far, the most fi-equent type of paralinguistic features in both short and long 
consecutive interpretations are namely hesitation markers, pauses and self repairs. 
Evidence of hesitation markers is considerably higher in the short consecutive 
interpretations (^80) when compared with the fi-equency of hesitation markers 
identified in the long consecutive interpretations (f=lS). Pauses is the second most 
prominent type of paralinguistic features identified in both short and long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 3. However, the fi-equency of this type of paralinguistic 
features is considerably higher in the short consecutive interpretations (f=55) when 
compared with the long consecutive interpretations (f=9). Drawn-out syllables appear as 
the third most fi-equent type of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations of this text set (f=l3) while no instances of this type of paralinguistic 
features were identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 3.
The paralinguistic features analysis of text set 1, text set 2 and text set 3 reveal similar 
results. According to the results presented so far, short consecutive interpretations 
reveal a higher amount of paralinguistic features and long consecutive interpretations 
reveal fewer amounts of paralinguistic features. In particular, hesitation markers are 
fi-equent in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1,2 and 3. Further 
implications of these results are discussed in chapter 8, in connection with the findings 
of part 2 of this study (the coherence study with text recipients).
6.4 Paralinguistic Features in the long and short consecutive interpretations of 
Text set 4
A similar pattern that emerged for text set 1, 2, and 3 is also found in text set 4 which is 
based on a source text that is not rich in lexical cohesion and does not require 
specialized background knowledge. The paralinguistic features identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 4 are presented in table 6.4a below (see 
appendices XXI and XXII for the transcriptions of short consecutive interpretations of 
text set 4).
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Table 6.4a Paralinguistic Features in Short Consecutive Interpretations of Text Set 4
TEXT SET 
4
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 4 
Interpreter 2
25 0 8 0 0 4 55 92
Rank Order 2 - 3 - - 4 1
Short
Consecutive
Text Set 4 
Interpreter 4
8 I 1 0 2 17 46 75
Rank Order 3 5 5 - 4 2 1
TOTAL 33 1 9 0 2 21 101 167
The results of the paralinguistic features analysis reveals that a total number of 167 
paralinguistic features were identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 
4. As table 6.4a shows, similar to the short consecutive interpretations of text set 1, text 
set 2 and text set 3, the most frequent type of paralinguistic features identified in the 
short consecutive interpretations of text set 4 is hesitation makers. A total number of 
101 hesitation markers were identified in this text. Self-repair appears as the second 
most prominent type of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations of text set 4. A total number of 33 self-repairs were identified in this text. 
Pauses are at rank 3. A total number of 21 pauses were identified in this text. In 
addition, the data reveals that 9 instances of false starts and 2 instances of drawn out 
syllables were identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 4. No 
instances of slips of the tongue were identified in this text.
For reason of comparison, the paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 4 are presented below in table 6.4b. The transcriptions of the 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 are presented in appendices XXIII - XXIV.
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Table 6.4b Paralinguistic Features in Long Consecutive Interpretations of Text Set 4
TEXT SET 
3
Self
Repair
/
Word
Repetition
/
False
Start
/
Slips of 
the 
Tongue 
/
Drawn
Out
Syllables
/
Pauses
/
Hesitation
Markers
/
Total
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 4 
Interpreter 1
4 0 0 0 1 0 11 16
Rank Order 2 - - - 5 - 1
Long
Consecutive
Text Set 4 
Interpreter 3
4 1 4 0 0 2 28 39
Rank Order 2 4 2 - - 3 1
TOTAL 8 1 4 0 1 2 39 55
As can be observed from the table above, a total number of 55 paralinguistic features 
were identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4. This number is 
lower compared to the total number of paralinguistic features identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 4. Similar to the results revealed from the analysis 
of text set 1, 2 and 3, the data analysis reveals that the most frequent type of 
paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 is 
hesitation markers. There are 39 instances of hesitation markers in this text. The second 
most frequent type of paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 4 is self-repairs. A total number of 8 self-repairs were 
identified in this text. False starts appear at rank 3 with 4 instances in total. Pauses 
appear as one of the least frequent types of paralinguistic features identified as only 2 
instances of this type were noted. The data analysis shows that word repetitions and 
drawn out syllables are the least frequent types of paralinguistic features identified as 
only one instance of each were identified. In the long consecutive interpretations of text 
set 4, no instances of slips of the tongue were identified.
Figure 6.4 below provides a visual representation of the types of paralinguistic features 
identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 4
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Figure 6.4 Paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations of Text Set
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As can be observed from the findings presented in figure 6.4 above, the number of 
paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive interpretations of text set 4 
outnumbers the paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive interpretations 
of text set 4. Similar to the results emerged from the analysis of paralinguistie features 
identified in the long and short consecutive interpretations of text set 1,2 and 3, 
hesitation markers are the most frequent type of paralinguistic features identified in the 
short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 4. However, evidenee of hesitation 
markers is considerably higher in the short consecutive interpretations (/=101) when 
compared with the frequency of hesitation markers identified in the long consecutive 
interpretations (/=39). Self repair is the second most frequent type of paralinguistic 
features identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations of this text set. 
However, the frequency of this type of paralinguistic features is eonsiderably higher in 
the short consecutive interpretations (/=33) when eompared with the long consecutive 
interpretations (/=8).
To sum up, paralinguistic features are more frequent in the short consecutive 
interpretations when compared with long consecutive interpretations of all text sets. The 
results of the paralinguistic features analysis also reveal that, in partieular, hesitation 
markers appear frequently in the short conseeutive interpretations of all text sets. As 
stated earlier, according to the view adopted for the purpose of this study; frequent use 
of paralinguistic features may disturb the natural flow of the target text and accordingly, 
paralinguistic features are believed to be problematic in the way that they have a
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potential to tire the listener and impede coherence. Therefore, looking at the results 
presented in this chapter, it can be argued that it is more difficult for the target text 
receivers to achieve coherence while listening to the short consecutive interpretations 
when compared to the long consecutive interpretations. This prediction will be tested 
and reported on in chapter 8.
6.5 Concluding Remarks
This chapter has presented the findings of the paralinguistic features analysis. Aiming to 
find out how the different ways of delivering the target text differ with respect to 
paralinguistic features, short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 1 (EN 1), 
text set 2 (EN 2), text set 3 (EN 3) and text set 4 (EN 4) were analyzed and the different 
types of paralinguistic features (self- repair, word repetitions, false starts, slips of the 
tongue, drawn out syllables, pauses and hesitation markers) were identified.
The paralinguistic features analysis of text set 1, text set 2, text set 3 and text set 4 
revealed similar results. What is common among the data revealed fi-om the analysis of 
these texts is that; the number of paralinguistic features identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations is prominently higher when compared with the number of 
paralinguistic features identified in the long consecutive interpretations. In particular, 
hesitation markers are frequent in the short consecutive interpretations and this type of 
paralinguistic features appears as being characteristic for short consecutive 
interpretations.
It was assumed that, as the ST segments are delivered in isolation in short consecutive 
situations, it becomes more difficult to establish links between the segments. This leads 
to challenges in processing the text in a coherent way and this is believed to be reflected 
in the target text production of the interpreter. Therefore, it was assumed that short 
consecutive interpretations are more likely to involve paralinguistic features when 
compared with long consecutive interpretations. This assumption was upheld.
According to the view adopted for the purpose of this study, cohesion and background 
knowledge are believed to help in the construction of coherence in spoken discourse. A 
textual analysis was used to find out (i) how lexical cohesion contributes to the way 
Turkish and English original as well as Turkish interviews cohere, (ii) how the different
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modes of consecutive interpreting differ with respect to lexical cohesion and (iii) how 
the different ways of delivering the target text differ with respect to paralinguistic 
features. Chapter 5 reported on the findings of the textual analysis of lexical cohesion 
used in the Turkish, English and Turkish interpretations of English spoken texts. 
Chapter 6 has reported on the findings of the textual analysis of paralinguistic features 
identified in the short and long consecutive interpretations of English original spoken 
texts. The next chapter will report on the findings of the reception study.
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CHAPTER 7 
Findings of the Reception Study
The study draws on the features that have been identified in chapter 3 as playing a role 
in creating coherence. Although cohesion was argued to be one of these features, the 
findings of the cohesion analysis (see chapter 5) revealed that the differences between 
short and long consecutive interpretations are rather minor. The second parameter that 
was identified as playing a role in creating coherence was then investigated. 
Paralinguistic features in short and long consecutive interpretations were investigated 
(as reported on in chapter 6) aiming to find out the extent to which the paralinguistic 
features of the interpreter’s delivery shape the target text recipient’s perception of 
coherence. This is the topic of the current chapter.
The results of the paralinguistic features analysis revealed that there are considerable 
differences between short and long consecutive interpretations with respect to the use of 
paralinguistic features. The data presented in chapter 6 shows that the short consecutive 
interpretations reveal a considerably higher number of paralinguistic features compared 
to the long consecutive interpretations. As explained in chapter 3, these paralinguistic 
features are believed to be problematic in the way that they have a potential to tire the 
listeners and impede coherence. A reception study was designed to find out to what 
extent these distribution patterns impact on how recipients perceive coherence.
The reception study aims to find out how the different ways of delivering the target text 
contribute to or impede coherence, and to assess to what extend background knowledge 
provides a basis for initiating comprehension and creating meaning. As outlined in 
chapter 4, three female and three male participants were asked to serve as listeners and 
to participate in a coherence assessment task. The aim was to assess the listeners’ 
cognitive perception of coherence, and to allow the results of this study to be based on 
the participants’ perception instead of only being based on the analyst’s point of view.
The participants involved in the reception study formed two different groups: high 
knowledge participants (Rl, R2, R3) and low knowledge participants (R4, R5, R6). To 
recap, the high knowledge participants consisted of receivers who had prior knowledge 
of the subject discussed during the interviews whereas low-knowledge participants 
consisted of receivers who hardly knew about the subjects discussed.
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This chapter is devoted to the findings of the reception study. Section 7.1 introduces 
high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of text set 1. Section 7.2 
presents the results of high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of text 
set 2. This is followed by section 7.3 where the participants’ coherence ratings of text 
set 3 are presented. Finally, section 7.4 presents the results of high and low knowledge 
participants’ coherence ratings of text set 4.
7.1 Coherence ratings of text set 1
This section is devoted to the high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of 
text set 1. As explained in section 4.2.1, text set 1 consists of the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of an English original interview that does not require 
specialized background knowledge. The interpreted version of the English text in this 
set will be referred to as TSlEn. In STlEn, Steve gives information about Cleeve, a 
small village in the West Country, and talks about the community life. He also talks 
about his job at a secondary school. Table 7.1 below presents the participants’ 
coherence ratings of text set 1. The left hand side column indicates the type of 
consecutive interpreting (short consecutive vs. long consecutive). The average 
coherence ratings measured on a 5-point Likert scale on which 1 is the most coherent 
and 5 is the least coherent, of high knowledge and low knowledge participants’ is 
presented in this table.
Table 7.1 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of Text Set 1
Text Set 1 High Knowledge 
Participants
Average Low K 
Particii
nowledge
pants
Average
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 1)
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
4 3 3 3.3 3 3 3 3
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 3)
3 3 2 2.6 4 2 2 2.6
Average 3.5 A -3 '/ 2.5 3 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.8
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 2)
5 4 5 4.6 4 4 4 4
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 4)
4 5 5 4.6 3 5 4 4
Average 4.5 4.5 . ;5 . - 4.6 3.5 4.5 4 4
"^Average figures may not correspond exactly because o f rounding 
R l: Receiver 1, R2: Receiver 2, R3: Receiver 3, R4: Receiver 4, 
R5: Receiver 5, R6: Receiver 6
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As can be observed from the data presented in table 7.1 above, high knowledge 
participants’ average coherence rating of the short consecutive interpretations is 3 out of 
5, while low knowledge participants’ average rating is 2.8. In addition, high knowledge 
participants’ coherence rating of the long consecutive interpretations is 4.6, whereas the 
low knowledge participants’ rating is 4. The data analysis also reveals that the high 
knowledge participants’ average coherence rating of short consecutive interpretations is 
3, while this number increases up to 4.6 in the long consecutive interpretations of 
TSlEn. Similarly, the low knowledge participants’ coherence rating of short 
consecutive interpretations of text set 1 appears as 2.8 while this rate goes up to 4 while 
listening to the long consecutive interpretations. Figure 7.1 below provides a visual 
representation of the results revealed from the participants’ coherence ratings of text set 
1.
Figure 7.1 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings o f text set 1
High Knowledge 
Participants
; 2.8 i
Low Knowledge 
Participants
■ Short Consecutive
■  Long Consecutive
As can be observed from figure 7.1 above, high knowledge participants’ perception of 
coherence in both short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 1 is higher when 
compared with low knowledge participants’ perception of coherence. In addition, the 
results of the reception study reveals that regardless of the knowledge level, both high 
knowledge and low knowledge participants rated long consecutive interpretations of 
text set 1 as more coherent and the short consecutive interpretations as less coherent. 
Further qualitative interpretations of the results are provided in Chapter 8.
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7.2 Coherence ratings of text set 2
This section is devoted to the high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of 
text set 2. The Turkish interpretations of EN2 will be referred to as TS2En from this 
point forward. As stated in the methodology chapter, the short and long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2 are based on a source text that requires specialized 
background knowledge. To recap, in this interview (EN2), the interviewee talks about 
manufacturing a unique design of amphibious vehicle in Plymouth, in the South West of 
England. As in section 7.1, the data from the reception study is presented in tabular 
form. Table 7.2 below reports on the participants’ coherence ratings of short and long 
consecutive interpretations of TS2En.
Table 7.2 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings o f Text Set 2
Text Set 2 High Knowledge 
Participants
Average Low Knowledge 
Participants
Average
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 2)
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
3 3 3 3 2 3 2 Z3
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 4)
2 2 3 2.3 3 2 1 2
Average 2 j 2.5 3 2.6 2,5 2,5 1,5 2.1
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 1)
5 4 4 4.3 4 5 4 4.3
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 3)
5 5 5 5 5 4 5 4.6
Average 5 4.5 4.6 4,5 4,5 4,5 4.5
^Average figures may not correspond exactly because o f rounding 
R l: Receiver 1, R2: Receiver 2, R3: Receiver 3, R4: Receiver 4, 
R5: Receiver 5, R6: Receiver 6
As can be observed from the data presented in table 7.2 above, high knowledge 
participants’ average coherence rating of the short consecutive interpretations is 2.6 out 
of 5, while low knowledge participants’ average rating is 2.1. In addition, high 
knowledge participants’ coherence rating of the long consecutive interpretations is 4.6, 
whereas the low knowledge participants’ rating is 4.5. The results also reveal that the 
high knowledge participants’ average coherence rating of short consecutive 
interpretations is 2.6, while this increases up to 4.6 in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2. A comparison of the results for text set 2 with those of text 
set 1 reveals that the in the short consecutive interpretations, the average coherence 
ratings of low knowledge participants are lower in text set 2. This may be due to the fact 
that text TSlEn does not require specialized background knowledge while TS2En does.
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Figure 7.2 below provides a visual representation of the results revealed from the 
participants’ coherence ratings of text set 2.
Figure 7.2 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings o f Text Set 2
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High Knowledge 
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4.5
2.1
Low Knowledge 
Participants
B Short Consecutive 
B Long Consecutive
The visual representation of the findings presented in figure 7.2 reveals that high 
knowledge participants’ perception of coherence in both short and long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 2 is higher when compared with low knowledge participants’ 
perception of coherence. In addition, high knowledge participants perceive long 
consecutive interpretations as more coherent. This is also the case with the low 
knowledge participants; long consecutive interpretations are more coherent and short 
consecutive interpretations are less coherent. Hence, the results of the reception study 
reveals that regardless of the knowledge level, both groups of participants rated long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 2 as more coherent and the short consecutive 
interpretations as less coherent.
7.3 Coherence ratings of text set 3
This section is devoted to the high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of 
text set 3. As in sections 7.1 and 7.2, the data from the reception study is presented in 
tabular form. Table 7.3 below reports on the participants’ coherence ratings of short and 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 (hence, TS3En). To recap, the short and 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 3 are based on a source text that requires 
specialized background knowledge. In TS3En, Fiona, a poet and a lecturer in the former
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Department of English at the University of Surrey talks about her poetry and explains 
her interest in multimodality.
Table 7.3 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of Text Set 3
Text Set 3 High Knowledge 
Participants
Average LowK
Particii
nowledge
pants
Average
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 1)
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
2 2 3 2.3 2 2 1 1.6
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 3)
1 2 3 2 3 2 1 2
Total Average 1.5 2 3 2.1 2,5 2 1 1.8
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 2)
5 4 4 4.3 5 4 5 4.6
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 4)
5 5 4 4.6 4 4 4 4
Total Average 5 4.5 4 4.5 4:5 4 4:3 4.3
^Average figures may not correspond exactly because o f rounding 
R l: Receiver 1, R2: Receiver 2, R3: Receiver 3, R4: Receiver 4, 
R5: Receiver 5, R6: Receiver 6
A very similar scenario can be observed when the quantitative data obtained from 
TSSEn is analysed. The data presented in table 7.3 above shows that high knowledge 
participants’ average coherence rating of the short consecutive interpretations is 2.1 out 
of 5, while low knowledge participants’ average rating is 1.8. In addition, high 
knowledge participants’ coherence rating of the long consecutive interpretations is 4.5, 
whereas the low knowledge participants’ rating is 4.3. The data analysis also shows that 
the high knowledge participants’ average coherence rating of short consecutive 
interpretations is 2.1, while this rate increases up to 4.5 in the long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 3. Similarly, the low knowledge participants’ coherence rating 
of short consecutive interpretations of text set 3 appears as 1.8 while this rate goes up to
4.3 while listening to the long consecutive interpretations.
Figure 7.3 below provides a visual representation of the results revealed from the 
participants’ coherence ratings of text set 3.
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Figure 7.3 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of Text Set 3
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As can be observed from figure 7.3 above, high knowledge participants’ perception of 
coherence in both short and long consecutive interpretations of TS3En is higher when 
compared with low knowledge participants’ perception of coherence. Aceordingly, high 
knowledge participants’ perception of coherence is higher regardless of the type of 
interpretation. In addition, the results also reveal that high knowledge participants 
perceive long eonsecutive interpretations as more coherent. This is also the case with 
the low knowledge participants; long consecutive interpretations are more coherent and 
short consecutive interpretations are less coherent. Hence, regardless of the knowledge 
level, both groups of participants rated long consecutive interpretations of TS3En as 
more coherent and the short consecutive interpretations as less coherent. The results 
presented so far reveal that regardless of the text profile, both high and low knowledge 
participants perceive short consecutive interpretations as less coherent and long 
consecutive interpretations as more coherent. It is the task of the next section to report 
on the high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of text set 4.
7.4 Coherence ratings of text set 4
This section is devoted to the high and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of 
text set 4. Table 7.4 below reports on the participants’ coherence ratings of short and 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 (hence, TS4En). To recap, the short and 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 are based on a source text that does not 
require specialized background knowledge. In TS4En, Sharon, an Administrator 
working in the University of Limerick Language Centre, talks about her job.
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Table 7.4 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings of Text Set 4
Text Set 4 High Knowledge 
Participants
Average Low Knowledge 
Participants
Average
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 2)
Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R6
3 3 2 2.6 2 2 2 2
Short Consecutive 
(Interpreter 4)
3 3 1 2.3 1 3 2 2
Average 3 3 1,5 2.5 1.5 2.5 2 2
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 1)
4 5 5 4.6 5 5 4 4.6
Long Consecutive 
(Interpreter 3)
4 5 5 4.6 5 4 4 4.3
Average 4 5 5 4.6 5 4.5 4 4.1
"^Average figures may not correspond exactly because o f rounding 
R l: Receiver 1, R2: Receiver 2, R3: Receiver 3, R4: Receiver 4, 
R5: Receiver 5, R6: Receiver 6
Similar results are obtained from TS4En. The results of the reception study presented in 
table 7.4 reveals that high knowledge participants’ average coherence rating of the short 
consecutive interpretations is 2.5 while the low knowledge participants’ coherence 
rating is 2. In addition, high knowledge participants’ coherence rating of the long 
consecutive interpretations is 4.6 whereas the low knowledge participants’ rating is 4.1. 
The data analysis also reveals that the high knowledge participants’ average coherence 
rating of short consecutive interpretations is 2.5, while this rate increases up to 4.6 in 
the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4. Similarly, the low knowledge 
participants’ coherence rating of short consecutive interpretations of text set 4 is 2 while 
this rate goes up to 4,1 while listening to the long consecutive interpretations. Figure 7.4 
below provides a visual representation of the results revealed from the participants’ 
coherence ratings of short and long consecutive interpretations of TS4En.
Figure 7.4 High and low knowledge participants’ coherence ratings o f Text Set 4
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As can be observed from figure 7.4 above, high knowledge participants’ perception of 
coherence in both short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 4 is higher when 
compared with low knowledge participants’ perception of coherence. Accordingly, it 
can be argued that knowledge has a potential to contribute to the participants’ 
perception of coherence. The results of the reception study also reveals that regardless 
of the knowledge level, both groups of participants rated long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 4 as more coherent and the short consecutive interpretations as 
less coherent. Hence, long consecutive interpretations are more coherent when 
compared with short consecutive interpretations.
7.5 Comparative Findings of the Text Types and Participants
The results of the reception study which is based on short and long consecutive 
interpretations of four different text profiles suggest that regardless of the text profiles, 
both high and low knowledge participants perceived short consecutive interpretations as 
less coherent and long consecutive interpretations as more coherent. A closer look at the 
results reveals that regardless of the type of interpretation (short vs long consecutive), 
participants with sufficient background knowledge of the topic discussed can more 
easily make sense of the interpretations. Table 7.5a below provides an overview of the 
high and low knowledge participants’ perception of coherence in short and long 
consecutive interpretations.
Figure 7.5a High and Low Knowledge Participants Coherence Ratings o f Text Set 1, 2, 3 
and 4.
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As stated in chapter 4, the aim of this study is to investigate the effects of prior 
knowledge, lexical cohesion and paralinguistic features on the way different types of 
consecutive interpretations cohere. As for this reason four different sets of texts were 
used for the completion of this thesis. To recap, the short and long consecutive 
interpretations of text set 1 are based on a source text that is rich in lexical cohesion and 
does not require specialized background knowledge. Text set 2 the short and long 
eonsecutive interpretations of text set 2 are based on a source text that requires 
specialized background knowledge and is rich in lexical cohesion. The short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3 are based on a source text that is not lexically 
dense, but requires specialized background knowledge. Finally, the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 4 are based on an English original interview that 
is not rich in lexical cohesion and does not require specialized background knowledge. 
As it can be observed from the table 7.5a, high knowledge participants’ perception of 
eoherence is higher in all text sets, regardless of the type of interpretation (except for 
the long consecutive interpretation of text set 2). Accordingly, it was concluded that 
background knowledge contributes to the creation of coherence.
A further investigation of the high and low knowledge participants’ perception of 
coherence involves comparing the text sets that require and do not require background 
knowledge. Table 7.5b below provides an overview of the high and low knowledge 
participants’ coherence ratings of short and long consecutive interpretations that are 
based on source text that require background knowledge (TS2En and TS3En) and do 
not require background knowledge (TSlEn and TS4En).
Figure 7.5b High and Low Knowledge Participants Coherence Ratings in Relation to Text 
Types that Require and Do Not Require Background Knowledge
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As can be observed from the table above, high knowledge participants perceive both 
text sets as more coherent when compared with low knowledge participants (regardless 
of the type of interpretation). However, more interesting results are revealed from the 
data presented above. The exploration of the results reveal that both high and low 
knowledge participants perceived text set 1 and 4 as more coherent and text set 2 and 3 
as less coherent. Accordingly, the interpretations that are based on source texts which 
require background knowledge are more difficult to make sense of when compared with 
the interpretations that are based on the source texts that do not require background 
knowledge.
The results revealed from the reception study so far suggests that high knowledge 
participants perceive both short and long consecutive interpretations as more coherent. 
Aiming to find out whether the background knowledge improved the recipients’ 
perception of coherence of the short and long consecutive interpretations, the high 
knowledge and low knowledge recipients’ perception of coherence has to be studied 
more closely. Table 7.5c below presents a visual representation of the effect of 
background knowledge on the perception of coherence. It should be noted that the 
results presented below are based on the average coherence ratings of participants (each 
participant rated each text type twice).
Figure 7.5c Effect o f background knowledge on the perception o f coherence
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The visual representation presented above shows that, the high knowledge participants’ 
perception of coherence in the short consecutive interpretations of TSlEn increases up 
to 0.2 and up to 0.6 in the long consecutive interpretations. In addition, the high 
knowledge participants’ perception of coherence in the short consecutive interpretations 
of TS2En increases up to 0.5 and up to 0.1 in the long consecutive interpretations. 
Similarly, the high knowledge participants’ perception of coherence in the short 
consecutive interpretations of TSSEn increases up to 0.3 and up to 0.2 in the long 
consecutive interpretations. A very similar scenario can be observed when the 
quantitative data obtained from TS4En is analysed. The high knowledge participants’ 
perception of coherence in the short consecutive and long consecutive interpretations of 
TS4En increases up to 0.5. Accordingly, in both short and long consecutive 
interpretations of all four text sets, high knowledge participants’ perception of 
coherence increases slightly. This suggests that specific background knowledge 
contributed to the creation of coherence, regardless of the ways of delivery and the text 
profile. Hence, the contribution of background knowledge to the creation of coherence 
is confirmed.
At this point, it was deemed necessary to find out whether the coherence ratings of high 
and low knowledge participants were influenced by other factors, such as cohesive 
richness of the source texts. While the interpretations of text set 1 and 2 are based on 
source texts that are rich in lexical cohesion, text set 3 and 4 are based on texts that are 
not rich in lexical cohesion. Focusing on the four text sets and examining the low and 
high knowledge participants’ perception of coherence can reveal whether cohesive 
richness of source texts contributes to the creation of coherence. Table 7.5d below 
provides an overview of the extent to which the source texts’ richness of lexical 
cohesion shapes the target text recipient’s perception of coherence.
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Figure 7.5d High and Low Knowledge Participants Coherence Ratings o f Text Types in 
Relation to the Cohesive Richness that their Source Texts Exhibit
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The comparison between the source texts that are rich in lexical cohesion (TSlEn and 
TS2En) and not rich in lexical cohesion (TS3En and TS4En) reveals interesting results. 
Regardless of the type of interpretation (short vs. long consecutive), participants rated 
the interpretations that are based on source texts which are rich in lexical cohesion as 
more coherent, and the texts that are not rich in lexical cohesion as less coherent. This is 
the case for both high and low knowledge participants. These results are discussed 
further in the next section.
7. 6 Outcomes of the Reception Study
As stated in Chapter 4, the impact of different methods of delivering consecutive 
interpreting has not received much attention in interpreting studies. The question of 
what contributes to or impedes the target text recipients’ impression of coherence has 
not received sufficient attention. Addressing this question, the present study aims to find 
out how the perception of coherence differs between short and long consecutive 
renditions. The results revealed from the reception study suggests that regardless of the 
text profile, both high and low knowledge participants perceived short consecutive 
interpretations as less coherent and long consecutive interpretations as more coherent. 
Accordingly, it is concluded that it is more likely for receivers’ to perceive long 
consecutive interpretations as more coherent and short consecutive interpretations as
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less coherent. The findings of the reception study reveal the success of long consecutive 
interpretations over short consecutive interpretations in terms of comprehensibility.
This section discusses the underlying reasons behind these findings. According to the 
results presented in chapter 5, sentence-by-sentence interpretations reveal a lower 
frequency of cohesive markers when compared with long consecutive interpretations. It 
is believed this lower frequency of cohesive markers may require the target text 
recipients to invest more processing effort in order to derive meaning and perceive the 
text as coherent. Moreover, the comparison between the source texts that are rich in 
lexical cohesion and the ones that are not rich in lexical cohesion revealed that 
participants rated interpretations that are based on source texts which are rich in lexical 
cohesion as more coherent, and the texts that are not rich in lexical cohesion as less 
coherent. Interestingly, this is the case for both high and low knowledge participants.
It is also believed that paralinguistic features may have an impact on the recipients’ 
perception of coherence and stand as one of the reasons why sentence-by-sentence 
interpretations received low coherence ratings. As was shown in chapter 6, sentence-by- 
sentence interpretations reveal a considerably higher number of paralinguistic features 
which are considered as problematic and as having the potential to impede coherence. It 
is important to note that these paralinguistic features were also identified by the 
participants of this study as highly disturbing. Reference was made in particular to 
hesitation markers. One of the reasons for the short consecutive interpretations to have 
received low coherence ratings is likely to be related to the higher number of 
paralinguistic problems in short consecutive interpretations, regardless of recipient or 
text profile.
In addition to the paralinguistic features, background knowledge was also studied 
aiming to find out the extent to which the recipients’ background knowledge shapes the 
perception of coherence, and whether or to what extent this differs between short and 
long consecutive interpreting. The results of the reception study revealed that regardless 
of the type of interpretation (short vs. long consecutive), high knowledge participants 
perceive the interpretations of source texts (that are based on four different text types) 
as more coherent and low knowledge participants perceive these texts as less coherent. 
Accordingly it was concluded that background knowledge contributes to the 
participants’ perception of coherence.
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Aiming to find out whether the requirement of specific background knowledge had an 
influence on the fact that short consecutive interpretations were perceived as less 
coherent, the text types that required specific background knowledge were studied more 
closely and were compared with the text types that did not require specific background 
knowledge. The results revealed that (see table 7.5b) texts that require background 
knowledge were perceived as less coherent and texts that do not require background 
knowledge were perceived as more coherent, regardless of the types of participants 
(high knowledge vs. low knowledge participants). Further interpretation of the results 
also revealed that background knowledge slightly improves the recipients’ perception of 
coherence of both short and long consecutive interpretations (see table 7.5c). 
Accordingly, the contribution of background knowledge on coherence creation in short 
and long consecutive interpretations was confirmed.
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Chapter 8 
Discussion and Conclusions
The changing views in the understanding of coherence have highlighted the importance 
of the notion of coherence in achieving interpreting quality. However, what actually 
contributes to or impedes the target text recipients’ perception of coherence in different 
types of interpretations has not yet been sufficiently discussed. Addressing this gap in 
the literature, the present study has investigated how the perception of coherence differs 
between short and long consecutive renditions. The interpretations of single sentences 
have been referred to as ‘short consecutive’ whereas the interpretations of 2-3 minutes 
of speech at a time have been referred to as ‘long consecutive’ throughout this study.
As stated in chapter 3, cohesion, background knowledge and paralinguistic features 
were identified as playing a role in creating coherence based on previous studies. 
Drawing on these features, this study investigated the extent to which (i) the recipients’ 
background knowledge, (ii) the interpreters use or omission of cohesive ties and (iii) the 
paralinguistic features of the interpreter’s delivery shape the perception of coherence, 
and whether or to what extent perception of coherence differs between short and long 
consecutive interpreting. A combination of different methods was required for the 
completion of this study; while the textual features (cohesion and paralinguistic 
features) were analyzed using traditional text analysis, the recipients’ perception of 
coherence was assessed with an empirical study.
This chapter is devoted to discussing the results of the cohesion analysis, paralinguistic 
features analysis and the reception study aiming to answer the research questions stated 
in chapter 4. Section 8.1 discusses the findings emerging from the textual analysis o f 
cohesion in the Turkish original, English original as well as the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts. The aim of this section is to answer 
research question (i): how short and long consecutive interpreting differ with regard to 
the use of lexical cohesion. This is followed by section 8.2 where the findings drawn out 
from the textual analysis of paralinguistic features are discussed in detail. The aim of 
this section is to answer research question (ii): how do short and long consecutive 
interpreting differ with regard to the occurrence of paralinguistic features. Finally, 
section 8.3 discusses the findings emerging from the reception study. The aim of this
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section is to answer research question (iii): how does the presence/absence of lexical 
cohesion, paralinguistic features and specific background knowledge impact on the 
recipients’ perception of coherence in short and long consecutive interpretations of 
English spoken texts interpreted into Turkish.
8.1 Cohesion
The main aim of the analysis of cohesive patterns was to find out whether and how 
short and long consecutive interpreting differ with regard to the use of lexical cohesion. 
The results of the cohesion analysis would then reveal the extent to which the 
interpreters use or omission of cohesive ties shape the perception of coherence and 
whether or to what extent this differs between short and long consecutive interpreting. 
The textual analysis of cohesion required different source texts, different types of target 
texts (short and long consecutive interpretations), and for reasons of comparison, 
Turkish and English original spoken texts. Cohesive patterns in Turkish and English 
original spoken texts were examined as a benchmark. The aim here was to find out 
whether short and long consecutive interpretations act more like their source texts or 
target texts.
The results of the cohesion analysis reveal that there are similarities as well as small 
differences between the Turkish and English original spoken texts and between the 
short and long consecutive interpretations with respect to the distribution of types of 
lexical cohesion used. Figure 8.1 below provides a summary of the results presented in 
Chapter 5.
Figure 8.1 Distribution of Cohesive Ties in the English Original, Turkish Original, Short 
Consecutive and Long Consecutive Interpretations
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As can be observed from Figure 8.1 above, repetition is the most prominent type of 
lexical cohesion, super-ordinate is the second most prominent type of lexical cohesion, 
equivalence is the second least prominent type of lexical cohesion and synonymy is the 
least prominent type of lexical cohesion used in the Turkish original interviews as well 
as short consecutive and long consecutive interpretations. The only difference identified 
in the English original interviews is that synonymy is the second least prominent type of 
lexical cohesion used and equivalence is the least prominent type of lexical cohesion 
used, but the differences are rather minor. The visual representation of the results 
reveals that long consecutive interpretations act more like Turkish original interviews 
with respect to the frequency of repetition and synonymy relations. Although this is the 
case, long consecutive interpretations have a tendency to act more like English original 
interviews with respect to the super-ordinate and equivalence relations that they exhibit. 
The analysis of the distribution of cohesive ties does not reveal clear differences. 
However, an exploration of the relative frequency of cohesive ties provides interesting 
insights. The explorations of the relative frequency of lexical cohesive ties reveal that 
long consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts act more like Turkish original 
spoken texts, and the short consecutive interpretations act more like their source texts.
Table 8.1 below presents the density of cohesive ties in relation to word count for each 
text. The total number of words in the short and long consecutive interpretations and the 
English original and Turkish original texts were divided by the total number of cohesive 
ties identified in each text, and the data presented below was obtained.
Table 8.1 Density of Cohesive Ties in Relation to Word Count for Each Text
English
Original
Short
Consecutive
Long
Consecutive
Turkish
Original
Text Set 1 9.64% 16.64 % 30.69 % 18.37%
Text Set 2 7.15% 1T81% 2A9094 17.25%
Text Set 3 11.06% 14.76 % 27.31 % 24.49 %
Text Set 4 11.67% 14.96 % 23.41% 1A28 94
Table 8.1 shows that short consecutive interpretations reveal lower density of cohesive 
ties when compared with the long consecutive interpretations, and English original 
spoken texts reveal lower density of cohesive ties when compared with the Turkish
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original spoken texts. Looking at the results, it can be argued that the possibility o f the 
target audience to perceive the long consecutive interpretations as more coherent is 
higher when compared with the short consecutive interpretations. This claim arises from 
the belief that cohesive ties contribute to the perception of coherence. The results 
revealed from the reception study shed more light on this aspect further.
It must also be noted that the short consecutive interpretations lead to fewer cohesive 
ties rather than just leading to cohesive ties which take up fewer words. Long 
consecutive interpretations on the other hand, lead to a higher number of cohesive ties 
rather than just leading to cohesive ties which take up more words. This observation is 
based on quantitative results obtained by subtracting the total number of cohesive items 
from the total number of words in texts. To explain this more clearly, one lexical 
cohesive chain from the short and long consecutive interpretations of all four text types 
were chosen and are presented below in table 8.2 as an example of this perspective, 
based on one item from each text set.
As shown in table 8.2 below, the lexical cohesive item ogrenciler (back translation: 
‘students’) forms repetition relations in the short and long consecutive interpretations of 
text set 1. The lexical cohesive item araç (back translation: ‘vehicles’) forms 
equivalence relations in the short and long consecutive interpretations of text set 2. The 
word pir  (back translation: ‘poem’) forms superordinate relations in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations of text set 3. Finally, the word çogu (back translation: ‘most 
o f)  forms synonymy relations in the short consecutive interpretation of text set 4. No 
synonymy relations were identified in the long consecutive interpretations of text set 4.
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Table 8.2 Number of cohesive ties in relation to word count
Text Type of 
Interpretation
Type of Link Number of 
Items involved 
in Cohesive Tie
Lexical Items and Location
Text set 1 Short
Consecutive
Repetition x4 ogrencileri (L94) -  ogrencilerimiz 
(L96) -  ogrenciler (LI00) -  
ogrenciler (LI01)
Text set 1 Long
Consecutive
Repetition x7 ogrencilerin (L47) -  ogrencilerdi 
(L48) -  ogrencilerimiz (L49) 
ogrenciler (L51) -  ogrencilerimiz 
(L54) -  ogrencileri (L54) -  
ogrencilerin (L55)
Text set 2 Short
Consecutive
Equivalence x2 araç (L23) -  gemilerden (L26)
Text set 2 Long
Consecutive
Equivalence x7 yüzer gezer aracm (L08) -  araçla 
(L09) -  amfibi bir araç (L09) -  
araç (LIO) -  makine (LI 1) -  bot 
(LI 1) -  otobiis (LI 6)
Text set 3 Short
Consecutive
Superordinate x2 çiir (L21) -  kisa hikayeler (L21)
Text set 3 Long
Consecutive
Superordinate x3 çiirler (L17) -romanlar (LI 7) -  
kisa hikayeler (L20)
Text set 4 Short
Consecutive
Synonymy x2 çogu (L22) -  büyük bir kismi 
(L24)
Text set 4 Long
Consecutive
Synonymy
As can be observed from the table above, the lexical item ogrenciler (back translation: 
‘students’) is repeated four times in the short consecutive interpretation of text set 1 
while this item was repeated seven times in the long consecutive interpretation of text 
set 1. In the short consecutive interpretation of text set 2, the lexical item araç (back 
translation: ‘vehicle’) forms equivalence relations with the word gemiler (back 
translation: ‘ships’) only whereas the word araç forms equivalence relations with six 
other lexical items in the long consecutive interpretation of text set 2 (back translations: 
‘amphibian’ -  ‘an amphibious vehicle’ -  ‘vehicle’ -  ‘machiene’ -  ‘boat’ -  ‘bus’). On 
the other hand, the lexical item çiir (back translation: ‘poem’) forms superordinate 
relations with the phrase kisa hikayeler (back translation: ‘short stories’) in the short 
consecutive interpretation of text set 3 whereas the same word forms lexical cohesive 
relations with two more lexical items (back translations: ‘novels’ -  ‘short stories’) in the 
long consecutive interpretations of text set 3. Finally, in the short consecutive 
interpretation of text set 4 the lexical item çogu (back translation: ‘most o f)  forms 
synonymy relations with the phrase büyük bir kismi (back translation: ‘majority o f )
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whereas in the long consecutive interpretation of text set 4, no synonymy relations were 
identified.
The results of the cohesion study reveal that long consecutive interpretations reveal a 
higher number of cohesive ties and short consecutive ties reveal fewer cohesive ties. 
However, there is more that can be drawn out of this data. The number of cohesive ties 
in relation to word number reveals that long consecutive interpretations lead to a higher 
number of cohesive ties rather than just leading to cohesive ties which take up more 
words. In comparison, the short consecutive interpretations lead to fewer cohesive ties 
rather than just leading to cohesive ties which take up fewer words. In addition, as the 
frequency of cohesive ties drops in short consecutive interpretations, the frequency of 
paralinguistic disturbances increases, impeding coherence. Accordingly, it was 
concluded that there are more strategic omissions and condensations of cohesive ties in 
the long consecutive interpretations when compared with the short consecutive 
interpretations. These strategic omissions and condensations also have a potential to 
contribute to the audience’s perception of coherence.
The results of this study show that long consecutive interpretations reveal a higher 
number of cohesive ties when compared with short consecutive interpretations. As the 
explicitation hypothesis originally put forward by Blum Kulka (1986) suggests, 
cohesive explicitness is observed from SL to TL texts. The higher cohesive ratings in 
the long consecutive interpretations could simply come from the fact that there are more 
cohesive ties in long consecutive interpretations, irrespective of whether the pattern is 
similar to Turkish original texts or not. Higher cohesive ratings may also be influenced 
by the type of source text and target audience.
Quantitative explorations revealed from the analysis of cohesive ties are summarized as 
follows:
(i) The distribution of cohesive ties identified in the Turkish original and English 
original interviews and the short and long consecutive interpretations are similar.
(ii) Long consecutive interpretations act slightly more like Turkish original interviews 
with respect to the frequency of repetition and synonymy relations that they exhibit.
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(iii) Short consecutive interpretations act slightly more like English original interviews 
with respect to the super-ordinate and equivalence relations that they exhibit.
(iv) It would appear that there are fewer strategic omissions and condensations of 
cohesive ties in the short consecutive interpretations and more strategic omissions and 
condensations of cohesive ties in the long consecutive interpretations.
(v) English original interviews reveal lower density of cohesive ties and Turkish 
original interviews reveal higher density of cohesive ties in relation to word number.
(vi) Short consecutive interpretations reveal lower density of cohesive ties and long 
consecutive interpretations reveal a higher density of cohesive ties in relation to word 
number.
The results revealed from the cohesion analysis are of great importance to the 
interpreters whose working languages involve English and Turkish. There are not many 
published resources that Turkish interpreters and trainees and researchers can make use 
of. Furthermore, the concept of cohesion has not been adequately dealt with in relation 
to Turkish interpretations. Short and long consecutive interpretations are both 
increasingly practised worldwide today and the difference between the two working 
modes with respect to lexical cohesion have not been previously tested. Accordingly, 
the results revealed from the cohesion analysis are also of great importance to the 
interpreters regardless of their working languages. The results presented here also have 
practical relevance for situations of community interpreting where sentence-by-sentence 
interpreting is sometimes practised.
8.2 Paralinguistic Features
As it has been made clear throughout this thesis, cohesion does not guarantee coherence 
on its own. There are other factors which need to be taking into consideration while 
assessing coherence in spoken discourse.
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As explained in section 3.2, the here-and-now situation of speaking gives rise to 
paralinguistic features such as hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, slips of the 
tongue, self-repairs, drawn out syllables and word repetitions due to the immediacy in 
delivery. According to the view adopted for the purpose of this study; in addition to the 
cohesive ties within a text, paralinguistic features also affect the listener’s perception of 
coherence. Moreover, these paralinguistic features are believed to be problematic in the 
way that they have a potential to tire the hstener and impede coherence. It was 
hypothesized that the presence of such paralinguistic features make coherence more 
difficult to achieve in spoken discourse.
Aiming to find out how short consecutive and long consecutive interpretations differ 
with respect to paralinguistic features and to find out how paralinguistic features 
contribute to or impede coherence in the short and long consecutive interpretations, 
hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, slips of the tongue, self-repairs, drawn out 
syllables and word repetitions were identified and analyzed. The findings presented in 
Chapter 6 are summarized in Figure 8.2 below.
Figure 8.2 Paralinguistic Features in the Short and Long Consecutive Interpretations
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Figure 8.2 above shows that the instances of self repair, word repetition, false start, slips 
of the tongue, drawn out syllables, pauses and hesitation markers are higher in the short 
consecutive interpretations when compared with the long consecutive interpretations. In 
particular, evidence of self repair, pauses and hesitation markers are noticeably higher
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in the short consecutive interpretations. Further explorations of the results reveal that in 
the short consecutive interpretations a total number of 849 paralinguistic features were 
identified while this number is as low as 212 in the long consecutive interpretations. 
Hence, the total number of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations is four times higher than the paralinguistic features identified in the long 
consecutive interpretations. Hesitation markers are frequent in the short consecutive 
interpretations and this type of paralinguistic features appears as characteristic for short 
consecutive interpretations.
Accordingly, the hypothesis was upheld: purely from a text analysis point of view, 
paralinguistic features are more common in the short consecutive interpretations when 
compared to long consecutive interpretations. In short consecutive situations, the ST 
segments are delivered in isolation and consequently it becomes more difficult to 
establish links between the segments. This leads to challenges in processing the text in a 
coherent way and this is believed to be reflected in the target text production of the 
interpreter. Paralinguistic features such as hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, slips 
of the tongue, self-repairs, drawn out syllables and word repetitions have been found to 
be an indication of a cognitive overload (Mead 2002). The interpreters in the short 
consecutive interpreting task clearly had to invest more processing effort in seeing how 
the short chunks relate to each other. Similarly, it is believed that the higher number of 
instances of hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self-corrections, drawn out syllables 
and word repetitions in the short consecutive interpretations make it difficult for the 
target text receivers to perceive the text as coherent as well.
It has been argued in this thesis that in addition to the cohesive networks within a 
spoken text, paralinguistic features also affect the listeners’ perception of coherence.
The aim of part 2 of this study was to find out how short consecutive and long 
consecutive interpretations differ with respect to paralinguistic features and to find out 
how paralinguistic features contribute to or impede coherence in the short and long 
consecutive interpretations. Quantitative results from the analysis of paralinguistic 
features indentified in the short and long consecutive interpretations are summarized as 
follows:
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(i) A total number of 849 instances of hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self­
corrections, drawn out syllables and word repetitions were identified in the short 
consecutive interpretations of English original spoken texts.
(ii) A total number of 212 instances of hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, self­
corrections, drawn out syllables and word repetitions were identified in the long 
consecutive interpretations of English original spoken texts.
(iii) The total number of paralinguistic features identified in the short consecutive 
interpretations is higher when compared with to that of long consecutive interpretations.
(iv) In particular, evidence of self repair, pauses and hesitation markers are noticeably 
higher in the short consecutive interpretations when compared with the long consecutive 
interpretations.
The results revealed from paralinguistic features’ analysis is of great importance to the 
interpreters regardless of their working languages. The next section discusses the 
findings emerging from the reception study. The aim of the reception study was to find 
out how the presence/absence of lexical cohesion, paralinguistic features and specific 
background knowledge impact on the recipients’ perception of coherence in short and 
long consecutive interpretations of English spoken texts interpreted into Turkish.
8.3 Reception Study
As was shown in this thesis, the different methods of delivering consecutive interpreting 
and their impact on coherence creation has not received much attention in interpreting 
studies. Whilst recent studies have highlighted the notion of coherence as a potentially 
important factor in achieving interpreting quality, the question of what contributes to or 
impedes the target text recipients’ impression of coherence has not yet received 
sufficient attention. Addressing one aspect of this question, the present study attempted 
to find out whether and if so, how the perception of coherence differs between short and 
long consecutive renditions. The study drew on the parameters that have been identified 
in chapter 3 as playing a role in creating coherence, that is cohesion, background 
knowledge and paralinguistic features.
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Cohesion and paralinguistic features are text inherent properties. However, background 
knowledge is not found in the text. While cohesion and paralinguistic features were 
identified and studied with the traditional text analysis, knowledge had to be assessed 
with a reception study. Accordingly, three female and three male participants were 
asked to serve as listeners and to participate in a coherence assessment task. The 
participants formed two different groups: high knowledge participants and low 
knowledge participants. The high knowledge participants consisted of receivers who 
had prior knowledge of the subject discussed during the interviews whereas low- 
knowledge participants consisted of receivers who hardly knew about the subjects 
discussed (see chapter 4).
As the study has investigated the effects of prior knowledge, lexical cohesion and 
paralinguistic features on the way different types of consecutive interpretations cohere, 
four different sets of texts were used for the completion of this thesis. To recap. Text set 
1 consists of the short and long consecutive interpretations of an English original 
interview that is rich in lexical cohesion and as a feature that was important for part 2 of 
this study, does not require specialized background knowledge. Text set 2 consists of 
short and long consecutive interpretations that are based on a source text that requires 
specialized background knowledge and is rich in lexical cohesion. Text set 3 consists of 
short and long consecutive interpretations based on a source text that is not lexically 
dense, but requires specialized background knowledge. Text set 4 consists of the short 
and long consecutive interpretations of an English original interview that not rich in 
lexical cohesion and does not require specialized background knowledge.
The results presented in Chapter 7 reveal that in both short and long consecutive 
interpretations of all four different text types, high knowledge participants’ perception 
of coherence is marginally higher. These results appear to highlight the contribution of 
specialised background knowledge to coherence creation. Besides, the results also 
reveal that regardless of the type of interpretation, both high and low knowledge 
participants rated short consecutive interpretations as less coherent and long consecutive 
interpretations as more coherent. This may be caused by several factors such as the 
presence and the number of lexical cohesive ties and paralinguistic features.
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The comparison between the source texts that are rich in lexical cohesion and are not 
rich in lexical cohesion revealed interesting results. Regardless of the type of 
interpretation (short vs, long consecutive), participants rated the texts that are based on 
source texts which are rich in lexical cohesion as more coherent, and the texts that are 
not rich in lexical cohesion as less coherent. As stated in chapter 3, the debate about the 
concept of cohesion and the role it plays in the way texts ‘cohere’ is ongoing. The 
discussion in some of the literature (Beaugrande and Dressier 1981, Shlesinger 1995) 
suggests that cohesion normally contributes to the way texts are understood as unified 
wholes and it plays a role, although possibly a minor role, in the way texts cohere for 
receivers. It was hypothesized that cohesion has the potential to guide readers/hearers in 
understanding the way segments are bound together and that it provides clues for 
discovering how previous segments are associated with subsequent ones, contributing to 
the establishment of coherence. This hypothesis was upheld. The results presented 
above pointed towards the contribution of cohesive ties to coherence creation.
As was shown in chapter 5, short consecutive interpretations revealed lower frequency 
of cohesive ties. The lower frequency of cohesive ties in these interpretations means 
that the target text recipients have to invest more processing effort in order to derive 
meaning and to perceive the text as coherent. In addition, such a target text is perceived 
in chunks, which would exacerbate this effect. Besides, as was shown in chapter 6, 
sentence-by-sentence interpretations reveal a considerably higher number of 
paralinguistic features which are considered as problematic and to have a potential to 
impede coherence. In addition, the participants of this study stated that they found these 
paralinguistic features as highly disturbing. Hence, it was concluded that one of the 
reasons why the short consecutive interpretations received low coherence ratings is 
likely to be related to the higher number of paralinguistic problems in short consecutive 
interpretations and the lower frequency of cohesive ties.
Quantitative explorations revealed from the reception study are summarized below:
(i) High knowledge participants’ perception of coherence is higher when compared with 
low knowledge participants’ perception of coherence. This suggests that knowledge 
contributes to coherence creation.
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(ii) Short consecutive interpretations are less coherent and long consecutive 
interpretations are more coherent. This suggests that long consecutive interpretations are 
more efficient in expressing meaning when compared with long consecutive 
interpretations.
(iii) The frequent occurrence of self repair, hesitation markers and pauses in the short 
consecutive interpretations are identified as highly disturbing by the participants. This 
suggests that the presence of paralinguistic features in the short consecutive 
interpretations impedes coherence, and is one of the reasons why short consecutive 
interpretations are more difficult to make sense of.
(iv) Interpretations that are based on source texts with lower frequency of cohesive ties 
were perceived as less coherent.
(v) Short consecutive interpretations revealed a lower frequency of cohesive ties and 
long consecutive interpretations revealed a higher frequency of cohesive ties.
(vi) The frequency of cohesive ties in the long consecutive interpretations is higher 
when compared with short consecutive interpretations. This appears to be one of the 
reasons why short consecutive interpretations are perceived as less coherent and long 
consecutive interpretations are perceived as more coherent.
8.4 Outcomes of the Study
The profession of interpreting is practised in order to overcome the language barriers 
between the speakers of different languages. In other words, it is practiced to allow 
communication between parties who do not share a common language. For an 
interpretation to achieve its aim, the target segments delivered by the interpreter must 
‘make sense’ to the target text audience. Hence, delivering a target text that ‘coheres’ 
for the parties involved is crucial. The crucial role of prior knowledge as well as 
linguistic knowledge in consecutive interpretations has been previously discussed but 
remained limited to theories and assertions. In addition, the crucial concept of
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‘coherence’ has not been thoroughly dealt with in relation to consecutive interpreting. 
This constitutes a major research gap.
The concept of coherence is vitally important in the field of interpreting. As stated 
throughout this thesis, although a phenomenon of great importance, coherence has not 
been much researched in relation to consecutive interpreting. The majority of the studies 
on consecutive interpretations have focused on the interpreter’s performance and 
interpretations have not been assessed from the target text receiver’s point of view. 
Above all, what actually constitutes coherence in consecutive interpreting remained 
untested. To be more specific, coherence in Turkish interpreted spoken texts has also 
not been previously investigated. As stated earlier, there are not many published 
resources that the students of Turkish interpreting studies, Turkish translators nor 
Turkish linguists can make use of.
The results of the study suggest that both textual factors (lexical cohesion and 
paralinguistic means of expression in spoken texts), and the recipient’s background 
knowledge contribute to the creation of coherence in the recipient’s mind. The findings 
of the cohesion analysis reveal that long consecutive interpretations are more ‘native­
like’ when compared with short consecutive interpretations with respect to the density 
of cohesive ties that they exhibit. On the other hand, the findings of the paralinguistic 
features analysis show that short consecutive interpretations reveal a prominently higher 
number of hesitation markers; making it even more difficult to achieve the necessary 
coherence while listening to the short consecutive interpretations and much easier to 
follow and make sense of long consecutive interpretations. In particular, hesitation 
markers are drastic in the short consecutive interpretations and this type of 
paralinguistic features is characteristic for short consecutive interpretations. The 
findings of the reception study support that it is more difficult to make sense of short 
consecutive interpretations when compared with long consecutive interpretations. The 
reception study also reveals that knowledge contributes to coherence creation. In 
addition, the reception study also reveals that short consecutive interpretations are less 
coherent and long consecutive interpretations are more coherent, regardless of the text 
profile and the recipients’ background knowledge.
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The results presented in this thesis are of great importance to the interpreters whose 
working languages are Turkish and English. The results of this study show how short 
and long consecutive interpretations of English source texts interpreted into Turkish act 
with regard to the cohesive ties and paralinguistic features that they exhibit. The results 
of this study are also of great importance to the interpreters regardless of their working 
languages. This study not only highlights the importance of background knowledge in 
the discussion of coherence, but it also sheds light on the success of long consecutive 
interpretations in terms of comprehensibility. The work shows that although the 
distribution of different types of cohesive ties does not change a lot from short to longer 
consecutive interpretations, other factors change; the frequency of cohesive ties drops 
and the frequency of paralinguistic disturbances increases. The findings of the reception 
study suggest that this leads to challenges in perceiving short consecutive interpretations 
as coherent.
More specifically, these results have practical relevance for situations of community 
interpreting where sentence-by-sentence interpreting is sometimes used. There are 
potential consequences of a lack of coherence in community interpreting settings and 
the proven success of long consecutive interpretations in terms of comprehensibility 
should be taken account in the situations of community interpreting. While this is the 
case for long consecutive interpretations, the results show that short consecutive 
interpretations are less coherent due to the frequent use of paralinguistic features such as 
hesitation markers, self repairs, word repetitions, false starts, slips of the tongue, drawn- 
out syllables and pauses. In particular, hesitation markers are used frequently in the 
short consecutive interpretations and these hesitation markers appear as being 
characteristic for short consecutive interpretations. Besides, short consecutive 
interpretations are less cohesive when compared with long consecutive interpretations. 
Accordingly, the results of this thesis suggest the use of long consecutive interpreting 
over short consecutive interpreting, where appropriate.
The results are also of great importance for interpreting training. The differences 
between short and long consecutive interpreting with respect to memory skills and note 
taking should be given the attention it deserves in interpreter training. Trainee 
interpreters should be made aware that the success of a given interpretation depends on 
the understanding of the target audience which, in turn, relies on a coherent target text.
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Students should also be made aware of the difficulties encountered while using short 
consecutive interpreting. In short consecutive situations the target text is perceived in 
chunks, and this is likely to require investing more processing effort because it becomes 
more difficult to derive meaning and to perceive the text as coherent.
This effect is also reflected in the target text: the number of paralinguistic disturbances 
(i.e. hesitation markers, pauses, false starts, slips of the tongue, self-repairs, drawn out 
syllables and word repetitions) increases, the frequency of cohesive ties drop, and the 
recipients correspondingly have to invest much more processing effort to perceive the 
target text as coherent. Accordingly, the results of this thesis are also of great 
importance for the teaching of memory skills and note taking.
In addition to filling in the knowledge gaps about coherence in consecutive interpreting, 
this study also reveals the untested difference between short and long consecutive 
interpretations with respect to coherence, cohesion and paralinguistic features. This 
study will enrich the limited Hterature on coherence in relation to consecutive 
interpreting and on Turkish interpretations of English spoken texts.
8.5 Limitations of the Study
There are some limitations of this study which should be considered when assessing its 
findings. This section is devoted to these limitations.
One of the limitations of the study concerns the number of interpreters recruited to 
deliver the interpretations of English spoken texts. The target text production of trainee 
interpreters is not within the scope of this study and a quality threshold indicated that 
professional interpreters should be used. This threshold required the interpreters to have 
an internationally recognized qualification in the field of interpreting, and to have at 
least 10 years of experience as interpreters. These interpreters were also required to 
have experience specifically in delivering both short and long consecutive 
interpretations in professional settings. Finding experienced and qualified interpreters 
who suit these criteria was a challenging duty. This challenge combined with time 
limitations allowed only four interpreters to take part in this study.
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Another limitation concerns the way target texts were presented to the interpreters. As 
explained in section 4.2.3, interviews were not audio played but instead acted out to the 
interpreters. This is due to the fact that the English original interviews were recorded in 
one go, and if they were paused for the purpose of short and long consecutive 
interpretation, the natural flow of the speech would be disturbed. In a real life situation, 
the original speech in the source language is paused intentionally and the tone of the 
speaker indicates that the source segment delivery is finished, and the interpreter takes 
the turn to deliver the message in the target language. It must be noted that, eventhough 
the source text was not ‘read out’ but instead ‘acted out’, this may have limitations that 
can impact on the output and should be considered when assessing the findings of this 
study.
It should also be acknowledged that, to make even more of this study, interviews could 
have been arranged with interpreters about their approach to interpreting. This could 
have highlighted interesting results. In addition, interpreters could have also be 
interviewed about their approach to paralinguistic decisions they made. This could have 
also highlighted interesting results with respect to the higher number of paralinguistic 
features used in short consecutive interpretations. However, due to time and space 
limitations, these interviews could not be applied.
8.6 Recommendations for future work
The results of this study suggest that interpreter educators must train interpreters to 
deliver long consecutive interpretations in ‘interpretations in the workplace’ context 
which this study was based on. The outcomes of the reception study in particular, 
highlight the dangers of short consecutive interpretations with regard to coherence. 
Accordingly, trainee interpreters should be trained in note taking to be able to deliver 
long consecutive interpretations. In cases where sentence-by-sentence interpretations 
are requested, trainees must be made aware that they should pay extra attention to 
coherence.
The results of this study suggest that both textual factors (lexical cohesion and 
paralinguistic means of expression in spoken texts), and the recipient’s background 
knowledge contribute to the creation of coherence in the recipient’s mind. However,
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there are undoubtedly other factors that may affect coherence creation other than 
cohesion, paralinguistic features and background knowledge.
A fiirther study can investigate other factors that may affect coherence creation in short 
and long consecutive interpretations. These factors may include information structure of 
the source and target languages, intonation used by the interpreter, or the motivation of 
the listeners, speakers and interpreters, which have already been highlighted as 
important in this thesis. Such studies can be applied not necessarily to consecutive 
interpreting only, but they can also be applied to simultaneous interpreting. After all, the 
success of a given interpretation depends on the extent to which coherence is created in 
the recipient’s mind. Hence, instead of investigating whether meaning-based or form- 
based interpretations are more common, an influential contribution would be to 
concentrate on investigating what actually constitutes coherence. These further studies 
would have the potential to contribute to the profession of interpreting and guide 
interpreting studies students and professional interpreters in their quest for quality, 
native-like and ‘coherent’ interpretations.
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APPENDICES
I. English Original Spoken Text 1 (ENl)
01. Catherine: Hello.
02. Stephen: Hello.
03. Catherine: Thank you very much for agreeing to give an interview today. Could
04. you just start by introducing yourself please?
05. Stephen: Yes, of course. Hello, my name is Stephen and I live in Cleeve in the
06. South-West of England.
07. Catherine: Yes. Could you say a little bit more perhaps about the region and
08. where we are here today?
09. Stephen: Yes, indeed. We’re about 12 miles south of Bristol which is a large city
10. in England. In fact as I think it’s the sixth largest city in England. We live in a
I I . small rural village on the edge of the Mendip hills and we’re about 4 miles from
12. the sea with the River Severn and the Channel leading into the Atlantic. So it’s a
13. beautiful area. Bristol, for those who don’t know much about it, is quite an
14. industrial city. It was famous for its navigation and trade in the early years with
15. America and the West Indies. But nowadays it’s very famous for its Airbus and
16. making aircraft jointly with the French. So a thriving city.
17. Catherine: Concorde started here, didn’t it?
18. Stephen: Yes, Concorde first flew from Bristol a very long time ago. And there is
19. — the last flying one is actually now a museum piece here in Bristol. We also
20. have in Bristol a very famous ship, the SS Great Britain which was the first iron-
21. clad steamship ever built and with propellers and it was built — designed and
22. built by a very famous gentleman called Isambard Kingdom Brunei. Brunei built
23. the railways throughout this country, particularly in the South- West and the
24. station at Bristol is also one of his most famous. He also designed the very first
25. suspension bridge in the world which is still standing and very much in use today,
26. 1 would think nearly 200 years on from when it was built.
27. Catherine: So that’s about Bristol and that’s quite an industrial city now, but the
28. area here is obviously very rural, isn’t it?
29. Stephen: Yes, indeed.
30. Catherine: Yepyes. Do you enjoy much of the rural life here?
31. Stephen: Yes. Cleeve, as I say, is on the edge of the Mendips and the Mendip s are
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32. very famous for —  they’re very much limestone-based hills which means there’re
33. a lot of gorges and the most famous one is Cheddar Gorge which is about 7 or 8
34. miles from here. And we, where we live, our house, we have a gorge just at the
35. back of us which is very similar but a much smaller version and is famous not just
36. because of its high sides but also for climbing and things like that and also its
37. caves. So, lovely area and, as I say, adjoining this we’ve got the sea at places like
38. Clevedon and a famous seaside place of Weston-super-Mare.
39. Catherine: So it’s quite diverse? Stephen: Yeahyes, absolutely.
40. Catherine: You don’t seem to speak with a typical West Country accent. How
41. long have you lived in this area?
42. Stephen: That’s a very good question. I’ve been — we’ve lived here since 1981.
43. Before that though I grew up in the South East or travelled a lot, so really I don’t
44. have a regional accent of any form, really.
45. Catherine: Was it quite difficult to integrate in the sort of village life, then, when
46. you moved here or was it quite straightforward to become part of the life here?
47. Stephen: No, it was ac — yepyes , it was very straightforward, actually, very easy,
48. mainly because we had a young family, two young boys, and that allows you to
49. integrate very quickly. You meet new families and the children meet new people
50. and so on, so we integrated very quickly from that point of view. Also I came
51. down here to work and you get to know new work colleagues and people like that
52. so that all helps. But villages, you know, they work very well because — and
53. again, with having a young family, you start to get involved in various clubs and
54. societies, either helping directly or get — attending functions, fundraising and so
55. on. And it all breaks the ice and makes for a really good, good life.
56. Catherine: And since you finished work, I know you used to work for EDF down
57. in Exeter.
58. Stephen: Yes, yes, yes.
59. Catherine: which is frirther down into Devon, but now you’re working at a school
60. in Churchill which is another village near here.
61. Stephen: Yes, that’s right. Churchill.
62. Catherine: I just wondered if you could tell us a bit about the school and what sort
63. of type of school it is, please?
64. Stephen: Yes. It is a large comprehensive school serving a rural area again,
65. probably 70 to 80 per cent of the students are actually bussed in and out of the
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66. school because it is again in a small village. It has about 1,650 students.
6 7 . Catherine: That’s big for the area.
68. Stephen: It is, as I say again, because it’s pulling in from so many small villages
69. in the Mendip area. It — students go there from the age of 11 in compulsory
70. education till the age of 16. And at that stage they sit exams called the GCSEs and
71. from there they can decide to then go on and study what we have in this country
72. called A-levels with a view for a further 2 years education and if they’re
73. successful there then they can go on to a university. Or students can leave at the
74. age of 16 and p ’rapsperhaps go to a college where they can do more vocational
7 5 . training or indeed look for a job.
76. Catherine: I understand that it’s got a sort of specialist status, the school that you
77. work at. Could you explain a bit about what is special about your school?
78. Stephen: Yes, very much so. All comprehensive schools, state schools nowadays,
79. have a specialism of one form or another. At our school we have a specialism in
80. the performing arts and we’ve had that since 2002. What that means is the
81. government give you extra funding to develop that particular area of specialism.
82. As I say, in our case, the performing arts is mainly theatre, drama, music and
83. dance. And that’s allowed us the extra money to employ more specialists in those
84. areas, to employ technicians like a theatre technician, like a sound engineer, and
85. so on. So, as I say, it gives us the lead in that aspect. The other thing with it is that
86. because we’re comprehensive, community school, part of the funding is to
87. develop relationships with the community and to encourage them to come in and
88. use our facilities. When we got the specialism, it allowed us, for instance, to build
89. a brand new dance studio, purpose-built with sprung floor, dance mirrors and so
90. on. But obviously it’s only used for a few hours a day during school time so we
91. hire that out to the community at a very low rate, for them to come in and use it.
92. And it is used every night of the week and often at weekends. Likewise with our
93. theatre, we’ve developed that and we regularly have shows, whether they’re
94. dance, whether they’re theatre, musicals and so on. So getting the community to
95. come along and use the school facilities and building that relationship is a key part
96. of what the specialist status was meant to do and what we have done.
97. Catherine: So it’s to benefit the students obviously, but it’s also got that wider
98. impact as well.
99. Stephen: Absolutely. As it happens, I mean, both parties benefit because a lot of
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loo.our students are also into theatre clubs, they go to dance schools, ballet schools, 
loi.out of hours and it’s those same people using our facilities and if so, they get
102.better at dance through that, they get better at dance through being at school as
103.well, so hopefiilly they learn a lot more a lot quicker because of that.
104.Catherine: So the students that are at school, as well as doing their performing arts 
los.training, they also follow a standard curriculum, do they?
io6.Stephen: Yes, they again, nothing changes there, it’s just they’ve got more access 
io7.to these other things as well but they will do their mathe , maths, English and 
los.sciences and all of the standard curriculum work. That will still be expected up to
109.GCSE level.
110.Catherine: And then in the Sixth Form Centre that you’ve got, that’s presumably
111 where they pick maybe 3 or 4 subjects to start with and study those. So you do the
112 A-levels which are the academic qualifications. Do you do any extra, perhaps 
ii3.more vocational, qualifications?
iM.Stephen: Yes. Yepyes , absolutely. Well, the A-levels as you say are much more 
iis.academically focused, albeit you can do A-lev you do A-levels in music and 
iie.dance and in theatre. But now, a fairly recent initiative over the last few years, 
in.they’ve started to bring in diplomas in particular and the idea is to make them
118.much more vocational, much more interrelated with business. So, for instance, if
119.you do a diploma in Media Studies, that will go right across a whole range of 
nothings and you’ll have the opportunity perhaps to work with a local newspaper or 
i2i.in local theatre and so on as part of your studies. You also have to produce a lot
122.more of your own work and perform it in front of live audiences and so on. So
123.very much more towards that area than the academic. You’re not having to sit and
124.write large exams and things like that.
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II. English Original Spoken Text 2 (EN2)
01. Catherine: Hello.
02. Howard: Good morning.
03. Catherine: Please could you just tell us who you are and tell us where we are here
04. today please?
05. Howard: Yes. My name is Howard Slater and we’re in a boatyard down in
06. Plymouth which is in the county of Devon in the South West of England.
07. Plymouth is a historically very important city, a lot of Royal Navy connections.
08. And today we’re sitting in an amphibious vehicle which has its home in Plymouth.
09. Catherine: That’s lovely. Could you explain a little bit about this vehicle that
10. we’re sitting on? You said it was an amphibious vehicle. What does that mean?
11. Howard: Right, well, an amphibious vehicle is a machine which is both boat and
12. road vehicle so in this particular instance it’s actually a machine which was based
13. on a original 2 and a half tone truck around which they fitted a hull, and then a
14. and some way of controlling it in the water. So you can drive it on the
15. road as if it was an ordinary fairly large lorry, a little bit the sort of size of a
16. sprinter bus, for example, and then you can drive it to a slipway and drive straight
17. down into the water. You switch the wheels off and you turn the propeller on and
18. then it behaves as if it was exactly like a boat, a little bit slow but nevertheless it’s
19. still a boat working on the water. And then you can reverse the process. You can
20. come back and you can approach the slipway from the water and you can come
21. out of the water and turn it back into a bus.
22. Catherine: So what are these vehicles used for then down here?
23. Howard: Well, they’re used — these vehicles are now used primarily for carrying
24. tourists. There’s a great attraction as far as tourists are concerned because it’s such
25. an unusual vehicle and they get a thrill from really the splash into the water. But
26. they can be used for any other sort of purpose. The machines that you’re —  this
27. machine that you’re sitting in is configured so that there’re two crew -  a driver
28. and a crewman to help him -  and there’s seating for 28 passengers in this vessel.
29. Catherine: So as well as Plymouth, do these operate anywhere else in the UK?
30. Howard: Yes, there are several places. They can be found in Liverpool, in
31. London, in Belfast, there are one or two private ones operating off the coast at
32. Hunstanton in Norfolk and down at St Michael’s Mount in Devon, for example.
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33. Or is it Cornwall? I think it’s actually down in Cornwall. And round the world
34. there are many places where these machines are operating, primarily as tour
35. vehicles, although there are other possibilities of using them forcivil defence, for
36. using them as ambulances, for example, there’s a developing need for that. In third
37. world countries, using them for dealing with floods is an increasing possible use.
38. Catherine: Are these — Is this a brand new design?
39. Howard: Well, the history of this particular machine is that it is based on a design
40. of a — an amphibious vehicle which was built by the Americans in order to help
41. the invasion of Europe during World War 2 and they became known as ‘Ducks’
42. because the military acronym for these is DUKW which was just fortuitously
43. given to them but it turned out to be ‘Duck’ and it’s obviously very, very
44. appropriate. So their initial design and building was to turn a General Motors 2
45. and a half tonne truck into a machine which helped to land men and materials onto
46. the beaches on D-Day. So it took it from the boats that brought them across the
47. Channel and then it trans — was used to transfer men and materials onto the
48. beaches. Now, this machine is an evolution of that form of machine. And it’s got a
49. lot of modem features to it and this particular machine is actually a prototype for
5 0 . the next incarnation of these machines.
51. Catherine: Could you tell us a little bit about what those new features are? What
5 2 . kind of things are new about this machine?
53. Howard: Yes. The first and most important thing is that the engine has been
54. changed from a petrol engine to a diesel engine and has been made much more
55. powerful. On this particular machine also, we have replaced the propeller system
56. with a modem jet drive which provides both the steering and also the power when
57. it’s on the water. The drive of the wheels is still very much the same system as the
58. original machines but it is — they have been modemised in particular ways, in
59. detailed engineering ways. And then there’s a lot of new electronics in it and that
60. sort of thing. So that’s what this particular prototype has done. For the future, if
61. you’d like me to talk a little bit about that, we have taken it even further and that
62. the hull and the superstmcture, instead of being made of metal, is now made of a
63. modern composite glass- reinforced plastic, known as GRP for short. And GRP is
64. much lighter, it’s very much stronger than metal and it’s got a lot of nice
65. properties. And the other major final change that’s been put into the latest
66. incarnation, the latest design, is to replace the prop-drive system with hydraulic
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67. drives and that makes the machines very much more safe than the original
68. machines.
69. Catherine: I’d imagine that as it carries passengers, there are quite a few safety
70. regulations that you’d have to conform with? Howard: Yes. Catherine: That
71. p ’rapsperhaps didn’t exist when these vehicles were originally built.
72. Howard: No, there were no regulations when they were used for military purposes.
73. As long as they stayed afloat on the water and went up the beaches, although by
74. saying that they could go up a sand dune with a 1 in 2 they were so powerful. But
75. there were obviously no safety standards, no health and safety, no risk analyses
76. were done, and so forth. So in order to use them commercially for carrying fare-
77. paying passengers, we have to comply with 2 sets of regulations. The first is bus
78. regulations so it has to comply with all the safety features, it has to have
79. emergency exits, the engine has to have a cut off point, and all sorts of things of
80. that sort. And then on the water, it has to be registered with the Maritime and
81. Coastguard Agency to carry passengers and again there are a range of safety
82. implications. For the former, you get issued with what’s called a Certifieate of
83. Initial Fitness, which means that it complies with the bus regulations that are
84. necessary for this size of machine. And as far as the water is concerned, you get
85. what’s called a Passenger Certification. And both those certificates have to be
86. annually checked to make sure that there have been no changes to the machine,
87. that it hasn’t started to rust in places that it shouldn’t rust, and so on.
88. Catherine: OK. So as well as considering safety features. I’d imagine that there are
89. some quite strict environmental concerns that you need to think about now as
90. well?
91. Howard: Yes, these days environmental considerations for all sorts of forms of
92. transport are obviously a priority, primarily from the point of view of what
93. pollutants that the engines push into the atmosphere through the exhaust gases. So
94. the engines have to comply with various standards. In Europe, these are known as
95. Euro Standards for the type of engine that you use and so on. This deals with
96. things like the amount of C02, nitrogen, sulphie eompounds and the question of
97. particulate material’ll come. So yes, we comply with the latest standards in engine
98. cleanliness and we use clean engines from that point of view.
99. Catherine: So as well as carrying tourists, can you see any other possibilities for
100. these vehicles? You mentioned earlier about civil defence and possibly
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101. ambulances. Are you exploring any other uses for these vehicles?
102. Howard: Yes. I mean, those are the 2 main areas of dealing with particularly flood
103. situations where you get floods that prevent fire engines, for example, in getting
104. through in order to take equipment through to an electrical substation, for
105. example. One of these machines would be able to go both on the road and where
106. necessary, if the water were high enough, it would be able to go and deal with the
107. flood side of it. And because they’re such sturdy machines, they’ll be able to take
108. in a lot of equipment, pumping equipment for example. Rescuing people. It’s been
109. said for example that if the Council on Morecambe Sands had had one of these
110. machines when the cockle pickers were caught a few years ago, it would have
111. been able to go out into the racing-in tide and to be able to rescue those people.
112. Various situations of that sort will be used and people are beginning to explore
113. those possibilities. For third world countries, they’re looking at them in terms of
114. vehieles which can be used to help cross rivers where there aren’t standard bridges
115. and where there aren’t ferries across, and so on and there are those sorts of
116. implications. Again, in a third world situation, they’re looking at them as very
117. robust types of ambulances that can go across both water and road and take people
118. to hospital. So those are the kinds of situations. Another one that’s being explored
119. too is to use them for environmental survey work, where you’re trying to do work
120. assessing what the bottom quality of the river is, for example, looking at the
121. geological and the hydro-geological status of a particular environment. So there
122. are possibilities all round. They could be good work boats for that kind of activity.
123. Catherine: As well as pleasure boats?
124. Howard: As well as pleasure boats, yes.
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III. English Original Spoken Text 3 (EN3)
01. Catherine: Hello.
02. Fiona: Hi, Catherine.
03. Catherine: Thank you very much for coming and doing an interview with us
04. today. Could I just ask you to start by introducing yourself, please?
05. Fiona: Certainly. I ’m Fiona Doloughan and I’m a lecturer in English at the
06. University of Surrey.
07. Catherine: And we’d like to talk to you specifically about your creative writing
08. that you do in your own personal time away from the university. Could you
09. perhaps just say a little bit about that please, and how you started with your
10. creative writing?
11. Fiona: Certainly. I’ve been writing actually for a very, very long time. I suppose
12. like most would-be writers I started out writing in my teen years and when I look
13. back at what I produced then I’m horrified. But I kept going through my
14. undergraduate and postgraduate years. I guess it’s really only in about the last 10
15. to 15 years that I’ve begun to take my writing a little bit more seriously in the
16. sense that I see it as part of what I do professionally as well as personally, and so
17. I ’ve started trying to develop more of a profile.
18. Catherine: What kinds of things do you write about? Is it — first of all in terms of
19. genre, is it poetry or fiction or — and what kinds of topics do you write about?
20. Fiona: Mainly poetry, though I did go through a phase when I was actually writing
21. short stories. So probably at the turn of the century I actually went on a creative
22. writing course residential week at Trenoweth in North Wales and I took a creative
23. writing course with Ali Smith and Jackie Kay and that course was actually on
24. short fiction and I spent quite a lot of time working on short fiction, even getting
25. as far as producing a little book with draft short stories called "The farmer only
26. eats what he knows". And then I put that away in a drawer and I have left that
27. since that time. I think in the process of drafting the short stories I realised that the
28. short story might not necessarily be my preferred genre. I will at some point in the
29. future come back to that because I think I ’ve learnt a lot more in the intervening
30. years and it might be nice to go baek and work on those. But essentially since then
31. I’ve been working pretty much full-time on trying to write poetry.
32. Fiona: In terms of what I write about, I suppose they’re different categories. Even
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33. though I like to think of myself as a kind of an urban girl, I do tend to write a lot
34. of nature poems but I guess nature for me isn’t just about the physieal
35. environment but is also a way of talking about inner states and psyehologies and
36. moods. So quite a lot of my pieces are mood pieces and pieces about the rural
37. landscape. I’m very, very interested in the connection between the visual and the
38. verbal and I ’m interested in how writers are able to trigger visual effects through
39. language. So that’s one of the reasons that I keep coming back to this. And in fact
40. even though the visual-verbal interseetion is one of the things that I work a great
41. deal on, more recently I ’ve become very interested in other dimensions of writing.
42. So for me. I’m very interested in exploring the different kind of modes and senses,
43. how we experience the world in a kind of 3D fashion. So I’m interested in sounds
44. and how we kind of experience the world in all its kind of sensory dimensions. So
45. more recently in a poem in which I’m kind of running along a country road,
46. looking to left and right, and trying to evoke the visuality of what I see. I’m also
47. trying to think of ways of evoking the soundscape through the language. And I
48. think this probably relates to my academic interest in multimodality as well cos
49. because I’m interested in language itself as being multimodal and particularly with
50. poetry, you’ve got rhythms, you’ve got cadence, you’ve got rhyme schemes
51. potentially, you’ve got possibilities of evoking visual scenarios, possibilities of
52. evoking sounds and so it’s very multimodal.
53. Catherine: What do you — You talk there about visual and sounds. Is that what
54. ‘multimodal’ means?
55. Fiona: For me ‘multimodal’ just means, at a very simplistic level, many modes. So
56. we can use an oral mode or a written mode or a visual mode, but we can also use
57. language itself to try to trigger in readers particular types of reactions and a
58. particular sensory experience. So in relation to poetry — of course, you can do
59. this in a concrete sense and you can do it in a slightly more implicit sense. By
60. concrete sense I mean you can actually have a poem which is laid out in a visual
61. fashion such that the form of the poem reflects the substance of what you’re
62. talking about. And I’ve played around with that as well in terms of colour schemes
63. which highlight different aspects, and I’ve laid out poems on the page a little bit
64. like poets such as Apollinaire. So I’m interested in both concretely playing around
65. with the materiality of poetry, but I’m also interested then in how language itself
66. can actually trigger a different, well, a variety of sensory experiences in the reader
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67. and how the writer can achieve that. [...]
68. Catherine: The creative writing degrees have really sprung up over the last 10
69. years or so I s’pose suppose in the UK, do you think that creative writing is
70. something that can actually be taught and assessed, or can be learnt by a student?
71. What is — are your feelings on that?
72. Fiona: I mean, this is very much a topic of the moment given, as you say, the rise
73. in creative writing programmes across the country and what seems to be an
74. exponential increase in student interest. I mean, programmes are filling up left,
75. right and centre. I mean, I think because of where I come ftrom in terms o f my
76. kind of academic background and interests, I do believe that writing is something
77. that people can get better at and that it’s a craft and a skill, not in a superficial way
78. but in a kind of deep way which — I mean, it’s a very complicated process, but I
79. think if you break that process down and you give people the resources that they
80. need to try to take their writing forward, that they are actually able to improve.
81. And that’s at all levels. So, for example, I think, while it may be controversial, I
82. think it’s actually quite important for students of creative writing in a narrow
83. sense, i.e. perhaps of fiction, poetry, drama, even potentially screenwriting, to be
84. people who actually understand how language works because if you’re going to
85. try to achieve stylistic effects, you need to understand the tools, the materiality of
86. language and how that can be manipulated in order to try to achieve those effects.
87. So I think that’s absolutely crucial. [...]
88. Catherine: Do you do anything to try and take your skills in your own writing
89. forward in a more formalised way?
90. Fiona: Absolutely. I think I mentioned already that I did in the past attend a
91. creative writing residential course at Trenoweth in North Wales and in fact I ’ve
92. been there 3 times, most recently in the summer. I was fortunate enough to be
93. selected to do a poetry masterclass with Carol-Ann Duffy and Gillian Clarke. As
94. you know, Carol-Ann is the Poet Laureate and Gillian is the National Poet for
95. Wales. And I spent a wonderful week in the company of serious, dedicated poets
96. and, like myself, would-be poets. We sat through workshops, we did exercises, we
97. were given feedback on what we produced. We worked on drafts, we redrafted
98. what we had written, we got feedback fi-om one another, which was extremely
99. invaluable, and indeed feedback fi*om the tutors in individual tutorials, and I think
100. as a result of that week in North Wales I have definitely improved by leaps and
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101. bounds in what I’ve been able to produce. And I think that’s home out by a fellow
102. poet who has actually been kind enough to offer me feedback on a little volume
103. that I ’m currently trying to put together called "Transformations" and she was
104. actually extremely encouraging so in the next year I’m going to work towards
105. putting a volume of poetry together. Hopefully I can get a publisher for this.
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IV. English Original Spoken Text 4 (EN4)
01. Sharon: My name is Sharon Ahem and I am from a village in North Cork, called
02. Kildorrery. It's quite a small village, fairly mral I guess. It's approximately 50 to 60
03. minutes from Limerick and I would commute on a daily basis from Kildorrery to
04. Limerick for w ork.
05. Valerie: Oh, and how long does that take you?
06. Sharon: 50 or 60 minutes.
07. Valerie: Everyday?
08. Sharon: Yeah.
09. Valerie: Wow. And what is your job title and what are you responsible for?
10. Sharon: I am the Administrator in the University of Limerick Language Centre.
11. My duties would vary from receiving applications for students to placing them in
12. an accommodation to giving them letters to open bank accounts to solving
13. problems with them. It's very very broad category I guess. So there's lots to do.
14. Valerie: And is there high season and low season?
15. Sharon: Summer would be our busiest season. This year for example, our summer
16. programme ran from the 29th of June up until and will run up until the 28th of
17. August. The reason that's our busiest time would be because a lot of our students
18. during the summer are teachers. And obviously this is their holiday and some of
19. them like to combine holiday with learning. So, they would come for 2 weeks. So
20. the student turnover at this time of the year would be very high. Normally then
21. from September onward and during the academic year, it would be long term
22. students. So they would come for possibly a whole year.
23. Valerie: Right. What's the student profile? You just mentioned about during the
24. summer time, it's more like teachers, and where are they from?
25. Sharon: During the summer time, the teachers, the majority of them would be
26. from Spain. That's the biggest nationality that we have at the moment. And then at
27. all other times during the year would be Asian students, normally Chinese, and
28. because a lot of the Chinese students come here to study either an undergraduate or
29. postgraduate course, and because of that they would need a certain English
30. Language requirement, and that's where the Language Centre would come in. So
31. they would study with us for a year to make sure that their English was at an
32. appropriate level and then basically transfer to the University.
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33. Valerie: Right. And for the short-term summer students, how many are there at the
34. moment?
35. Sharon: At the moment, there would be roughly around 150 to 200 students on
36. campus at the moment. And things are quietening down at the moment because for
37. obvious reasons, you know, the 2 weeks are ending and it's getting closer to
38. September and July would be our busiest month so. Today for example, we've got
39. a departure of 90 students and then on Monday we would have roughly 40 students
40. arriving. So from now on, it will get quieter and quieter.
41. Valerie: And whafs the language centre here in UL? Can you deseribe the
42. Language Centre to us?
43. Sharon: The Language Centre is in operation with the last 12/13 years. There
44. would be, gosh, there's 2 to 3 administrative staff. There would be the Director,
45. there's the academic coordinator, there would be normally during the year-round
46. programme which would be not so as out of peak, the time we are not as busy as
47. during the summer, there would 5 or 6 teachers. But at the moment, gosh, we could
48. have 15/20  teachers. So, we're part of the Language and Cultural Studies
49. Department, so I guess I'm not quite sure when comparing the Language Centre
50. that I work in to a private school or to other Language Centres I'm not sure if the
51. numbers are normal or whether it's a small language centre or a big language
52. centre.
53. Valerie: And for an administrator, what's a typical day for you?
54. Sharon: Ok. There isn't really a typical day for me. Come in in the morning, check
55. the emails and because of that all of the emails would need a follow on and it could
56. be anything from a general enquiry to an agent who has sent information on a
57. student who will arrive tomorrow or the weekend or in 4 weeks time, so then based
58. on how urgent that needs to be dealt with, you either deal with it then or attend to
59. more urgent matters at that time. Yeah dealing with enquiries. And during the
60. break time, the Language Centre students would come to me and if they needed
61. anything to do with the accounts side of what they paid for, or they had a problem
62. with their homestay, or they had a problem with the campus, just general enquiries,
63. enquiries applying for tests, all that kind of information. Something would happen
64. then that you hadn't planned for that you would have to deal with at that time.
65. Depending on the day then, for example, on a Wednesday I might look after like
66. homestay cheques and run a report to Accounts for the homestay cheques. If it was
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67. a Thursday, I’d possibly need to generate 90 to 100 certificates for the students.
68. And on a Monday morning then it would be an Arrival, so it would be a case of
69. meeting new students at reception, taking them to the Language Centre, placing
70. them in a class, the teacher would test them. Depending on how busy it was then
71. we have social coordinators at this time of the year if I need to show the new
72. students around the campus. It would involve to a short tour. Possibly attending a
73. farewell reception or a welcome reception depending on either it being a Monday
74. or Friday. Yeah, so that's generally it. Updating the website, dealing with student
75. enquiries over the telephone, getting information to agents, everything.
76. Valerie: So you are the first point of contact for students and you're also the last
77. point of contact for students. And how does that feel, like what would be the best
78. thing and the worst thing about this job?
79. Sharon: I guess obviously the best thing about the job is that you have so much
80. contact with the students before they arrive, I do, that's the time that I have the
81. most contact with the students is arranging everything before they arrive. And the
82. best thing about the job would be for students to acknowledge, you know, the
83. amount of time or the amount of work that you put into their individual application
84. when they are actually here cause it's nice to know that they, you know, obviously
85. appreciate the work that I've done for them and to make their trip to Ireland or the
86. arrangements that I put in place before they came. The worst thing about the job
87. would be, we moved to a new building in December of last year. And where I am
88. now, I love my new office, but it's all the glass, and I'm like a fish in the bowl,
89. everybody can see me. And it has a kind of an air of a reception about the office
90. and a lot of people think that it is the main reception for the building. So I do get a
91. lot of people just coming in without be whether I'm on the phone, with a student,
92. sometimes it's a free for all so. At one stage, I could have like 10 students in the
93. office at one time which obviously I can't cope with cause I need to deal with them
94. on a one to one. So that's probably the worst thing about the job.
95. Valerie: You are very much kind of an ambassador for the Language Centre to the
96. students.
97. Sharon: Yes, I guess so.
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V. Turkish Original Spoken Text 1 (TUI)
01. Güllü: Kisaca kendinizi tanitir mismiz?
02. Esra: ismim Esra Koroglu. 1975 yilmda Çorum'da dünyaya geldim. Bi bir
03. ogretmen baba lie ev hanimi annenin çocuguyum. 1 tane de ablam var. Ilk, orta ve
04. lise ogreniminimi Çorum'un Osmancik ilçesinde tamamladim. Bütün ailemiz de
05. orali oldugu için memleketimiz de Osmancik olmasi itibari ile 18 yaçma kadar
06. yaçamimi Osmancik'da geçirdim. Daha sonra Ankara Üniversitesi Hukuk
07. Fakiiltesini kazanarak 1992 yilmda hukuk ogrenimine baçladim. Bu
08. çocuklugumdan beri hayalini kurdugum meslek olan avukatlik için ilk adim oldu
09. benim için. Tabii bunun için çok çaba sarfettim. 1992-96 yih arasmda hukuk
10. ogrenimimi bitirerek avukatlik meslegine adim attim. Tabii bu aralarda evlendim.
11. 1996 yilmda eçimle evlenerek Tekirdag' a gittim, stajimi orda orada yaptim.
12. Tekirdag'dan Ankara'ya geldim. Ben biraz fazla dolaçtim eçimin asker ohnasi
13. sebebiyle. Eçim, bu arada, binbaçi. Tekirdag'da iki yil kaldim. Ordan oradan
14. Ankara'ya geldim. Ankara'ya gelince 1 tane oglum oldu 2000 yilmda. Oglumu iki
15. ya§ma kadar büyüttüm ve daha sonra avukatlik meslegine yeniden dôndüm.
16. Ankara'da avukatlik yaptim. Daha sonra Kayseri'ye geldik. Hala alti yildir
17. Kayseri'de avukatlik meslegini yapmaya devam ediyorum ve burda burada
18. yaçamaya devam ediyorum.
19. Güllü: Peki bize mesleginizin zorluklarmdan bahsedebilir misiniz?
20. Esra: §imdi avukatlik meslegi çok güzel bi bir meslek. Küçüklügümden beri biraz
21. once de dedigim gibi hayalini kurdugum, istedigim ve çabaladigim bi bir meslek.
22. Ama tabii ki güzellikleri yanmda da zorluklari da var. Neden avukat olmak
23. istediniz diye ilk belki oyle bi bir soru sormuç olsaydmiz once, çocuklugumdan bu
24. yana haksizhga olan tahammülümün olmamasi, adaletin gerçekten tecelli etmesi
25. için yaptigim çabalar, ugraçlar, ufak tefek de olsa çocuklukta ogrencilikde
26. ogrencilikte oluçan adaletsizlikler — sanki avukat olunca elime sihirli bir degnek
27. ahcam alacagim, bütün adaletsizlikleri yok edicem edecegim, her gey güllük
28. gülistanlik olucak olacak, her gey yerini bulucak bulacak . Boyle bi bir güç
29. hissettim galiba kendimde. O yüzden adaletle ugragmak için hukuk mes hukuk
30. alanmi ve avukatlik meslegini seçtim. A tabii avukat olunca bunun boyle
31. olmadigmi gôrdüm. Ne kadar zor oldugunu, bu igin bagmda olunca adaleti yerine
32. getirmenin ne kadar güç oldugunu, ozellikle hakim, savci arkadaglarimiz.
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33. meslektaglanmizla birlikte bir çati altmdayiz çünkü biz adaletin üç sacayagi denir,
34. idda iddia, savunma ve karar mekanizmasi olarak, biz meslektaglarunizla birlikte
35. bu zorlu gorevi yerine getirirken büyük sikmtilarla yagi kargilagiyoruz. Avukatlik
36. mesleginin sikmtilarina gelince, avukatlik meslegi, ben bi bir kere bayan olmaktan
37. kaynaklanan sikmtilarmi yagiyorum. Hala ülkemizde 2009 yilma gelmemize
38. ragmen, bayanlara kargi 2. smif muamele, bayanlarm hergeyi bilememe,
39. becerememe, sadece ev hanimligi ve annelik yapabilme yeteneklerinden bagka
40. yetenekleri olabilmesi mümkün olamama gibi bir izlenim ve gôrünüm var hala
41. insanlarimizda. O yüzden, bayan oldugu için avukatm, o ciddi igi becerememe,
42. üstesinden gelememe güphesi, belli kesimdeki insanlarimizm hala bu güphesi
43. tagimaktadir. Bunu kirmaya çahgiyoruz. Bunu kirmak için çaba sarfediyoruz ve
44. bagarih da oluyoruz. Ozellikle bunu Kayseri'de çok yagadim. Ankara'da da
45. avukatlik yaptun. Ankara'da bu zorluk bu kadar yok iken, Kayseri'de bayan olarak
46. avukatlik yapmanm zorluklarmi daha çok yagadim. Ama çahgmaktan geçiyo
47. geçiyor her geyin bagi. Ne kadar çahgirsamz, ne kadar çaba sarfederseniz ve dürüst
48. olursamz insanlar sizin çabamzi, çaligmalarmizi, yeteneklerinizi gôrüyo gôrüyor
49. ve aradaki cinsiyet farkmi kapatarak on yargilarmda kurtulabiliyo kurtulabiliyor .
50. Bu, ben — bayan ohna zorlugu sadece zorluklarmdan bi bir tanesi. Avukat
51. ohnanm diger zorluklari, ülkemizdeki adalet sisteminin iglemesindeki
52. tikamkliklar. Adalet sistemi, yeterli adli saraylarmm olmamasi, yeterli hakim,
53. savcmm olmamasi, kalemlerin yeterli derecede memur ve katip donanimma sahip
54. olmamasi, ayni gekilde program program destegi olmamasi iglerin yavag ve zor
55. yürümesine sebep oluyo oluyor bunun sonucunda adaletin geç tecelli etmesine
56. sebep oluyo oluyor . Bu da insanlarimizda adalete kargi güvenin sarsilmasma
57. sebep oluyor. Insanlarimiz haksizhga ugradigi zaman, hakkmi arar iken
58. zannediyor ki hemen bir ay içerisinde tamamdir ben bu hakkimi telafi edicem
59. edecegim, bu hakkim olucak olacak, yerine gelicek gelecek , elde edicem
60. edecegim. Ama oyle digil degil. Aradan bir yil geçiyor, iki yil geçiyor, davalar
61. sürüyor, kararlar uzuyor, evraklar zor toplaniyor. Bu sadeee adalet mekanizmasi
62. için adliyelerle digil degil, bunlarla birlikte baglantih çaligan nüfüs, tapu,
63. emniyet, bütün kamu kurumlarimizdaki olan güçlükler ve tikaniklar adalet
64. mekanizmasmm iglemesini güçlegtiriyo güçlegtiriyor . Tabii ki geç gelen kararlar
65. adaletin de geç olugmasma sebep oluyo oluyor . Sikmtilan genel, kabaca bu
66. gekilde ozetleyebilirim. Daha fazla, anlatihcak anlatilacak çok gey var ama
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67. zamammiz buna kisitli di — zamammiz buna müsait olmadigi için, kisitli oldugu
68. için ben kabaca bu gekilde soyleyebilirim sadece zorluklarmi.
69. Güllü: Peki Türkiye içinde gezdiginiz diger illerle yagadi gu anda yagadigmiz
70. gehri, Kayseri'yi kargilagtirdigmizda gôrdügünüz farkliliklardan da bize biraz
71. bahsedebilir mismiz?
72. Esra: Ben baglarken de konugmama bahsettim, Çorumluyum. Çorum ile Kayseri
73. îç Anadolu gehirlerinden olup ayni bolgeye dahil olan gelenek, gorenek, yagayig,
74. yeme, içme, bütün ahgkanliklarda çok büyük bir farkhlik olmadigi, birebir
75. benzerliklerin oldugu bolgeler. Çorum ile Kayseri arasmda çok büyük farkhliklar
76. yok. Ama ben Tekirdag'da yagadim, yine bahsettigim gibi Ankara’da uzun yillar
77. yagadim. Kayseri'yle olan farkhliklar —, Kayseri'ye ben hep gunu derim her
78. gittigim yerde; hem çok küçük gehir hem çok büyük gehir. Bu benim için güzel bi
79. bir tanimlama. Büyük gehirin bütün ozellikleri Kayseri ilinin ahgverig
80. merkezlerinden tutun okullari, egitim kurumlari, hastaneleri, saglik kurumlari, her
81. geyi çok fa fazla ve altematifleri yüksek düzeyde ve imkanlari fazla. Ulaga
82. istedigimiz, ihtiyacimiz olan her geye ko lay ulagabiliyoruz. Büyükgehir olmasmm
83. kolayhgi burda burada . Ama ayni zamanda küçük gehir. Herkez herkes birbirini
84. taniyo taniyor . Çok fazla büyük bi bir çevre yok. Ahpablik iligkileri, arkadag, dost
85. iligkileri daha siki, daha kuwetli. insanlar birbirlerinden haberdar, büyük gehrin
86. karigikligi, curcunasi, oyle soyliyim soyleyeyim, kalabahgi, trafik sikigikligi en
87. bash anlamda Kayseri'de yok. O bakimdan da küçük gehir diyorum. Hem büyük
88. gehirin güzellikleri hem küçük gehirin güzelliklerini biarada birarada yagayarak
89. gôrdügüm ve gerçekten yagamaktan mutlu oldugum bir gehir Kayseri.
90. Güllü: Peki, ülkemizdeki egitim sisteminden memnun musunuz?
91. Esra: Ülkemizdeki egitim sistemi giderek farkhlagiyo farkhlagiyor . Her sene yeni
92. birgeyler geliyo geliyor, yeni bir sistem denenmeye çahgiyo çahgiliyor . Ama gu
93. anki durumu itibariyle ben çok da iyiye gittigini dügünmüyorum açikcasi. Benim
94. de bir oglum var, ilkokul 4. smifa geçti. Çu an için, ozellikle devlet okullarmda
95. çok büyük sikmtilar, smif mevcutlarmda kalabalik, ogretmen sayilarmda eksiklik,
96. egitim kalitesinde dügüklük, ogretmenlerimizin yeteri derecedeki egitimsi
97. yetersizligi, egitimin yetersizligi sikmti. §u anda büyük bir sikmti. Ben egitimin
98. iyiye gittigini dügünmüyorum açikcasi. Daha güzel geyler yapilabilir, daha itina ve
99. dikkat sarfedilebilir. Çocuklarimiz bizim gelecegimiz. Onlara daha büyük
100. imkanlar saglayabilmek için egitimimize, okullarimiza ve bunlari saglayan
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101. ôgretmenlerimize daha çok ônem vermemiz ve onlari iyi yetigtirmemiz gerekiyo
102. gerekiyor . Ama gu anda Türkiye'de heralde sayisim ben bilmiyorum belki sizler
103. daha iyi bilirsiniz, pek çok smif ôgretmenligi ve egitim fakülteleri açildi. Pek çok
104. ôgrenci var. Ama bunlarm yeterli derecede egitim ahp, ôgrenci kargisma
105. çikabilecek donamma sahip olarak yetigtirildiklerini ben dügünmüyorum açikcasi
106. ve çocuklarimizm kargisma çikarildiklarmda da bu donamma sahip olmadiklarmi
107. gôrüyoruz zaten. O yüzden daha çok çaba, daha çok çahgma ve gayret lazim
108. egitimin geligmesi için.
109. Güllü: Bulundugunuz bôlgedeki saglik sistemi hakkmdaki gôrügleriniz nelerdir?
110. Esra: Kayseri için konugucaz konugacagiz . Kayseri'de saglik problemi diger
111. illere gôre çozülmüg durumda. Niye diyeceksiniz, gerek devlet hastanesi gerek
112. kurumlara bagh saglik kuruluglari gerek ôzel hastaneler fazlasiyla Kayseri'de
113. bulunmakta. Ozellikle Erciyes Üniversitesi'nin Tip Fakültesi Hastanesi yeterli
114. donamma sahip akademisyenlerden ve gerekli techizatlardan olugan büyük bir
115. hastane ve îç Anadoluya hizmet eden bir hastane. Bu yüzden bizim içimiz rabat.
116. Çok ônemli bi bir hastahgimiz ya da bi bir sikmtimiz oldugunda çevre illere
117. sevkedilme ya da gônderilme riski olmadan, direk direkt Erciyes Üniversitesi'ne
118. giderek müdehale olunabilme ve çare olunabilme gansimiz var. Bu yüzden, ôzel
119. hastanelerin çoklugu ve kalitesinin de duydugum kadanyla fazlahgi nedeniyle
120. saglik konusunda Kayseri'nin yeterli oldugunu dügünüyorum ve herhangi bi bir
121. sikmti yagamiyomm saglik konusunda.
122. Güllü: Peki son olarak gunu sormak istiyorum, damgtigmiz saglik mensuplari
123. sizin ile yeterince ilgileniyor mu?
124. Esra: Çimdi ben sosyal güvence olarak bahseder isem benim egimin asker ohnasi
125. nedeniyle askeri hastane personelinden yararlanabiliyoruz. Onlar da birbirimizi
126. tamdigimiz ve küçük bir camia oldugu için, biz saglik personeliyle yakm iligkiler
127. içerisinde olup saglik iligkilerimizi daha —, saglik problemlerimizi daha rahat
128. ortamlarda halledebiliyoruz. Ama bizim askeri hastane için sôylim soyleyeyim bu
129. ôzel bi bir so konu benim için, Kayseri'de diger hastanelere gôre yeterli donammi
130. ve techizati olmayan bi bir hastane. Eskiden çok iyi bir hastane olmasma ragmen,
131. son yillarda bu kalitesi dügmüg. Gerek içerisindeki bulunan teknolojik aletler ve
132. edevatlardan gerek ilaçlardan gerek makinalardan tutun hepsinin çaga ayak
133. uydurma gansi kalmamig, geride kalmigtir. O yüzden biz sikmti yagiyoruz.
134. Personel konusunda sikmtimiz yok. Personel — , yeteri kadar atama yapiliyo
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135. yapiliyor, bizlerle ilgileniyo ilgileniyor, sikmti yaganmiyor belki ama ciddi
136. hastaliklar ya da rahatsizliklar, ciddi tanilarda askeri hastane yetersiz kahyor. O
137. zaman biz artik biraz once de dedigim gibi diger hastanelere bagvurmak zorunda
138. kahyoruz. Bu tabii askeri camianm ganssizhgi. Çünkü, askeri hastane digmda
139. sosyal güvence olmadigi için bagka hastanelere sevk olayi olmadigi için, eger
140. maddi imkanmiz varsa gidip en iyi hastanede tedavinizi yaptirip, doktorlarm
141. saglik yardimlarmdan yararlanabiliyo sunuz yararlanabiliyorsunuz .
142. Güllü: Peki, tegekkür ederiz.
143. Esra: Ben tegekkür ediyorum, sagol.
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VI. Turkish Original Spoken Text 2 (TU2)
01. Güllü: Bize kendinizden bahseder misiniz?
02. Erdogan: Ismim Erdogan Ayata.1953 Kayseri dogumluyum. Kayseri’de
03. ilkogretimi Atatürk îlkôgretimi, orta ogrethni Kadi Burhanettin Ortaokulu'nda,
04. liseyi Kayseri Lisesi'nde tamamladim. 1973-74 egitim ogretim yilmda Ankara
05. Gazi Egitim Enstitisü Beden Egitimi Bôlümü'ne girdim. 76 yilmda ordan oradan
06. mezun oldum. Mezun olduktan sonra ilk ogretmenligime Kayseri Ted Koleji'nde
07. bagladim. 2 yil ogretmenlik yaptiktan sonra askerlik gorevimi tamamlamak üzere
08. Egirdir Dag Komando Okulu'na giderek 4 ay askerlik egitimini orda orada
09. yaptiktan sonra geri kalan bôlümde de yine 14 ay Kayseri Komando Birligi'nde
10. askerligimi tamamladim. Daha sonra 2 yil Dedeman ortaog Ortaokulu'nda beden
11. egitimi ôgretmenligi, 81 ve 85 yillari arasmda Ted Koleji'nde müdür yardimcisi
12. olarak gôrev yaptim. 1985 yilmdan sonra Kayseri Fen Lisesi'nde beden egitimi
13. ôgretmenligi, 2 yil müdür yardimciligi, 2 yil müdür bagyardimcihgi, 10 yil da okul
14. müdürlügü yaptim. 2001 yilmda emekli oldum. Emekli oldukdan olduktan sonra 3
15. yil ôzel bir kurumda genel müdür olarak gôrev yaptim. 2004 yih Haziran ayi
16. itibariyle tekrar Milli Egitim Müdürlügü gôrevine bagladun. 5 yildu* da bu gôrevi
17. ifa etmekteyim. 4 çocugum var. Bunlardan bi bir tanesi evli. 2 torunum var. 3
18. çocugum da üniversitede 2'si mezun bi bir tanesi de Küçükçalik Anadolu
19. Lisesi'nde okuyolar. Egitim ôgretknine devam ediyorlar. Tabii Kayserili olarak 35
20. yildir Kayseri'de gôrev yapiyorum. Herhangi bir ilde gôrev yapmadim askerligin
21. digmda ve Kayseri'yi de o yüzden çok iyi taniyorum. Tabii brang itibariyle beden
22. egitimi ôgretmeni oldugumuzdan spor alanlariyla da ilgili çahgmalarimiz var. Ben
23. ôgrencilik dôneminde ortaokuldan baglayarak lise dôneminde atletizmle
24. ugragmigtun. Atletizm uzun mesafe kogucusuydum. Milli takimda da gôrev alarak
25. atletizm yaptim. Daha sonra brangimizdan dolayi hentbol, futbol alanlarmda,
26. degigik alanlarda çahgtun. Futbol antrenôrlügü ve hentbol antrenôrlügü yaptim.
27. Tabii bununla birlikte yagadigimiz bôlge olarak Kayseri Orta Anadolu'nun çok
28. güzel gehirlerinden bi bir tanesi. Hem kendi memleketimiz olmasmdan dolayi hem
29. de Kayserili olugumuzdan dolayi memleketimizi sevdigimiz için de burdan
30. buradan bagka bi bir yerde gôrev almayi dügünmedim ve guanda da bu gôrevimizi
31. burda burada devam ettiriyoruz. Tabii en ônemlisi yaptigimiz gôrevler içerisinde
32. egitim igiyle ugragtigimizdan bundan mutluluk duyuyoruz. Ogrencilere hizmet
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33. etmek, egitim konusunda onlara destek vermek, çok kigilerle ugragmak
34. günümüzün nasil geçtigini bilemiyoruz. Tabii eger faydali olabiliyorsak,
35. ogrencilere yeterince— onlara destek verebiliyorsak, onlarm bagarili olmasi için
36. katkuniz oluyo sa oluyorsa bundan da son derece mutlu oluyoruz. Yine tabii sizleri
37. — düzenli olarak spor yapma gansimiz belirli yagtan sonra biraz zor tabii. Daha
38. onceleri firsat buldukça kendi aramizda arkadag grubuyla birlikte futbol
39. oynuyorduk ama son donemlerde igte ftitbolun biraz daha agir spor olmasmdan
40. dolayi sadece yürüyüg yapabiliyoruz. Arkadaglarimizla bu konuda da birlikte spor
41 . yapmaya çaligiyoruz.
42. Güllü: Peki Milli Egitim Müdürü olarak bôlgedeki egitim faaliyetlerinden bize
4 3 . bahseder misiniz?
44. Erdogan: Tabii. 2004 yilmda gôreve bagladigimdan bahsetmigtim. 5 yildn bu
45. gôrevi yürütüyorum. Kayseri'de 250.000 ôgrenci, 11.500 ôgretmenimiz ve 726 da
46. okulumuz var. Tabii genig bir kitleye sahibiz. Kayseri'nin nüfusunu 1 milyon 165
47. olarak dügündügümüzde 1/4 ôgrencimiz. Bunlarm anne ve babalarmi
48. dügündügümüzde 750.000 kigiye hitab hitap ediyoruz. En azmdan 3/4 direkt
49. muhattap durumundayiz. Kayseri biliyosunuz biliyorsunuz ekonomik yônden
50. gerek sanayi açismdan gerekse ticaret açismdan çok ônemli bir konumda. Egitim
51. konusunda da Kayseri'nin bagarih olmasi için bizler elimizden geleni yapmaya
52. çahgiyomz. Kayserili sadece ticaretle, sanayiyle ugragmadigmi, egitimde de
53. bagarih oldugunu bizim bi bir gekilde ortaya koymamiz gerekiyordu. Gôreve
54. geldigimiz günden itibaren ôgrencilerimizin daha bagarih olabilmesi için ÔSS'de
55. ve eski sisteme gôre OKS'de bagarih olmasi için elimizden gelen birçok çahgmalar
56. yaptik. Bu çahgmalar içerisinde ôgrencilerimizi pilot okullar tespit ederek hazirlik
57. kurslarma aldik. Yine üniverste üniversite hazirlik kurslari yaptik. Bu —
58. Kayseri'de 36. sirada iken genel siralamada iller arasmda son donum durumda fen
59. alanmda yani sayisal alanda 6. siradayiz, egit agirhkta 9. sirada, yerlegtirmede ise
60. 8. siradayiz. Bu gunu gôsteriyor, Kayseri'de de egitim alanmda da kendi —  diger
61. illerle mukayese ettigimiz zaman iyi bir konumda oldugunu gôrüyoruz. Tabii bu
62. bizim için yeterli mi? Yeterli degil. Daha iyiyi, güzeli yakalamak için elimizden
63. gelen bütün imkanlari kullaniyoruz. Burda Burada ben emegi geçen bagta yônetici
64. arkadaglar ve ôgretmenler arkadaglarimiza, çocuklarla ilgilenen velilerine tegekkür
65. ediyorum.
66. Güllü: Kayseriyi bi bir kenara bnaktigimizda ülkemizin geneline baktigimizda
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67. egitim sisteminin kalitesi hakkmdaki dügünceniz nedir?
68. Erdogan: Tabii. Genç bir nüfusa sahibiz. §uanda Türkiye genelinde
69. 15.000.000'dan fazla ôgrencimiz var. Bu ôgrencilerimizin yetigmesi için birçok alt
70. yapmm olugmasi gerekiyor. Nedir? Igte derslik sayismm yeterli olmasi,
71. ôgretmenler kadrosunun yeterli olmasi, egitimin olmazsa olmazlarmdandir. Tabii
72. Kayseri bunlardan, Türkiye geneline baktimiz baktigimiz zaman biraz daha gansh.
73. Derslik bagma dügen ôgrenci sayimiz ilkôgretimde 30, liselerde 27, Türkiye
74. genelinde büyük gehirlerin bazilarmda derslik bagma dügen ôgrenci sayilari 40 ve
75. 40'm üzerinde oldugunu biliyoruz. Burda Burada ôgretmenlerimizin büyük bi bir
76. ôzveriyle çahgtigmi biliyorum ama her geye ragmen Kayseri'de de yine bazi
77. branglarda ôgretmen açigimiz var. Türkiye genelinde de degerlendirdigimizde
78. ôzellikle rehber ôgretmen, ingilizce ôgretmeni ve smif ôgretmeni branglarmda açik
79. var. Amaeimiz igte Milli Egitim Bakanligimizm bu kadrolari Maliye
80. Bakanhgmdan alarak gu anda okullarmdan mezun olan ôgretmenlerimizinde
81. egitim ordusuna katilmasmi arzu ediyoruz. Bi Bir tarafta ôgrencilerimiz mezun
82. oluyor ama ig bulma imkani olmuyor bi bir taraftan da Maliye Bakanligi'nm
83. bütçesi bütün mezun olan ôgretmen adaylarimizi almakta zorlaniyor. Hepsini
84. alamiyor ama baktigimiz zaman ônümüzdeki yillarda Türkiye'nin ônünün çok açik
85. oldugunu, genç nüüisun artik bundan sonra sadece ortaôgretimi bitiren bir genç
86. nüfüs degil, üniversite mezunu bi bir genç nüfüsla kargi kargiyayiz. Avrupa
87. biliyosunuz biliyorsunuz artik yetigmig eleman istiyor. Yüksek okul mezunu,
88. üniversite mezunu gençlerimizin kendi ülkelerinde çahgmalarmi istiyolar istiyorlar
89. . Bu da bizde yeterince varoldugunu dügünüyoruz. Türkiye'nin ônümüzdeki
90. dônemlerde ônünün açik oldugunu gimdiden sôyleyebilirim.
91. Güllü: Egitim ve ôgretimin her kademesinde smavlar var. Bu smavlarm ôgrenciye
92. veya veli psikolojisi üzerindeki etkisi sizce nedir?
93. Erdogan: Tabii, bir geyde smav oldugu zaman çok zor oldugunu hepimiz
94. biliyoruz. Sizde ôgrencilik dôneminizde smav dendigi zaman büyük bi bir stres
95. içerisine girdiginizi halen gu anda bizlere, ôgretmenlere, yôneticilerede bir smav
96. var dediginizde mutlaka o stresi bizde yagiyomz. §u anda biliyosunuz
97. biliyorsunuz smav sistemleri degigti. SB S olarak degerlendiriliyor. Eskiden tek
98. smavda igte 120 dakkada dakiikada ôgrencilerimizin tamammi smava tabi tutup,
99. 120 dakkayla dakikayla ôgrencilerin gelecegini degerlendiriyoduk
100. degerlendiriyorduk . Çimdi yeni sisteme gôre bunu 3 yila yayarak 6. smifta, 7.
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101. smifta ve 8. smifta smavlar yapiliyor. Bu 3 smavm ortalamasi almarak ogrencinin
102. bagarisi degerlendiriliyor. Tabii bi bir yerde snalama soz konusu. Anadolu liseleri,
103. fen liseleri, sosyal bilimler lisesi, ogretmen liseleri buralara smavla ôgrenci
104. almdigi için ôgrenciler bagarili olsa dahi mutlaka belirli bir siraya gôre almiyor.
105. Burdaki Buradaki okullarimizdaki kontenjan sayilari yeterli degil. 15.000 ôgrenci
106. Kayseri'de ilkôgretimden mezun oluyor ama ancak 3000'i Anadolu liselerine ve bu
107. saydigim okullara yerlegebiliyor. Diger ôgrencilerimiz ya genel liselere ya da
108. meslek liselerine gidiyor. Tabi, velilerimiz bu konuda çocuklarmi en iyi gekilde
109. haznlanmasi için dershanelere gônderiyor, ôzel dersler aldniliyor. Bi Bir yang var. 
no. Tabii, bu yarigta da mutlaka iyi bir okula girebilmesi için her veli kendi
111. çocuklarmi en ônde gôrmek istiyo istiyor onun için de ellerinden gelen bütün
112. gayreti gôsteriyorlar. Tabii, zor bi bir ig. Allah ôgrencilerimize ve onlarm hazirligi
113. için ugragan velilerimize yardim etsin diye dügünüyorum.
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VII. Turkish Original Spoken Text 3 (TU3)
01. Güllü: Kisaca kendinizden bahseder misiniz?
02. Haht: Ben Haht Erkiletlioglu. 1945 Kayseri dogumluyum. ilk ve orta tahsilimi
03. Kayseri'de yaptim. Bilahare Istanbul Üniversitesi dig hekimligi fakültesinden 1968
04. yilmda mezun oldum. 68 kugagiyim. Dolayisiyla en — Istanbul Üniversitesinin ve
05. Türkiye'nin en siyasal bakimdan karigik oldugu donemde tahsil yaptik orada.
06. Bilahare askerlikten sonra Kayseri'de serbest dig hekimi olarak çahgmaya
07. bagladim. Egim de dig hekimi. Evliyim. 2 oglum 1 kizim var. §u anda da 4-5 tane
08. — sayilarmi gittikçe unutuyorum — tomnlarim var. Dig hekimliginin yanmda —
09. Hep serbest dig hekimi olarak çahgtun. Dig hekimliginin yanmda tarihle
10. ilgilendim.
11. Ozellikle yerel tarihle ilgilendim ve oldukça büyük bir birikimim oldu. Bunlari
12. kitaplagtndim. §u anda Kayseri tarihiyle— çogu Kayseri tarihiyle ilgili olmak
13. üzere 8 adet basilmig kitabim var. Bunlar degigik zamanlarda degigik kurumlar
14. tarafmdan basildi. tiki Kültür Müdürlügü tarafmdan basildi. Kayseri Tarihi diye
15. — ismiyle. tkincisi Osmanlilar Zamanmda Kayseri. Büyükgehir Belediyesi
16. tarafmdan bastnildi. Üçüncüsü Ticaret Odasi tarafmdan Kayseri Yakm Tarihinden
17. Notlar isimli bir kitabun basildi.
18. Güllü: Kayseri tarihinde sizi en çok etkileyen nedir?
19. Halit: Kayseri takriben 4-5000 senelik bir gehir. Hemen hemen Hititler
20. zamanmdan baglar birçok kavimlere Anadolu oyle esasmda ama Ana Anadolunun
21. da en yogun iskan goren mahallerinden birisi Kayseri. O donemden bu tarafa
22. birçok siyasi olaylara kaynak olmug. Yani Hitiler dôneminde Asur ticaret kolene
23. kolenileri dôneminde olmug. Daha sonra buraya Kapadokya Krallari hakim olmug.
24. iran'dan gelerek hakim olmuglar. Ondan sonra burada Roma hakimiyeti baglamig.
25. Daha sonra Bizans hakimiyeti, Bizans'tan sonra Selçuklu hakimiyeti, Selçukludan
26. sonra beylikler, Osmanh ve Türkiye Cumhuriyeti. Dolayisiyla bu kadar zengin bir
27. kültür içinde, bu kadar kültürler silsilesi içinde bikaç birkaç ône ônemli olay
28. anlatmak çok güç. Bu olaylari anlatmak için benim 800 sayfalik Genig Kayseri
29. Tarihini bagtan sona okumak lazun.
30. Güllü: Peki çevrenizin kültürel zenginligi hakkmda neler dügünüyorsunuz?
31. Halit: Çevremin kültürel zenginligi bu 4-5000 yillik tarihi birikiminden geliyor.
32. Dolayisiyla hangi topragi kazsamz, bizim Kayseri topraklarmda, bir medeniyete
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33. ait eski eser bulunmak mümkün — bulunabiliyo bulunabiliyor . Dolayisiyla çok
34. zengin bir kültürel mirasi var Kayseri'nin.
35. Güllü: Tarih digmda ilgilendiginiz bagka alanlar var mi?
36. Halit: Tarih digmda benim — bir zamanlar siyasetle ugragtim. Çimdi biraktim
37. siyaseti. Bir vakfm bagkamyim. Bu vakif daha ziyade yüksek ôgrenim
38. ôgrencilerine burs temin eden bir vakif. Ayrica Erciyes Üniversitesi Vakfmm 20
39. yildan beri yônetim kurulu üyesiyim. 5 ta defa rektôr degigti, ben devam ediyorum
40. orada 9 kigilik yônetim kurulu içinde. 3-5 tane demege üyesiyim. Türk Ocagmm
41. üyesiyim. Aydmlar Ocagmm kurucusuyum hem de üyesiyim. Birçok ugraglarim
42. var. Ama daha çok gimdi yogunlagtigim konu Kayseri tarihi konusunda yeni
43. çahgmalar yapmak. §u anda da elimde 2 tane çahgma var. Onlari ingallah
44. yaymlandigi zaman gôrürsünüz.
45. Güllü: Bulundugunuz çevrenin egitim seviyesi ya da egitim sistemi hakkmdaki
46. dügünceleriniz nelerdir?
47. Halit: Kayseri'nin egitim seviyesi tarihte çok yüksekmig. Mesela Selçuklular dône
48. — daha ône gidelim, Romahlar dôneminde burasi bir metropolit dini bir merkez.
49. Mesela Gregoryan mezhebinin dogdugu yer burasi. Yani Gregoryan mezhebi,
50. Ermenilerin gu anda inandiklari bir mezhep. O zaman îslamiyet yoktu. Biz o
51. zaman olsak muhakkak ki onlarm mezhebinden olurduk. Çünkü onlar îznik
52. konsülünün aldigi kararlari reddediyorlar. Üçlü testisi, Allah, Allah'm oglu ve
53. kutsal ruhu reddediyorlar Ermeniler o zaman. îgte Ermenileri bu noktaya getiren
54. Kayseri'de yetigen aziz isimli bir aziz. Onlar 4 Ocakta bunu — Hristiyanlar
55. kutluyorlar bu azizi. Kayseri bu bakimdan ônemli bir dini merkez ohnug o
56. dônemde. Daha sonra Selçuklular dônemine geldigimizde, Konya Sivas'la birlikte
57. Kayseri Makarr-i Ulema ismiyle anilan bir gehir olmug. Makarr-i Ulema gu
58. demek, alimlerin karar kildigi yer demek. Ulema alimler, Makarr karar kilman yer
59. demek. Dolayisiyla Selçuklular dôneminde Kayseri'de 8 ila 12 civarmda medrese
60. var imig. Bu medreseler bugünki bugünkü fakültelere muadil. Yani üniversitedeki
61. fakülteler gibi. Kayseri o zamandan beri yüksek tahsil veren bir gehir olmug.
62. Dolayisiyla zengin bir kültüre ve çevreye sahip. Ancak, cumhuriyet dônemiyle
63. birlikte Kayseri'de bir gerileme dônemi olugmug ônemli yatirimlar oldugu halde.
64. Yani cumhuriyetin en büyük yatirimlarmdan 1925'deki Tayyare fabrikasi yardimi
65. — ya ya yatirum. Daha sonra 1934'te ve 35'de Sümer Bez Fabrikasi yatirimi,
66. Türkiye Cumhuriyeti'nin en büyük yatirimlarmdan bi bir tanesi Kayseri'de
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67. yapilmig. Buna ragmen Kayseri'de kültürel bakimdan çok bi bir zayiflama olmug.
68. Kayseri bugün geldigimiz noktada da yogun kültürel hareketlerin oldugu bir gehir
69. degil maalesef üniversite oldugu halde. Üniversite, bu ige canlilik vermesi
70. gerektigi halde veremiyor maalesef. Kayseri'de maddecilik on plana çikmig. Para
71. kazanmak, ticaret en ônemli ugrag haline gelmig. Bu da kültürü yok eden en kôtü
72. bir argüman.
73. Güllü: Yatirimlardan bahsettiniz. Geçmigle gimdiyi kargilagtirirsak Kayseri
74. ekonomisi sizce ne düzeyde?
75. Halit: Kayseri ekonomisi muhakkak ki son — 1950'den sonra çok geligti. Kayseri
76. kendi yagiyla kavrulan ve demin arzettigim gibi kültüre ônem vermeyip ticarete
77. ônem veren bir gehir. Dolayisiyla ticaretin artik ihtisasmi yapmig burdaki ticaret
78. erbabi. Dolayisiyla bi bir büyük para birikimi olmug, sermaye birikimi olmug.
79. Bununla birçok fabrikalar ve igyerleri açilmig. Bugün hem Kayseri Türkiye
80. ekonomisine — hem ihracatta ônemli payi olan bir gehir haline geldi. (pause) Evet
81. .Güllü: Peki bulundugunuz yerle ilgili daha bagka neler eklemek istersiniz?
82. Çevreyle, tarihle, sanatiyla da, sanat tarihi de— Sanat tarihiyle de ilgilendiginizi
83. sôylemigtiniz.
84. Halit: Kayseri'ye baktigimizda bu kadar medeniyetin kalmtisi olarak ne var diye,
85. çok fazla — 4000-4500 senelik bir tarihe sahip olan gehirde çok fazla eski eser
86. gôremiyoruz. Tek tük Roma eserleri, Kapadokya dônemi eserleri, Bizans ve
87. Selçuklu ve de Osmanh eserleri var. Ama yeteri kadar degil. Bu kadar medeniyete
88. begiklik yapmig bi bir gehirde bunlar çok daha yogun olmasi gerekirdi. Mesela
89. Sivas'da çok birinci smif gaheser, Selçuklu eserleri oldugu halde Kayseri'de bu
90. derecede güzel eserleri gôremiyoruz. Mermerden derin oymah — mesela bi bir
91. Divrigi'deki külliyenin sanat tarihi açismdan gücünde bir eser, onun onda biri
92. gücünde bir eseri Kayseri'de gôremiyoruz. Kayseri bu bakimdan —  bir de
93. Kayseri'de bu kadar medeniyet degigince gelen medeniyetler giden medeniyetlerin
94. eserlerini de yok etmigler. Mesela Roma dôneminde ilk Roma krallari pagan
95. dinine mensup. Yani çok tanrili dinlere mensup. Tanri Zeus, Apollion, Tishe
96. vesaire gibi tanrilara inaniyorlar. Ondan sonra Hristiyanlik gelinee — hak dini
97. kitaph din tabi— Hristiyanlik gelince, ônce bunu kabullenememigler ve ke
98. Hristiyanlikla Pagan dinler arasmda, mensuplari arasmda çatigmalar olmug, büyük
99. müeadeleler olmug. Paganlarm hakim oldugu dônemlerde Hristiyanlik eserleri
100. yikilmig, Hristiyanlarm hakim oldugu dônemlerde Pagan eserleri yikilmig.
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101. Dolayisiyla bütün bunlardan Kayseri zarar gôrmüg. Günümüze kadar gelen çok
102. büyük Roma eseri ve Pagan eseri, yani bu tapmaklar yok. Nerden biliyoruz bu
103. tapmaklarm oldugunu, Paganlara ait bu Tishe, Apollion vesaire tapmaklarm
104. oldugunu? Kayseri'de o donemde basilmig sikkeler var, Roma paralari var. Roma
105. paralarmm üzerinde, Kayseri baskili paralarm üzerinde, Kayseri yaziyor, bu
106. tapmaklarm resimleri var. Erciyesin üzerinde Apollion Tapmagi, Erciyesin
107. eteklerinde Tishe veya diger tapmaklarm oldugunu gôrüyoruz. Ama bugün
108. bunlardan hiçbir sütun veya bir parça bile kalmamig. Demek ki Roma'dan sonra
109. gelen Hristiyanlik dôneminde bunlari Vandalizm denilen bir zihniyetle yikmiglar,
110. yok etmigler. Bugün de geldigimiz noktada Kayseri'de maalesef rantçilik ve para
111. ôn plana geçti. Bu sebeple Kayseri'deki eski eserler, kale kalmtilari yani nerede bir
112. bôyle ecdada ait eser varsa onu yok etmek ve ordan arsa çikartmak, apartman
113. dikmek için büyük bi bir gayret var. Bunu hem belediyelerimiz yapiyo yapiyor
114. hem zenginlerimiz yapiyo yapiyor . Çok yanhg bir yerlegim düzeni Kayseri'de
115. kuruldu bu sebepten. Her taraf apartmanla doldu. Güzel, sevimli bir tagra gehirli
116. olan — gehri olan Kayseri maalesef beton yigmlariyla dolu sikici bir gehir haline
117. geldi.
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VIII. Turkish Original Spoken Text 4 (TU4)
01. Ozlem: Kisaca kendinizi tanitir inismiz?
02. Altan: Merhaba. Adim Altan Uymaz. 14 §ubat 1985 Kayseri dogumluyum. Ilk, orta
03. ve lise ogrenimimi Kayseri'de yaptim. Elektronik bôlümü mezunuyum. Stajimi bir
04. bilgisayarcmm yanmda tamamladim. Dogal olarak da okuldan sonra bilgisayar
05. igleriyle ugragmaya bagladim. Bilgisayarcmm yanmda çaligtim. Biraz kendimi
06. geligtirdim. Internet kale igine girdim. Yani, tabi eleman olarak, igçi olarak devam
07. ettik ama igte paramizi kazandik. Bi yandan hobi olarak müzige bagladim. Ilk
08. zamanlarda sadece klasik gitar çalarak müzik yapmaya bagladim. Sonra arkadaglarla
09. igte "Ne yapalim? " falan bir dügüncelerimiz oldu. "Grup falan kuralim hadi" dedik.
10. Grup kurduk tabi. Ben grupta batari çalmaya bagladun. Hani, kendimi oyle daha iyi
11. geligtirebilirim diye dügündüm. Müzige grubumla bôyle devam ettim. Bi yandan tabi
12. bilgisayarcilik igleri, intenet kale igleri tabi devam ediyordu. Müzik hobiydi benim
13. için. Tabi, bi yerden sonra artik baktik vatani gôrevi yapma zamani geldi. Askere
14. gittim. Acemi birligimi Manisa'da yaptim. Piyade olarak yaptim. Sonra dagitim
15. Hakkari Çemdinli'ye çikti. Gittim. Gururla askerligimi yaptim. Tabi askerlikte çok
16. zor zamanlar geçirdik. Çimdi, askerlik yapmak ko lay bir gey degil. Heleki yaptigimiz
17. yer Dogu. Yani, imkanlari sinirli. Kayseri gibi bir yer degil veya Bati'da yaptiguniz
18. gibi degil. Çargi iznimiz yok. Terôr var çünkü. Elimizden geleni yaptik. Yani,
19. vatanimizi en güzel gekilde savunmaya çaligtik, ki yaptigima da inamyorum. Sonra
20. geldim. Bi 4-5 ay kadar bi bocalama sürecimiz oldu. Kolay degil sivil hayata
21. ahgmak.
22. Hiç izin kullanmadan askerlik yaptim ben. Sonra geldim. Burda 3-4 ay bog gezdim.
23. Sonra "Ig yapayim artik " dedim. Sikildim çünkü bog gezmekten. Bi yandan askere
24. gittigimden dolayi müzik grubum dagilmigti. Tekrardan grup kurmaya karar verdim.
25. Zaten halihazirda enstriimanlanm vardi. Bi arkadaglarla tanigtim. Bi arkadagm
26. vasitasiyla grubu kurmaya karak verdik. Tabi ilk baglarda stüdyo falan bizim
27. imkanlarimiz kisitli. Kayseri'de müzik yapmak çok çok zor. Imkanlar kisitli.
28. Dinleyici kesimi kisitli. Yani, kültürel açidan biraz daha bu ige yatkm bir yer degil
29. Kayseri. Grubumuzu kurduk. Sonra bikaç ige girdim. Sevmedim, ortammi sevmedim
30. veya yaptigim ig aldigim paraya pek denk gelmiyordu. Sonra bi arkadag vasitasiyla bi
31. abimizle tanigtim. Yaptigi ig sigorta experligi. Araç hasarlarma bakiyordu. Biz ônee
32. bunun bürosundaki bilgisayar aglarmi kurduk. Sistemlerini kurmasma yardimci
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33. olduk. Daha sonra eleman aradigmi soyledi. Ben de halihazirda bog bi elemandim. Ig
34. ariyodum. Yanma gittim. Abi "bôyle bôyle", konugtuk durumu. Ige girdim. §u anda 2
35. - 2,5 aydu* çahgmaktayim ve begeniyorum igimi. Çok yogun aslmda bi ig, yani zor bi
36. ig ama begeniyorum. Sonuçta bi büroda, ofis ortami, bilgisayar bagmda güzel bi ig. Ig
37. arkadaglarim, her gey çok güzel. Yani herkesi seviyorum orda. Bi yandan hobi olarak
38. müzige devam ediyorum grubumla. §u anda enstrümammi sattim. Yeni bir
39. enstrüman alacam. Çahgma imkanlarimiz biraz zorlagti. Çaligamiyoruz.
40. Stüdyomuzdan yana biraz sikmtilarimiz var. Bôyle igte, hayatuniz bu gekilde
41. sürüyor.
42. Ozlem: Grubunuzun ismi nedir?
43. Altan: Grubumuzun adi 'Ego'.'Ego', grubunun ismi gurdan gelmekte: Ilk olarak bikaç
44. grup ismi bulduk ama ya arkadaglarimiz ya dinleyenlerimiz begenmedi. Bulduk.
45. Bazilarmi biz begenmedik. Sonra "Ne yapalim?" dedik. Hani, artik bizden bi isim
46 . olsun dedik. Biz müzigi yapma amacimiz, gu anki grubumla müzigimi yapma
47 . amacim kendimizi tatmin etmek. Yani ônce yaptigimiz igi kendimize sevdirmek,
48 . daha sonra dinleyen insanlara sevdirmek. Bu yoldan çikarak yani kendi egomuzu
49. tatmin etmek. Ego ismi burdan geliyor.
50. Ozlem: Ne tarz müzik yapiyorsunuz?
51. Altan: Tarzimiz rock müzik. Genelde blues tarzlari blues alt yapili rock müzik. Bôyle
52. çok sert olmayan, hani Kayseri’de insanlarm dinleyebilecegi; çünkü Kayseri çok
53. bôyle bu tarz müziklere çok açik bi gehir degil. Hani insanlar biraz kasihyo açikçasi
54. sert müzikten. Pek hoguna gitmiyorlar. Çünkü bizim kültürümüz, toplumumuz burda
55. bunu çok gey bulmuyor, hog bulmuyor. Daha sert olmayan tarzlar.
56. Ozlem: Peki, neden o tarz?
57. Altan: Neden o tarz? Ôncehkle biz seviyoruz. Ôncelikle kendhniz için, dedigim gibi
58. 'Ego' burdan gelmekte. Ônce kendimizi tatmin etmeliyiz, ônce kendimiz
59. begenmeliyiz ki dinleyenlere begendirmeliyiz. Biz begeniyoruz. Dinleyen insanlar
60. da, duydugumuz yorumlar, aldigimiz geyler ... begendiklerini sôylüyorlar nyani i
61. insanlar.
62. Ôzlem: Sizlerin duygularmi ifade ediyo diyebilir miyiz? Tarzmiz için sizleri
63. yansitiyo diyebilir miyiz?
64. Altan: Tam olarak degil. Hani, bizleri yansitmasi için bizim yapmamiz gerekiyo Yani
65. bagka bi gruba ait bi garki çok fazla bizi yansitmiyo. Sôzlerini biz yazmaliyiz,
66. müzigini biz yapmahyiz. O zaman gerçekten bizi ifade eder. Bizim yagadiklarimizi
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67. aktarmaliyiz dinleyicilerimize.
68. Ôzlem: Peki, grubunuz içinde beste yapan bi ki§i var mi?
69. Altan: Tabiki. Vokalimiz Çagri Bilgehan arkadaçim bu yônlerde çeydir, iyidir yani.
70. Aslmda §eyi var. Halihazirda bi bestesi var. Hani bikaç tane var ama §u anda üstüne
71. egildigimiz bi tane var. Zamanla bunu biraz düzenleme içine alicaz. Belki demo
72. çeklinde yapip insanlara sunabiliriz.
73. Ôzlem: Herhangi bi yerden destek alabiliyo musunuz?
74. Altan: Destek çôyle ... ailelerimizden genelde aliyomz. Hani maddi olarak, çünkü
75. müzik gerçekten zor. Maddi açidan çok çok zor bi içtir bu. Enstrümanlar çok pahali.
76. Biz ailelerimizden yeterince destegi aliyomz. Sagolsunlar. Yani bize bu konuda
77. yardimci, yani yardimci oluyolar birakmiyolar bizi. Bi de §ôyle bi dumm var: Talas
78. Belediyesi'nden biz çok destek gôrdük. Kendileri bu konuda bize çok yardimci.
79. Gerçekten Talas Belediyesi sosyal aktivitelere yardimci oluyo. Daha once dünya
80. yamaç paraçüt yançmasi vardi. Yamaç paraçüt yari§masi... Bunlar çok bôyle
81. faaliyette bulundular. Çok yardimci oldular. Ya müzige de bu §ekilde yardimci
82. oluyolar. Yani, bizim stüdyo imkanlarimizi karçiladilar. Ôyle konser aktiviteleri
83. oldu. "Buymn, gelin, çalm" dediler. Ya biz de tabi bu çehirde yaçiyosak, bu çehrin
84. gençlerine, bizi dinleyen insanlara bu içi seve seve yapmaya çaliçiyomz.
85. Ôzlem: Peki, Kayseri'de müzik yapabileceginiz bir mekan var nu, çaliçabileceginiz
86. bir yer?
87. Altan: Kayseri'de aslmda bikaç mekan var ama biraz sikmtili. Hani, Kayseri'de bu
88. içi, dedigim gibi bu tarzlari dinleyen insan pek yok. Yani benim gônlümdeki çehir
89. her zaman için Ankara'dir. Orda ortam var, mekan var. Kayseri'de mekan çok kisitli.
90. Bi de izin aima olayi. §ey, 4-5 tane kafe var. Onlar da zor izin alip da bu içi
91. yapabiliyolar. îzin vermiyolar.
92. Ôzlem: Kayseri'deki sanatsal faaaliyetler biraz kisitli diyebiliriz ôyleyse.
93. Altan: Kesinlikle. Kesinlikle çok kisitli. Yani, hatta yok diyebiliriz. Aslmda
94. Kayseri'de genç çok. Yani kültürel faaliyet isteyen genç çok ama olmuyo.
95. Belediyelerimiz sagolsunlar ellerinden geleni yapmaya çaliçiyolar. Ama daha çok
96. orta ya§ ve yani yaç kesimi yüksek insanlara hitap eden ortamlar var. Yani gençler
97. eglenemiyo.
98. Ôzlem: Peki, hiç tarzmizi degigirmeyi düçündünüz mü?
99. Altan: Hayir, tarzimizi degiçtirmeyi düçünmedik. îlerleyen zamanlarda da inçallah
100.yani bunu biz cam gônülden inamyomz profesyonel olmayi, kendi albümümüz
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lol.olmasmi istiyoruz. Ve yine bu tarz üstüne bôyle rock'n roll diyebiliriz. Aslmda çok
io2.da sert olmayacak çekilde blues rock’n roll arasi bôyle bi tarzla bu içi yapmayi 
io3.istiyoruz.
i04.Ôzlem: Ômek aldigmiz bir grup ya da bi sanatçi var nu?
105 Altan: Aslmda birçok isim var tabi. Bunlarm baçmda Gungerros grubu geliyo veya
106.Ericlupt gibi bir bluescu müzisyen geliyo. Birçok grup var. Türkiye'den en
107.begendigimiz gruplar arasmda Duman geliyo. Yani, çok begenerek, severek 
los.dinliyoruz kendilerini. Çünkü çok saglam bi ait yapilari var. Sonuçta müzik
109.egitimleri çok kaliteli, yani geçmiçleri çok saglam. Tabi yaptiklan içi de hakkiyla
110.yapiyolar. îmkan meselesi dedigim gibi. O enstrümanlar bizde olsa belki o ruhla 
iiibizim de yapma imkammiz olabilir.
112.Ôzlem: Eger imkanmiz olsa sigorta experligini birakip müzik hayatma mi devam
113.edersiniz, tamamen müzige mi yônelirsiniz?
114 Altan: Kesinlikle. §u an için hobi. Çünkü neden? Amatôr olarak para
ii5.kazanamiyoruz. Ya çok çok kisitli imkanlar oldugu için Kayseri'de ben ... 
iiô.Çaliçmamm nedeni para kazanip biraz da müzige yatirim yapmak. Bi param i... 
inKazandigim parami bi enstrüman aliyorum. Kazandigim bi sonraki aya ba§ka bi 
iisparçasmi aliyorum enstrümammm. Ha, ilerleyen zamanlarda dedigim gibi 
ii9 profesyonellige adim atarken çok faydasmi gôrecegiz. Yani bunlari çaliçtigim için ... 
120 Ama dedigim gibi profesyonel olduktan sonra müzik benim hayatimm en ônemli 
i2 iparçasidir.
122 Ôzlem: Albüm yapacak olsaniz albümünüzün ismi ne olurdu?
123 Altan: O an, içte o anm gelmesi gerekiyo. Bu bôyle ônceden planlanan bi çey olamaz. 
i24Yaptigimiz bi çarkmm ismi olabilir veya bi çarki içinde geçen bi sôz olabilir. Ya, bu
i25.çok farkli bi çeydir. Yani belli olmaz, onu kesin bi §ey sôyleyemem ama belki de ilk 
i26.oldugu için ' Ego' olabilir.
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IX. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 1 (i)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Stephen: Merhaba.
03. Catherine: Bugün mülakat vermeyi kabul ettiginiz için teçekkür ederim. Kendinizi
04. tanitmakla baçlayabilir misiniz lütfen?
05. Stephen: Tabi ki, elbette. Aam merhaba benim ismim Steve v e ... sorry ... benim
06. ismim Stephen ve îngiltere’nin Güney Dogusunda Cleeve’de yaçiyorum.
07. Catherine: Evet. Peki bolgeyle ve §u an nerde oldugumuzla ilgili biraz daha bilgi
08. verebilir misiniz lütfen?
09. Stephen: Evet, tabii kesinlikle. Bristol’un 12 mil güneyinde, îngiltere’nin büyük
10. bir çehri olan BristoTun 12 mil güneyindeyiz. Ve sanirim îngiltere’nin altmci
11. büyük çehri. Aam ... Mendips tepelerinin kiyismda küçük bir koydeyiz. River
12. Severn’in 4 mil uzagmda ve Atlantige açilan ... yol üzerindeyiz. Ve çok güzel bir
13. bolge. Bristol bilmeyenler için çok endüstriyel bir §ehir. Aam eskiden denizcilik ve
14. Amerika ve Dogu ... Dogu ... Dogu Hindistanla olan ticareti ile biliniyordu.
15. Ancak §u an daha çok Airbuslariyla ve Fransizlarla yapilan Airbuslarla biliniyor. O
16. yüzden geliçen bir çehir.
17. Catherine: Konkord burda baçladi, degil mi?
18. Stephen: Çok uzun yillar once evet Konkord ilk kez Bristol’dan uçtu. Ve en son
19. uçan da §u an Bristol’da bir müzede sergileniyor. Aam ayni zamanda burda birde
20. SS Great Britain diye buhar gemisi var. Isambard Kingdom Brunei tarafmdan
21. tasarlanmiç ve in§aa edilmiç. Brunei ayni zamanda ozellikle Güney Dogudaki tren
22. yollarmi inçaa etti ve burdaki de en ünlülerinden biri - burdaki îstasyon da - bunlar
23. arasmda en ünlülerinden biri. Aam ve dünyadaki ilk suspension kôprülerinden ...
24. birini - kôprüsünü de inçaa etti sanirim bundan yaklaçik 200 yil onceydi.
25. Catherine: Aam evet Bristol’la ilgili bu kadar ve oldukca endistrüyel ama samrim
26. bolge çok kirsal.
27. Stephen: Evet kesinlikle.
28. Catherine: Evet. Burdaki kirsal yaçamm -  deger -  tadmi çikanyor musunuz?
29. Stephen: Evet. Aam baç -  az once de dedigim gibi -  Cleeve Mendips eteklerinde -
30. Mendips eteklerinde bir yer ve ozellikle ... kireç taçiyla ünlü bir yer bunlarm
31. arasmda en ünlülerinden bir tanesi de Cheddar Gorge burda 7 - 8 mil uzaklikta bir
32. yer. Aa ve bizim evimiz bizim ya§adigimiz yerin yanmda da bir tepe var. Aam
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33. hem gôrüntüsünden hem de magralarmdan dolayi... ünlü olan bir yer. Ve dedigim
34. gibi çok güzel bir yer buna ek olarak da zaten denizin kiyismdayiz. Clevedon var
35. yine çok güzel bir gey olan Weston-super-Mare buralarda.
36. Catherine: Demek ki çok farkli.
37. Stephen: Evet kesinlikle. Pe-yi- tipik bir Dogu aksaniyla konulmuyor gibi
38. gôrünüyorsunuz. Bu bôlgede ne kadar yaçadmiz?
39. Stephen: Bu çok iyi bir soru. 1981’den bu yana burada yaçiyoruz. Ama bundan
40. once Güney Bati’da yaçadim ve çok fazla seyahat ettim o yüzden aslmda çok da
41. belirgin bir çeyim yok -  aa aksanim yok.
42. Catherine: Peki bôylesi bir kôye taçmirken kôy yaçammm bir parçasi olmak, kôy
43. yaçamma intégré olmak kolay miydi yoksa ... burdaki yaçamm bir parçasi olmakta
44. zorlandmiz nu?
45. Stephen: Aam yoo aslmda ço kolay oldu çünkü genç bir aileyiz ozellikle iki genç
46. oglumuz var o yüzden ... bu -  bôyle bir §ey topluma daha kolay entegre olmamzi
47. saghyor. Yeni ailelerle tamçiyor sunuz, çocuklar yeni arkada§ler ediniyor o yüzden
48. çok kolay ... entegre olabiliyorsunuz. Ayrica ben buraya çaliçmaya gelmiçtim o
49. yüzden i§ arkadaçlarmiz var, i§ arkadaçlarmizla tamçiyorsunuz bu da yardimci
50. oluyor. Aam ama yine yan-kôy düzeni dedigim gibi klüplere üye oluyorsunuz
51. gruplara topluluklara üye oluyorsunuz fon geliçtirmesine yardimci oluyorsunuz bir
52. sürü etkinliklere katihyorsunuz o yüzden çevreniz geniçliyor. Ve bu da tüm buzlari
53. kiriyor ve iyi bir yaçam saghyor.
54. Catherine: Ve içi bitirdiginize gôre bil-bildigim kadariyla Exeter’da bulunan
55. EDF’de çali§iyordunuz.
56. Stephen: Evet, evet, evet.
57. Catherine: Aa evet bi-daha açagda Devon içerisinde olan bir §ey ama çu anda okula
58. çahçiyorum biraz daha açagda Churchill’de olan bir okul.
59. Stephen: Evet, dogru. Churchill.
60. Catherine: Aam bize biraz okuldan bahsedebilir misiniz nasil bir okuldur?
61. Stephen: Evet. Eem .. ok-bôlgenin kirsak gesimine hitab eden ve ôzellikle
62. ôgrencilerinin yüzde 70 -  80’i otobüsle okula tagman bir okul aslmda burasi çünkü
63. dedigim gibi kôy halkma hizmet ediyor. Aa yakla§ik 1650 ôgrencisi var.
64. Catherine: Bu bôlge için büyük ama. Aam evet ôyle ama daha-c-de de-dedigim
65. gibi Mendip bôlgesindeki ôgrencileri bir havuz gibi buraya ta§idiklari için o-a-
66. onlara bir havuz gôrevi gôrdükleri için ondan kaynaklamyor bu. Ôgrenciler
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67 . zorunlu egitim çerçevesinde 11 ya§mdan 16 yaçma kadar buraya devam ediyor.
68. Aa burda GCSETeriui tamamliyorlar ve bunun ardmdan burdaki sisteme bagli
69 . olarak A-levelTarmi yapmak üzere 2 yillik yüksek ôgrenime geçiyorlar. Bu da
70. burda ki-burda ba§arili olmalari durumunda gniversite egitimine devam ediyorlar.
7 1 . Aam yada ôprenciler 16 ya§mda burdan ayrilip koleje gidebiliyorlar daha mesleki
7 2 . alabilecekleri bir düzene geçebiliyorlar veya iç aramaya baçlayabiliyorlar.
73. Catherine: Eem anladigim kadariyla çaliçtigmiz okulun ôzel bir statüsü var.
74. Okulunuzun ... bu -  neyi ôzel bu konuda biraz açiklama yapabilir misiniz?
75. Stephen: Evet kesinlikle. Am tüm okullar ôzellikle devlet okullarmm §u veya bu
76 . çekilde ôzellikleri var. Bizim ôzelligimiz, bizim uzmanligimiz da Gôrsel Sanatlar -
77. pardon Performans Sanatlari. Em bu da ne demek oluyor devlet size ôzellikle bu
78. uzmanlik alanizi geliçtirebilmeniz için fon saghyor. laam bizim durumumuzda
79. Performans sanatlaridedigim iz-z ... Performans Sanatlariiçerisinde tiyatro
80. drama müzik ve dans yer ahyor. Ve bu ekstra kaynak ekstra para da bizi bu alanda
81. ekstra uzmanlar istihdam etmeyi-mizi saghyor ômegin tiyatro teknisyenleri veya
82. ses mühendisleri gibi kiçileri istihdam edebiliyoruz. Ve dedigim gibi bu alanda
83 . bize ôncülük saghyor. Ve bu fonun bir kismi da devlet okulu oldugumuz için
84 . toplumla iliçkilerimizi geliçtirmek ara-için kullamliyor. 0-o-toplumun gelip
85 . okuldaki imkanlarimizi kullanmasi saglamyor. Aam ôzellikle uzmanligimiz oldugu
86. için aam yeni dans stüdyolari kurduk ôzel ye-zemini ve cam ... duvarlari ile
87 . birlikte-ayna duvarlari ile birlikte. Ancak bunu okul saatleri içerisinde çok kisitli
88. sürelerde kullandiguniz için ee geriye kalan zamanlarda bunu topluma çok düçük
89 . kiralarlakirahyoruz gelip kullanabilmeleri... Ve gecenin-haftanmher gecesi
90. kullamliyor ve hafta sonlari da açik. Yine ayni §ekilde tiyatromuzu da geliçtirdik
91 . sürekli bir etkinlik var dans var tiyatro var müzikal var. Bu ôzel statünün amaci
92. aslmda toplumun katilimim arttirmakti gelip bizim imkanlanmizi kullanmalarmi
93 . artirmakti bizim yaptigimiz da bu.
94. Catherine: Aslmda hedef ôgrencileri-e avantaj saplamak ama daha geni§ etkileri de
95. oluyor.
96. Stephen: Kesinlikle. Em -  ama bu §ey ayni zamanda ôgrencilerimiz için de faydali
97. çünkü okul di§mda tiyatro klüplerine dans okullarma baie okullarma dahil
9 8 . oluyorlar ve bu çekilde daha fazlayi daha çabuk ôgreniyorlar.
99. Catherine: Peki okulda olan ve ... emm uygulamah sanatlar egitimine devam eden
100.ôgrenciler ayni zamanda belli bir müfredatida mi takip ediyorlar?
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loi.Stephen: Evet. Am evet onlar da diger ôgrenciler gibi bu ekstra çeylere ...
102.eri§ebilmelerinin yam sira standart müfredati takip ediyorlar Matematik îngilizce
103.Fen Bilimleri gibi tüm standart müfredata onlar da uyuyorlar. Bu ve yine GCSE
104.seviyesine kadar onlardan bekleniyor. Aave 6. smif seviyesi de heralde 3 ve 4 ... 
los.bôlüm-konuyu seçip onun üzerine çaliçiyorlar. Bu çekilde A-levelTarmi yapiyorlar
106.ki bunlar da akademlk yeterlilikler.
107.Catherine: Peki daha fazla mesleki yeterlilik ya-üzerine çahçiyor musunuz yapiyor
108.musunuz?
i09.Stephen: Evet. Evet kesinlikle. Evet tn..t. A-levelTar aslmda daha akademik odakh
110.ama yine de A-level müzik, A-level dans ve tiyatro da t-yapabiliyor sunuz. Aa ama
111.son dônemlerde yeni bir geli§me diplomalarm dahil edilmesi ki bu diplomalar daha
112.mesleki ve daha içle alakali... oluyor. Ômegin Medya konusunda bir diploma
113.programi yapiyorsamz bu daha geniç kapsamli olabiliyor. Yerel basm-la
114.çahçabiliyorsunuz veya tiyatro ile çaliçabiliyorsunuz. Daha deneyimsel bir 
iis.çahçmaya gidebiliyor sunuz. Ve daha çok kendi içinizi geli§tirip canli dinleyiciler 
iiô.ônünde sunma imkani buluyorsunuz. i-ve o yüzden akademikten çok daha-daha 
in.çok bu alana kayiyor. O yüzden büyük smavlar otump yazmamza gerek olmuyor.
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X. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 1 (ii)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Stephen: Merhaba.
03. Catherine: Bugün mülakat vermeyi kabul ettiginiz için size teçekkür etmek isterim.
04. Kendinizi tanitmakla baçlayabilir misiniz acaba?
05. Stephen: Tabi ki. Merhaba benim adim Cleeve ve ingiltere’nin Güney Batismda
06. yaçiyomm.
07. Catherine: Peki. Bolgeyle ilgili biraz daha bilgi verebilir misiniz ve §u anda
08. bulundugumuz yerle ilgili?
09. Stephen: Tabi ki verebilirim. Bristol §ehr- çehrinin 12 mil eee ... yakmmda bir
10. yerdeyiz §u anda îngiltere’de Bristol büyük bir çehirdir. Bildigim kadariyla
11. ingilteredeki en büyük 6. Çehirdir Bristol. Kirsal bir koyde ya§iyoruz eee ...
12. burdaki tepelerde yaklaçik denize 4 mil uzakliktayiz Severn nehrin oldugu
13. bolgedeyiz ve orda Atlantik denizine çok yakmiz. Dolayisiyla da çok güzel bir
14. bolgedir burasi. Bristolla ilgili pek birçey bilmeyenler için soylemek gerekirse eee
15. çok sanayisi geliçmiç bir çehirdir. Zamanda denizcilik ve ticaretiyle çok ünlü bir
16. çehirdi ozellikle Amerika ve eee Bati Hindistan eee le gerçekle§tirdigi ee ticaretle
17. çok ünlenmiçti. Ama bugünlerde airbus ve Fransizlarla ortak uçak üretimiyle
18. ünlendi. Dolayisiyla da çok geli§en bir §ehir.
19. Catherine: Konkord’un baçlangiç noktasi burasiydi degil mi?
20. Stephen: Evet konkord ilk uçuçunu Bristol’dan gerçekleçtirdi çok uzun zaman
21. once. Ve çu anda en son uçan konkord da Bristol’da bir müze olarak kullamliyor.
22. §u anda Bristol’da ayni zamanda çok ünlü bir eee gemiye de ev sahipligi
23. yapiyoruz SS Great Britain isimli pervaneli buharh eee demir ee gemi. Bunu -  bu
24. gemiyi üreten Isambard Kingdom Brunei isimli eee ... ünlü bir mühendisti. Brunei
25. bütünülkedeki tren yollarmi eee ... üreten adamdi eee ozellikle burdaki eee tren
26. istasyonu da en ünlülerinden eee biriydi ozellikle eee ... Güney Bati ingiltere’nin
27. tren yollarmi o yapti. Dünyadaki ilk asma kôprüsünü de Brunei tasarladi çu anda
28. hala daha ayakta duruyor yapildigi günden bugüne kadar yaklaçik 200 yil oldu.
29. Catherine: Bristol’la ilgili sôyledikleriniz bu kadardi anladigim kadariyla çok
30. sanayisi geliçmiç bir yer. Peki burasiyla ilgili ne sôyleyebilirsiniz burasi baya ee
3 1 . kirsal bir bôlgedir.
32. Stephen: Tabi ki evet burasi daha kirsal bir bôlge.
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33. CatherineiEvet ôyledir. Kirsal hayatla eee... ilgili eee zz- kirsal hayatm zevkini ee
34. tadabiliyor musunuz burda?
35. Stephen: Evet. Eeem ... daha once de bahsettigim gibi Mendip tepelerin dibinde
36. yaçiyoruz burda Cleeve’de. Eee bu tepelerin ozelligi ee kireç taçmdan
37. oluçmalaridir eee ve çok güzel gôrüntülere eee neden oluyor eeem en çahane
38. olanlarmdan biri Cheddar gorge denilen bir ce ... yerdir. Burdan yaklaçik 7 8 mil
39. uzakliktadir orasi gôrsel eee gôrüntüler var. Bizim yaçadigimiz evin arka tarafmda
40. da buna benzer eee ... uçurumlar var eee bu uçurumlarm ôzelligi ôzellikle
41. magralarin bulunmasi tirmamç için çok uygun yerler olmasidir tabi ki eee Cheddar
42. uçurumua gôre çok daha küçük boyuttadir evimizin arkasmda olan. Benim ee
43. gôrdügüm kadariyla Cleeve gibi sahil çeridi olan bir yerde yaçiyoruz ve bunu eee
44. Western Super Mere’le birleçtirdigimiz zaman çok eee ôzellikli sahil §eritlerimiz
45. de var.
46. Catherine: Dolayisiyla çok degiçken bir bôlge oldugunu anhyoruz.
47. Stephen: Evet kesinlikle ôyle.
48. Catherine: Bati aksaniyla pek konuçmadigmizi gôrüyorum. Bu bôlgede ne kadardir
49. yaçiyorsunuz.
50. Stephen: Çok iyi bir soru. 1981’den beridir burda yaçiyorum. Ancak ondan ônce
51. Güney eee ... Doguda yaçamiçtim ve ee çok dolaçtigimiz için belirli bir aksanim
52. bulunmuyor.
53. Catherine: S izin için bu kirsal yaçama ayak uydurmak eee zor ohnadi mi yoksa
54. dogrudan gelip kirsal ortama ayak nu uydurdunuz kolay oldu mu?
55. Stephen: Aslmda hayir yani evet çok kolay olmuçtu uyum saglamamiz genç bir
56. aile oldugumuz için iki küçük erkek çocugu oldugumuz için eee ... çok daha kolay
57. uyum saglamamizi sagladi bu. Yeni ailelerle tamçiyorsunuz tabi ki çocuklarla
58. arkadaçlanyla ee ... tamçtilar onlarm aileleriyle eee beraber yagamaya baçladik
59. onlarla ortamlarimiz ayni olmaya baçladi dolayisiyla da uyum saglamamiz
60. kolaylaçti. Tabi ki buraya gelme amacimda iç ile ilgiliydi. Dolayisiyla i§
61. arkadaçlarmla da tamçtigim zaman o da uyum saglamamizi kolaylaçtirdi. Tabi ki
62. bildiginiz gibi kôylerde sosyal ortamlar kolay yürüyor eee bir çok farkh klüplere
63. üye olabiliyorsunuz burda ... yardim amaçh eee ... faaliyetlere katilabiliyorsunuz
64. dolayisiyla uyum saglamamiz bu açidan da çok daha kolay oluyor. Ve dolayisiyla
65. da bu arada oluçabilecek soguklugu kirarak daha kolay bir hayat ve daha kolay
66. uyum saglamamzi saghyor.
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6 7 . Catherine: Eee ... peki içinizi bitirdiginizi biliyorum Exeter’de EDF diye bir yerde
68. çahçtigmizi biliyorum. Ondan sonra ne oldu?
69 . Stephen: Evet o -  ôyle oldu. Evet Devon’da daha açagida bir okulda çahçiyomm
70 . çimdi eee Churchill’de bir okulda çaliçiyomm. Evet orda çahçiyorum. Churchill’de
71. bir okulda.
72 . Catherine: Peki bize §u anda çaliçtigm okulla ilgili bir§eyler sôyleyebilir misin ne-
73. ne türde bir okul oldugunu anlatabilir misin?
74. Stephen: Evet. Evet çok ee kirsal bôlgeye hitap eden çok büyük bir okul aslmda.
75. Eeee ... okula gelen ôgrencilerin yüzde 70 yüzde 80’ine yakmi eee otobüslerle
7 6 . gelip gidiyor çünkü okulun yeri küçük bir kôyde. Çu anda yaklaçik 1600
7 7 . ôgrencimiz var.
78 . Catherine: Bayaa büyük bir rakam bôlge için. - Bu bôlge için çok eee büyük bir
79. okul o zaman.
80. Stephen: Evet daha ônce de dedigim gibi bir çok eee küçük kôyden Mendip
81. tepeleri -  eee bôlgesinden gelen bir çok ôgrenci var. 11 yaçmdan 16 yaçma kadar
82. eee ôgrencilerimiz geliyor okula bunlar zorunlu egitimleri süresince burda
83 . oluyorlar. Burda GCSE dedigimiz smavlara katihyor ôgrenciler ve bu ülkedeki
84 . sisteme gôre A-level dedigimiz smavlari alabiliyorlar onlar da baçarili olduklari
85 . sürece 2 yillik bir egitimden geçerek devammda üniversiteye devam edebilirler iyi
86. olmalari halinde. Veya 2 yillik -  ee burdaki egitimlerini tamam-tamamladiktan
87 . sonra eee 16 yaçmda burda ayrilip koleje gidebilirler orda bir meslek edinebilirler
88. veya eee daha mesleki egitim gôrebilirler.
89 . Catherine: Anladigim kadariyla §u an çahçtigmiz okulun ôzel bir statüsü var.
9 0 . Okulunuzun neyin ... ônemli neyin ôzel oldugunu anlatabilir misiniz?
91. Stephen: Evet tabi ki anlatabilirim. Günümüzde devlet okullarmm hepsi bir veya
9 2 . ba§ka bir çekilde ôzel bir statüsü bulunuyor. Bizim okulumuzda 2002’den beridir
93. bizim ôzelligimiz olan eee sanat... la ilgili eee ... egitim vermemizdir. Bununda
94. anlami devlet size bu ôzel egitiminizi geliçtirmeniz adma ek gelir saglamasidrr.
95. Bizim ôzel egitimimiz dedigim de sanatsal yônler dans tiyatro dram gibi konularda
96 . ôzel egitim veriyoruz. Ve buda bize devletten ses tek- ses mühendisleri ve tiyatro
97. teknisyenlerini içe almamizi saglayacak ek eee bütceyi sagladi. Ve dolayisiyla da
9 8 . bu baki§ açisiyla baktigmiz zaman bize eee -  bizi bir admi ône çikariyor bu
99. konularla ilgili. Daha ônce de dedigim gibi bu §ekilde eee bir devlet okulu 
loo.oldugumuz için te- toplumla iletigimimizde bir ôncelik veriyoruz ve toplumun
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101.gelip bizim eee burda bulunan eee imkanlarimizi kullanmalarmi saglamaya
102.çali§iyoruz. Bu bize saglanan ôzel bütceyle birlikte ee dans eee stüdyosu eee 
los.yapmamiz konusunda ôzel bir bütce oluçtu ve ôzel bir dans pisti dans aynalariyla 
i04.birlikte tam teçekküllü bir dans stüdyosu yapabildik. Ama tabi ki eee okul saatleri 
los.içerisinde bu stüdyo sadece bir kaç saat kullanilabilir dolayisiyle de okul saatlerin 
io6.di?mda topluma bu stüdyomuzu çok cüzi ücretlerle kiralayip onlarm bu 
i07.ortamlardan faydalanmasmi saglamaya çaliçiyomz. Ve bu çekilde haftanm ber 
los.gecesi kullanilmi§ oluyor. Tabi ki hafta sonu da kullamliyor bôylece. Ve ayni
109.çekilde de tiyatro binamizda da ayni çekilde bir çali§mamiz var. Dolayisiyla
110.toplum sürekli gôsteriler yapabiliyor gerek dans tiyatro ... konularmda
111.gôsterilerimiz oluyor burda. §u andaki ortamda toplumla olan iliçkilerimizi eee ele
112.aldigmizda ... ôzel statümüzden dolayi amaçlanan hedefe ulaçmiç oldugumuzu 
iB.gôrüyorsunuz. Eee çünkü toplum gelip burdaki ortami kullamyor ve çok daha iyi 
ii4.bir iletiçim olmuç oluyor.
iis.Catherine: Tabi ki ôncelikli olarak ôgrencilerin yararma kullanilan ee bir §eydir 
iiô.ancak daha geniç bir baki§ açisiyla baktigmizda daha etkileyici bir kullammi da sôz 
inkonusudur.
iis.Stephen: Hakhsmiz. Ve gôrdügünüz gibi ôgrencilerimizin çogu bu toplumdan
119.geliyor dolayisiyla hem okulda dans eee... egitimi gôren ôgrencilerimiz okul diçi
120.da toplumu içerisinde katildiklari faaliyetlerden dolayi danslarmi geliçtiriyorlar ve 
121 bu zincirleme bir gekilde hem okul hem okul di§i faaliyetlerden dolayi kendilerini
122.dans ve baie egitimiyle geliltirebiliyorlar ômegin.
123.Catherine: Bundan anladigimiz okuldaki ôgrencileriniz egitim akademik yili 
i24.içerisindeki dans egitimlerinin di§mda bir de ek dans egitimi gôrüyorlar degil mi? 
i25.Stephen: Evet aslmda burda hiçbir §ey degiçmiyor. Eee dans egitimi diçmda
i26.ômegin Matematik îngilizce F en bilimleri konusunda normal akademik yil 
i27.içerisinde gôrmeleri gereken genel egitimi de gôrüyorlar. Sadece daha fazla eee ... 
i28.imkandan yararlanabilirler burda. Ve bu da GCSE seviyesine gelene kadar eee 
i29.beklentimiz olacak.
i3oGatherine: Peki 6. Smifa geldikleri zaman 3 veya A ... eee konu seçerek onlari mi -  
131.onlarm mi egitimini gôrüyorlar? Ve bôylece akademik ... gereksinim olan A- 
i32.1evellari yapiyorsunuz. Peki ek eee mesleki... egitimler yapiyor musunuz? 
i33.Stephen: Evet. Tabi ki evet yapiyomz. Evet tabi ki dediginiz gibi A-level lar daha
i34.akademik bir eee ... amaci vardir orda ... tiyatroyla eee ve dansla ilgili A-level de
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135.yapabilirsiniz orda. Ancak son dônemlerde eee son yollarda diploma kavramini
136.getirmeye baçladilar ve i? hayatiyla dahabaglantili bir çekilde eee ... bu §ekilde
137.mesleki eee diplomalar verilmeye baçlandi. Ômek olarak verecek olursak medya
138.egitimi gôren bir ôgrenci çok genel kapsamli bir egitim gôrebilir ee diyelim ki bir
139.yerel gazeteyle staj yapabilir veya eee tiyatroda gôrev alabilir. Ve tabi ki bununla 
Mobirlikte kendi yaptigmiz egitimin ee sunumunu da yapmamz gerekiyor ve canli...
141.ee izleyiciler karçismda da bu egitimlerinizi sergilemeniz gerekiyor. Ve dolayisiyla
142.bu yônde eee çok daha fazla yogunlaçmiç oluyor akademik baki§ açismdansa. Ve
143.dolayisiyla da uzun smavlara girip eee smavlari geçmeniz gerekmiyor. Daha fazla
144.pratik yônde yogunlaçiyor.
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XL Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 1 (i)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Stephen: Merhaba.
03. Catherine: Benimle bugün gôrüçmeyi kabul ettiginiz için çok te§ekkür ederim.
04. Benim ya§adigim yer Cleeve, ingiltere’nin Güney Batismda.
05. Catherine: Orasi kirsal bir yerdir degil mi?
06. Stephen: Evet kirsal bir bolgedir ve yaçadigim bolge Bristol’un Güneyinde olan bir
07. bolgedir. Çok küçük bir kôyde yaçiyorum ve bu kôy endüstriyel bir kôydür.
08. Mendip daglarma yakm ve eem denizden 4 mil uzaklikta olan küçük bir kôydür.
09. Ve bu kôyün içerisinde bir kanal vardir ve bu kanal Atlantik denizine akan bir
10. kanaldu*. Bristol çok ünlü bir çehirdir. Dedigimiz gibi endüstriyel bir çehirdir ve
11. Amerikayla ticaret içerisinde -  eskiden ticaret içerisinde olan bir çehirdir. Ve burda
12. ilk konkord yapilmiçti ve çok ünlü bir kiçi tarafmdan yapilmiçti. Bristol ayni
13. zamanda gemileriyle, demir kapli gemileri buharh vapurlariyla me§hur olan bir
14. §ehirdir. Burda ilk yapilan ilk buharh vapur yapilmiçti SS vapuru ve bu vapur çok
15. ünlü bir ki§i tarafmdan üretilmiçti, yapilmiçti kendisi de Isambard Brunei diye bir
16. kiçi tarafmdan yapilmiçti. Daha ônce dedigimiz gibi Bristol Güney Batida,
17. ingiltere’nin Güney Batismda olan ünlü bir yerdi ve burda ilk ... 200 yil ônce ilk
18. eem kôprü yapilmiçti.
19. Catherine: Eem yani bôylelikle kirsal bir kesimi olan bir çehirdir.
20. Stepehen: Evet kesinlikle ôyledir.
21. Catherine: Peki burda yaçamayi- yaçamaktan memnun musun?
22. Stephen: Daha ônce de dedigim gibi Mendip daglarmm ucunda Cleeve’de olan bir
23. yerdir ve burada çok ünlü bogazlarmiiz vardir. Hatta benim oturdugum yerin
24. evimin arkasmda da küçük çapta bir bogazmiiz vardir gg ve ... dedigim gibi çok
25. ünlü bir çehirdir ve burda yaçamaktan çok memnunum.
26. Catherine: Konuçtugunuz zaman bôlgesel bir aksanla konulmuyor sunuz.
27. Stephen: Evet aslmda ee 1900, ee 1981 yilmdan beri burda yaçiyomz. Daha
28. dogrusu Güney Dogusunda ingiltere’nin Güney Dogusunda 1981’de buraya
29. taçmmiçtik bu yüzden çok bôlgesel bir aksanim yoktur. Bu çok dogru bir §eydir.
30. Ve bôylelikle uyum saglayabildik.
31. Catherine: Peki burdaki hayat düzenli bir hayat mi veya ee dogrudan normal bir
32. hayat mi takip ediyor sunuz?
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33. Stephen: Evet aslmda burdaki hayata çok kolay bir çekilde adapte olduk. Biz genç
34. insanlariz genç bir aileyiz iki tane oglumuz vardir ve 2 tane genç oglumuz
35. oldugundan dolayi yeni ailelerle tamçmak bizim açimizdan kolaylik saglamiçti.
36. Sonuçta çocuklar ailelerle tamçiyorlar aileler tamuçtiklan zaman bunlarm her biri
37. bizim hayatimiza adapte olmamiz bôlgeye adapte olmamiza yardimci olmuçtur.
38. Ayri yeten de genç bir aile oldugumuz için degiçik klüplerle-klüplere ve degiçik
39. aktivitelere katilim da bizim açimizdan kolay olmu§tu. Ve bôylelikle uyum
40. saglayabilme açismda kolaylik oldu.
41. Catherine: Sanirim daha ônce EDF’te çahçiyordunuz Exeter’da bôlgesinde.
4 2 . Stephen: Evet evet dogru
43. Catherine: Sanirim Churchill okulunda da çahçmi§tmiz.
44. Stephen: Evet çahçmiçtun.
45. Catherine: Bu okul hakkmda birazcik bilgi verebilir misiniz bize ne tür bir okuldu
46. bu okul?
47. Stephen: Okulumuz çok büyük emm degiçik bir okulumuzdu. Burdaki ôgrencilerin
48. yüzde 70’I yüzde 80’i küçük kôylerden gelen ôgrencilerdi çocuklardi. 1650
4 9 . ôgrencimiz vardir bu okulumuzda.
50. Catherine: Bu demek oluyor ki gerçekten büyük bôlgtelerden degiçik bôlgelerden
51. ôgrenciler geliyor.
52. Stephen: Evet daha ônce dedigim gibi Mendip bôlgesinden civar kôylerinden
53. çocuklar geliyor okulumuza v e i l  yaçmdan baçlayip 16 yaçma kadar
54. ôgrencilerimiz vardir. 16 yaçmdan sonra ôgrencileri GCSE denen smavlar için
55. hazirhyomz ve bu smavlara hazirlandiktan sonra ôgrencilerin istegi üzerine A-
56. level smavlari için kendilerini hazirhyomz ve 2 yillik bir egitimleri vardir ve tabi
57. baçarih olurlarsa bôylelikle üniversiteye gidebilirler. Tabi üniversiteye gitmek
58. istemiyorlarsa 16 yaçmda okulu birakip gerekirse koleje katilabilirler veya i§ için
59. arayiça arayiçma-iç arayigma da girebilirler.
60. Catherine: Anladigim kadariyla sizing okulunuzun ôzel bir statüsü vardir ôzel bir
61. konumu vardir. Bu ôzel konumu hakkmda birazcik bilgi verebilir misiniz?
62. Stephen: Bildiginiz gibi bizim okulumuz devlet okuludur ve evet aynen dediginiz
63. gibi ôzel bir konu üzerinde uzmanlaçmiçtir. Bu konumu ôzel konumu ise sanatla
64. ilgili bir konumumuzdur ve 2002 yilman beridir devletimiz bize ôzel ekstra fonlar
65. veriyor ki bu ôzel konumumuzu sanat dahmizi geli§tirebilmek amaciyla bu ekstra
66. fonlar verilmi§tir ve bizim dummumuzda olan- bizim okulumuz ôzellikle tiyatro,
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67. müzik ve dans üzerine uzmanlaçmiç ôzelleçtirilmiç bir okulumuz vardir. Ve bize
68. devlet tarafmdan verilen bu yedek veya ekstra fonlar ôzellikle bu konuyla ilgili
69. uzmanlaçmiç kiçileri içe alabilme açismdan bize çok büyük bir yardimi olmuçtur.
70. Teknisyenler ôzellikle tiyatro teknisyenleri veya sesle ilgili uzmanla§miç kigileri
71. i^e alabilme açismdan bize çok büyük bir yardimi olmu§tur. Bir de bu verilen
72. ekstra bu fonlari ayriyeten de toplum içerisindeki iliçkiyi geliçtirebilmek açismdan
73. verilmiçtir ve toplumdaki kiçilerin bizim okulumuzdaki bulunan bu eem bu yerleri
74. kullanabilmeleri için de bu fonlar verilmi§tir. Ômegin bizim bir dans stüdyomuz
75. vardir ve bu dans stüdyosu içerisinde içte aynalarimiz vardir gerekli araçlarimiz
76. vardir ve sadece bu dans stüdyomuz günde bir kaç saat kullamlmaktadir bôylelikle
77. topluma halkimiza kiçilerimize bunlari bu dans stüdyomuzu da kiralamaktayiz. Her
78. gece kiralanabilir ayriyeten hafta sonlari da stüdyomuz açiktir. Ve daha ônce
79. dedigimiz gibi tiyatro dans ve gere-bu stüdyomuzun içerisinde tiyatrolar
80. yapilmaktadir dans gôsterileri yapiliyor ve insanlarimiz toplumumuz istedikleri
81. herhangi bir zaman gehp buradaki bu sunulan hizmetleri kullanabiliyorlar.
82. Catherine: Daha ônce de dedigimiz gibi tabi ôgrenciler de bundan yararlanabiliyor
83. mu?
84. Stephen: Tabii ki yararlanabihyor hem ôgrencilerimiz yarar-yararlamyor hem de
85. haklimiz yararlamyor çünkü bôylelikle tiyatro klüplerine dans veya baie klüplerine
86. ee hem gidebiliyorlar hem de tabi biz bu klüplere açik olabiliyomz ayriyetten.
87. Bôylelikle hem okuldaki performanslari iyi-daha iyiye gitmiç oluyor hem de bu
88. sanat üzerindeki performanslari da geliçtirilebiliyor ayni zamanda.
89. Catherine: Peki siz sanat üzerine uzmanla§mi§ bir okul olmamza ragmen yine de
90. takip etmiç oldugunuz bir müfî'edatmiz var nu?
91. Stephen: Tabi ki bizim de standart bir müftedatimiz vardir ve bu müfi*edat
92. içerisinde Matematik îngilizce Fen konulari bilim konulari içlenmektedir ve 3 - 4
93. tane konu üzerine gerekli olan akademik kalifeler almabiliyor ve bunu daha da
94. ileriye gôtürerekten A-level dedigimiz smavlara da çocuklarimiz ôgrencilerimiz
95. katilabiliyor.
96. Catherine: Peki mesleki ee uzman konular kalifeler üzerine herhangi bir ee
97. ilerleme var nu?
98. Stephen: Evet ayriyeten müzik dans ve tiyatro üzerine mesleki konularimiz
99. içlenmektedir ve bununla ilgili A-level lari da alma-almabiliyor. Bir de bizim 
loo müftedatimizm içerisinde diploma dedigimiz bir konu i§lenmektedir ve bu
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101.ôzellikle içletme ile ilgili bire bir baglantili olan bir konudur. Ômegin iletiçim veya
102.medya konulari ile ilgili bir diploma almma-almmak istedigi zaman hem ôgrenci 
los.bununla ilgili gerekli konulari içlemektedir ve ayriyeten de yerel gazetelerde veya 
104.tiyatrolarda çahçma imkanmi saglayabildiginden dolayi ikisini bir arada 
los.yürütebiliyor. Ve bôylelikle ôgrenci hem kendi i§ini üretebiliyor ve ayriyeten de
io6.bunu gerekli olan kiçilere de performansmi da sergileyebilir.
lOT.Stephen: Peki bununla ilgili olaraktan bôylelikle uzun smavlar veya komplike uzun 
los.smavlarda bôylelikle hazulanmamz gerekmemektedir.
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XII. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 1 (ii)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Stephen: Merhaba.
03. Catherine: Benimle bir gôrü§me yaptigmiz için teçekkür ederim. Bize kendinden
04. bahsetmekle baçlamak ister misin? Yaçadigmiz bôlge ile ilgili.
05. Stephen: Evet yagadigim yer ingiltere’nin Güney Dogusimda ve bugün
06. ingiltere’nin Güney Dogusundayiz. Bristol admda bir yerdeyiz ve 12 mil
07. uzakliktayiz. Sanirim ingiltere’nin 6. Büyük çehridir ve deniz kenarmda yer
08. ahyoruz. Deniz kenarma 4 mil uzakliktayiz. Gaye tee sanayileçmiç bir bôlgedir ve
09. ticaretle çok yakm iliçkisi vardir ve ôzellikle ticaretiyle de ünlüdür. Eem Burda
10. hava balonu uçaklarimiz var.
11. Catherine: Konkord burda baçlamadi mi?
12. Stephen: Evet evet burda baçladi. Hatta burda son uçan konkord §u anda bir
13. müzede yer ahyor. Konkord’u bulan çahis Isambard Brunei ve burda bir kaç tren
14. yollarimizi da inçaa etti. Hatta §u anda kullanilan Bristol Tren istasyonu’nu inçaa
15. eden adam. Yaklaçik 200 sene ônce inçaa edilen bir kôprümüz vardir. Dedigim gibi
16. gayet endistrüyel bir bôlgedir ve ayni zamanda da kirsal kesimlerimiz vardir.
17. Catherine: Peki kirsal kesimlerdeki hayati anlatir mismiz? Kmsal kesimlerdeki
18. hayati size ilginç gehyor mu?
19. Stephen: Cleeve edge Mendips’in sorry ... eem Mendips’inkirsalkesimlerinde
20. kôçelerinde olan Cleeve bôlgesinde yaçiyomz. Buralarda bol sayida kireç taçmiiz
21. bulunur, kireç taçiyla meçhur bir bôlgedir. Ayrica gezilebilecek bolca
22. magaralarimiz vardu ve eee tirmanmak için ee uygun bir yerdir. Bu aktivitelerle de
2 3 . gayet meçhurdur bôlgemiz. ...
24. Catherine: Anladigim kadariyla Cleeve çok çeçitliligi olan bir bôlgedir, degil mi?
25. Stephen: Evet evet gerçekten çe§itliligi bol olan bir bôlgede yaçiyoruz.
26. Catherine: P ek -... Batidan gelen bir aksanmiz yok gibi geliyor kulaga.
27. Stephen: Yok açikcasi 1981’de taçmdik oldugumuz bôlgeye ve aslmda hiçbir yere
28. bagli bir aksanim yoktur bence.
29. Catherine: Peki kôy hayatma ahçmak ve yaçamak, entegre olmak sizin için zor
3 0 . oldu mu?
31. Stephen: Hayir hiç zor olmadi açikcasi çok kolaydi. Bizim- biz genç bir aileyiz ve
32. iki küçük oglumuz vardir o yüzden entegre olmak çok kolay oldu. Kôyler-
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33. kôylerde çok iyi hayat yaçanir ve çok klüplere katildik, aktivitelere katihyoruz.
34. Bôylelikle yeni arkadaçlar ediniyoruz, sosyal çevremiz gayet geniçliyor, yeni i?
35. arkadaçlanyla taniçma imkanlaruniz oluyor. O yüzden hiçbir zorluk çekmedik.
36. Catherine: Anladigim kadariyla EDF’de çahçiyorsunuz degil mi, Churchill’de.
37. Stephen: Evet evet EDF denilen yerde çahçiyorum, Churchill’de.
38. Catherine: Peki bize Churchill’den biraz bahseder misiniz? Nasil bir okul?
39. Stephen: Yüzde 70 -  80 oranmda ôgrenciler küçük kôylerden sürekli gelip
40. gidiyorlar. Toplam sayisi 1650 ôgrenci vardir.
41. Catherine: Peki bu sizin için- bu aslmda büyük bir miktar.
42. Stephen: Evet evet büyük bir miktar. Dedigim gibi küçük kôylerden civar
43. bôlgelerden çok ôgrenciler geliyor okulumuza. Ôgrenciler ... 1 0 -1 1  yaçmdan 16
44. ya§ma kadar okum-okumak zomndadirlar mecburi oldugu için. Daha sonra eger
45. ôgrenci baçarili olursa GCSE dedigimiz smavlar vardir. Bunlara katihyorlar ve
46. eger devam etmek istiyorlarsa A-level dedigimiz smavlarimiz vardir ve 2 sene
47. daha egitimlerine devam ediyorlar bu A-level’larmi alabilmek için. Eger baçarili
48. olurlarsa ve egitim hayatma devam etmek istiyorlarsa üniversiteye veya koleje
49. gidebilirler. Mesleki açidan kurslarimiz vardir. Meslek ôgrenmeleri için
50. ôgrencilerin. Veya daha sonra eger istemiyorlarsa bir i§ imkani için i§ bakiyorlar.
51. Catherine: Anladigim kadariyla okulunuzun gayet ôzel bir statüsü vardir. Bu ôzel
52. statünün ne oldugunu bize anlatir mismiz lütfen?
53. Stephen: Evet okulumuzun eee sanatlar, performans sanatlari üzerine ôzel bir
54. statüsü vardir. Devlet bize ee ekstra fonlar veriyor ve bu fonlarda ôgrencilerimize
55. ve okulumuza ôzel alanlanyla ilgili daha çok etkinlik ve araç gereçlere sahip
56. olmak için bu fonlar yardimci oluyor. Ômegin bir dans stüdyomuz yapildi ve bu
57. dans stüdyosunu en iyi §ekilde kullanabilmek için ayni zamanda halkmuza da
58. açtik. Çok cüzi bir miktara kiralayabiliyomz. §u anda ôgrencilerin kullandigi
59. günde bir kaç saat, fakat halkimiza açtigimiz için her gün kullanilabiliyor ayrica
60. hafta sonlari bile kullamldigi oluyor. Bôylece hem bu dans stüdyosu daha çok
61. kullamliyor ve okulla halk arasmda bir iletiçim kurulabiliyor ...eee toplumla bir
62. ile-ileti§im kurabilmek ônemli. Eee ... Ayrica ôgrencilerimiz hem dans konusunda
63. kendilerini geliçtiriyorlar ee ümit ederiz ki daha çabuk bir çekilde bolca pratik
64. yaparak kendilerini bu konuda iyilegtirirler.
65. Catherine: Peki müftedat takip eder misiniz, genel bir müftedat?
66. Stephen: Evet tabii ki takip ediyomz. Fen Matematik îngilizce hepsinin GCSE
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67. derecesinde iyi olmasi gerekiyor. A-level dedigimiz smavlar akademik yonden
68. yapiliyor, akademik sertifikalar veriliyor. ... Fakat tabii ki müzik dans ve sanat
69. konusunda da A-levellar olabiliyor. Ogrencilerimizi bu konularda da hazirhyomz.
70. Diplomalarla gelenler oluyor ve bu diplomalarla ôzel alanlari üzerinde ôgrencileri
71. geliçtirip eem daha ii- ee egitimlerine devam edebilmek için kapilar açiliyor,
72. yardimci olunuyor ôgrencilere.
73. Catherine: ee bu dummda ôgrencilerin uzun uzun otump uzun uzun smavlar
74. yapmasi gerekmiyor gibi.
75. Stephen: Evet evet çok uzun bir çekilde saatlerce süren smavlarmiiz olmuyor tabii
76. ki.
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XIII. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 2 (i)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Howard: Günaydm.
03. Catherine: Lütfen rica edersem kim oldugunuzu bize sôyleyebilir misiniz ve neden
04. burda oldugumuzu bize sôyleyebilir misiniz?
05. Howard: Evet. Evet eem §u an ee bir tersanedeyiz ee Plymouth kôyündeyiz.
06. Plymouth Devon kôyüne yakm olup ingiltere’nin Güney eem Batismdadir.
07. Plymouth tarihsel açidan çok ônemli bir çehirdir. Denizcilerle ilgili olaraktan bir
08. çok ônemli noktasidir. Ve bugün yüzer gezer bir aracm içerisinde oturmaktayiz ve
09. bu aracimiz Plymouth’da kalmaktadir.
10. Catherine: Bu gerçekten güzel. Oturmakta oldugumuz araci bize kisaca anlatabilir
11. misin? Bize yüzer gezer bir araç oçdugunuz sôylemiçtin. Bu nedemektir?
12. Howard: Peki, tamam. Bu bahsetmi§ oldugumuz araç hem gemi hem de yolda
13. kullanilan bir araçtir. Aslmda yapil-yapiliçi §u çekildedir. 2 buçuk tonluk bir eeem
14. ... tir üzerine yerle§tirilmi§ olup bir deligi olan bir araçtir ve ayriyetten d e ...
15. propeller’ 1 olan bir araçtir. Yani §ôyle bir §ey, hem yol üzerinde -  yol üzerinde
16. sürülebilen bir araçtir. Açagi yukari bir tir kadar eee büyük olup bunu küçük bir
17. otobüs olarakta dü§ünebiliriz ve ara yollarda kullanilabilen bir araçtir. Ve
18. tekerleklerini sôndürüp ... pervanesini açip -  açtiktan -  açtiktan sonra bunu
19. ayriyetten de su üzerinde kullanabilirsiniz -  sürebilirsiniz. Ve tersini de
20. yapabilirsiniz. Ve dedigimiz gibi geri dônüp ara yola tekrar çikip eee bir - ee
21. tekerleklerini açip bir yola çikabilirsiniz.
22. Catherine: Peki bu araçlar burda ne için kullamlmaktadir?
23. Howard: Bu araçlar çimdilik ôzellikle sadece açikcasi temel olaraktan turistleri
24. taçimak için kullamlmaktadir. Açikcasi bu araç turistler için çok çekici bir araç
25. olmaktadir ve ôzellikle suya daldigi zamanyapmiç o A -e e -  turistlere vermiç
26. oldugu büyük bir heyecan vardir. Tabi baçka amaçlar için de kullanilabilir. Tabi bu
27. çu an içinde oturmuç oldugumuz makine iki ki§i tarafmdan kullamlmaktadir. Bir
28. sürücüsü bir de sürücüye yardimci olan ki§i ve §u an bu araç 28 kiçiyi tagiyabilecek
29. olan bir araçtir.
30. Catherine: Sadece -  ee peki Plymouth diçmda îngiltere içerisinde baçka herhangi
31. bir yerde kullanilir nu bu araçlar?
32. Howard: Evet bir çok yer vardir. Evet Liverpool’da var, Londra’da var, Belfast’da
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33. var hatta ôzel olarak kullanilan bir iki tane vardir Nolfolk kôyü içerisinde -
34. kiyismda -  bir kôyünde kullamliyor. Bir de Devon’a yakm olan St. Michael’s da
35. da kullamln. Yoksa Cornwall mi? Ha aslmda sanirim Cornwall’da olabilir. Ve
36. dünyanm bir çok yerinde de bu araçlar kullamlmaktadir ve dedigimiz gibi ôzellikle
37. temel olaraktan tur araçlari olarak kullanil -  kullanabili -  kullanilabilir. Tabi diger
38. ee ba§ka ee gerekl- eee yôntemleri -  üitiyaçlan da vardir. Bunlar ee gerek sivil
39. savunma için kullanilabilir ambulans amaciyla kullanilabilir ve gerçekten bunlar
40. ihtiyaç olupta geliçmekte olan ihtiyaçlardir. Bir de bu üçüncü dünya ülkelerinde su
41. baskmlari için de kullanila- kullanilabilirler.
42. Catherine: Bu yeni bir tasarim mi?
43. Howard: Aslmda ee bu yüzer -  ee bu tasarim bu yüzer gezer araçlar 2. Dünya
44. savagmda Amerika tarafmdan Amerikanm ee ... Amerikanm kullanabilecegi -
45. kullandigi bir araç için tasarim edilmi§ti kendisini savunabilmesi açismdan ve bu
46. araçlar DUCKS olarak bilinmektedir -  bilinmekteydi o zamanlar. Aslmda ducks
47. dedik ama DUKW olarak bilini -  biliniyordu sadece bud aha sonrasmda duck
48. olarak bilinmekteydi. ... ee aslmda dedigimiz gibi ilk tasarim hedefî maksadi genel
49. bir motor olarak bu tasarlanmi§ti ve motor olmasmm yani sira, araç olmasmm yani
50. sira bu araç hem adamlari kiçileri hem malemeleri eee sahile indirebilme açismdan
51. kullamlmaktaydi. Bôylelikle dedigim gibi bu eee araç kiçileri adamlari ve gerekli
52. ihtiyaçlarmi taçiyabilme açismdan onlari güvenli bir çekilde sahile indirebilmek
53. için kullanilmi§ti. Ve bu araç o araçtan geliçlettirerekten ... kullanilmakta -
54. geliçerekten kullanildi. Ve bu araç üzerinde aslmda yeni tasarimlar yeni eee §ey -
55. faktôrler -  yeni çeyler var üzerinde ve aslmda bu araç çu an bir prototype olarak
56. kullani -  kullamliyor.
57. Catherine: Bu yeni noktalarmm ne oldugunu bize açagi yukari sôyleyebilir misin?
58. Bu makinedeki yeni olan çeyler nelerdir.
59. Howard: Evet. Evet tabi bu makinenin en ônemli noktalarmdan bir tanesi eee pet -
60. benzinden dizel’a dônüçtürühnüç olmasidu* ve tabi bu ee daha kullamgli ol -
61. olmugtur. Diger ônemli unsurlardan bir tanesi kullanmiç oldugumuz pervanenin
62. yerine bir jet-drive kullanmi§ -  kullamyomz artik ve bu tabii ee aracm yônetimi ve
63. gücü açismdan ee çok ônemli bir noktadir. Ve tabi aracm ee kullammi da
64. direksyonun kullammi ee ayni system kullamlmaktadir ama biraz modemleçip
65. onun daha kolay kullamlmasi için ee geliçtirihniçtir. Ve tabii ee bunu -  bunun yani
66. sira bir çok elektronik §eyler de vardir eklenen. Bôylelikle bu prototip bôyle
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67. çeylere yol vermiçtir -  yol açmiçtir. Ve gelecek için konuçmami da isterseniz bunu
68. daha da ileriye gôtür -  gôrütüp de eee... kullanmiç oldugumuz delik eskiden métal
69. olmuçtu ama çimdi moderinleçmiç olup burda bir reinforced plastic kullanilmiçti ki
70. buna kisacasi GRP deniliyor. Bu demiç oldugumuz GRP daha güçlüdür ve - daha
71. dogrusu demirden daha güçlü olup içerisinde bir çok propertyleri vardir. ... Ve tabi
72. hydrolik drive sistemi kullamlmaktadir ve bu tabi aracm daha güvenli olmasmi
73. saglar.
74. Catherine: Tabi §imdi burda varsaymak gerekir ki eger bu kiçileri tagiyan bir araç -
75. araç ise güvenlik -  almmasi gereken güvenlik koçullari eminim vardir.
76. Howard: Evet.
77. Catherine: Bu araçlar orijinal -  bu araçlar ilk yapildigi zaman büyük bir ihtimalle
78. bôyle gereklilikler yoktu.
79. Howard: Askeri amaçlar için ee kullanilmiç oldugu zaman bununla ilgili herhangi
80. bir tüzügümüz yoktu. Suda eee -  suyun üzerinde kaldiklan sürece ve sahilleri -
81. sahillere çikabildikleri sürece ee tabi bir de çôyle bir §ey vardi ki eee bunlarm ee o
82. kadar güçlü araçlardi ki gerekli zamanlarda çôllerden bile geçebiliyorlardi. Ama
83. tabi dedigimiz gibi bununla ilgili güvenlik standartlanmiz yoktu, risk analizleri
84. yapilmiyordu ve bununla ilgili herhangi bir tüzügümüz yoktu. Bôylelikle ee ücret
85. ôdeyen kiçileri ee ta§iyabilmek amaciyla uygulamamiz gereken iki tane tüzügümüz
86. vardir. Çimdi ilk ônce uymamiz gereken -  uygulamamiz gereken ilk tüzügümüz
87. otobüs tüzügüdür. Bôylelikle tüm güvenlik koçullarma uyumlu olmasi gerekir ve
88. burda tüm ee acil çikiç kapilari da olmasi gerekir. Tabi bir de su üzerinde giderken
89. bu araç gerkeli olan deniz ee ajanlarmm tüzügüne de bagli olaraktan eee burda da
90. yine dedigimiz gibi tabii ee otobüs tüzügünde de bagh olaraktan bir sertifîka
91. olmasi gerekir ki tüm gerekliliklerine uyumlu oldugunu gôsterebihnek için. Ve tabi
92. ee burda suda -  su sôz konusu oldugu zaman burda ee bir ee kiçileri taçiyabilme ee
93. sertifiyasi olmasi da çart. Tabi bu sertifikalarm ikisi de yillik kontrolden geçmesi
94. gerekir ee tabi bu sertifikalar eide ettigi zaman yillik kontrollerinin de yapilmasi
95. gerekir ki makineye herhangi bir degiçiklik olup olmadigmi kontol edibilme
96. açismdan ômegin ee pas gibi.
97. Catherine: Tamam. O zaman ee güvenlik ko§ullarmi düçünmenin yani sira bir de
98. ciddi anlamda takip edilm esi gereken çevre ko§ullari da vardir.
99. Howard: Tabii eee ... çevre konusu oldugu zaman burda tabi ki ônemli -  gôz
100.ônünde bulundumhnasi gereken ônemli noktalar vardir ee ôzellikle kullanilan bu
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101.araçlarm makinelerinin çevreye vermiç oldugu zarar ha - ee ômegin kirlilikler ki
102.bu eee çeyden -  egzosdan çikan hava kirliligi olabilir. Bôylelikle makinelerimiz 
losbazi çevre standartlarma uyumlu olmak zomndadir. Ômegin Avmpada bunlar 
i04.Avmpa Standartlan, Euro Standarts olarak bilinmektedir ômegin kullanmiç 
los.oldugunuz makinenin türüne bagli. Ki bu ômegin makinenin kullanmiç oldugu
106.CO2 nm miktari olabilir veya sulphric compound olabilir. Bôylelikle evet ee en
107.son güncellenmi§ standartlara uygun olmamiz gerekir ve bôylelikle makinelerimizi 
los.devamli olarak kontrol edip onlarm temiz olmalanm saglamak zomndayiz.
109.Catherine: Peki turistleri taçimanm yani sira bu araçlar için baçka gerekler -
110.gereklilikleri gôrebilir misiniz -  amaçlar gôrebilir misiniz? Daha ônce hatta sivil
111.savunmadan ve hatta ambulanslardan bahsetmiçtiniz. Bu araçlarm kullammi için
112.baçka herhangi bir nedenlerin araçtirmasmi yapiyor musunuz?
113.Ho ward: Evet. Evet dem -  eee bunlar eee iki ana eee konulardrr -  bôlgelerdir.
114.Ôzellikle ee su baskmlari -  su baskmlari dummunda ee itfayelerin elektrik - ee 
iis.tesis -  elektrik bôlgelerine ekipman taçiyabilme açismdan çok ônemlidir. Tabi bu 
iie.araçlarm -  araçlardan bir tanesi hem yolda gidebilme olasiligi vardir ve sular 
in.yüksek oldugu dummlarda -  taktirde tabi ee su baskmlari olan yerlerde su yüksek 
iis.oldugu taktirde suda gitme imkani vardir. Ve tabi bu makineler çok ee saglam çok 
ii9.iyi makineler oldugundan dolayi ekipman taçima açismdan da çok yararh olacaktir
120.ôzellikle ee pompalama ekipmanlari. Kiçileri kurtartma. Bu araçlar ... gerekli olan
121.su baskmlari dummundaki bir ômegimizde kullanilabiles -  kullanilabilseydi bir
122.çok kiçi kurtarilmiç olacakti. Bôylelikle ee bir çok kiçi bu degi§ken dummlarda
123.kullanilabilecek olan araçlarmm imkanlarmi da aragtirmaktadirlar. Ômegin 3.
124.Dünya Ülkelerinde bu araçlarm araçtirilmasi yapiliyor. Bu araçlar kôprü olmayan
125.yerlerdeki kiçilerin bir yerden bir yere geçiçlerini saglayabilme açismdan
126.kullanilabilir veya gemilerin olmadigi dummlarda. Ve tabi buna benzer dummlarm
127.ara§tirilmasi yapihyor. Ve yine 3. Dünya ülkesinde yine daha ônce dedigim gibi
128.ara§tirilmasi yapip -  yapilip da ambulans olarak kullamlmasi -  kullamlmasi da
129.dü§ünülüyor çünkü bunlar gerçekten çok eee yô -  yônlü bir araç oldugundan 
no.dolayi hem suda hem yolda kullanilabilir ve kigileri hastaneye taçiyabilme 
ni.açismdan kullanilabilir. Bôylelikle araçtirilan dummlar bunlardir. Eee ômegin bir
132.de ee çevre konularm -  çevre aragtirmalarm yapilmasi için de bu konular
133.bakilmaktadir. Ômegin bir derenin altmdaki suyun kalitesini bulabilme açismdan
134.VC geologic hydro-geologic dummlardaki konulari tesbit etme açismdan
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135.kullanilabilir. Bôylelikle ee bir çok imkanlar vardir. Ve bôyle aktiviteler için iyi
136.kullanilan i§ gemileri olabilir.
137.Catherine: Bir de tabi zevk için kullanilabilir bu gemiler ?
138.Howard: Evet ve bir de zevk için Ikullanilan gemiler olabilir.
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XIV. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 2 (ii)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Howard: Günaydm.
03. Catherine: Lütfen kim olugunuzu soyleyip nerde oldugumuzu anlatir mismiz
04. lütfen?
05. Howard: Evet. îngiltere’nin ... Güney Batismda olan Plymouth’dayiz eee ... gemi
06. iskelesine yakm bir yerdeyiz. Plymouth tarihsel olarak çok ônemli bir yy-yerdir
07. eee ve askeri eee açidan ... ônem taçir. Bugün bir aracm içerisinde oturuyoruz ve
08. evi Plymouth’dadir.
09. Catherine: Çok güzel. Biraz bize bu üstünde oturdugumuz taçittan bahsedermisin
10. lütfen? Eee ... ônemli bir araç oldugunu sôylediniz. Ne anlam taçiyor?
11. Howard: Üzerinde oturdugumuz aracm anlami aslmda her iki çekilde çaliçan bir
12. araç hem yolda ve ayni zamanda da denizde çaliçiyor. 2 buçuk tonluk traktôr ee
13. üzerine giydirilmi§ ve bu çekilde yapilmiç bir araçtir. Yolda -  geniç bir yolda
14. gidebilir geniç bir tir çeklinde sürülüp daha sonra kayarak suya ee i- inme çansi
15. vardir. Tekerlekler kapatilip içeriye çekiliyor ve pervaneler açiliyor biraz yavag
16. gidebilir ama ne de olsa sonuçta bir eee denizde giden bir gemidir bir araçtir. Ve
17. daha sonra bu içlemi de eee ... ters yapip tekrar geriye çevirebilirsiniz. Ve ayni
18. çekilde ee denizden tekrar yola çikabilhsiniz ve yoldan tekrar otobüs çekline bu
19. araci çevirebilirsiniz.
20. Catherine: Peki bu araçlar burda ne için kullanilir?
21. Howard: Daha çok bu araçlar turist ta§imak için kullamliyor. Turistler açismdan
22. çok ilgi çekiyor. Eee gerçekten büyük bir eeem . ..e e  splaç ile suya girilebilir.
23. Fakat herhangi bir amaç için de kullanilabilir. Bu araç 2 eem çaliçan kiçiye ait 28
24. de yolcu taçimak için tasarlanmiç.
25. Catherine: Peki Plymouth’da oldugu gibi ingiltere’nin baçka yerlerinde var mi bu
26. gemilerden?
27. Howard: Evet bir çok yerde vardir. Evet Liverpool’da, Londra’da, Belfast’da
28. bulunur ayni zamanda bir kaç tane ôzel Hunstanton’da ve Devon’da yer ahyor.
29. Yoksa Cornwall’mu? Aslmda sanirim Cornwall’da dir. Bu araçlar daha çok turlar
30. için kullamliyor ama turlarm di§mda eem ô ze l... eee ambulanslar için
31. kullanilabilir ôzel halk eem ... defence için kullanilabilir. 3. Dünya ülkelerinde yer
32. alan sellerde ... kullanilabilir bir amaci vardir.
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33. Catherine: Yeni bir eee ürün mü?
34. Howard: Aslmda bu aracm tarihine bakilmca Amerikahlar tarafmdan ee üretilmiç
35. eee ... Avmpayi aaaa -  Avrupayi i§kal etmek için kullanildi 2. Dünya sava§mda.
36. Aslmda orjinal ismi DUKW olarak ortaya çikmiçtir fakat bu sonra duck olarak
37. d u  c k olarak degiçtirildi ve ne kadar da uygun oldu aslmda ismi. Esas amaci eee
38. bu aracm insan ve araç gereçlerin denize indirilebilmesi için tasarlanan bir araçtir.
39. Aslmda insanlari ve araç gereçleri kiyiya sahile indirmek için kullanilmigti. Bu
40. araç aslmda o tarz bir aracm eee geliçimi -  geliçtirilmiç hah olarak gôrüldü. Ve
41. ayni zamanda da bir çok modem eem ... gereçleri -  araç gereçleri de üzerinde yer
42. ahyor ve bu tarz araçlar için bir ... eem ômek araç olarak gôsterilebilir.
43. Catherine: Bize biraz o yeni tasarimlarm ne oldugunu anlatabilir misiniz lütfen?
44. Bu aracm tam olarak nesi yenidir?
45. Howard: Evet. Ilk olarak en ônemli eem yônü benzin olan bir ee yakitm daha sonra
46. dizele çevrilmiç olmasidir. Eee ... bunu d- ... jet sürü§-e çevirip eem ...
47. yônlendirmek için kullanil-an -  yônlendirmek için kullanilabilmesi için
48. degiçtirildi. Tekerlekleri aslmda çok eem eskisine gôre ee olarak kaldi fakat
49. yenilendi. Ve çok yeni elektronik cihazlari vardir ve o tarz çeyleri vardir. O yüzden
50. bu prototype ômegin yapmi§ oldugu bunlardir. Emm ... yeni -  yenilenen çeylerden
51. bir tanesi ee moderin cam tarzma benzeyen bir plastikle kaplanmiç olmasi kisacasi
52. buna da GRP de denir. GRP çok daha hafiftir eem ve çok daha güçlü bir maddedir
53. bir çok da ôzelligi vardir. Daha sonra yapilan baçka bir degiçiklik ... eee prop
54. sürü§ü degiçtirip daha uygun bir çekilde sürülmesi için ... degigiklikler yapildi.
55. Catherine: Eeer ... araç ... halk taçidigi için insanlari taçidigi için bir çok da
56. güvenlik koçullari vardir gôz ônünde bulundumhnasi gereken.
57. Howard: Evet. Bu araçlar belki de yapildigi zamanda bunlar aslmda yoktu. Askeri
58. amaç için kullamldigmda hiç bir -  buna bagh hiç bir tüzügü yoktu. Aslmda ... ilk
59. yapildigi zamanda evet bôyle hiç bir -  buna benzer hiç bir tüzügü yoktu suyun
60. üzerinde kalabildigi sürece eem buna bagh herhangi bir güvenlik ko§ulu yoktu. Hiç
61. bir risk degerlendirmesi ee güvenlik koçullari ve ônlemleri saglik açismdan hiç bir
62. ko§ulu yoktu. Eee ... insan ta§idigi için yolcu taçidigi için 2 çeçit güvenlige dikkat
63. etmemiz gerekiyor. Birincisi otobüs tüzügü olmasi gerekiyor ve bu otobüs
64. tüzügündeki bütün eem ... maddelerine uymasi gerekiyor ômegin bir eee ... acil
65. çikiçi olmasi gerekiyor ve motomn acil bir dur haline gelmesi gerekiyor. Eee ... bu
66. tüzüklerin deniz yasalarma gôre ee uymasi gerekiyor ..eevQ  bir çok .. ee madde
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67. yer aliyor. 2. Maddede bir sertifikanm olmasi gerekiyor saglikli olduguna dair ee
68. bir sertifikanm verilmiç olmasi gerekiyor. Ve suyla ilgili olan kisimda da yoleu
69. sertifikasi dedigimiz bir sertifika veriliyor. Ve bu sertifikalarm -  bu 2 sertifikanm
70. eee yilda bir kere kontrol edilmesi gerekiyor araçta hiç bir çeyin paslanmadigma
71. dair bozulmadigma dair eee ... bakimlarm yapilip sertifikalandirilmasi gerekiyor.
72. Catherine: Güvenlik koçullari oldugu §ekilde ee -  ayni çekilde çevreye-yi korumak
73. için eee belli baçli kurallari olmasi gerekmiyor mu?
74. Howard: Evet tabi ki eee çevre ko§ullarmi düçünmek gerekiyor. Bugün herhangi
75. bir aracm -  denizde giden herhangi bir aracm eee ... nn-nn-ne çekilde emisyon
76. yarattigmi eee ne çeçit gazlari çikarttigmi tabi ki bilmemiz gerekiyor. Bu durumda
77. da motorlarm eee bir çok standarda bagh olmasi gerekiyor. Avrupa’da bu Avrupa
78. Standardi olarak biliniyor kullanilan herhangi bir makine veya aracm standardi.
79. Bunlar eee ... C02 ve eee ... nitrogen seviyelerine bakilarak ... ortaya çikanhyor.
80. Evet o ytizden makinelerin temizligi çok onemli ve ee o noktadar itibaren temiz
81. makineler motorlar kullaniliyor.
82. Catherine: Peki turist taçimanm yanmda bu araçlar için herhangi bir olasilik bir
83. amaç gorebiliyor musunuz? Bu araçlar için kullanilabilecek baçka koçullari çartlari
84. degerlendiriyor musunuz?
85. Howard: Evet. Evet 2 durumda da ômegin bir sel durumunda kullanilabiliyor ee bu
86. araçlar sel yerinden gg ... bir çeyler ahp getirme veya elektrik baglantilarmi
87. yapabilmek için kullamliyor bu araçlar. Yolda gidebilecegi çekilde eee sel
88. durumunda da eger suyun seviyesi yeterince yüksekse eee sel oldugunda da bu
89. araç kullanilabiliyor. Çok saglam bir araç oldugu için . ..eee  büyük derece agir
90. olan araçlari gereçleri de taçiyabilecek. Ômegin insanlari kurtarmak için. Ômegin
91. ee coele picker'da olan ee sel dummunda bu araçlar gidip ordaki insanlari
92. kurtarabilirdi yardimci olabilirdi. Bôyle dummdaki olaylarda kullanilabiliyor bu
93. araçlar ve eee herkeste bu olasiliklan degerlendirmek için ee ... çaba sarfediyor.
94. Ômegin 3. Dünya ülkelerinde bu araçlarm eee nehirlerden karçiya geçebilmek için
95. bir tarahan bir tarafa geçebilmek için kullamlmayi ee düçünülüyor ômegin kôprü
96. ohnayan ve feribot ohnayan yerlerde bu araçlar kullanilabiliyor. Yine 3. Dünya
97. ülkelerinde ee bu araçlarm bir ambulans gôrevi olarak-yi alabilecegi konu§uluyor
98. insanlari hastahaneye gôtürüp getirmek için kullanilabilir. îçte bu tarz dummlarda
99. kullanilabilir. Hehmagi bir çevrede eem jeolojik olarak ve hidro jeolojik olarak
100.ara§tirmalar yapmak için eem bir yerin derinligi veya derinlikteki kalitenin ne
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loi.oldugunu ôlçmek için kullanilabilir. Kisaca her taraftan bakildigmda olanaklar
io2.gôrülüyor. Bu tarz aktiviteler için iyi bir çaliçma gemisi olabiliyor. 
los.Catherine: Hem ... iyi vakit geçirmek için ... bir gemidir.
io4.Howard: Evet evet iyi vakit geçirmek için kullanilabilir bu gemiler
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XV. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 2 (i)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Howard: Giinaydm.
03. Catherine: Aam -  Bize kim oldugunuzu ve bugün nerede bulundugumuzu
04. soyleyebilir misiniz lütfen?
05. Howard: Evet, ismim Howard Slater. §u an îngiltere’nin Güney Dogusunda
06. Devon bolgesinde bulunan Plymouth limanmdayiz. Burasi tarihi olarak çok
07. onemli bir city- çehir -  ozellikle gemicilik ve deniz - cilikle ...v e  hem karada hem
08. denizde yüzer-gezer aracm da ev sahibi bir §ehir burasi.
09. Catherine: Bu araçla ilgili bize biraz bilgi verebilir misiniz? ... Amfibiyis bir araç
10. dediniz ... nasil bir araçtir bu? Nasil çahçir?
11. Howard: Aam -  bu aslmda bir makine. Hem bot hem yolda gidebilen bir araç. 2
12. buçuk tonluk bir kamyonetten suya girebilen, suda kullanilabilen bir araç haline
13. dônüçebiliyor. Normalde büyük bir kamyonet olarak kullanilirken deniz kenarma,
14. su kenarma gelip la-lastiklerini kapattip direk suya girebiliyorsunuz, suda normal
15. bir bot çeklinde devam edebiliyor, biraz yavaç ama bir bot çeklinde
16. kullanilabiliyor. Bu süreci geri de dôndürebiliyor sunuz. Sudan çikip bir otobüs
17. §eklide de kullanabiliyor sunuz, otobüse de dônüçebiliyor.
18. Catherine: Peki niçin kullamliyor aam -  bu da -  §u an ne için kullamliyor?
19. Howard: Genellikle turistleri taçimak amaeiyla kullanilabiliyor ve çok -  turistler
20. tarafmdan da çok ilgi gôrüyor çünkü direk suya inebiliyorlar.
21. Catherine: Aam -  peki bu araçla ilgili diger sôyleyebileeeklemiz nelerdir?
22. Howard: Aaam -  iki personel bir sürücü ve bir personel yardimcisi la kullanilan
23. bir araç ve 28 yolcu kapasitesi olan bir araç.
24. Catherine: Çu an Plymouth’da bulunan bu araç baçka bir yerde var mi?
25. Howard: Aam -  evet bir çok yerde daha var. Ômegin Liverpool, Londra, Belfast,
26. Aam -  ôzel olarak da kullamliyor bunlar Hunstanton Norfolk’da, Devon'da, yo yo
27. yanhç hatirlamiyorsan Devon degil Comwall'da bir ômegi bulunuyor. Dünyada
28. daha bir çok yerde var ve iki araç olarak kullamldiklan için çe§itli alanlarda da
29. kullamhyorlar ômegin savunma, ambulans gibi ve ôzellikle ambulans geliçen bir
30. ihtiyaç halinde. Yine geliçen dünyada selle mücadele de kullamliyor, sel
31. dummlarmda kullanilan ôneelikle araçlardan birisi.
32. Catherine: Peki tasarimla alakah biçeyler sôyleyebilir misiniz?
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33. Howard: Aam -  bu araç aslmda ikinci dünya savaçmda Amerikalilar tarafmdan
34. geliçtirilen bir araç ve ‘ordek’ ismi verilen bir araç. Aam -  askeri amaçli
35. kullanilan bir §ey. Hatta kisaltmasi DUKW olarak çikmi§, daha sonra ayni anlama
36. donerek ‘ordek’ ohnuç. Aam -  pek i... ve D-DAY’de motor ... genel motor ...
37. materyallerin ve ki§ilerin denize taçmmasi için kullanilmiç bir araçti.
38. Catherine: Çimdi bu aracm geli§miç durumuyla ilgili bir bilgiyi verebilir misiniz?
39. Çu an burda bulunan araç o D-DAY de kullanilan ikinci dünya savaçmda
40. kullanilan aracm geliçmiç bir modeli aslmda. Peki yeni ôzellikleri nelerdir. Yani
41. bu yeni geli§mi§ aracm yeni ôzellikleri nelerdir?
42. Howard: Aam -  ôncelikli olarak motoru petrol motordan dizel motora degi§tirilmi§
43. bir araç bu. Bu da daha güçlü olmasmi saghyor. Ayni zamanda jet-drive gibi bir
44. system dey-me dônüçmüç bu da sürücü - sürü§ kontrolü nü etkiliyor. Aam -  bunun
45. diçmda daha detayh mühendislik yenilikleri var ôzellikle elektronik yenilik leri
46. var. Peki gelecekteki durumu nedir. Gelecek tasarimlarda, geleeek versyonlarda
47. métal yerine sikiçtirilmiç cam GRP dedigimiz bir ürün kullamliyor bu da daha
48. hafîf ve daha güçlü ve çok iyi ôzellikleri olan bir araç. Yine son modellerde pop
49. drive sistemi hidrolik sisteme dônüçtürülüyor, bu da daha güvenlikli ohnasmi
50. saghyor.
51. Catherine: Evet. Yoleu taçidigi için güvenlik tedbirleri de ohnali heralde.
52. Howard: Evet dogrudur. îlk üretildiginden bôyle -  ilk üretildiginde bu tarz
53. sorumluluklar yoktu. Ancak daha sonrasi için var. Aam -  ilk olarak askeri olarak
54. kullamldigi için orda ônemli olan belli mesafeleri katedebiliyor muydu belli kum
55. yigmlarmi açabiliyor muydu, bu tarz çeylere bakiliyordu. Saglik veya güvenlik
56. analizi gibi çeyler yapilmiyordu. Ancak tieari kullamma geçildikten sonra iki
57. tüzüge bagh olarak denetimlerinin yapilmasi gerekiyor. Bir tanesi otobüsler için
58. güvenlikle alakah. Güvenlik çiki§mm olmasi gerekiyor ve motor kesim noktasmm
59. olmasi gerekiyor. Digeri ise suda seyahati ile alakah. Sahil güvenlik ve denizcilige
60. kayitli olmasi gerekiyor. Yine baça dônecek olursak otobüs için -  aam -  uygunluk,
61. ilk uygunluk sertifikasi diye bir sertifika almasi gerekiyor. Su içinse yolcu taçima
62. sertifikasi nm mevcut olmasi gerekiyor ve her ikisinin de yillik olarak
63. kontrollerinin yapilmasi gerekiyor ki araçlarda hiç bir degiçiklik olmadigmi,
64. paslanma gibi bir belirtinin gôrühnediginin ortaya konmasi için.
65. Catherine: Peki güvenlik diçmda düçünmeniz gereken çevreci konular var midir?
66. Howard: Evet ôzellikle çevre kirliligi motorun çevreye sagladigi kirlilik
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67. konusunda Euro Standartlarma uyulmasi gerekiyor ômegin motordan yayilan
68. oksijen, nitrojen, sulfur degerlerinin dikkate almmasi gerekiyor. Motor temizligi
69. ve buna bagli olarak temiz motorlar kullamlmasi dikkat edilmesi gereken konular
70. arasmda ônce- ôzellikle temiz motor kullanmayi tercih ediyomz.
71. Catherine: Turistik tagimanm diçmda baçka kullanim alanlari, ômegin baçmda
72. bahsettigimiz sivil savunma, ambulans gibi, bunlarm diçmda kullamm alanlari var
73. midir?
74. Howard: Erm -  evet sel dummlarmda hem yolda hem suda yeterinee hizli
75. gidebilmeleri erm -  pompalama araçlari gibi çegitli agir araçlarm taçmmasmi
76. saglayabilmeleri, çok insanlarm kurtarilmasma yardimci olabilir. Ômegin
77. Morecambe Kumluk bôlgesi Belediyesinin ... baçmdan geçen olaylarda bu tarz
78. araçlar olsaydi çok sayida insan kurtarilabilirdi. Yine bunun diçmda üçüncü dünya
79. ülkelerinde ômegin kôprü ve bot ohnayan yerlerde insan taçimacihgi için
80. kullanilabilir. Yine üçüneü dünya ülkelerinde hem suda hem yolda gidebildigi için
81. insanlari hastahaneye ta§iyacak ambulans gôrevi gôrmesi dummu vardir. Bunlarm
82. diçmda çevre araçtirmalarmda ômegin ôzellikle nehir yataklarmm araçtirilmasmda
83. kullanilabilir.
84. Catherine: Bunlarm diçmda eglence amaçh da kullanilabilir mi?
85. Howard: Evet eglenee amaçh da kullanilabilir.
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XVI. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 2 (ii)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Howard: Giinaydm.
03. Catherine: Kim oldugunuzu soylemekle baçlayabilir misiniz ve nerde
04. oturdugumuzu çu anda soyleyebilir misiniz bize?
05. Howard: Evet adim Howard Slater. §u anda eee Plymouth kentinde îngiltere’nin
06. Güneyinde eee bir limandayiz. Plymouth çehrinin denizeilik açismdan çok onemli
07. bir tarihi vardir Ingiltere’de. §u anda da bir yiizer gezer araçta oturuyoruz.
08. Catherine: Yiizer gezeç- yüzer gezer araç ne demektir bize soyleyebilir misiniz?
09. Howard: Tam olarak bir makinedir. Hem yolda hem de suda gidebilen bir
10. makinedir. Ona gore uyarlandi. 2 buçuk ton agirligma ait. Yolda gittiginde bir
11. otobiis gôrevi gôrebilir. Eee pervane takarak denize de uyarlanmiç bir makinedir
12. dolayisiyle eee yolda yolculugunuz bittikten sonra denize giriç -  ôzel yerlerden
13. denize giriç yaparak devre -  tekerlekleri devre diçi birakiyorsunuz pervaneyi
14. devreye sokuyorsunuz ve aynen bir gemi olarak kullanabiliyorsunuz. Ayni çekilde
15. tam tersini yapabiliyorsunuz. Gemi yolculugunuz bittikten sonra denizdeki
16. yolculugunuz bittikten sonra karaya çikmak için ôzel çikiç noktalarmdan
17. tekerlekleri devreye koyarak pervaneleri devre diçi birakarak tekrar otobüs haline
18. dônüçtürebiliyorsunuz yüzer gezer araç dedigimiz bu makineyi.
19. Catherine: Peki ne amaçla kullamliyor bu araçlar onu sôyleyebilir misiniz?
20. Howard: Genellikle bu dônemlerde turizm amaciyla kullamyoruz. Turistler eee
21. çok ilgileniyor degiçik bir araç oldugu için. Ôzellikle suya giriç anmda ee çok
22. heycanlamyor turistler. Dolayisiyle turizm açismdan kullamyoruz ama çok farkli
23. çeyler için de kullanilabilir. Yüzer gezer araçlar 2 tane personel alabiliyor. Bir
24. çofbr ve ikincisi de yardimcisi. 28 kiçi de yoleu olarak alabiliyor bu araçlar.
25. Catherine: Peki bu makineler Plymouth’tan baçka herhangi bir yerde var nu?
26. Howard: Bildigim kadanyla Liverpool’da, Londra’da, Belfast’da var. Oralarda
27. kullamliyor. Bazi ôzel kurul-kurulu§lar tarafmdan da Hunstanton’da Comwall’da
28. sanirim Comwall’da ôzel bir kumlugun kullandigi yüzer gezer araçlar var.
29. Catherine: Bunlarm kullanim amaçlari buralarda nelerdir?
30. Howard: Yine ôneellikle turizm eee amaciyla kullamliyor tabi ki ancak bu yüzer
31. gezer araçlar sivil savunma amaciyla da kullanilabilir. Ambulans olarak kullanma
32. amaci da son zamanlarda çok geliçti ve bu yônde de ee bazi yüzer gezer araçlar
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33. kullamliyor. Ôzellikle sivil savunma 3. Dünya ülkelerinde ee sel felaketlerinde
34. çok kullanilabilir.
35. Catherine: Bu §u anda içinde oturdugumuz makine ôzel bir tasarim mi?
36. Howard: Aslmda bu §u anda içinde oturdugumuz makine eee nin ... baçlangiç
37. noktasi Amerikahlarm 2. Dünya savaçmda yapmi§ oldugu bir araçtan geliyor
38. tarihçesi. O zaman çikarma için kullandiklari sahile asker ve erzak eee
39. çikarabilmek için ducks kisaltuniyla isimlendirdikleri bir makine yarattilar. Bu
40. denizden karaya adam asker ve erzak çikarmak için kullandiklari bir araçti. Ducks
41. kisaltimda îngilizce’de ôrdek anlamma geldigi için çok uygun bir anlam taçiyor
42. aslmda. Bu §u anda içinde oturdugumuz makine onlarm bir geliçmiç modelidir. Bu
43. makineye teknolojik bir çok çey katildi. O ilk çikan türün evrim geçirmiç türüdür
44. deyebiliriz. Ve gelecekte yapilacak olan yüzer gezer araçlar için de bir prototip’tir.
45. Catherine: Ne gibi degiçiklikler yapildi ilk türünden sonra?
46. Howard: Bu makine §u anda içinde oturdugumuz makine ôneelikle benzinden
47. mazot eee yakitma geçildi ve çok daha güçlü bir haie getirildi. Pervane
48. sisteminden j e t ... jet sürüç sistemine geçildi ve bu hem sürüçe hem de güç
49. kaynagi olarak kullamliyor. Çok daha detayh mühendislik noktalari var. Teknoloji
50. çok daha fazla kullanildi bu araçta. Gelecekte çikaeak olan modellerle ilgili
51. sôylemek -  bir çey sôylemek gerekirse de bu prototipin onlara yôn verecegi çeyler
52. demir kullamlmadi yapilarmda üst yapilarmda ve . . .  sistemlerinde. Plastik ve cam
53. eee GRP diye adlandigimiz bir malzeme kullanildi ve çok ôz -  ôzellikli çok
54. ônemli bir malzemedir bu. Demirden çok daha saglam ve çok daha hafîf bir
55. malzemedir. Eee dolayisiyla §u anki modellere gôre çok daha güvenli bir prototip
56. çikti ortaya.
57. Catherine: Çimdi bu araçlar yolcu taçidigma gôre bagzi güvenlik kurallarma
58. uymaniz gerektigini düçünüyorum. Bunlardan bahsedebilir misiniz?
59. Howard: Tabii ki evet yolcu ta§idigimiz için belirli kriterlere uymak zorundayiz.
60. Risk degerlendirmesi yapihyor güvenlikle ilgili degerlendirmeler yapiliyor tabii ki
61. eski modellerde ilk modellerde bôyle dertler yoktu. Denizde yüzebildigi süreee
62. onay alirdi herhangi bir sorun ya§anmazdi o konularla ilgili. Bizim uymamiz
63. gereken ancak bu günümüzde güvenlik kurallanyla ilgili uymamiz gereken
64. ôzellijke 2 kural vardir. Bunlar birineisi otobüs kurallari. Burda acil çikiç eee
65. gereksinimi var makinenin güç kesme gereksinimi var. Bunlara uymak
66. zorundayiz. Bu ilk verilecek bir tür sertifika uygun oldugu süreee bu aracm ilk
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67. uygunluk sertifikasidir. 2. Kural seti de denizci kurallarmm güvenlikleriyle
68. ilgilidir. Su -  denizcikle ilgili yolcu taçuna sertifikasi verilir. Bunlar her 2
69. kurallara uydugunuzu gosteren sertifikalardir. Yer yil yenilenir aracm içte
70. paslanmamasi gerektigi yerlerle pas var mi yok mu onlar kontrol edilerek
71. sertifikalari yenilenir.
72. Catherine: Tabii çevresel çeyleri de gôz ônünde bulundurmamz gerekiyor herhalde
73. atikla ilgili bu makine olduguna gôre. Günümüzde çevreyle ilgili çok ônemli eee
74. konular vardir.
75. Howard: Evet eee tabii ki bu çok ônemli olarak ve ôncelikli olarak makinelerin
76. atiklarmi kontrol ediyoruz. Avrupa birliginin standartlarma gôrejeo 2 ve nitrojen
77. atiklari partiküllerini deger- degerlendiriyoruz. Ve son standartlara uymak
78. zorundayiz Avrupa birliginin. Dolayisiyla bu kurallarm çevresel etkilerini gôz
79. ônünde bulundurarak makinelerimiz o çekilde üretiliyor.
80. Catherine: Turist taçimanm diçmda farkli kullammlari oldugunu düçünüyor
81. musunuz daha ônce bahsetmiçtiniz ee ambulans ve sivil savunma ile ilgili
82. kullanilabilecegini bu araçlarm. Bu konuyla ilgili ne sôyleyebilirsiniz.
83. Howard: Evet tabi ki bu daha ônce de bahsettigim gibi ee sellerde itfayenin
84. ulaçamayeagi yerlere hem karada hem denizde gidebilecegi için suyun derinliginin
85. yeterince yüksek oldugu noktalarda ee oralardan geçip diyelim ki bir elektrik
86. santraline ulaiip oraya su boçaltim pompalari ulaçtirabilir. Çok büyük iri araçlar
87. olduklan için çok fazla malzeme taçiyabiliyor. Bu amaçla kullanilabilir bu araçlar.
88. insan kurtarma arama kurtarma operasyonlarmda kullanilabilir. Bir kaç yil ônce
89. Morcambe Sands diye bir bôlgede midye toplayicilarmm akima kapildigi bir
90. noktada bu tür bir araç kullanilsaydi o insanlari de kurtarabilirdi bôyle bir araç
91. kullamlsaydi. Gel git durumunda. Ve insanlar bu tür ihtimaller üzerinde degiçik
92. kullanim amaçlari üzerinde çahçiyorlar. Ôzellikle 3. Dünya ülkelerinde eee ...
93. kôprü veya geçiç ohnayan yerlerde nehirlerin üzerinden geçi§ ohnayan yerlerde
94. feribot türü gemilerin olmadigi yerlerde nehirleri geçmek için kullanilabilir bu tür
95. araçlar. Ayni çekilde ambulans olarak insanlari hastahaneye getirip gôtürmek için
96. kullanilabiliyor bu araçlar. Son olarak ta çevresel amaçla kullanilabilir. Bazi nehir
97. diplerinden ômek aima durumunda oldugunuz zaman eee bu tür ortamlarda iyi bir
98. degerlendirme araci olabilir. Cografik yapiyi ve sudaki cografik yapilari
99. degerlendirme amaciyla kullanilabilir.
100. Catherine: Yani zevk amaçh bir gemi diçmda bu kullammlar da var demek
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101. istiyorsunuz.
102. Howard: Evet tabi ki var.
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XVII. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 3 (i)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Fiona: Merhaba Catherine. Bugün geldigin ve bizimle mülakat yaptigm için çok
03. teçekkür ederiz. Eem kendini tanitmakla b açlayabilir misin lütfen.
04. Fiona: Kesinlikle. Aa ben Fiona Doloughan ve Surrey Universitesinde Ingiliz
05. Bilimde ogretim gorevlisiyim.
06. Catherine: Aa biz ozellikle senin Üniversite diçmda kendin için yaptipm eem
07. yaratici yazim -la  alakah seninle konuçmak istiyoruz. Aam belki bira bununla
08. ilgili bilgi verebilirsin ômegin nasil baçladigmla ilgili.
09. Fiona: Kesinlikle. Çok uzun zamandir yaziyordum aslmda. Ve samrim bütün olasi
10. yazarlar aslmda gençlik yillarmda yazmaya baçhyorlar ve ben o dônemde
11. yazdiklarima geri dônüp baktigimda aslmda çok da ürküyomm. Ama ben sürekli
12. geri dônüp lisans ve yüksek lisans yillarma bakiyomm. Ama samrim ben son 10 -
13. 15 yildu* yazilarimi daha ciddiye almaya baçliyomm ve bunu hem kiçisel hem
14. profesyonel hayatimm bir parçasi olarak gôrüyomm.
15. Catherine: Ne tür §eyler yaziyorsun ne tür konularda yaziyorsun? Am tür olarak
16. baktigimizda çiir mi daha ... fiksyonel §eyler mi ne tür çeyler yaziyorsun?
17. Fiona: Agirlikh olarak §iir ama bir dônem aslmda kisa hikayeler de yazdigim
18. ohnuçtur. Aa ve yüzyilm ... baçmda aslmda yaratici yaz-imla ilgili bir egitime de
19. katildim. Ali Smith’in -  gallerde ... seeond name ... birlikte hazirladiklari
20. ôzellikle kisa hikayeler üretimi üzerine yapilan ... iki hafta konaklamali bh
21. egitimdi bu. Ve hatta sonunda taslak bir hilaye kitabim-i da çikardim ismi ‘The
22. farmer only eats what he has’ ‘Çiftci sadece elmde olani yer di’. Ama sonra bunu
23. çekmeeeye kaldirdim ve orda biraktim o zamandan sonra. Ama kisa hikayeler-rin-
24. ri tas-taslaklarmi yazarken farkma vardim aslmda kisa hikaye yazmak çok da
25. benim tercih ettigim bir alan degil. Ama geçen yillarda bu konuda daha çok §ey
26. ôgrendigimi farkmdayim belki ilerde bir noktada geri dônüp onun üzerinde
27. çah§abilirim iyi olabilir bu. Ama o zamandan bu ya-zamana büyük ola-si -
28. agirlikh olarak-full time olarak §iir yazmak üzerine çahçiyorum. Ama ne yazdigim
29. konusuna gelince samrim farkli kategoriler var. Aam her ne kadar kendimi çehir
30. kizi olarak gôrsem de daha çok dogayla ilgili §eyler yaziyorum çünkü doga sadeee
31. doga degil insanlarm iç durumu psikolojileri moduyla alakah oluyor. O yüzden
32. yazdigim çeylerin çogu aslmda modla alakah ve yerle alakah oluyor. E  daha çok
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33. gôrsel ve sôzel iliçkisi beni ilgilendiriyor ve yazarlarm ôzellikle gôrseli nasil
34. tediklediklerini - y-yaziyla gôrseli nasil tetikledikleri -  çok dikkatimi çekiyor. O
35. yüzden sürekli buna geri dônüyorum. Am her ne kadar gôrsel ve yazili u-uyumu
36. iletiçimi en çok geri dôndügüm noktalardan birisi olsa da yazinin diger alanlanyla
37. da ilgileniyomm son zamanlarda. Em ôzellikle m-modlari ve hisleri araçtirmayi
38. seviyorum ve bunlari 3 boyutluya nasil aktarabiliriz -le  ilgileniyomm. Em
39. ôzellikle sesler bu hisle alakah bir a-a-açi m-o dikkatimi çekiyor. Ômegin son
40. zamanlarda üzerinde çaliçigim §iirde her ne kadar bir çehi-kasab-kôy yolu
41. üzerinde ilerleyip ordaki hayati canlandirmaya çahçiyor olsam da ses ôgesini de
42. eklemeye çahçiyomm bu sesi nasil canlandirabilirim, hayata geçirebilirim üzerin-
43. de bakiyomm. E  ama sanirim bu akademik olarak ... multi modelle ilgileniyor
44. ohnamdan kaynaklamyor çünkü dil aslmda tam bir multi model, çiir bunun
45. içerisinde daha da ôyle ritmi var keydm’i var eem kafîyeleri var, olasi bir
46. senaryoyu canlandniyor olasi bir sesi canlandirabiliyor.
47. Catherine: Burda gôrsel ve sesten bahsediyorsunuz. Multi model bu mu demek?
48. Fiona: Aslmda bana gôre ... kaba tabiri ile bir çok mm-mmod-u içinde barmdiriyor,
49. bir çok mod demek. Am o yüzden gh-sôzel olabiliyor yazili olabiliyor veya gôrsel
50. bir mod olabiliyor ama ôn-nemli olan eide edilmek istenen aslmda ki§ilerde bir
51. takun reaksyonlar uyandnmak o-ôzellikle hissi deneyimle uyandirmak. E  ôzellikle
52. §iire bakildigmda bunu daha somut bir çekilde yapabiliyorsunuz ve daha
53. çaktirmadan yapabiliyorsunuz. Am ômegin daha somut derken ôzellikle gôrsel bir
54. tür formdan yapidan bahsediyomm. E  bunu renk..çemalari halinde de kullamyomm
55. ômegin ben çiiri kagida ... em Apolitery diye bir formatta aktarabiliyomm. Em o
56. yüzden aslmda §iirin hem malzeme olarak ... i-ilgimi çekiyor hemd-de daha çok
57. hissiyat olarak okuyucuda nasil bir hissiyat uyan-dirdi ne tür modlara neden oldugu
58. ..ilgimi çeken konular.
59. Catherine: Yaratici yazim bôlümleri -  yda programlan son dônemlerde ôzellikle
60. ingiltere’de çok fazla artti. Sizce ..yaratiei yazim ôgretilebilir mi
61. degerlendirilebilir m i... ôgreneiye bôyle birçey aktarilabilir mi? Bu konudaki
62. düçünceleriniz hisleriniz neler?
63. Fiona: E bu aslmda günümüzün konusu dediginiz gibi bu alandaki programlarm
64. artmasi ve ôgrenci ilgisinin artmasi. Ama programlar her çekilde doluyor. Aam
65. brm-benim geçmiçime bakaeak olursak aslmda-yani benim geçmigi-mi gôz-ônüne
66. alacak olursak..yazim aslmda bir beceri ve ôgretilebilecek geliçtirilebilecek bir
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67. beceri çünkü derinnn- daha derin bakilirsa karma§ik süreci bolerek ve daha kisitli
68. hallerde kiçilere bunu aktararak daha iyiye gitmelerini ..saglayeak bir kaynak
69. olabiliyor aslmda, bu tarzda egitimler. Bu tüm seviyelerd-için bôyle. Eem ômegin
70. yazimla alakah i§te gerek roman §iir drama veya sahne için yazaeak ôgren-
71. ncilerde dilin nasil çaliçtigmi ôgrenmek bunun daha stilistik bir yapida ele almak
72. çok ônemlidir bunun bir araç oldugunu ... ee.veya araç olarak veya bir ... dil-dil
73. materyalini nasil daha iyi kullanabileceklerini gôstermek açismdan ônemlidir. So-
74. samrim bu oldukca gerekli.
75. Catherine: Peki daha resmi bir çekilde siz kendi yazilarmizda dilinizi geliçtirmek
76. için biçey yapiyor musunuz?
77. Fiona: Kesinlikle. Aaa daha ônce .. .yanhç hatirlamiyorsam yatili bir egitime
78. katildigimdan bahsetmiçtim Trenoweth’da Kuzey Galler’de. Aa 3 kez tekrar oraya
79. gittim ve son olarak yazm da ordaydim. Aam çok çanshydim Carol-Ann Duffy ve
80. Gillian Clarke’la bir §iir -master seviyesinde bir- §iir program..-dersi yapma
81. imknm buldum. Am Carol-Ann bildiginiz gibi ünlü bir ça-h-ir Gallian’da Galler’in
82. ünlü bir çairi. Aa ve bir hafta ciddi.. .§§-çair-ler benim gibi §air oll-ma azmindeki
83. ki§iler-le bir arada oldum. Çah§taylara katildik, uygulamalar yaptik ve
84. yaptiklaruniz üzerinde geri bildirimler aldik. Am taslaklar haznladik taslaklarrr-
85. miz üzerine tekrar taslaklar yaptik taslaklarimiza geri bildirimler aldik
86. arkadaçlarimizm yam sira okutmanlardan egitmenlerden de geri bildirimler aldik
87. ki bu geri bildirimler çok degerliydi ve samrim burdaki bu bir hafta süre-nn-nm
88. sonucunda ben kendi yazdiklarimi da geliçtirme imkani buldum. Aam ve samrim
89. bu ôzellikle §u an üzerinde-de çahçtigim küçük bir çiir kitabi üzerinn-de yommlar
90. yapan bir mmes-§air meslektaçimm katkisiyla da oldu. Ee ve bu .. .beni ôyle bir
91. teçvik etti ki geleeek yil samrim bir ... eem §iir kitabi yaymlayacagim. Umarim
92. bunun için bir yaymei bulacagim.
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XVIII. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 3 (ii)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Fiona: Merhaba Catherine.
03. Catherine: Bugün bizimle bu mülakati yaptigmiz için çok
04. teçekkür ederiz. Kendini tamtmamzla ee ba§layabilir misiniz acaba?
05. Fiona: Tabiki. Benim adim Fiona Doloughan ve ... Surrey Universitesinde bir
06. ingilizce ogretmeniyim.
07. Catherine: Seninle ilgili ozellikle üniversite diçmdaki vakitlerinizde kendiniz-e
08. ayndigmiz vakitlerinizde yaratici yazilarmizla ilgili ee konuçmak istiyorduk. Bu
09. konuyla ilgili bize bi§eyler soyleyebilir misiniz ve nasil ba§ladigmizla ilgili bilgi
10. verebilir misiniz?
11. Fiona: Tabi ki. Aslmda uzun bir zamandn ee ... yazmaya baçladim. Bir çok ee
12. yazar olmak isteyen insan- m baçladigi gibi ben de gençlik yillarimda baçladim ve
13. çok uzun yillar on- oldu. Çimdi geriye dônüp baktigimda o zaman yazdigim
14. yazilara ... korku içinde ee ... bakiyomm. Aslmda geriye dônüp baktigimda son
15. 10 veya 15 yil içerisinde ee yazilarima daha ... profesyônelce ilgilenmeye
16. baçladim daha çok dikkat etmeye baçladim. Kiçisel olarak da kendimi
17. geliçtirdigimi dü§ünüyomm bu konuda. Eee kendim için belirgin bir profil
18. olu§turdum ... bu son 10 -  15 yil içerisinde.
19. Catherine: Ne tür çeylerle ilgili yazilar yaziyorsunuz? Genelde ne gibi konularla
20. ilgili yaziyorsunuz? Eee hangi tarzda yaziyorsunuz? §iirle mi ilgili.
21. Fiona: Genelde §iir agirlikh oluyor yazilarun aneak hi -  bir dônem de ee kisa
22. hikayeler de yazdigim olmuçtu. Yüz yilm ee dônümüde bir ee ... yazi kursuna
23. gittim ee ... orda eee ... Ali Smith ve Jackie Kay ile ilgili -  onlarla ilgili bir kursa
24. gittim. Trenoweth ee - Kuzey Galler’de Trenoweth’de. Bu da kisa ... ee hikayeler
25. üzerine kurslar gôrdüm. Taslak ee -  küçük bir taslak kitabi da hazirladim orda kisa
26. hikayelerle ilgili. Eee bir tanesi eee ‘Çiftci sadece ne üretirse onu yer’ ... admda
27. yazdigim bir kitapti -  taslak metindi. Ve bunu bir çekmeeeye kaldirip o zamandan
28. beridir orda biraktim. O zamandan beridir ee kisa hikayeler konusunda ee çok da
29. konum olmadigmi düçünmeye ba§ladim . O zamandan sonra çok yazmamaya
30. baçladim kisa hikaye. Belki ilerde geri dônerim kisa hikaye yazmaya. Eee
31. geçtigimiz yillar içerisinde çok ee gey ôgrendim bu konuyla ilgili. Ancak gu anda
32. ... o konuyla ilgili yazmiycam. O zamandan beridir ee daha çok giirle ilgili yazilar
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33. yazmaya çaligiyorum ôzellikl-le vaktimin çogunu giir yazmakla geçiriyorum. Eem
34. ne yazdigimla ilgili konulara gelecek olursak farkli konularla ilgili giirler
35. yazabiliyorum. Kendimi genelde bir gehir kizi olarak gôrmeme ragmen eee ...
36. dogal ortamlarla ilgili yazilar yaziyorum. Eee dogal ortam dogayla ilgili yazilar
37. yazarken bunun daha çok ee sadece dogayoi anlattigmi dügünmüyorum eee ...
38. bôlgeler arasi... ortami ve insanlarm eee ... hislerini anlattigmi dügünüyorum.
39. Çogu parçalanm-  çogu yazilarim eee ... insanlarm ... dügünceleriyle eee ilgilidir
40. veya doga ile ilgilidir. insanlarm sôzel ve gôrselligi nasil bagladigiyla ilgili çok
41. ilgileniyomm. Yazarlarm bu konuyla ilgili nasil baglanti kurdugunu irdeliyomm
42. genellikle. Ve bu da eee bu konuya geri dônmemin sebeplerinden biridir. Gerçekte
43. gôrsel ve sôzel konuyla ilgili çok ilgilenmemin digmda farkh boyutlar da var
44. yazilarimi yazarken dügündügüm. Benim için farkh bir boyuttan baktigimda
45. insanlarm hayati 3 boyutlu olarak nasil teerübe ettigini algilamak çok ônemli bir
46. konudur. Onu ele almaya çaligiyomm. Insanlarm sesleri nasil algigadigmi -
47. algiladigiyla ilgili - çok ilgileniyomm ve eee duyularimizla hayati nasil ee bakig
48. açimizm degigtigini irdelemeye çahgiyomm. Yakm geçmigte yazdigim bir ee giir-
49. de ... bir kirsal yolda yürürken saga sola bakmirken seslerle nasil bir baglanti
50. kurdugumu nasil bir teerübe yagadigimi yazmaya çahgiyomm. Bu da aslmda
51. akademik ilgilmden dolayi dilin ne kadar çok ortami anlatabildigini ee irdeliyomm
52. burda. Çiirde seslerle ee ne kadar farkh ritim yakalayabileceginizi eee burda
53. ritimlerle ilgili nasil bir gôrsel ee ortam yakalayabileceginizi bunlari hep sürekli
54. olarak ele almaya çahgiyomm.
55. Catherine: Ôzellikle gôrsel ve seslerle ilgili konulardan bahsediyorsunuz. Burda
56. eee çegitli modla-modlardan eee ... ne demek istediginizi mi anlatiyorsunuz?
57. Fiona: Benim için çegitli modlar ... basit bir gekilde anlataeak olursam farkh
58. modlar demektir. Dolayisiyla da sesli gôrsel ve sôzel modlari ee kullanabilirsiniz
59. bir yaziyi yazarken. Eee ... Dolayisila giirle ilgili baktigmiz zaman daha sabit bir
60. gekilde bakabilirsiniz veya ... daha yaratici olabilirsiniz bu konuyla ilgili. Sabit
61. gekliyle anlataeak olursak bir giir gôrsel an-anlam-mi -  gôrsel anlam olarak eide
62. etmek isteginiz bilgiyi tam tamma yansitabilir. Bununla ilgili bagzi oynamalar
63. yaparakrenk gôrselleriyle ilgili eee ... appoloinare adh giirimde yaptigim gibi giiri
64. o gekilde eee kurguladim. Dolayisiyla da sabit giirin yapisiyla oynarken eee
65. okumn ... dille farkh duyularmi nasil harekete geçirebilecegim konusu üzerine
66. çok çahgtim.
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67. Catherine: Eee ... ur -  yaratiei yazi eee ile ilgili çok geligim gôrdügümüzü ...
68. teerübe ediyomz. Sizce yaratiei yazi ogretilebilen bir gey mi? Veya bir ôgrenci
69. tarafmdan ôgrenebile-bilinen bir gey mi? Yoksa bir yetenek mi? Bu konuyla ilgili
70. dügünceleriniz nelerdir duygularmiz nelerdir?
71. Fiona: Bu tabii ki güncel bir konudur ee ülke genelinde yaratici yaziyla ilgili
72. ôgrencilerin talepleri dogmltusunda ee geligen bir olaydn. Benim dügünceme gôre
73. bu gekilde ileriyor. Yani her tarafa baktigmiz zaman ... yaratici yaziyla ilgili bir
74. çok program çikiyor ortaya. Egitim geçmigime ve akademik geçmigime dayanarak
75. sôyleyeceklerim ee bence ... yaratiei yazi yazma konusunda insanlara ee gerekli
76. ... ortami sagladigmiz zaman kendilerini geligtire-geligtirebileceklerini
77. dügünüyomm. Ee bu tabiki bir yetenektir ancak ayni zamanda da bir eee sanattir.
78. Ve insanlara bu sanatlarmi ve yetilerini geligtirme ortanu saglandigi taktirde
79. kendilerini geligtirebileceklerine inamyomm. Ve bence bu bütün seviyeler için
80. geçerli bir gey. Omek olarak eee dar anlamli -  belki tartigilacak bir konudur ama
81. yine de ônemli bir konudur. Eee ... giirsel dram veya eee ... eee bu gibi konularda
82. dilin nasuil çahgtigmi... etkilerinin nasil insani tekileyebilecegini anlamamz
83. lazim. Dilin nasil üzerinde oynanirsa insanlara farkh etkiler yaratabilecegini
84. anlamamz gerekiyor ki eee yazilarmizi da o gekilde geligtirebilesiniz.Ve
85. dolayisiyla bence bu çok ônemli bir konudur.
86. Catherine: Kendi yazilarmizda kendi beeerilerinizi geligtirmek için eee ... daha
87. profesyonel bir gekilde çaligmalarmiz oluyor mu?
88. Fiona: Tabii ki oluyor. Daha ônee de bahsettigim gibi Kuzey Galler’de
89. Trenoweth’de bir kursa katildigimdan bahsetmigtim yaratici yaziyla ilgili. Aslmda
90. 3 kez gittim bu kursa ve son olarak da bu geçtigimiz yazda gitmigtim. Aslmda
91. kurslardan en sonuncusunda çok ganshydim çünkü Carol Ann Duffy ve Julian
92. Clark’la eee bir ôzel eee ... kursa katilmam konunda seçildim. Bildiginiz gibi
93. Carol Ann Lauret gairidir ve bildiginiz gibi Julian Clarke ulusal -  Galler’in ulusal
94. gairlerinden biridir. Ve eee bunlar gibi çok kendini adanug -  giire adamig ôzel
95. insanlarla 1 hafla geçirme firsati buldum. Beraber çahgmalarda bulunduk eee
96. nelerle -  neler ürettigimizle ilgili... geri dônügler-ler ahyorduk. Fikir a-
97. ahgveriginde bulunuyorduk. Çahgmalarda beraber çahgtik yaptigimiz giirlerle ilgili
98. geri dônügünm-leri eee aldik ve neler ürettigimiz konusunda ee fikir ahgveriginde
99. bulunuyorduk. Taslaklar olugturduk tekrar bu taslaklar üzerinde çahgmalar yaptik
100. kigisel egitimm-ler yaptik egitmenlerimizle ve bu bir hafta içerisinde ee belirli
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101. bar-bagli adimlar atarak kendimi bu konularla ilgili geligtirdigimi dügünüyorum.
102. Bu konuyla ilgili meslektagim ee tecrübeli bir meslektagimm bana çok yol
103. gosterdigini soyleyebilirim. ‘Transformasyon’ isimli bir giir- imle ilgili çok
104. olumlu eee ... dügüneelerini aktardi bana ve dolayisiyle gelecek yil ee bir giir
105. kitabi olugturmayi dügünüyorum. Umarim ee bunu yaymlayacak eee yaymci
106. bulabilirim.
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XIX. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 3 (i)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Fiona: Merhaba Catherine.
03. Catherine: Istersen ilk ônce kendini tamgtirmakla baglayahm.
04. Fiona: Tabii. Benim adim Fiona Doloughan ve Surrey Universitesinde ôgretim
05. gôrevlisiyim.
06. Catherine: Istersen ilk ônce senin yaratiei yazilarmla ilgili konugahm. Bunu -  erm
07. bununla ilgili olarak ôzel zaman içerisinde ne-neylerle ugragtigmi-ugragtigmdan
08. bahsedelim. Ilk ônce istersen bu yaratici yazilarma nasil bagladigma dair
09. konugmamiza baglayahm
10. Fiona: Yazilarima çok uzun bir zaman ônce baglamigtim ve çogu olmak isteyen
11. yazarlar gibi bunu gençligimde baglamigtim ve geriye dônüp baktigim zaman
12. gerçekten çok korkunç yazilar yazdigimi gôrüyomm ama dedigim gibi bu
13. yazilarima ciddi bir gekilde 10 -  15 yil ônce baglamigtim ve yapmig oldugum,
14. üretmig oldugum yazilar hem mesleki hayatimda hem de ôzel hayatimda
15. geligtirmeye çaligmigtim.
16. Catherine: Peki yapmig oldugunuz, yazmig oldugunuz yazilar giirle ilgili yoksa
17. romanlarla yani ne tür nasil bir tür yazilar üretiyorsunuz giirler mi yoksa romanlar
18. mi üretiyor sunuz?
19. Fiona: Daha ôzellikle giirlerle ilgili yazilar üretiyomm. Geçmigte bir sure ohnugtu
20. ki kisa hikayeler yazmaya baglamigtim. Bu kisa hikayeleri yazmamm
21. nedenlerinden bir tanesi de üretici yazilarla ilgili bir kurs almigtim Kuzey Wales
22. kisminda Ali Smith ve Jackie Kay ile birlikte almigtim ve bu kursun sonucunda
23. kisa hikayeler- kisa hikayelerden olugan bir roman yazmigtim ve hatta bu romanm
24. ismi de ‘Çiftci bildigini her zaman yer’ adh bir romandi. Sadeee bu romani gimdi
25. kaldnip sadece çekmecemde duran bir roman olaraktan birakmigtim. Tabii eminim
26. kisa hikayeleri yazmayi çok fazla tercih etmiyomm ama belki bir gün buna geri
27. dônebilirim. Tabii buna geri dônmemin sebebi yillar içerisinde daha geyleri - daha
28. çok geyler ôgrenmig ohnamdan dolayi da olabilir ama gimdilik daha fazla
29. günlerimi, daha fazla zamammi giirler yazmak üzerine konsantre oluyorum.
30. Yazimg oldugum giirler hakkmda konugmak gerekirse degigik kategorilerle ilgili
31. giirler yaziyorum. Tabii ben kirsal kesimden gelen bir kiz oldugum için daha çok
32. dogayla ilgili giirler yaziyorum. Yani sadeee fiziksel çevreyle ilgili degil de iç
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33. duygularimizla ilgili giirleri de yazmayi tercih ediyorum ve bu iç duygularimiz ve
34. kirsal kesimdeki gôrüntüleri birlegtirerekten bend aha çok gôrüntü ve konugmayla
35. ilgili olan etkiler üzerindeki giirlerle ilgili- bununla ilgili giirleri üretmeyi tercih
36. ediyorum. Ozellikle yazarlarm gôrmüg ordugu gôrsel efektlerle ilgili olaraktan
37. bunlari nasil yaziya dôktüklem- dôktükleriyle ilgili giirler yazmayi tercih
38. ediyorum. Eem biz dünyamizi 3D moduyla ... etkilenen kigiler oldugumuz için bir
39. de bununla ilgili olaraktan seslerle ilgili giirler yazmaktayim. Ômegin bir kirsal
40. kesimde bir yolda giderken sagimda ve solumdaki seslerin ne oldugunu dikkate
41. alaraktan bunlari yaziya nasil dôkecegimizle ilgili olaraktan akademik bir ...
42. akademik bir kegif üzerine çikmaya çahgtim ve bununla ilgili olaraktan multi-
43. modal eem dilin ne oldugunu ôzellikle ritimlerle ilgili, seslerle ilgili olaraktan ve
44. bununla ilgili giirler yazmayi tercih ediyomm.
45. Catherine: Peki multi-modal dediginiz bu gôrsel ve seslerle ilgili bir konu mu?
46. Fiona: Multi-modal dedigimiz zaman hem gôrüntü modu hem konugma modunu
47. içeren ve bunu dil üzerindeki modun ne oldugunu açiklamaya çaligan bir
48. modeldir, bir deneyimdir ve giir yazdigimiz zaman bunu somut bir anlamda degil
49. de ... dolaganbir modla ilgili olaraktan yaziyomm. Peki giirlerimiz dedigimiz gibi
50. somut geyleri yansitan giirler degil sadece ayriyeten renk gemalarmi da
51. kullanaraktan giirlerimi açiklamaya çaligirim. Burda giirlerimi yazmaya -
52. giirlerimi yazmaya çaligtigim zaman elimdeki renkleri de kullanaraktan giirin
53. sadeee dil kismiya degil de bagka geylerle de bunu elde etmeye çahgiyomm.
54. Catherine: Yaratici yazilarm ingiltere’de ôgretilebilecegini dügünüyor musun ve
55. ôgretihp de bunun degerlendirilmesi de yapilabilir mi, ôgrencilere bôyle bir kurs
56. hakkmda verilen derslerdeki dügünceleriniz nelerdir?
57. Fiona: Benim dügüneelerim tabii ki bu dersler ôgrencilere verilebilir ve ben
58. inamyomm ki bu ders verilirken ôgrencilerin gerçekten kendi içlerinden bir-
59. kendilerine bir inançlari olmasi gerekir ve bunu da kendi-içlerindeki
60. duygularmdan dolayi bunu ileriye gôtürebilme yetenekleri vardir. Bu yüzeysel bir
61. ôgrenim degil de içten gelen bir ôgrenim olabilecegini dügünüyomm. Kigilere
62. gerekli araçlari, gerekli kaynaklari verdikten sonra kendilerini iler- bu konuda
63. kendilerini ilerletmek için herhangi bir her neden olabilir ve kendileri istedikleri
64. gekilde ilerlerleyebilirler. Benim için ônemli olan burda kigilerin dille ilgili dilin
65. nasil çahgtigmi gôsterebilmektir ve gerekli araçlari kullanaraktan erm etkileri nasil
66. gerekli olan etkileri elde edebileceklerini gôsterebilmektir benim için ônemli olan.
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67. Catherine: Siz kendi yazilarmizi daha da ileriye gôtürmek istiyor musunuz?
68. Fiona: Tabii ki istiyorum. Daha ônce de demig oldugum gibi Kuzey Wales’de bir
69. kursa katigmigtim ve hatta bu kursa katildiktan sonra 3 defa daha hatta yenile yaz
70. içerisinde yaz aylari içerisinde yenile yine katilmigtim bu kursa ve bir haftalik bir
71. kursa katilimgtim Carol-Ann Duffy ve Gillian Clarke ile. Çok mgkemmel bir hafta
72. geçir- geçirmiçtik ve ciddi gairlerle birlikte atôlye çahgmalarimiz oldu, ve bu
73. atôlye çaligmalariyla birlikte egzersizler yaptik, birbirimizin çaligmalanyla ilg,ili
74. kendi- ee bir birimize feedback verdik geri dônügüm verdik ve hatta hazirlamig
75. ohnug- hazirlamig oldugumuz taslak giirlerle ilgili birbirimize bilgiler vererekten o
76. hafta içerisinde gerçekten kendimi geligtirdigimi dügünüyorum. Ve hatta gu an
77. üretmekte olmug oldugum bir kitabim vardir ve kitabimm adi ‘transformations’
78. bununla ilgili bir gair arkadag hatta bana bazi bilgiler -bazi dügüneelerini bana
79. vermigti ve ônümüzdeki yil umarim ki giirlerimi bir araya toplayip bir kitap
80. çikarmak istiyorum tabii bu kitabi bir basim evi veya bunu basmaya hazir bir kigi
81. bulabilirsem.
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XX. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 3 (ii)
01. Catherine: Merhaba.
02. Fiona: Merhaba Catherine.
03. Catherine: Bizimle bu gôrügmeyi yaptigmiz için tegekkür ederiz. Bize kisaca
04. kendini anlatmakla baglayabilir misin?
05. Fiona: Evet. Surrey Üniversitesinde ogretim gôrevlisiyim, Edebiyat ôgretim
06. gôrevlisiyim ... ve adim Fiona.
07. Catherine: Biraz yazilarmdan, yaratici yazimlarmdan bahsedebilir misin?
08. Fiona: Gençlik yillarimda bagladim ve geriye dônüp baktigimda, ilk yazilara
09. baktigimda çok korkunç oldugunu farkettim. Eee bana daha ônce gençlik
10. yillarimda yazdigim yazilar çok korkunç geliyor. Bu son 1 0 -1 5  sene içerisinde
11. yazilarimi daha ciddiye aliyorum ve kendimi bu konuda bir profil geligtirmek için
12. daha çok çaba sarfediyorum.
13. Catherine: Ne yaziyor sunuz? giir mi yaziyorsunuz roman mi yaziyorsunuz?
14. Fiona: Daha çok giirler üzerine çahgiyomm fakat bu son yillarda yaratiei yazi
15. kursuna katildim ve kisa hikayeler yazmak için kendimi geligtirmeye çahgiyorum.
16. Hatta daha ônce yazmig oldugum bu kisa hikayeleri bir baglik altmda toplamaya
17. çahgiyorum ‘Çiftci sadece bildigini yer’ adi altmda bir kitap olugturdum, bir
18. roman olugturdum. Fakat bu geçen senelerden daha çok tecrübelerim oldu, çok
19. geyler ôgrendim. Fakat giir yazabilmek için nerdeyse tam zamanh çahgiyorum
20. diyebilirim. Benim eerm farkh çegitlerde-çegitli, büyük çegitlilik kullanarak
21. yaziyorum. Farkh kategorilerde olan yazilar yaziyorum. Bir kôy kizi oldugum için
22. daha çok dogayla ilgili giirler yaziyorum fakat benim için sadeee giir olmasi degil
23. de o giirin yarataeagi his ônemlidir. Bütün parçalanm bütün yazilarun hisler ve dig
24. gôrünügle ilgili genelde gôrsel ve sôzel olan kategorileri birlegtirip giirlerimi
25. yazmaya çahgiyorum. Eem farkh boyutlardaki yazilar beni çok ilgilendiriyor, ilgi
26. alanima çok giriyor. Nasil ki biz 3 boyutlu dünyayi hissediyorsak bende
27. giirlerimde o 3 boyutlu hissi yaratmaya çahgiyorum. O gekilde yazilar yazmaya
28. çahgiyomm. Benim için sesin de çok büyük ônemi vardu. Ses olaymi yazilarima
29. aktarmaya çaligiyorum. Bir sesin kagit üzerinde nasil gôrünebileeegini eem ... ve
30. bunu nasil ifade edebilecegimi çôzmeye çaligiyorum yazilanmda, giirlerimde.
31. Multi-modal dedigimiz bir çok modu olan ve bir çok modu kullanabileeegimiz
32. ômegin içerisinde kafiyesi olan, uyumu olan, ses ve gôrüntüleri ele almak
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33. istedigim için çok çegitli modlari kullanabiliyorum.
34. Catherine: Peki sizin için eerm mutli-model dedigimiz, modelli çok modelli bu
3 5 . demek mi?
3 6 . Fiona: Açikcasi benim için bir çok model demek, bir çok modelin bir araya
37. gelmesi, adi üzerinde. Okuyuculardan farkh teerübeler ve hisler alabilmek için her
3 8 . modu denerim. Erm ... dili -  okuyucu kullanilan dilin nasil çahgtigmi ve bu
3 9 . çahgmanm ortaya çikan hissin ne olacagmi nasil olacagmi çôzebilmeleri için ve
4 0 . okuyucunun bunu iyiee anlayabilmesi için her modu denerim. Yazilanmda çegitli
4 1 . modlar kullamnm.
4 2 . Catherine: Yaratici yazilarm dereeeleri baya bir yükselige dogru gidiyor. Baya bir
43. ilerleme geligme oldu bu alanda. Sizce yaratici yaziyi ôgretebilir misiniz?
44. Ôgrenilebilir bir gey mi? Degerlendirilmesi mümkün mü?
45. Fiona: Evet benee mümkün. Ôgrencinin eger ilgi alanma giren ve ... ôgrencinin
4 6 . ilgi alanma çok bagh bir konuysa tabii ki ôgretilebilir. Eem fakat tabii bu yüzeysel
47. degil de daha derin bir gekilde ôgrenme gerçeklegir. Eger bir kigiye eerm
48. yazilarmda bagarili olmasi için gerekli araç gereçleri ve kaynaklan verirseniz tabii
4 9 . ki bagarili olacagma inaninm ve bence bagarih olurlar. ... Ônemli olan dil için
50 . kullanilacak araç gereçler ve dilin nasil kullamldigmi anlamaktir ônemli olan,
51. nasil çahgtigmi anlamaktir.
5 2 . Catherine: Peki siz yazilarmizi daha ileriye gôtürüyor musunuz? Bununla ilgili
5 3 . geligmeler yapiyor musunuz?
54. Fiona: Evet sanirim daha ônee bahsetmigtim erm bir, üç tane farkh yaratici yazi
55. kursuna katildim. Burda çok iyi yazarlarla ve gairlerle birlikte çahgtim. 3- benim
56 . gibi 3 farkh gairle çahgma firsatim oldu. Gayet ciddi ve mesleklerine dügkün olan
57. insanlardir. Onlarla çahgmak çok güzeldi. Eee bir çok workshopta yer aldik ve bir
58. birimize olumlu fikirlerde bulunduk, kritiklerde bulunduk, bir birimize yapici
59. elegtirilerde bulunduk ve çok faydah oldu. Ayni gekilde bu yapiei elegtiriyi
60. ôgretmenlerimizden de aldik ... Eee bir kitap hazirlamaya çahgiyomm, kisa
61. giirlerle olan bir kitap. Benim gibi bir gair olan çok iyi bir arkadagla birlikte
62. çahgiyorum ve bana geri bilgi veriyor, dügüneelerini veriyor, fikirlerini benimle
6 3 . paylagiyor, ve bana çok yardimei oluyor. îngallah gelen sene içerisinde bu kitabi
6 4 . ee bagariyla tamamlayip bana bunu eem basacak olan bir matbaga veya bir
65. publisher bulabilirim.
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XXL Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 4 (i)
01. Sharon: Benim adim Sharon Ahem. Küçük bir kasabadan geliyomm Cork
02. kasabasmdan. Cork kasabasmm bir kôyünde yagiyomm. Çok küçük bir kôydür ee
03. samrim kirsal bir kôydür. Limerick’ten samrim 50 60 dakikalik bir uzakliktadir ve
04. hergün gidip gelmekteyim ve samrim Limerick’e yakm bir kôydür.
05. Valerie: Peki bu sana ne kadar bir sure alir?
06. Sharon: 50 veya 60 dakika.
07. Valerie: Her gün?
08. Sharon: Evet.
09. Valerie: Vauv. Peki ig konumun nedir ve neylerden sommlusun?
10. Sharon: Limeriek Universitesinde yônetim gôrevlisiyim ve orda ders vermekteyim.
11. Yapmig oldugum ig degigken bir -  yani bir çok igi içeren bir gôrevdir. Gerek
12. ôgreneilerden bagvum formlari kabul edip onlarm eee konaklamalariyla
13. ilgileniyomm eee mektup yazmalariyla ilgileniyomm onlarm banka hesaplari ve
14. okullariyla ilgileniyomm. Samrim gerçekten çok genig çaph bir kategoridir. Yani
15. yapacak çok gey vardir.
16. Valerie: Peki ee yüksek mevsim veya dügük bir mevsim varmi?
17. Sharon: Yaz aylari bizim en yogun oldugumuz mevsimdir. Ômegin bu yil bizim
18. programimiz 29 Hazirandabaglayip 28 ... Eylüle kadar devam etmektedir. Samrim
19. bizim en yogun oldugumuz zamanlar bunlardir çünkü ôgrencilerimizin çogu ôgren
20. -  ôgrencilerimizin çogu ôgretmendir. Ve tabii ôgretmenlerin çogunun tatil zamani
21. oldugu için ee derslerini tatil zamanlanyla birlegtirmek isterler. Bôylelikle ee iki
22. haftahgma gelirler. Ee bôylece ôgrenci sayisi ee bu mevsimler içerisinde yüksek
23. olmaktadir. Ve tabi Eylülden ee bütün akademik yil boyunca ôgrencilerimizin
24. çogu ee ... akademik ôgrencisidir. Eee bôylece ee genellikle -  bôylece bir yil
25. boyunca gelirler.
26. Valerie: Tamam. Ôgrencilerin profili nedir? Demigtiniz yaz aylari içerisinde
27. cogunlukla ôgretmendirler. Nereden gel-geliyorlar?
28. Sharon: Yaz aylari içerisinde çogunlukla ôgretmenlerimiz îspanya’dan
29. gelmektedir. Çu an en büyük eee ... yogunlugu olan onlardir. Diger geri kalan
30. aylar içerisinde çogunlukla gelen ôgrencilerimiz Asya konumundan gelen ki bunlar
31. Çinliler de olabilir ve Çinliler eee yüksek ôgretime eee -  normal ôgretim ve
32. yüksek ôgretime geldiklerinden dolayi ve ingilizce gerekliligi oldugundan dolayi
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33. bizim ee Ingiliz ee dil okulumuz eee bôylelikle yogun oluyor. Bôylelikle bizimle
34. birlikte bir yil kaliyorlar kaldiklari sûre içerisinde tabii ingilizce seviyelerinin
35. olmasi gerektigi gibi ee garantiledikten sonra ee de- ôgrenimlerine devam
36. ediyorlar.
37. Valerie: Tamam. Ve te -  tamam o zaman kisa süreli olan ôgrenciler için ee kaç
38. tane ôgrenciniz var gu an?
39. Sharon: §u an ee agagi yukari 150 -  kampüs üzerinde 150 200 civari ôgreneimiz
40. vardir. Ve tabi bildiginiz üzere gu an sessiz bir dônem içerisinde girmig oluyoruz
41. bildiginiz nedenlerden dolayi yani ee hazira- ee temmuz aymm sonuna geliyoruz
42. ve ee tabi 2 haftamiz kaldi daha dogrusu temmuz aymm sonuna gelmek için ve
43. artik ee eylül sonuna kadar bôyle sessiz olacak. Ogregin bugün 90 tane ôgreneimiz
44. ayrilacaktir ve pazartesi günü 40 tane ôgreneimiz gelecek. Bôylelikle ee bu
45. agamadan itibaren daha da sessiz ohnaya devam edecektir.
46. Valerie: Peki burdaki dil okul- dil merkezinin eee UL’deki konumu ne? Dil
47. merkezini bize anl- eee birazcik anlatabilir misiniz?
48. Sharon: Son 12 13 yil içerisinde dil merkezimiz iglem gôrmektedir. Ve agagi
49. yukari 2 3 tane yônetiei gôrevimiz vardir. Direktôrümüz var tabi bir akademik
50. kordinatôrümüz vardir ki yil içerisinde derslerin yogunluguna gôre kendileri gôrev
51. almaktadir ama normalde yogun olduügumuz dônemler içerisinde 5 veya 6 tane
52. ôgretmenin oluyor. Ama tabi gu an ee açikcasi 15 ile ee 20 ôgretmenimiz
53. olabiliyor. gimdi biz burda bir dil kültür ee ôgrenim ee fakültesinin -  daires -
54. departmanma bagh oldugumuzdan dolayi açikcasi ôzellegtirilmig okullara yônelik
55. bu saymm normal olup olmadigmi bilmiyorum yani fazla mi veya az mi.
56. Valerie: Peki bir yônetiei olaraktan sizin için tipik bir gün nasil olur?
57. Sharon: Tamam. Açikeasi tipik bir günüm -  normal bir günüm yoktur. Eeeh
58. açikcasi içeri sabah geliyoruz -  geliyomm e-maillerimi kontrol ettikten sonra bazi
59. e-maillerin takip edilm esi gerekir ki bunlar genel ee somlarm takibi oluyor yani
60. ômegin bir ajan arayip igte yarm geleeek olan bir ôgrenci hakkmda bilgi isteyebilir
61. yarm veya hafta sonu ve hatta 4 hafta sonra isteyecek -  geleeek olan bir ôgrenci
62. için bilgi isteyebilir. O yüzden açikcasi verilen igin ee acilligine gôre ee günümü o
63. gekilde geçiriyomm. Tabi bir de gôyle olabilir yani gün içerisinde ee gelen
64. ôgrencilerin somlari olabilir kalan ôgrencilerin hesaplariyla ilgili ôdemig olduklan
65. derslerle ilgili olaraktan veya genel somlar olabilir ki bunlar verilen testlerle ilgili
66. gelen somlar olabilir. Yani bôylelikle sen bunu planlamamig olaraktan o an onunla
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67. ilgilenmek zorunda kaliyorum. Ômegin tabi bu giine bagh olaraktan iglerde olabilir
68. ômegin çargamba günleri ee ev -  evde kalan çekleri kontrol etmek gerekebilir yani
69. bunlarm ôdenip ôdenmemig olduklarmi kontrol ederim. Bazen bununla ilgili
70. ôgrenciler için 90 veya 1 0 0 -1 0 0 -9 0  veya 100 arasi sertifikalar yapmam -
71. hazirlamam gerek -  gerekebilir. Ômegin pazartesi sabahi gelen ôgrencileri
72. resepsyonda kargilamam gerekir onlari ee dil merkezi okuluna gôtürüp ee onlarla
73. ilgili ee ôgretmenleri onlari -  ôgretmenlerine tamgtinp test yaptiriyomz. Tabi birde
74. okulun yogunluguna bagh olaraktan ee kordinatôrlerimiz vardir -  sosyal
75. kordinatôrlerimiz ki kampüsü ôgrencilere -  kampüsü gôstermek için bana yardimci
76. oluyorlar. Ve bu kisa bir tur içeren bir tanitim olur. Tabi bir de pazartesi veya
77. cuma olmasma bagh olaraktan bir ee gitme tôreni -  yo llama tôreni olabiliyor veya
78. hoggeldin kargilama tôreni olabilir. Yani genellikle bôyle oluyor. Yani websitesini
79. güncelleme olabilir telefonda gelen somlari yamtlarama olabilir ajanlarla ilgili
80. gelen somlari -  somnlari yanit -  yamtlama olabilir yani kisacasi hergey.
81. Valerie: Yani ôgrenciler için eee ... gerekli nokta-  ilk nokta olursunuz ve
82. ôgrenciler için son nokta olursunuz. Yani bu senin için nasil bir duygudur yani
83. kisacasi igin en iyi yani ve en kôtü yani nelerdir?
84. Sharon: Yani en iyi -  bu igin en iyi yônlerinden bir tanesi ôgrenciler gelmeden
85. ônce onlarla iletigim halinde olmam yani onlar eeem okula varmadan ônce onlarla
86. yogun bir iletigim içerisinde oluyomm. Tabi bilirsin burdaki -  bu igin en iyi
87. yônlerinden bir tanesi ôgrencilerin yapmig olm- yapmig oldugun ee iglemin ve
88. onlarm ee kigisel bagvumlari için harcamig oldugum zamani onlarm ee var
89. saymalari bunu bilmeleri ve bunu bilmelerinin yanmda yapmig oldugum ige ee bir
90. nevi ee takdir etmeleri yani sonuçta onlari bu adaya getirmek bir yogun iglem
91. içerisine girmem demektir. Igin ilk kismmi eee - ilk kismi -  ar -  geçen yilm aralik
92. aymda yeni bir binaya tagmdik. Eee gu an oldugum yerde ofisim tamamiyla
93. camdan yapilmigtir ve bôylelikle kendimi akvaryumda bir balik gibi hissediyomm
94. çünkü her taraf cam oldugundan dolayi herkes beni gôrebilmektedir. Ve olmug
95. oldugum yer de bir nevi bir resepsyon gibi oldugundan do layi -  resepsyon
96. gôrünümünde oldugundan dolayi herkes binanm ana resepsyonu oldugunu
97. dügünüyor. Yani bôylelikle biri binaya girdigi zaman ee telefonda olmama ragmen
98. veya bir ôgrenciyle ilgilenmeme ragmen herkes benden bir gekilde bir yardim ister.
99. Hatta bir keresinde ee 10 tane ôgrenci birden ofisime girmigti ve tabi bu benim için
100.çok zor oluyor çünkü ôgrencilerle teker teker gôrügmem gerekir. Bôylelikle igin en
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101.kôtü kismi herhalde budur.
102.Valerie: Sen demek ki bu dil okulun -  dil merkezinin bir nevi ee ambasadoru
103.gibi sayilabilirsin ôgrenciler için.
104.Evet samrim herhalde ôyle
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XXII. Short Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 4 (ii)
01. Sharon: Benim adim Sharon Ahem ve Kuzey Cork’ta yaçayi- ya§amaktayim
02. Kildorery diye bir yerde. Oldukça küçük bir kôydür ve tahminime gore gayet kirsal
03. sayilir. Her gün Kildorery'den Limerck’e eem yolculuk yapiyomm. Yaklaçik 50 60
04. daki- dakikalik bir mesafe vardir.
05. Valerie: Oyle mi? Peki ne kadar surer senin için bu yolculuk?
06. Sharon: 50 veya 60 dakika.
07. Valerie: Her gün?
08. Sharon: Evet.
09. Valerie: Vaov. Peki goreviniz nedir ve sommlulugunuz nelerdir?
10. Sharon: Üniversitedeki... eee sekreterlik gorevine sahibim- üniversitede.
11. Gorevlerimin arasmda kayitlar yer ahnaktadir. Ogrencinin herhangi bir problemini
12. çôzmekte yardimei olumm. Banka hesaplarmi açtirmalarmda yardimci oluyomm.
13. Gayet geni§ bir kategorisi olan bir içtir sanirun. Demek ki yapacak çok gey var.
14. Valerie: Peki ee yüksek ve alçak sezonlari var mi?
15. Sharon: Yazlari en yogun donemlerimizdir. Omegin yaz doneminde 29 Hazirandan
16. 28 Agustosa kadar sürebilir. Yogun olmasmin en büyük sebebi yaz doneminde
17. ogrencilerimizin çogu ogretmendirde. Ve tatil donemi oldugu için bir çogu tatil
18. donemlerinde tatille ogrenmeyi birlegtirmek istiyorlar. O yüzden 2 hafla için
19. gelirler. O yüzden bu dônemdeki ôgreneilerin sayisi baya yüksek olur. Eylülden
20. itibaren olan dônemde uzun donem ôgreneilerin dônemi oluyor. O yüzden büyük
21. ihtimal büyük bi -  eee bütün bir sene için gelmig oluyorlar.
22. Valerie: Peki. Ôgrenei profili nasil? Yaz doneminde ôgreneilerin çogu ôgretmendir
23. dediniz. Onlar nerdendir peki?
24. Sharon: Yaz dôneminde ôgretmenlerin büyük bir kismi îspanya’dan geliyor. Çu
25. anda elimizde olan en büyük eee . . . eee ulus ordandir. Ve geriye kalan zamanlarda
26. ôgrencilerimizin çogu Asya tarafmdan geliyor Çinli ôgrencilerimiz vardir eeem bu
27. ôgreneilerin eee îngilizce seviyelerinden dolayi belli bir seviyeye sahip olmalari
28. gerekiyor ve burda igte dil okulumuz devreye giriyor. Bizimle bir seneyi
29. geçhiyorlar îngilizcelerinin düzgün bir dereeede ee ... gel -  düzgün bir dereceye
30. gelene kadar bizimle kahyorlar ve tabi ondan sonra üniversiteye devam ediyorlar.
31. Valerie: Peki. Ve kisa dônemli yaz ôgrencileri -nden bahsederken onlarm sayisi
32. nedir?
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33. Sharon: Agagi yukari gu anda 150 lie 200 ogrenci arasi bir sayimiz vardir
34. kampüste. Eylüle yaklagiyomz o yüzden ogreneilerimizin sayisi . ..e e  gittik sonra
35. artiyor kalabaliklagiyor. Omegin bugün ee 90 tane ogreneimiz gidiyor ve pazartesi
36. yaklagik 40 tane ogrenci geliyor. O yüzden bundan sonra daha da sessiz olacak
3 7 . gittik sonra sessizlegecek.
38. Valerie: Peki burdaki dil merkezi... nedir eee UL’de olan? Bize bn dil merkezini
3 9 . açiklayabilir misiniz?
40. Sharon: Bn dil merkezi son 10 12 yil arasmda ee devam etmektedir. 2 ve 3 tane ...
41. eee -  iki veya üç tane sekreterimiz vardir. Bunun yanmda bir direktôrümüz vardir
42. bir tane akademik kordinatôrümüz vardir ee ve 5 6 arasi da ogretmenimiz vardir.
43. Fakat ee gimdi gu anda ee 15 ile 20 arasi ogren -  ogretmenimiz vardir. Diger dil
44. kurslariyla -  dil merkezleriyle kargilagtirdigimizda ee bn saymm çok da normal
45. olup olmadigmdan emin degilim. Eeem bizim dil kursumuz dil ve kültür merkezi
46. olarak geçiyor o yüzden bu saymun çok normal olup olmadigmdan emin degilim.
47. Valerie: Bir sekreter olarak sizin için tipik bir gün nasil geçer?
48. Sharon: Peki. Benim için aslmda çok da tipik bir gün hiçbir zaman olmuyor. Sabah
49. gelip kahvemi içiyomm e-maillerime bakiyomm ve e-maillerimin içeriklerine gôre
50. eem acil olan birgey varsa onunla ilgileniyomm onun digmda eee ... ôgrencilerle
51. ilgili bilgiler gelebilir bir emm ... ôgrenciden olan bir ajandan haber gelebilir bir
52. ôgreneinin yakmda geleeegine dair haberler gelebilir. Aeiliyet dummuna gôre
53. yapilmasi gerekenden baghyomm. Evet eee ... ihtiyaçlarla ilgilenmek. Ve bu arada
54. yanima eger bir ôgrenei geliyorsa bu ôgreneinin ihtiyaema gôre problemlerine gôre
55. yurtta yagadigi bir problem varsa veya kampüste yagadigi bir problem varsa veya
56. ôdedigi harçla ilgili bir hesaplarda bir problem varsa bunlarla ilgileniyomm.
57. Planlanmig olmayan bir dummla kargi kargiya kalabiliriz ve o anda ilgilenmek
58. gerekebilir. Omegin ee evde kalan ôgrencilerle bir kontrol yapmam gerekebilir ve
59. onlarm hesaplariyla ilgili bir kontrol yapmam gerekebilir. Eger pergembe gününe
60. denk geliyorsa genelde 90 ve 100 ôgrenei arasmda olan sertifîkalari hazirlamam
61. gerekebilir. Eger pazartersiyle yeni gelenlerle ilgilenmem gerekir. Yeni gelen
62. ôgrencileri smiflarma gôtürüp eem ...eee  . . . -  smiflarma gôtürüp daha sonra
63. testleri olmasi için ee onlari yerlegtirmem gerekir. Yogumluk dummuna bagli
64. olarak eger ôgreneilere kampüsteki çevrelerini gôstermem gerekiyorsa eeem ...
65. yardimei olacak ee arkadaglar vardir. Ve bunun -  burda kisa bir tur-la meydana
66. geliyor. Pazartesi veya cuma günleri oldugu sürece eem bir güle güle resepsiyonu
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67. veya hoggeldiniz resepsiyonu yapmak durumunda kalabiliriz. Evet kisaeasi budur
68. genel olarak. Websitesini güncellegtirmek ee telefonda ajanlarla gôrüçmek ee her
69. geyi ilgilendiriyor.
70. Valerie: Kisacasi eem ôgreneilerin ilk sizinle muhattaba ... eee geçer ve tekrar
71. sizinle muhattaba geçer. Ve size bu nasil bir duygu yaratiyor? Bu igin en iyi ve en
72. kôtü yanlari ne olabilir?
73. Sharon: Sanu-im en iyi yônlerinde biri sürekli ôgrencilerle iligki içerisinde olmak.
74. Eem ôgrenciler buraya varmadan ônce bir çokbilgilerine sahip oluyomm eee ... ve
75. onlarla ilk etapta gôrügüyomm. Sanirim bu igin en iyi yônlerinden biri ôgreneinin
76. buraya vardiktan sonra onlar için ne kadar ugragtigimi gôrmeleri ve eee
77. minnettarlik duymalaridir. Ne kadar ugragtigimi ôgrenciler gôrüyor onlar için eee
78. bu okuma sürecini hazirlamak baglatmak ve bunun kargihgmda minnettarlik hissi
79. duymak îrlanda’daki eem ... egitimleri süresince. Igin en kôtü yam eem aralikta
80. geçen sene bagka bir binaya yerlegmig oknamizdir. Emm oldugum yerde mutluyum
81. ofisimden de memnunum fakat eee peneerelerim -  her tarafta peneere vardir ve
82. kendimi eem kavanozdaki bir balik gibi hissediyomm. Bir çok insane ee binanm
83. resepsiyonu oldugunu dügünüyor burasmm. O yüzden ee bir çok sayida insanlar
84. gelip giriyor ofisime bagka bir ôgreneiyle beraber olsam bile veya benim kendi
85. ôzel ayri vaktim olsa bile sürekli birileri gidip geliyor. Omegin ofisimde ee\Q  tane
86. ôgrenciden fazla olabiliyorlar ve tabi ki bu iyi bir dumm degil çünkü her
87. ôgreneiyle tek tek ilgilenmem gerekiyor. Büyük ihtimal igin en kôtü yônü de
88. budur.
89. Valerie: Ôgreneilere siz bir çegit... ee elçi gibisiniz.
90. Sharon: Evet sanirim ôyle.
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XXIII. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 4 (i)
01. Sharon: Benim ismim Sharon Ahem North Cork kôyünden Kildorrery diye bir
02. yerden geliyomm. Limeriek’ten 50 60 dakika uzaklikta bir yer ve hergün bu
03. Kildorerry ve Limerick arasmda gidip geliyomm.
04. Valerie: Ne kadar sürüyor peki bu?
05. Sharon: 50 60 dakika gibi sürüyor.
06. Valerie: Peki goreviniz nedir?
07. Sharon: Aam University of Limerick’te kayit sommlusuyum. Bagvumlari
08. ahyomm, ôgrencileri kalacaklari yerlere yerlegtiriyomm, banka için gerekli
09. mektuplari varsa onlari veriyomm, problemlerini çôzüyomm. Aslmda çok genig
10. tabanli bir çahgma geyim var, çok geylerdir.
11. Valerie: Peki dügük sezon veya yogun sezon, yogun dônem -  yogun dônem veya
12. daha az yogun dônemleriniz var midir?
13. Sharon: Yogun dônemimiz aslmda yaz dônemidir. 29 haziran -  28 agustos
14. arasmda çünkü bu dônemde ôzellikle ôgrencilerimiz ôgretmenlerden oluguyor.
15. Tatili birlegtirip egitim amaçli kullamyor ôgretmenler. O yüzden iki haftahgma
16. buraya gelebiliyorlar ve çok degigen ôgrenei geyimiz var, çok fazla ôgrencimiz
17. oluyor bu dônemde. Geriye kalanlarsa tüm yil için burda.
18. Valerie: Peki ôgrenei profili yazm daha çok ôgretmenler dediniz. Bu ôgretmenler
19. nerden geliyorlar?
20. Sharon: Genellikle îspanya’dan yaz dôneminde îspanya’dan çok fazla ôgrencimiz
21. var. Aam onun digmda normal akademik dônemde ise Asyalilar ôzellikle Çinliler
22. çok fazla, lisans ve yüksek lisans seviyesinde ve bu noktada da Dil Merkezi daha
23. çok devreye giriyor çünkü bu kigilerin dil zomnluluklan var, dil yeterlilik
24. zomnluklan var. Bu dil yeterliliklerini saglayabilmek amaciyla bir yil boyunca
25. bizimle oluyorlar ve uygun seviyeye geldiklerinde de ilgili bôlümlere transferleri
26. yapihyor.
27. Valerie: Aam peki kisa dônemli yaz ôgrencileri gu an için kaç tane?
28. Sharon: Aam gu an 150 200 çivari ôgrencimiz var. Iki hafta bitiyor Eylül geliyor
29. malum, bugün ayrilaeak 90 ôgrencimiz, yine Pazartesi geleeek 40 ôgrencimiz var
30. ve gün geçtikce daha da sessizlegiyomz.
31. Valerie: Aam peki dil merkezi ile ilgili bilgi verebilir misiniz?
32. Sharon: Dil merkezi 12-13 yildir gôrev yapan iki tane personeli olan, bir
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33. direktôrü bir akademik kordinatôrü olan, normalde 5 - 6  ôgretmenle gôrev yapan
34. ancak gu anki gibi yogun dônemlerde 1 5 - 2 0  ôgretmeni bulunan bir merkez. Ayni
35. zamanda Dil ve Kültür Bilimleri bôlümünün de bir parçasi oldugumuz için bu
36. rakamlar aslmda ne kadar çok ne kadar az bunu tam kestiremiyomm. Normal bir
37. dil merkezi için rakamlar az mi çok mu bunun tam cevabmi veremiyorum.
38. Valerie: Peki bir idari iglerde çaligan birisi olarak tipik bir gününüzü, klasik bir
39. gününüzü anlatabilir misiniz?
40. Sharon: Tabi ki ôneelikle geliyomm. E-maillerimi kontrol ediyomm ve e-mailler
41. genellikle takip gerektiriyor bunlar genel bilgi talepleri olabiliyor veya bir
42. agent’dan gelen ôzellikle bir ôgrenei, bugun gelen yarm geleeek olan veya dôrt
43. hafta sonra geleeek olan bir ôgrenei ile ilgili bir bilgi talebi olabiliyor. Aam
44. aralarda ôgrenciler geliyor onlarm muhasebe ile ilgili veya kaldiklari yerlerle ilgili
45. problemleri varsa veya test bagvumlari, smav bagvumlari varsa bu gibi geylerle
46. ilgileniyomz. Eger bugün Çargambaysa evde aile yanma yerlegen ôgreneilerin
47. kontrolleri yapihyor. Bunlarm rapom muhasebeye bildiriliyor. Eger bugün
48. Pergembeyse 9 0 -1 0 0  ôgrenei için sertifikalar hazirlamyor. Aam eger bir
49. Pazartesi sabahiysa yeni girig günüdür, yeni ôgreneilerin resepsyonda
50. kargilanmasiyla bagliyor, bunlari Dil Merkezine gôtürülmesi smava girilmeleri ve
51. yerlegtirilmeleri. Aam yine iki kisa tur olabiliyor. Belki hoggeldin veya gülegüle
52. toplandilarma etkinliklerine katilabiliyor, bu günün Pazartesi mi Cuma mi
53. olduguna bagh olarak. Ama genel olarak igte web-sitesinin güncellenmesi
54. problemlerle ilgilenme aeentalarm-a yardim gibi konularla ilgileniyomm.
55. Valerie: Aam yani siz aslmda ôgreneilerin ilk ve son kontak noktasismiz ayni
56. zamanda. Bu nasil bir his ve iginizin en iyi ve en kôtü yanlari neler?
57. Sharon: Aam en iyi herhalde ôgrencilerle en fazla iletigiminizin olmasi. Ôzellikle
58. ôgprenciler gelmeden ônce onlarm gerekli ayarlamalarmi yapmak için en fazla
59. iletigime girdiginiz gey bu ve ôgreneilerin, bir diger gey de ôgreneilerin onlar için
60. yaptiklarmizi taktir etmesi. Ômegin bir ada gezisi gibi ayarladigmiz geylerin onlar
61. için yaptiklarmizm bilincinde olup onlari taktir ediyor olmasi. Aam en kôtü geyde
62. herhalde geçen yil Aralik aymda yeni binaya tagmdik tamamen cam bir bina eam
63. bir bôlüm ve kendimi bir balik tankmda bir balik gibi hissediyomm çünkü herkes
64. gôrüyor ve ôyle bir havasi var ki herkes binanm ana resepsyonu olarak algiliyor,
65. ôyle saniyor. Telefonda olup olmamama bakmaksizm bir sürü ôgrenei bir anda
66. gelebiliyor. Ômegin 10 ôgrenei birden ofiste olabiliyor. Fakat benim bunlarla bire
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67. bir ilgilenmem gerekiyor. En kôtü yam da bu herhalde.
68. Valerie: Bir yerde Dil Merkezinin elçisi gibisiniz diye anliyorum.
69. Sharon: Evet sanirim ôyle.
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XXIV. Long Consecutive Interpretation of Text Set 4 (Ü)
01. Sharon: Benim adim Sharon Ahem. Kildorerry diye bir küçük bir koyden
02. geliyomm aslmda kirsal bir koy oldugunu soyleyebilirim. Eee her gün
03. Kildorrery’den Limeriek’e geliyomm ig için. Yaklagik 50 ile 60 dakika arasi bir
04. yolculuk yapiyomm.
05. Valerie: Her gün mü geliyorsunuz ve ne kadar sürüyor bu yoleulugunuz?
06. Sharon: Evet her gün geliyomm ve 50 60 dakika gibi bir sûre ahyor bana.
07. Valerie: Ordaki goreviniz nedir?
08. Sharon: Limerick Universitesinde ben bir yonetieiyim.
09. Valerie: Ordaki sommluluklarmizdan bahsedebilir misiniz?
10. Sharon: Aslmda çok genig sommluluklarim var orda dedigim gibi bir ee
11. yonetieiyim ôgreneilerin kayitlariyla somnlariyla ilgili yardimci olmaya
12. çahgiyomm. Eee genig bir sommlulugum var diyebiliriz aslmda bu konuda.
13. Valerie: Eeem ... orda yônetiei oldugunuzu sôylediniz bu gôrevinizin yogun
14. dônemleri var midir?
15. Sharon: Tabii ki 2 farkh sezonumuz var. Yogun dônemle tatil dônemi diyebiliriz
16. daha dügük yogunlukta oldugu dônem. Genelde yogun dônemimiz yaza denk
17. geliyor 29 Haziranla 28 Agustos arasi bu dônemde genellikle ee ôgrencilerimiz
18. ôgretmenler oluyor. Onlar tatillerini egitimle birlegtirmeyi seviyor ve 2 haftahk
19. kurslar için 2 haftalik egitimler için gelebiliyorlar buraya. Diger dônemlerde ise
20. akademik yil daha rahat oluyor.
21. Valerie: Peki burda ôgrenei- ôgrencilerinizin ôgretmen oldugundan bahsettiniz.
22. Ôgrenei profîliniz nedir bundan bahsedebilir misiniz?
23. Sharon: Daha ônce sôyledigim gibi yogun dônemlerde ôgretmenler gelip tatillerini
24. egitimle birlegtirmeyi seviyor. 2 haftalik kurslara katihyorlar. Diger akademik
25. yilda genellikle ôgrenciler Asya’dan ve Çin’den geliyor. Ordaki ôgrencilerimizin
26. amaci üniversiteye devam edebilmek için bir baglangiç ingilizcesine ihtiyaç
27. duyuyorlar dolayisiyle gelip ee temel bir îngilizce kursu ahyorlar. Ee 1 yillik bir
28. egitimden sonra da üniversiteye geçig yapiyorlar.
29. Valerie: Eee diger ôgrencilerinizin çogu nereden geliyor diye sorabilir miyiz?
30. Sharon: Genellikle ülke olarak îspanya’dan çok ôgrencimiz oluyor ve onun
31. digmda dedigim gibi akademik yilda ôgrenciler Asya ve Çin’den gelip 1 yillik
32. kurslara katihyorlar.
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33. Valerie: Peki eee kisa dônem bu yaz okulu dediginiz dônem ne kadar ôgrenciniz
34. var?
35. Sharon: §u anda 150 ile 200 arasi bir ôgrencimiz var. 2 hafta sonra Eylül
36. yaklagiyor dolayisiyla yavag yavag daha sakin dôneme geçecegiz gu an en yogun
37. dônemdeyiz. Eee mesela ee bugünlerde 90 tane ôgrenei ayrilacak çikig yapaeak
38. Pazartesi günü ise 40 tane yeni ôgrencimiz geleeek dolayisiyle ôgrenei sayimizda
39. azahna olaeak.
40. Valerie: Peki dil merkezinizin nasil bir kurum oldugunu bize anlatabilir misiniz?
41. Sharon: Biz 12 13 yildir çahgiyoruz. Normalde ee sakin dônemde 2 3 tane
42. yôneticimiz var direktôrümüz kordinatôrümüz 5 6 tane de ôgretmenle sakin
43. sezonu geçiriyoruz. Yogun dônemde ise gimdiki dônemde 50 ile 60 arasi
44. ôgretmeni bulabiliyoruz ve bu çok yogun oldugumuz dônemlerde oluyor. Bizim
45. dil merkezimizi diger ôzel okullarla kiyaslayamam kiyaslayaeak olsaniz büyük bir
46. dil merkezimi küçük bir dil merkezimi sôyleyemeyecegim çünkü gu andaki
47. ôgretmen sayimizi kiyaslamam çok zor olur çok fazla var gu an.
48. Valerie: Peki yônetiei olarak gününüzü -  normal bir günü- gününüzün nasil
49. geçtigini bize sôyleyebilir misiniz?
50. Sharon: Tabii ki. Her gün ige baglanm. îlk igim e-mailleri e-postalari kontrol
51. ederim. Tabi her e-postanm ona gôre eevaplandirilmasi vardir. Acil olanlari
52. hemen o an cevaplamak gerekebiliyor veya eee bir kurum size yarm veya 1 hafta
53. sonra veya 4 hafta sonra gelebilecek olan bir ôgrenei ile ilgili bilgiler verebilir.
54. Ona gôre aciliyetine gôre cevapla -  cevaphyorum. Eee veya muasebe ile ilgili
55. konulara bakiyomm onunla ilgili gerekli iglemleri yapiyomm. Ôgreneilerin ee yurt
56. konusuna -  konusuyla ilgileniyomm orda ôgreneilerin kalmasiyla ilgili ee
57. yapmam gereken igler varsa onlari yapiyomm. Bazen planlamadigmiz geyler
58. çikabilir. Onlar-onlarla ilgileniyomm. Eee smav bagvumlari oluyor telefonlara
59. bakip ôgreneilerin genel somlariyla ilgileniyomm. Smavlarla ilgili somlari
60. sorabilirler bagvurmak - smavlara bagvurmak isyeyebilirler. Onunla ilgili
61. bilgilendirme yapiyomm. Çargamba günü genelde ôgreneilerin yurt konulariyla
62. ilg ili... ilgileniyomm. Pergembeleri 90 ile 100 arasiôgrenciye sertifika
63. hazirlamam gerekebilir. Sertifika hazirlama günüdür. Pazartesi günleri yeni gelen
64. ôgreneilerin kargilamalari var onlari smiflarma gôtürüp eee genel bir tur yaparak
65. ee dil merkezimizi tamtiyomm. Ôgrencileri ôgretmenler seviye belirleme
66. smavlarma koyabiliyor. Pazartesi veya Cuma günleri farkh olarak Pazartesileri
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67. hoçgeldiniz resepsyonu olabilir onlara katihrim. Cuma günleri de ayrilacak olan
68. ôgrenciler için ee onlari yolcu etme adma resepsyonlar yapabiliyoruz. Genel
69. olarak hergeyi yapiyomm bilgi verme konusunda telefonlara elektronik postayla
70. ilgili gelen bütün som-somlari cevap vermeye çaligiyomm. Aslmda bakaeak
71. olursamz hergeyi yapiyomm yani.
72. Valerie: Genelde anladigim kadariyla ôgreneilerin ilk ve son muhattap oldugu
73. iletigim kurdugu insan sizsiniz. Eee iginizin iyi ve kôtü yônleri nelerdir? Eee
74. tahminime gôre iyi yônlerinden biri ilk ôgrenciler size bagvurdugu andan itibaren
75. çok iletigim ee bire bir iletigim yagiyorsunuz herhalde en iyi yônü bu olsa gerek.
76. Sharon: Evet eee dediginiz gibi ôgreneilerin ilk bagvumlarmda verdigim emegin
77. ne kadar oldugunu tecrübe etmek onlarm ilk bagvumlarmda onlar gelmeden bütün
78. bilgileri derleyip toplayip vardiklarmda hergeyin hazir olmasmi sagladigimda bu
79. igin benim açundan en iyi yônüdür. Ôgrenciler de bunu îrlanda’ya kadar geldikleri
80. zaman yaptigmiz ige deger verdiklerini gôrdügünüz zaman eee iginizden memnun
81. oluyorsunuz ve en iyi tatmin oldugunuz an o andir. Ôgreneinin size yaptiklarmizm
82. degerini anladigi zamandir. îgimin en kôtü yonünü sôyleyeeek olursam.
83. Geçtigimiz yilm aralik aymda yeni binamiza tagmdik. Eee ve her taraf cam. Benim
84. ofîsimin oldugu yer orta yerde ve herkes sizi gôrebiliyor. Eee orda binadaki ana
85. resepsyonmug gibi gôrünüyor ofisim. Herkes istedigi an içeriye dalabilir. Ben bir
86. anda 10 ôgreneiyle ayni anda muhattap olmaya çaligrrken ki bununla baga çikmak
87. imkansiz bir gey. Ôgrencilerle teke tek muhattap olmak lazim. Onlarm
88. somnlariyla ilgilenebilmek lazim. Oysa herkes herhangi bir som soracak olan kigi
89. ana resepsyon sanip ofisime dalabiliyor. Eem herhalde en kôtü yani da budur.
90. Valerie: Yani siz aslmda bu dil merkezinin bir elçisi gibisiniz ôgrenciler için.
91. Sharon: Evet o -  o gekilde diyebiliriz.
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